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FOREWORD 

THIS volume, like the study of "Trade Associations: 
Their Economic Significance and Legal Status" which 
preceded it, is an outcome of a comprehensive investi

gation of the problems raised by governmental regolation of 
industrial and business enterprise in the United States. Such 
problems are ever-present in a society in which manufacture 
and trade have undergone and are undergoing such rapid 
development and change as is witnessed in this country. 
Both this development of industry and trade and some form 
of government policy toward them are inevitable, and the 
flexible adjustment of the one to the other is necessary for 
economic security and progress. 

The problems here involved, while interrelated and funda,. 
mentally one, present three aspects which for convenience 
have been distinguished and treated separately in the Con
ference Board's investigation. There are, first, the problems 
raised by the business practices of enterprises, regardless of 
their size or internal organization, in relation to competitors, 
dealers and consumers. These are problems of general busi
ness regulation arising out of the competitive process, the 
freedom of which it is the fundamental intent of all govern
mental policy in this country to preserve. Second, there are 
the special problems presented by the cooperation of inde
pendent business org&\1izations in common lines of activity. 
These are the problems of the legitimate scope of trade aSSO
ciation, which have been of increasing public concern, and 
which, because of the current interest in them, were treated 
earlier in the Conference Board's study in the volume men
tioned above. Third, there are the problems raised by the 
large scale organization of b;zsiness or industry through the 
consolidation or combination of independent interests. This 
is the "trust" problem itself, familiarly so-called, which 
presen ts in many respects the most difficult of all the prob
lems of governmental policy toward business organization • .. 
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The 'present volume deals with the first of these three 
aspects of the regulatory problem. .Its subject is not only of 
timely interest, but in the larger view it forms the bridge 
between1the consideration of business cooperation and that 
of industrial combination, for the problems of the regulation 
of trade association activity and of large-scale industry are 
intimately bound up with those of the regulation of the com
petitive process in general. 

In this, as in other parts of the Conference Board's investi
gation of the problems of governmental regulation, the 
primary purpose has been to seek the elements of sound pub
lic policy in this complicated sphere, not through a purely 
critical or negative approach to the existing policy, but 
through an analysis of the economic background in which any 
policy must function, in this way affording a basis for inde
pendent judgment upon the soundness and adequacy of the 
prevailing law and policy. While every effort has been made 
to make the survey of the legal situation as exhaustive and 
-exact as possible, the emphasis in all these studies is placed 
primarily upon the economic rather than the legal aspect of 
the' problems dealt with. 

This volume is the result of an investigation conducted by 
Mr. Myron W. Watkins and assistants, of the Conference 
Board's Research Staff, under the general supervision of the 
Staff Economic Council. 

In the preparation of its publications, the National Indus
trial Conference Board avails itself of the experience and 
judgment of the business executives who compose its mem
bership and of recognized authorities in special fields, in addi
tion to the scientific knowledge and equipment of its Re
search Staff. The publications of the Board thus finally 
represent the result of scientific investigation and broad 
business experience, and the conclusions expressed therein are 
those of the Conference Board as a body. 

In this study the Conference Board has greatly benefited 
by the critical suggestions of numerous business executives, 
economists and legal authorities especially conversant with 
the subject of which it treats. To all of these the Conference 
Board wishes to express its indebtedness. The Board is 
under special obligation to the members ofits Advisory Com-
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mittee on Anti-Trust Policy and Enforcement, whose close 
cooperation has been invaluable, viz.: 

Frederick. P. Fish, of Fish, Richardson & Neav;, Boston, 
Mass.; Chairman. 

Thomas Nixon Carver, Professor of Economics, Harvard 
University, Cambridge, Mass. 

Charles Cheney, Treasurer, Cheney Brothers, South Man
chester, Conn-. 

James A. Emery, General Counsel, National Association of 
Manufacturers, Washington, D. C. 

Frank J. Goodnow, President, Johns Hopkins Uhiversity, 
Baltimore, Md. 

Addison L Greene, Chairman, Farr Alpaca Co., Holyoke, 
Mass. 

Leonor F. Loree, President, Delaware and Hudson Co., New 
York City. 

Walter Gordon Merritt, Counsel, League for Industrial 
Rights, New York City. 

Gilbert H. Montague, Counsellor at Law, New York City. 
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Loyall A. Osborne, President, Westinghouse Electric Inter

national Co., New York City. . 
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PUBLIC REGULATION OF COM
PETITIVE PRACTICES 

INTRODUCTION 

§l. POINT OF VIEW AND METHOD OF THE INQUIR.Y 

The object of the investigation of which this study is a part 
is to survey the results of the policy of regulating manufac
turing industry and trade which has been pursued in the 
United States in recent times. To do this properly, and 
thereby provide a basis for a sound judgment upon public 
policy in this sphere, it is essential to consider the problem 
from several points of view. The point of view of con
sumers, interested in fair prices and honest dealing, the point 
of view of producers, interested in technical efficiency and 
reasonable rewards, the point of view of the lawyer and 
political scientist, interested in simple, definite rules and 
effective administration,-none of these can be iguored. To 
take a single angle of approach would greatly simplify the 
stody, but would correspondingly detract from its value. It 
has not seemed feasible, either, to make separate studies 
from each of these several points of view. The complexity 
and essential difficulties of the different aspects of govern
ment regulation of trade cannot be adequately appreciated 
and the problem effectively dealt with by this method. 
Accordingly, the method of procedure herein followed will be 
to treat the particular aspect of the regulation of industry 
and commerce which is the subject of this volume as an out
growth, in its numerous phases, of certain trade conditions, 
which will be described and analyzed as a basis for the dis
cussion of the legal issues- which have developed around 
them. 

Preliminary to the detailed examination of the various 
directions in which the government regulatory power has in-

1 
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terfered with the discretionary conduct of private business 
enterprise in the market, it will be well to trace in broad out
line the general characteristics of the political economy under 
which production and consumption are carried on, and 
which, after all, so-called anti-trust policy touches only on 
the fringe. 

The system by which trade and industry in the United 
States have been organized and conducted from the begin
ning of the national life is perhaps best described as the com
petitive system. Whatever view one may hold regarding the 
beneficence or the disadvantages of thi§ system, however 
closely or remotely one may regard its connection with the 
economic expansion of the country, it is indisputable that an 
analytical study of the operation of the competitive system 
must be the starting point of any inquiry into the nature of a 
sound public ~olicy in the regulation of trade. For the com
petitive ordenng of economic affairs is a corollary of some of 
the most fundamental of the established institUtions in mod
em society. The competitive industrial system has grown up 
in conformity with the evolution of social and religious and 
political ideas, habits, and usages which have all contributed 
In stamping men living in modern communities with a cer
tain character, a certain outlook, a certain bias, if you will. 
Their attitude towards work, their notions of rights and 
duties, their loyalties and their detachments, their ambitions 
and their complacencies,-in short, what men are,-is in great 
measure a result of the system under which they have been 
living. 

In consequence, the formulation of a public policy towards 
any particular aspect of human relationships, such as the 
economic process, cannot be undertaken in the abstract with
out disregarding, at some hazard, this vital interconnection 
between the human material to be dealt with and the existing 
ways of doing things. Traditions, usages, institutions-the 
social heritage-may of course be modified. But they are not 
like a cloak which men may put on and take olf at will. They 
are the muscular tissues which make the bony skeleton of 
"human nature" into a living organism. To wholesome 
nourishment these tissues respond, and to the diseases of the 
flesh they are subject. But large-scale surgery is a perilous 
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expedient, whether upon the body politic Of the human Of

ganism, and is undertaken by sane men only in the direst 
extremities. 

§2. STATEMENT OF TIlE PROBLEM 

Beginning, then, with this competitive economic order· 
which is found actually administering to the wants of men 
and as well providing an outlet for some more epicurean im
pulses, there are certain salient features and essential implica
tions thereof whichPiust at once be noted. The competitive 
industrial system is at bottom a mechanism providing for the 
distribution of productive resources of all kinds among the 
various alternative uses of which they are capable, according 
to the spontaneous adjustment of private interests.' It as
sumes that each individual is the best judge of his own inter
est. It assumes that when left free to pursue that interest, 
each will find employment for his means where they are most 
fruitful not only for himself hut, at the same time, for others. 
That these assumptions are wholly justified, without any 
qualification, there are few who would now contend. But, on 
the whole, with all its offsets, this system of economic liberty 
does appear to provide a reasonable measure of material wd
fare and at the same time afford men such a degree of inde
pendence and resJilOnsibility as comports with Common human 
dispositions. This is attested by the adherence of the over
whdming majority of citizens, expressed in votes, to the 
political framework and government policies which support 
the traditional economic system in its main outlines. 

The competitive system involves, it is manifest, the grant 
of a wide discretion to individuals to enrich themsdves hy 
whatever methods they can. But that a wide latitude in the 
choice of pathways to gain may result in the discovery that 
there are numerous ways by which one may profit at the ex
pense of others, rather than along with them, has long been 

lIt j. frequendy aascrted, also, that a competitive system of indultry tends to 
procure auch • IIow of producta of varied sorts that their relative 9uantitie. and 
qualities approximate the maximum eatisfaction of wanta :&om the limited dispoa.. 
able ft:aourcca. Whether this RSUlt will be realized, however, depends upon the 
validity of certain assumptiona regarding the competitive pt'OCC!8 wlUch on " priOf'; 
grounds 8eem rc:aaonable enough but: which its actual operation does not alwsya 
bur out. Cf. Alfred Marshall, ;?Principlet of Economico," 7th ed., 1916. pp. 462-
476, S02. 
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realizeci. As a consequence, not even under the roseate illu
sions of the eighteenth century political philosophy did the 
government of any modern state, save for a brief period in 
France during the Revolution, abandon all regulation of the 
conduct of economic affairs. It has always been recognized 
that some authoritative restraints must be imposed upon 
men, in trade no less than elsewhere, if their in tercourse is 
not to degenerate into a hectic process of mutual frustration. 
The prohibition of force and fraud applies in every field of 
human relations and probably has been, on the whole, as 
rigorously upheld in the sphere of business as ou tside of it. 
Indeed, as will presently be shown, under the common law, 
as developed in the decisions of English and American courts, 
there have long existed special rules applying the general 
principle of protection against forceful or deceitful aggression 
to the peculiar exigencies of trade. The prohibition of con
spiracies against public order and the common welfare, ex
tending far back into the origins of the common law, has 
likewise had special application to the affairs of trade and 
testifies to a persistent skepticism of the policy of exclusive 
reliance upon self-direction. 

It is evident, therefore, that this is no new problem which 
confronts those responsible for the formulation of a sound 
public policy toward the management of industry. It is but 
the continuation of an old problem. It is ever a question of 
whether and how far changed conditions-objective changes 
in the environment, changes in industrial technique, possibly 
human changes connected with education and migration
counsel a new adjustment of the balance between freedom 
and authority in regulating the conduct of economic affairs. 
Some readjustment of this balance seemed necessary in the 
United States towards the close of the last century. The in
crease of immigration, the disappearance of the frontier, the 
establishment of rapid transportation and communication, 
the growth of Jarge...scale manufacture, the expansion of mar
kets from local areas to a regional and national compass, all 
these had such profound and far-reaching eff'ects upon the 
economic life of the 'people that some modification of the 
traditional public poilcy toward the regulation of trade ap
peared indispensable. 
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It cannot be gainsaid that serious abuses had ~wn up 
under the stress and strain of the transitional period through 
wruch American business was then passing. Secret rebating, 
local price wars, spying upon and molesting-competitors' 
salesmen, underweighlng, and deliberate bribing of cus~om
ers' agents characterized to some extent the bUSiness 
methods prevailing in not a few industri~ Occasionally in 
an effort to escape from these chaotic and degrading condi
tions competitors would &,uppress their enmity for a time. 
But when the competitive warfare ceased through price 
agreement or output limitation or division of territory, the 
exploitation of the consumers usually commenced. Such was 
the vortex into wruch the business community was plunged 
by the rapid growth of manufactures and the breakdown of 
local barriers to trade under the impetus of the deep-seated 
forces above described. The old, established doctrines of the 
common law were still applicable, of course. But the situa
tion had gotten to a stage with wruch, evidently, the indirect 
measures and slow processes of the courts Could not cope. 

§3. GOVEllNMENT REGULATION AND ITs SEVERAL ASPECTS 

The problem presented was of national scope and called 
essentially for national action. Constitutional provisions, in 
this connection, presented no immediate barrier; the ," com
merce clause" furnished ample authority for the exercise 
of broad powers by the Federal Government, if Congress 
deemed this expedient. And it did. The Interstate Com
merce Act of 1887 and the Sherman Anti-Trust Act of 1890 
reflected a wide-spread conviction that the control of trade 
and industry had gotten "out of hand." Both of these im
portant pieces of legislation expressed a determination to reo . 
vise public policy in such fashion that the subversion of pub
lic interests by the manipulation of private business should 
be made less inviting. The government was to exert more 
actively its authority for the protection of the general public 
and correspondingly to curb the prerogatives going with the 
management of private property. The legislation of 1887 
was directed primariI y to the regulation of the railroads, and 
that ofl890 primarily to the regulation of industrial and com-

l 
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mercial enterprises. They differed vitally in the scope and 
manner of the extension of public authority, and the declara
tion of public policy which each embodied has in both in
stances been considerably modified by subsequent amend
ments and supplements. But it is no part of the purpose of 
this IntroductIon either to describe in detail the provisions 
of these fundamental laws or to enumerate and interpret the 
legislative and judicial modifications they have undergone. 
This has been done summarily for the Anti-Trust Act in 
Chapter II of the first study in this series, 1 and will be briefly 
recapitulated in the third chapter of this volume. Here it is 
sufficient to observe that the development of government 
regulation of business enterprise in the last forty years, and in 
particular the evolution of anti-trust policy, has continually 
been in the direction of strengthening the competitive ec0-

nomic order. I t has aimed, not at the substitution of govern
ment control for competition, but at safeguarding and in
vigorating competitive forces to the end that manufacture 
and commerce may spontaneously regulate themselves in the 
public interest. 

(a) Anti-wust Policy and InlusJrial Consolidation, 

In surveying the scope and operation of this anti-trust 
policy there are several divisions under which one might 
treat its various applications. But there are three principal 
aspects which commend themselves for a study of this char
acter, involving an economic appraisal of the effects of the 
law. The policy of the law may be studied in its relation to 
industrial consolidation, in its relation to trade cooperation, 
or in its relation to business practices.' 

The first is undoubtedly the aspect of anti-trust policy 
which has received the most attention, both critically by pro
fessional writers, and casually by politicians and publicists. 
The interpretation and enforcement of the anti-trust laws on 
this side have aroused grave forebodings, sanguine hopes, and 

1 National Industrial Conference Board. "Trade Associations! Their Economic 
SlgniJicance and Legal Statu .. " New York. 1925 • 

• But it must not be forgotten that all aspects are cloaely interrelated, anti-trust 
policy 81 a whole having the lIi~c domin.~ objeet of maintaining free and open 
comp:tition in all branches of industry and m all markets, save such u may be 
lpe<lncally exempted from ill purview. 
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warm controversies. Even now ·the issues have not all been 
resolved; but they are less acute than they were a generation 
ago. The changes in business usage with the accumulation of 
business experience, and the progressive modification or 
adaptation of the principles laid down in the Sherman Act . 
have combined to shift the- main interest from this field of 
application to the others. 

(b) Anti-lrust Policy and Trade Cooperation 

The relation of the public policy embodied in the Sherman 
Act and supplementary legislation to cooeeration in trade 
and industry is a subject latterly receiving mcreasing atten
tion. With the ebbing of the tide of industrial combinations 
and mergers in the first decade of the century, so much of the 
energy of American business enterprise as was unable to ex
press itself in the responsible administration of industrial or 
commercial ventures sought an outlet in the remodeling of the 
trade and market structure. This was almost necessarily a 
cooperative undertaking. For the" structure" of trade rela
tionships, i. e., the general framework within which private 
firms establish themselves and -within which the goods and 
counters of commerce are moved about is, after all, if we leave 
aside for the moment the bare skeleton oflegal rules, only a 
bundle of habits and usages. These can seldom be consciously 
modified or moulded save by the collective action of a.rep
resentative group subject to their sway. It requires the 
warm influence of a common fellowship to loosen customs 
made rigid by long practice or to germinate the seeds of a new 
order in trade relations. Vast and powerful combinations, 
working separately, have often found themselves impotent to 
introduce adaptive methods and devices or to change old 
ones.' Single-handed enterprise in this direction begets hos
tility by virtue merely of its single-handedness. But through 
cooperate efforts it was found that there were manifold ways 

-1 Take, for example, the occasional vi~ sponsorship of commercial arbitra
tion by a prominent concern in • given line of trade. Its zeal to l'eJ?lace the cosdy 
but esta.bliahed system of litigation in the settlement of commercial ~yutes by 
the more expeditious plan of arbiuation is usually met with indi1ference, if not with 
suspicioD, or active ftostility. The growth of a relatively novel devu:e, such. as 
«Ommerctal arbitration, has to be nurtured by the joint support of a number of 
independent fKtOra in the trade. 
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to alter the technical and market environment of trade com
petition to mutual advantage. Usually, though not invari
ably, these ways led through improvements in the efficiency 
of industrial and commercial processes to greater business 
profits. For example, ,it was found that the exploitation of 
patents, the diversification of products, the assembly of credit 
information and data upon the course of trade, the methods 
of estimating production costs, all lent themselves to coopera
tive attack. 

It is manifest, however, that this cooperation among trade 
competitors which has been such a salient feature of indus
trial evolution during the last two decades was bound to 
encounter the challenge of the same principles of public policy 
which had exerted a limiting influence upon the consolidation 
movement. Similar questions arose, but in a new guise. 
What liberty should be vouchsafed to voluntary associations 
of producers to regulate in unison the conditions and usages 
in their respective industries? How far might these autono
mous bodies in each field of trade safely be permitted to go in 
the exercise of the privileges accorded them? It was to find 
an answer to questions such as these that the investigation 
leading to the Conference Board's report on "Trade Associa
tions: Their Economic Significance and Legal Status," was 
undertaken. The conclusions there stated need not here be 
repeated. 

(c) Anli-lrust Policy ami Businus Practices 
The relation of federal anti-trust policy to the business 

practices, or methods of competition, employed by individual 
establishments remained until recent years obscure and un
developed. It had, of course, long been recognized under the 
common law, as was pointed out above, that there must be 
limits to the discretion granted the responsible managers of 
business enterprises as to how best to advance each his special 
interest. Aside from the limitations which adhered generally 
to men's behavior outside of business as well as in it, certain 
private rights of action existed in favor of business com
petitors injured by the business practices of a. rival in trade. 
But these were of restricted compass, as will presently be 
shown. On the whole, every business man was expected to 
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look out for himself. If he did' not, and suffered damages, 
they were likely to remain unredressed. 

Not only were there few business methods or policies em
ployed in trade competition which were regarded as tortious, 
but the regulation of these matters formed no part of what is 
sometimes indefinitely called public law. Such injuries as' 
might be inflicted in the struggle for trade were for the most 
part considered excusable, or at best but private wrongs. 
"Business is business" justified much. But experience grad
ually revealed that there were public as well as private inter
ests at stake in respect to the business tactics used by inde-: 
pendent trade competitors; It became clear that nefarious 
tactics might be used to stifle competition. The policies 
of trade competitors mould the market environment and, 
according to their character, bring about conditions favorable 
to honest and forthright competition or to the arbitrary and 
monopolistic control of the market. They do this by their 
influence "pon the qualifications for survival in the trade. If 
the energy of business managers must be continually engaged 
in checkmating the insidious and unfair aggression of un
scrupulous rivals, the value of the competitive process from 
the sccial point of view is impaired and its llttractiveness to 
the participants themselves must likewise suffer. It becomes 
only a question of time before such competition will be ended, 
either by the collusion of the exhausted and exasperated rivals 
or by the supremacy of the most predatory. 

In response to the growing recognition of this vital connec
tion between the plane of competitive business conduct, and 
the maintenance of a free and open market, Congress passed 
in 1914 the most important supplementary legislation to the 
anti-trust law of 1890. Whether the arrested development of 
the common law in the limitation of competitive practices 
might eventually have been corrected in the courts, as some 
contended, or whether the principal deterrent to the indirect 
regulation of the competitive 'conduct of independent busi
ness enterprises under the Sherman Act was only the skepti
cism or supineness .of prosecuting authorities, as others 
asserted, it is no longer of moment to inquire. The Federal 
Trade Commission Act and the Clayton Act taken together 
met the criticism that anti-trust policy was inadequate on its 
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preventive side. The administration of these laws in the 
decade since their enactment has quite naturally given rise to 
sharp controversies over both the detailed regulations which 
they authorize and the fundamental development of policy 
which they embody. A sufficient period has now elapsed to 
warrant a systematic and analytical review of this newer 
aspect of anti-trust policy and the formulation of a judgment 
upon its utility. This is the task which has been essayed in 
the present study. 

§4. PLAN OF THE PllESENT STUDY 

The plan of treatment will be to review first the main 
features of the transformation which commercial organiza
tion and usage have recently undergone. This will provide 
the economic background for the subsequent analysis of 
specific competitive practices and the policy of the law in 
regard thereto. A second chapter will be devoted to the 
limitations placed upon competitive tactics by the common 
law and to an examination of the expediency and effectiveness 
of those limitations. This will be followed by still a third 
chapter, more or less introductory in nature, dealing with the 
development of federal regulation of the methods of com
petition. In this connection will be discussed several inftu
ences which, quite apart from the inftuence of the 1914 
amendments of the anti-trust law, have tended to ameliorate 
the conditions, and raise the standards, of trade rivalry. 
These inftuences may be regarded as abetting the work of the 
federal administrative agencies in certain directions, and in so 
far they must be taken into account in judging of the need 
and assessing the achievements of federal regulation. 

In Chapters IV, V, and VI the real substance of the regu
lation by government of the modes of market conduct pur
sued by private enterprises is treated. The division of the 
subject matter follows, roughly, a natural economic division 
between the price policies, the sales-promotion policies, and 
the trade relations policies,. of a business concern. This 
classification has been chosen in preference to a technical 
legal division, which could lend little assistance to an ec0-

nomic analysis of the rules and doctrines which go to make 
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up current public policy regarding the conduct of trade. In 
brief, the effort will be rather to determine how certain 
branches of business practice are affected by government 
regulation, than to find how in detail certain legal rules and 
administrative rulings affect business practice. These three 
chapters will constitute the body of the present study. A 
final chapter will afford an opportunity for directing atten
tion to the larger implications of all this authoritative regu
lation of business conduct, and for weighing its advantages 
and disadvantages in the light of the actual situation. This 
may lead to the formulation of some general conclusions 
regarding the soundness of existing anti-trust policy in its 
application to the control of competitive practices. 



CHAPTER I 

MODERN CHANGES IN ME1HODS OF MARKETING 

§1. RELATION OF COMPETITIVE PRACTICES TO COMMERCIAL 

ORGANIZATION IN GENERAL 

Competitive tactics, in the broadest sense, would cover 
every feature of the conduct of a business enterprise. The 
adoption byamanufacturerof the policy of restrictinghisoper
ations to the production of a particular type of product is a 
methodof doing business calculated, whether the event proves 
rightly or wrongly, to give him an advantage over competing 
concerns. Likewise, the establishment of a given system of 
wage payment and employee pensions is in one sense a 
method of competition. But these are not the types of busi
Qess policy which one has primarily in mind in discussing the 
fairness and lawfulness of competitive practices. Such poli
cies relate primarily to the scope of the given business enter
prise and to its internal administration. They give rise but 
infrequently to questions of public policy, of public law, or of 
political economy. It is on the side of commercial affairs, in 

. connection with distinctively commercial relations, that the 
conduct of a business enterprise touches most closely the 
ethics and economics and law of trade organization. A manu
facturer's price policy, advertising policy, and methods of 
salesmanship are the crucial features of his business conduct 
from the point of view of public policy in regard to the or
ganization of trade and industry. Commercial relations rep
resent the contacts of a business unit with outside parties in 
the ordinary course of trade, and it is these which have 
latterly come within the purview of those government regu
lations known as the anti-trust laws. 

Few of the competitive tactics which are the subject of 
administrative regulation, in fact, few competitive tactics of 
any description, are directed immediately against trade com
petitors. Dealings between competitors are rare. To the 

12 
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extent that actual business transactions occur the parties 
cease to be competitors, strictly speaking. They become 
either bargainers or confederates. As bargainers they are 
subject to the general rules of the law of contract and sales. 
As confederates they are subject to the law of conspiracy, of 
which one aspect of the anti-trust laws, previously treated in ' 
a separate volume,' forms an important branch. But strictly 
as competitors their dealings are with a common group, those 
on the opposite side of the market, and it is indirectly through 
the character or quality of their dealings with this group that 
business methods of traders most incisively affect the com
petitive process. It is this feature of business practice, there
fore, which brings the conduct of independent, private enter
prises into relation with anti-trust policy. 

It should be evident, consequently, that an understanding 
of the nature or characteristics of current commercial or
ganization and the tendencies in its development is indis
pensable to a critical examination of the economic legitimacy 
of, and the legal attitude towards, specific methods of con
ducting trade. The hature of the means employed by private 
concerns directly to promote the sale of their products de
pends very largely upon the prevailing system of commercial 
organization, and cannot be judged apart therefrom. To be 
sure, the system of transferring goods from factories to ulti
mate consumers varies from industry to industry. There is 
no uniformity in this system, or course of trade, and, more
over, it varies from time to time. But it does not seem un
reasonable to undertake to specify some of the more ge~eral 
or pervading changes which have occurred in recent times, 
even though they have by no means had a like influence in all 
lines. 

§2. THE TRADITIONAL, OR REGULAR, CHANNELS OF TRADE 

A half century ago what is now known as the "regular" or 
.. traditional" channel of trade' was common in most branches 
of industry. It consisted, supunarily, of the manufacturer, 
the broker, or selling agent, the jobber or wholesaler, the 
retailer, the consumer. F"mished goods passed from the 

1 National Induatrial Conference Board, "The Trade Associations: Their Ec0-
nomic Signific:ance and Legal Statua," New York, 1925. 
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manufacturer in relatively large quantities, equivalent often 
to a season's entire output, to be gradually split up and dis
tributed in successive stages in ever-dwindling volume (of 
individual transactions) until they reached the hands of 
ultimate consumers. The commanding figure, the pivotal 
position, in this whole series of distributive operations was 
that of the jobber. He it was, typically, who interpreted the 
demand. The quantity, quality, and style of products were 
determined by him and the goods were commonly made up 
at his risk. Not unusually they were labeled with his trade 
mark, and in any case it was his responsibility to keep on 
hand a sufficient supply to meet promptly the market de
mand, however widely that might fluctuate. Seldom were 
sales made, beyond the wholesale stage, of goods not" ready 
for delivery." Sales were ordinarily accomplished by inspec
tion, rather than by specification or even by sample. Prices 
all along the line were independently negotiated in each 
transaction. Some exceptions to this generalization, so far 
as applicable to retai~ trade, might have been necessary. 
But even in that sphere the exceptions had not become the 
rule fifty years ago. The relative infrequency and conse
quent relative scale of individual transactions tended to 
make price. negotiation a constant and inescapable feature of 
business management.' 

The responsibility was thus thrown upon business men of 
all ranks in every branch of trade to protect their own inter

. ests by bargaining skill; and incapacity to do this was re
garded as unfitting a man for trade. If one were "beaten in 
fair trade" there was scant sympathy for the victim and little 
or no reproof for the more astute party. And "fair trade" 
was synonymous with free trade, i. e., any dealings in a 
legally free and open market. If a buyer, having inspected 
the goods and higgled over the price, could not look out for 
himself in the bargain, it was felt that it ill became him to 
complain. If other sellers could not outwit buyers similarly, 
and so could not retain their position in the trade, they bad 
only themselves to blame for their failure. For were not the 
same devices open to them? 

1 For a brief description of the development of American domestic trade organna
don, see v~ S. Clark, "History of Manufactures in the United States, 1601-1~'' 
Washington, 1916, pp. 3S4-360. 
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§3. DISLOCATION OF THE EsTABLISHED SYSTEM OF T1lADE 

ORGANIZATION 

All this has been materially changed in most branches of 
trade during recent decades. The" regular channels of trade" 
have been disturbed and disfigured until only their outlines 
are still.traceable here and there. The "merchant prince" of 
former days has been displaced by the "captain ofindustr}'," 
and the latter in 'turn is now challenged.' The jobber 
no longer dominates the entire productive and distributive 
process. In many fields he seems to be disappearing alto
gether.' His function of" interpreting the demand" has been 
transferred and transformed by the insistent urge of the 
manufacturer to "create a demand." The "regular retailer" 
has likewise suffered, and under the influence of much the 
same forces. His function of anticipating customers' wants 
and of representing them in the selection of unstandardized 
merchandise has been largely superseded.' The consumer 
does not require the services of a specialist in judging the 

'Cf. A1&.d M.,.hall, "Industry and Trade," London,I1I19, pp.I71-174. 
lIn a series of studies made a few years ago by the Bureau of Foreign and D0-

mestic Commerce, Department of Commerce, appeared the only readily available 
data from official sources bearing upon this transfonnation. The &pqrt II.ptm 1M 
Knit Uod ..... ", IodOSh:! (Mis<dIaneous Series No. 32. WuhingtOll. 1915, P. 39) 
disclosed that of the total velumc of net sales of the 63 knit-g<>Od> estab6s1unents 
reponing, 55.45 per cent was made to jobbers. The RIp",., "pon 1M SIUrl dnJ CoJJ.r 
lodlUlries (Mis<dI ........ Series No. 36, Washington, 1915, P. 29) showed that "of 
the ... tal aaIes of the 42 establisbmODts ",porting, • • • 38.76 per cent was aold 
to jobbers." Other "'portS indi<:a~ even smaller ~tagea of the anouo! velume 
of trade as passing through the hands of jobbers; m the case of men~s Rady-~wear 
clothing the IUllOIlDt handled by jobbets was less than 2 per <oot of the toto!. 

A _ in the Rrpm up" lire HMery IoduSlry (Misa:lIaneous Series No. 31. 
Washinl!!"'!t 1915, p. ISS) .. moot significant. un. btanding of hosiery," it is 
esplained, has..,aoJ~ in a ma ..... a1 change in .. ning methods. Largo manu
factUrers ~ gradually giving up .selling to jobbers and are devoting their &ttentton 
to selling to the JUail trade escillSively. By selling to ",taiIen they can advertise: 
their own trade-marka, and the public can be benefi.ted by being able to buy stan
dardized products.u 

• The changoa in conwmets' buying habits ;.;...,. the advent of standardized 
merc:b.andlse have in many respeas been startling. It would be- interes~, though 
perhaps not so profitab~ to undertake an intensive survey and analfS1S of this 
subject which haa hitherto received but casual and incidental attention by agencies 
of c:ommercio!..,....-ch. If shoppers no lono.u carry magnifying gI ..... to enable 
them to count threads in piece goods, does this indicate a growing trustworthiness 
of manufacturen and & better acquaintance with their bcands? Or does it in4icate 
the abandonment of an \lIll1eCeaS&I"} snspicion of ",tail ttadera! Or does it reJlect 
an intteasing ignorance of merchandise value4 among consumers with the di~ 
appearaoa: of houachold aaftsl Cf. Whi ... "Market Analysi .. •• New York, 1921. 
p.129. 
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quality of goods which may be ordered by name, with their 
grade or formula plainly stamped upon them. Whether 
rightly or wrongly, rhe manufacrurer's widely advertised 
representations regarding the composition of his identified 
product and claims for its quality are now accepted by buyers 
where the verbal assurances of dealers were formerly relied 
upon. Retail distributors in many lines, consequently, have 
been driven to seek patronage almost exclusively ur.>n the 
basis of the price appeal. But for this purpose the rapId turn
over of a stock relatively small in relation to the variety of 
goods handled is an indispensable condition. Those types of 
retail agencies which have been organized and conducted in 
recognition of this underlying necessity have latterly pros
pered and seem most likely to survive.' The phenomenal 
growth of chain-stores, department stores and mail-order 
houses in recent years evidences the strength of these forces." 

1 An inustration of the rapid expansion of the newer forms of mercantile enter ... 
prise is afforded by the recorn of the Woolworth Company. The average annual 
~ in the number of...,... in this chain for the year 1919 to 1924 w .. 7.1 per 
cent, while the volume of sales increased on an average 13.6 per cent per annum in 
the urne time. Since there h .. been in general a marked decline in the level of 
prices over this period the difference of 6.S per cent in. the average annual rate of 
mcrease of stores and gross sales may be taken to be due in large part to an increase 
in the rate of turnover. (Figures takeD from CfJ1IImerdtJI tmJ Filumtittl ClITonitk, 
January 31, 1925, Vol. 120, p. 579.) 

That thi8 rapidity of expansion is not the result of a violent outburst of specu
lative enthusiasm but has Il sound buainess basis it indicated by the sustained ad
vance of this ol'fjanization over the period of two decades since the incorporation of 
the company~ (F'U'St incorporated, February 14, 1905. See Commtrli4l 111111 Fin.n. 
eW Chrrmicie, Vol. 93, p. 2261.) At the :rei.DCO¥ration in 1911 a number of smaller 
chains were amalgamated with the Woolworth enterprise to form an org:aniutron 
controlling approximately 600 stores. Since that date the expansion has been steady 
and fairly continuous. 

I To ahow that the experience of the Woolworth organiution, while perhaps 
exceptional, does not represent an isolated wtam:e1 similar data have been col. 
lected for five chaine representing as many_ diii'erent lines of trade. The group con • 
• ;'ts of ~ Great Atlantic oed Pacific Tea Company, J. C. Pennel'j Owl Drug 
Company, United Cigar Stores Companf, and S. S. Kresge~ The number of stores 
in these five chains increased 55_per cent In the period 1919-1924t while their volume 
of sales increased 68 ~ cent. The mounting rate of turnover Which, in the absence 
of contrary evidence, these percentages may be taken to indica~ would have been 
even more strikingly shown were there some sari~ basis for adjusting ~ 
annual volume of sales to take account of the deftatien 1n the genera) price level. 
It may be noted also that the cillference between these percent"!! .. of growth would 
have been even greater but for the fact: that one of these chains recently adopted an 
_ policy. The United Cigar Stores Company haa made ...... ng.men .. with 
lome 1200 retail establishments whereby the latter may handle the ~ of the 
United Company under its name. while maintaining their status of independent 
merchants in other respects. This would naturally be relIected in a lower .~ 
sales volume per- distributive unit for thil chain, e~ though it might substantiallY 
inaeue the rate of pro.fi.t OD the invested capital. 
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Into the causes of these far-reaching transformations it is 
unnecessary here to make an extensive inquiry. But to fore
stall possible misunderstanding of the relation of this com
mercial revolution to the standards of competitive business 
practice, it may be appropriate to indicate briefly the major 
forces underlying this development. Improvement in the 
means of communication and transportation furnishes the 
key to the modern commercial revolution. The ease and 
advantage of rapid communication by telephone, telegraph, 
and mail, and the economy of sales-solicitation through the 
columns of advertising media having wide distribution,' have 
not entirely eliminated personal salesmanship, but they have 
undoubtedly been working in that direction. Likewise the 
promptness of delivery by railroad and motor-truck and the 
dispatch in manufacture itself to which these with other 
devices contribute have not eliminated the storage of finished 
goods, but they have greatly reduced the requirements of 
warehousing. The ratio of the average stocks of finished 
goods held in process of market distribution to the total 
turnover of goods for any given period tends in nearly every 
line of trade to decline. t There is less and less reason for dis
tribu tors to assume the risks of style and price changes, in
volved in accumulating reserves of merchandise, not to men
tion the burden of sheer" carrying charges," such as interest, 
insurance, and depreciation, upon these stocks. 

§4. SIGNIFICANCE OF RECENT CHANGES IN COMMERCIAL 

ORGANIZATION 

It is only latterly coming to be appreciated that these 
changes signify more than a modification in the administra
tive policies of established mercantile distributors. They 
signify radical rearrangements in the whole trade structure. 
They account fundamentally for the gradual decline, or 
eclipse, of jobbing. They account for the confusion and 

1 National circulation magazines, for example are economical (01' advertisers 
not only because of the great Dumber of potential buyers :reached by a sirude adver. 
timnent but particularly because: their use jointly by a large number 01 ~~te 
concerns, often representing diverse lines of industry, reduces considerably the 
COlt to each.. 

I This is the fundamental explanation of much of the current lament in c0m
mercial circles over .. hand-to-mouth buying..u 
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anxiety among regular retailers. They account for the ex
pansion of chain-stores and for the growth of mail-order 
houses and department stores. Above all, they account for 
'the extension of the manufacturer's activities marketwards 
and the corresponding multiplication of his problems. 

(a) Disappearance of PerJonai Factor in Trade RelationJ 
The assumption by the manufacturer of some of the fune

tions formerly discharged by a string of distributors was an 
inevitable .outcome of the fundamental changes above de
scribed, and would in itself have created difficult problems 
in marketing technique. But this development meant far 
more than a simple transference of functions. The trans
ference involved the necessity of introducing a great range 
of new devices for securing and retaining trade under market 
conditions devoid of the stabilizing influence of personal rela
tionship. For while improved facilities of communication 
and transportation have, in the exaggeration of popular 
phrase, been" annihilating time and space," they have by 
that token either reduced or mechanized the personal con
tacts in trade. Business relations which were once suffused 
with a warm, human quality or atmosphere have become 
steadily more mechanical and even automatic. Consumers 
are" sold" on hats, furniture, automobiles, even tombstones, 
through the columns of their favorite magazines, newspapers, 
or mail-order catalogues. Even retail distributors are reached 
by trade journals, mail solicitations, and catalogues, or by 
human automatons representing the real parties in interest. 
°In the wholesale commerce among manufacturers, goods are 
purchased more and more either through the mechanism of 
organized exchanges or upon bids to definite specifications. 
The transaction of business contracts, save of the weightiest 
and most intricate nature, could not possibly be carried on in 
more than a fraction of the volume now daily consummated, 
if personal interview and private negotiation were substi
tuted once more for all the paraphernalia of modern publicity 
work, large-scale, direct correspondence, and rapid com
munication at a distance.' Just in so far as the development 

1 Cf. G. W. Goodall, "Ad..,.,;.ing: A Study of a Modem bin ... Power," 
London. 1914, particularly pp. 77-18. 
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of these modern facilities has minimized the obstacle of dis
tance to commercial intercourse, there has been a tendency 
towards the restriction of the influence of the personal factor 
in trade contacts. 

This tendency has a two-fold aspect in relation to the de
velopment of competitive methods. In the first place, it has 
diminished the salutary restraints of personal honor, and of 
personal pride in one's products, on the temptation to over
reaching and cheatil!g in trade.l It may well be doubted, 
however, whether this has worked out in any general decline 
in the standards of business ethics. For the very mechanical 
character of business operations which has just been de
scribed appears to' minimize the opportunities for petty 
cheating and mendacity, which were certainly ample under 
the traditional methods of transacting trade. Nevertheless, 
the inzpersonalization of market processes has undoubtedly 
afforded cover for business frauds engineered by "fly-by
night" concerns which could· not otherwise have flourished 
even temporarily. The need of protection to legitimate 
enterprises in every branch of trade against the raids of such 
intruders is no less manifest than the need of safeguarding 
gullible consumers. 

(6) Creation of Good-will Capital by Advertising 
In the second place, and more significantly, the tendency 

towards the restriction of the influence of the personal 
factor in trade has meant an accentuation of instability in 
market relations. This has forced !WOn producers, or manu
facturers, the adoption of sundry marketing devices for·the 
development of good-will and the preservation of their com
petitive interests. Product identification or branding, ex
tensive and persistent advertising, resale price maintenance, 
guarantee against price decIine,-these illustrate some of the 
modern developments in commercial practice by which 
manufacturers have attempted to stabilize the demand for 

, Ids impo>sible to ..tima .. the port played by _al factors of this character 
in the maintenance of ethical standards In-tracic relations. Their influence for good 
is ofkn no doubt exaggerated. Certainly it must be recognized tha.t alongside of 
manufacturera and merchants of high integrity. there operated a great number of 
tricltmra and M".'l' ....... · These may have been be_ able to _ their bargaining 
shrewdness in taking advantage of unwarr customel'8 than arc their succcssora 
today under the impenon:al conditiona obwniag in modem markem. 
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their products. And in the absence of personal acquaintance 
between seller and buyer, which is becoming the rule in the 
modem market, manufacturers may be expected to continue 
to experiment with and extend the employment of devices 
such as these for assuring themselves a steady volume of 
recurring sales. It is a business necessity, under the cir
cumstances. While the effects of these departures from habit 
or tradition in the commercial world are by no means en
tirely ill or entirely good, as is usual upon the introduction of 
new practices into any given sphere of human affairs, prob
lems of adjustment and regulation have arisen. 

The popularization of trade names and brands enables the 
corporate producer to build up a reputation among unknown 
consumers in distant markets. But the retention of this 
good-will is dependent upon the maintenance of definite 
standards of quantity and quality and, in this way, misrep
resentation and deceit are discouraged. Moreover, it not 
infrequently happens that the good-will value of a name or 
mark becomes so great that numerous allied products are 
marketed by the same concern to take ,advantage of this 
reputation. In such instances any deterioration of even a 
single one of the "family of products" would tend to impair 
the salability of all the others. Any temporary gain that 
might be anticipated from a policy of exploiting the good-will 
attaching to a particular product by putting out an article 
of poorer quality than that upon which the reputation of the 
brand had been established has; under these circumstances,. 
to be heavily discounted. On the other hand, the increased 
use of brands in the distribution of commodities and their 
demonstrated potency in attracting trade have encouraged 
imitation and infringement among a certain element in the 
business community. Adroitness in devising subtle forms of 
poaching has been proven to be one way of taking advantage 
of the increasing significance of good-will capital in modern 
business. In like manner the proven selling power of adver
tising may be taken advantage of, so that misrepresentation 
of goods and disparagement of competitors become far more 
of a menace than such tactics could have been in the direct 
dealings characteristic of local markets. 
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§S. NATUllEAND SOUllCES OF PllOBLEM OF REGULATION OF 

COMPETITIVE BUSINESS METHODS 

It should be evident from this summary analysis that the 
cause of the revolution in commercial organization which is 
in progress is not to be found in any disturbance or dissolu~ 
tion of the standards of fair dealing in trade, as superficial 
observers sometimes suggest. The causes of the modern 
commercial revolution lie far deeper, as has been shown. 
The connection between the recent changes in the organiza
tion of trade and the appearance of a wide variety of new 
methods or tactics in the transaction of business is, ,indeed, 
dose; but so far as there is a causal relation it runs in the 
opposite direction. In truth, the evolution of novel, and in 
some cases questionable, competitive practices in the last 
quarter century is traceable in large part to the dislocation 
in the trade structure. Either indirectly or directly, the 
same fundamental economic forces which intensified com
petition among manufacturers and led to industrial combina
tion, on the one hand, and to a revolution of commercial 
organization, on the other hand, are responsible for the 
emergence of numerous methods of business competition 
which challenge economic and legal criticism. These trans
formations sprang initially from improvements in transporta
tion and communication, and it is obvious that they created 
a new economic situation requiring business adaptations and 
legal adjustments. Old guide posts, checks, and standards 
were no longer useful or effective. It became necessary to 
build up, more or less hastily and often, therefore, imper
fectly, new standards and new tests for the regulation of the 
methods of conducting trade rivalry. It would have been 
strange, indeed, had the courts and the untried administra.
tive machinery provided by Congress to work out a solution 
of this difficult problem arrived at once at a sound conception 
of right practice in respect to every phase of the conduct of 
competitive business enterprise. The elaboration of rules 
deli,ning the limits of fair and legitimate business practice 
under the complex conditions and iluctuating organization of 
modern commerce must of necessity take time.' It is hoped 
that some contribution to the sound development of these 

3 
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rules may be made by a critical analysis of the experience of 
the past decade in administrative regulation of competitive 
practices by the Federal Government. Preliminary to this 
detailed study, however, it will be necessary in the next two 
chapters to examine more particularly the nature and results 
of the regulation of competitive tactics under the common 
law, and to review the circumstances leading to the establish
ment of the Federal Trade Commission in 1914 and the gen
eral nature of the authority conferred upon it. 



CHAPTER II 

THE COMBINATION MOVEMENT, UNFAIR TRADE, 
AND .THE COMMON LAW 

§l. THE RELATION OF THE TRUST MOVEMENT TO THE 
CHARACTER OF COMPETITIVE METHODS 

The changes in the organization of trade described in the 
preceding chapter were accompanied, and in some measure 
influenced, by a revolution in the organization of industry, 
which likewise profoundly affected competitive relationships. 
The concentration of control in manufacturing industries 
gave rise to the so-called trust problem, and the institution of 
government regulation of business methods is directly re
lated to the development of anti-trust policy. For the com
bination movement substantially altered the significance of 
particular competitive practices and introduced others pre
viously unknown. This focused public. attention upon the 
social aspects of methods of competition, which had not 
theretofore been regarded as other than a question of private 
rights. 

As the facts concerning the combination movement be
came known through court proceedings and gOvernment in
vestigations, the popular belief that the trusts were to a con
siderable extent the product of unfair competition was 
strengthened. Some of the trusts which had attained a high 
degree of control in their respective industries had been con
spicuous for their employment of ruthless and oppressive 
methods in driving out competitors. These methods, par
ticularly those used in the early years of trust development, 
tended to subvert the normal operation of competitive forces. 
In several instances there seemed to be ample evidence that 
independent producers had been eliminated by the crushing, 
predatory trade tactics, rather than by the superior efficiency, 
of huge combines. 

23 
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But whether and how far unfair competition was responsi
ble for the growth of trusts, it is certain that the spread of the 
consolidation movement was responsible for the introduction 
of numerous methods of competition which were generally 
regarded as unfair. Not that resort to unethical and uneco
nomic practices for securing trade was by any means con
fined to the trusts, but their development provided an oppor
tunity for the utilization of destructive methods of com
petition before that time ineffective and therefore not speci
fically condemned either by business morality or by legal 
rules. And on the other hand, the menace of their size no 
doubt stimulated resort to underhanded and illegitimate 
tactics by many small-scale independents uncertain of their 
own ability economically to compete.1 In two directions, 
therefore, the destruction of the approximate equality of com
petitive business units brought about by the trust movement 
exercised an important influence in modifying the character 
of competitive methods. But the temptation to cut-throat 
competitive warfare was particularly strong on the side of the 

. trusts, inasmuch as in their case the prospects of securing or 
fortifying a monopolistic control of the market were more 
immediate. The result was the development of intermittent 
seasons of ruthless competition characterized by nefarious 
practices peculiar to the new and enlarged scale of business 
operations. 

§2. TYPES OF UNFAIR METHODS OF COMPETITION EMPLOYED 

BY TRUSTS 

Among the methods of competition which came into 
prominence with the expansion of the trust movement some 
were distinctly unethical and were due apparently to no 
permanent characteristic of the trust form of industrial or
ganization. Espionage, commercial bribery, and direct inter
ference with competitors' sources of supply and customer
relations are simply indefensible practices, the spread of 
which seems to have been tracea.ble to no other circumstance 
than the intensification of competitive riva.lry. Certainly 
they were used by small..scale independents as well as by the 

See Am<rl,.n M.llinz Co ... Knflfl, 209 Fed. 351 (1913); 217 Fed. 672 (1914). 
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dominant consolidations. In a milder form they were known 
before the rise of the trusts and will doubdess always persist 
to some extent as long as private interest continues to be the 
organizing force in trade. 

Other methods of competition which the growth of trusts 
stimulated, and which subsequendy have come to be re-; 
garded as distincdy unfair. if not illegal, were direcdy con
nected with the changed industrial situation introduced by 
trust devdopment. Intimidation by threats of spurious law 
suits or a ruinous price war, the operation of bogus indepen
dents, the use of fighting brands, exclusive dealer arrange
ments, tying contracts, and railroad discriminations illus
trate competitive tactics which were fostered primarily by 
the disparity of size among competing business units. Some 
of these are obnoxious, not because of any conflict in their 
practice with the principles of common morality, but soldy 
because of their tendency under modern conditions to hamper 
or block: the enterprise of independent producers. Such, 
under certain circumstances, were exclusive dealer arrange
ments, tying contracts, and railroad discriminations. In 
order to maintain effective competition in industry these 
methods were ultimatdy condemned, and the large combina
tions were simply deprived of the full leverage of their bar
gaining power for this purpose. But there was nothing in 
the use of these methods which could have been regarded as 
unfair apart from the circumstance of unequal size among the 
competing business concerns and the incidental consequences 
upon competition in the market. . 

The extent to which these various types of unfair com
petition were employed by industrial combinations cannot 
be estimated with any approach to accuracy. The various 
r~ports of government bureaus and investigating committees 
by no means exhaust the entire range of the consolidation 
movement. Some of them, moreover, contain conflicting 
statements; and alleged facts- are not always supported by 
rdiable evidence. In proceedings under the Sherman Act 
competitive conduct has been subjected to examination and 
judgment only in so far as it might afford proof of an intent 
to monopolize. The opinions of the courts in these cases, 
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accordingly, are inconclusive in respect to the substantiation 
of many of the specific allegations of unfair practices. Still 
less conclusive are the numerous quashed indictments and 
consent decrees which are sometimes relied upon by investi
gators.' Nevertheless, the sum total of the valid evidence is 
sufficient to indicate the widespread use by industrial com
binations of methods of competition corresponding to the 
types discussed above. 

It will suffice to note in this connection the character of the 
competitive methods employed by a few of the more promi
nent combinations prosecuted under the Sherman Act. The 
National Cash Register Company was cited for its employ
ment of intimidation in various guises and of espionage." 
The American Tobacco was charged with making extensive 
use of bogus independents and fighting brands, and also 
with resorting to exclusive dealer arrangements." The 
Standard Oil Company was cited at various times for its 
activity in securing railroad rebates and other forms of 
preferential treatment from carriers, as well as the frequent 
use of the device oflocal price-cutting.4 These combinations 
were not by any means alone in the employment of such 
methods of competition. The Whiskey Trust,' the American 

I For example, in "Unfair Competition," by W. H. S. Steven., Chic:ago, Ill., 
1917, conoiderob .. reliance is placed upon these sourceo. 

• U. S ••• PIlIkr,.n, 201 Fed. 691 (1912); 205 Fed. 292 (1913); 222 Fed. 599 
(1915); AItOm'J.(]mwal .. N.tio...J CIs" liqisl4r Co., 182 Mich. 99 (1914). 

• u. S. T"IIRD Co ... A....rn.t. ToNe •• Co., 163 Fed. 701 (1908); Pup!." T ... 
I .... C •• .. Am"".n ToN". Co., 170 Fed. 396 (1909); 204 Fed. 58 (1913); M.n
tVe" T.Ne .. W ... 1u .. Am"';_ ToNe .. Co.blM Fed. 774 (1\lO8); W"i_II •• 
COMnenl1ll T(J~ Co., 125 Fed.. 4S4 (1903); . S. Commissioner of Corporations, 
"Report on the Tobacco Industry," Part I, Washington, 1909, pp.21/:96.310. SecJ. 
aile? Government Exhibit No. 40 in U. S. fl • .Ilmmam T~co Co" 'Transcript of 
Record," Vol. V, pp. 24&-306. 

• U. S. COmmissio ..... of Corporation., "Report on the Petroleum Ind .. .,,;" 
Washington 1901, Part 1 p.22; «Report 010. S. Industrial Commission," Wash
itl8'Ol!ll900, Vol. I, pp. 119-726, 732-734; "Report on Invcotigation ofT ......... 
50th \A)ogre .. , Is! Sess., H. R. 3112, Washington, 1889-1890, Vol. IX, pp. 557-561; 
H4TJ;y p. Ckoc_ & M. R. R. C •• , 31 Fed. 689 (1887). 

'This combination seems to have made it a practice to offer s~aI pr!ce reduc
tions to the resrolar customers of competitors. See U Report of U. s.. Industrial 
CommisaioD';' Washington, 19(0) Vol. I, p. un. It also devised an elaborate rebate 
.yltem for aecuring exclusive dealing. See "Whiskey Trust Investigation," S2d 
COngrelO, 2d 5 ... , H. R. 2601, Washington, 1893, pp. 78-79; aloo, In ... Grmu, 
52 Fed. 104, 115-116 (1892). 
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Sugar Refining Company,t the Eastman Kodak Company,1 
the Du Pont de Nemours Powder Company,' the Corn Prod
ucts Refining Company,· and numerous others at some time 
during their history were charged with using one or another of 
the types of competitive practices which are now regarded as 
unfair. 

As already noted, some of these practices were particularly 
effective competitive weapons in the hands of the trusts. 
The intimidation of-competitors either by threats of relent
less warfare or by the institotion of spurious law suits was 
not likely to jeopardize broad public interests save when em
ployed by overtowering combinations with large resources 
against relatively small producers, though the situation 
might be made very disagreeable for particular enterprisers 
even when all concerned were of small size. Interference 
with established business relations was a real menace only 
'under similar circumstances.' The operation of bogus inde-

I For an interesting case of alleged interference by this company, with • com
pe'tiwr", attempt to secure credit, see: -c. Hearings., S~ Committee on Investi
ption of American Sugar Refining Co. and Others, • House of Representatives, 
Washington, 1911-1912, Vol. II, pp. 1217-81; and Pmnsy/v,mis Sugar Rrjining Co • 
•• .1","';,sn Stlgar Rrjinint; Co., 160 Fed. 144 (1908); 166 Fed. 2S4 (1908). Re
garding local price: discrim1nation, see U. $. IJ. .llmeriCtm 81lpr RejinillZ Co., Pe
titioner', Tes_y, Vol. III, pp. 1478-79, 1490, 1497, 1610 • 

• For .... of fighting brands, consult U. S • •• EAsman K0401: Co., 226 Fed. 62, 16 
(1915); and bogus independents, uiti'J p. 74i and interference with competitor's 
supplies iiliJ" p. 71; and exclusive dealing contracts enforced by espionage, ibid., p.-n. ~, alto, "ReportofU. S. Industrial Commission,"' Washin~ton, 1900, Vol. 
XIII, pp. 114, 192; E4sJm#n &44k CD • •• Bt.,/:m.,., 277 Fed. 694 (1921). 

·W. H. s. S ........ "The Powder Trust," ~ Yollt1fldof Eran"";" (1912), 
Vol XXVI, p. 447~ This articlcquctel from the tesrimonyin U~ S. P. E.L Du Pont 
iI. N""oun <5 C •• tlag, Fed. 127 (1911), to show that ~ inclcpenclcnts and priee
cutting were cmproyea. No specific reference to thee practices is made in the re-. 
ported c .... The final d.c ...... however. prohibited sum method>. See "Deenea 
and judgm.nts in Anti.. Trust \"aselI," Washington, 1918, pp. 195, 203. 

'Thit company used its secret ownership of a subsidiary as a cover for a. CO&t-or
Iesa priee war against the National Candy Co.. whim had invaded the field of glg.. 
case manufacture occupied by the Corn Pnxlucts Refining Co. The eombine also 
sold .starch and glueose secretly through brokers at less than market prices to cus
tomers of competitors. In addition, the company devised a long-term profit
sharing plan, ao-called, for the enfOl"CeDlcnt of its exclusive dealing policy. 'These 
facts were brought out in proceedings under the Sherman Act, which 'finally :resulted 
in partial dissolution of the company, U. s. Po C"", ProtIum &fin;'IIK Co,} 234 Fed. 
964 (1916). 

I In U. S. ". Amm~41l C." Co.) 230 Fed. 859,. 814-75 (1916), the c:ourt declared 
it was proven that defendant had paid large sums to manufacturers of can-making 
machinery in consideration of their undertaking not to furnish machinea to others, 
and that defendant h&d also induced the combination controlling praetically the 
elltire domeatic production of tin plate not to seU to defendant's competitors save 
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pendents, the use of fighting brands, and local price-cutting 
were not feasible except for business concerns with relatively 
large capital operating in a wide market. They are not 
adaptable to small-scale industry. To maintain a separate 
manufacturing organization under concealed ownership re
quired large capital investment. The employment of fighting 
brands could not long continue without the possession of 
other brands with good-will value from which the profits 
might be used to offset the temporary losses on the cut-price 
brand. Similarly, local price-cutting was suited only for use 
by a large concern with a wide market against small concerns 
with narrower markets. Even rebating could be used more 
effectively by combinations than by independents, because 
of the leverage which their larger volume of shipments gave 
them. l Moreover, railway discriminations other than direct 
rebating were within the reach of industrial consolidations, 
but frequently beyond that of their independent competitors. 
When indirect rebating came to supplant the earlier dis
credited practice, the trusts were often in a position, by virtue 
of their larger operations and the ownership of small switch
ing railroads and private car lines, to secure and conceal very 
special favors.' 
at fixed amounts per box, v8J1ing according to grade and size, in ezces.s of the prices 
charged defendant. The testlmony showed, moreover, acconi.ing tu the court, that 
thcte arrangemenu constituted an effective check upon rival enterprise; but it is 
obvious that such inte~ncc with supplies could be accomplished only by a large 
combination whose resources and purchasing power far exceecic:d those of any other 
lingle concern. 

t For the "evening agreement" 'between the South lmp'rovement Co.) c0n
trolled by the Standard Oil Co., and the Pennsylvania RaiIroad,.... .. Report 
of the U.S. Industrial Commission;' Washing_, 1900, Vol. I,_pp. 610-15, and 
uReport on Investigation of Trusts,u Washington, 18&7-1~ ~th Congre"" 1st 
Seao., H. R. 3112, Vol. IX, pp. 357-61. See, also, U. S. o. DtJ.-., L. & W. R. R. 
Co., 152 Fed. 26\l (1907); N. Y. Cmlnfl ami 11. R. R. Co ••• U. S~ 212 U. S.481 
(1909); U. S • •• SI •• wi Oil Co. of N. Y./ 192 Fed. 438 (1911); and Interstate 
Commc= Commission, "T ..... tietli AnnUal Report;' Waslllngtoo, 1906, p. 41 • 

• For a aurvey of the various d·c:vkes latterly empi0l.ed to conceal unfair di .. 
uiminationa, see: Interstate Commerce Commission, Twenty-nnt Annual Re
port,u Washington, 1907, pp. 106-107. In a subsequent report the Commission 
stated: nWe find that a certain number of large: industrial concerns control tradts 
and terminal facilities nominally owned by small railroad corporations whith do 
not rise to the dignity of common carriers. As a result the connecting camen: make 
a awitching allowance or a division of the joint to -such terminal lines which in 
practice ruults m discrimination and places the industrial at an advantage in the 
market." Interstate Commerce Commission, "Twenty.ntrn Annual Report," 
Washinpn., 1911} p. 12. See, also, on this subject an illuminating article by Bruce 
Wyman, f'The RIse of the Intentate Commerce Commission."' in Y4Ior i.JJvJ 'flllr. 
",,4 Vol. 24, pp. 5211-543, .specially pp. 536-7. 
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§3. SCOPE OF COMMON LAw REGULATION OF COMPETITIVE 

PltACTICES 

It is manifest that most of the foregoing types of unfair 
competition are either relatively innocuous or not adapted 
for use except in an industrial system organized around large
scale units such as the combination movement developed. 
But this was not the system of trade and industry which the 
common law in its formative period was designed to govern. 
The common law grew up under economic conditions char
acterized by handicraft production and direct dealings be
tween producer and consumer, mostly in local trade.' Its· 
doctrines relating to trade relations were limited, therefore, 
to such as were appropriate and necessary to the regulation 
of an industrial system composed of numerous small business 
units of substantially equal size and having a similar, and 
restricted, range of operations. While most of these com
mon law doctrines proved to be applicable under the changed 
conditions brought about by large-scale manufacture and in
dustrial consolidation, they were effective only in so far as 
they were subjected to steady modification and revision. 
But quite beyond the reach of these doctrines were many 
other types of commercial malpractice or Unfair competition 
which were not known or contemplated at the time the com
mon law rules were crystallizing into definite form. 

Before particularizing these limitations of the common law 
rules as applicable to the situation brought about by the 
growth of machine industry and the combination movement, 
it is necessary to sketch summarily the outlines of these com- , 
mon law rules. It is impossible to appreciate their limitations 
without understanding their actual scope. The first problem 
in this connection is to determine just what principles and 
rules of the common law are to be considered its measures for 
regulating trade competition. II! a sense and in some degree 
almost every branch of the common law system affected the 
organization and conduct of trade. The law of contracts and 
criminal law, to mention no others, placed some limits upon 
private discretion in the accumulation and use of capital, 

1 See Frederick Pollo<k, "The Genius of the Common Law,u Par. VII, Perils of 
the Marke. Place, C.lwn~j. Ln; RIll;"', Vol. 13, pp. 1-1:1. 
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though in general under the common law a wide latitude in 
individual choice of means was sanctioned. Of course, one 
might not steal another's goods, or burn them so as to make 
one's own more valuable. These and similar restrictions, 
however, were not directed specifically to traders and to the 
regulation of ordinary market processes. 

But the common law developed some limitations upon eco
nomic freedom particularly ,applicable to the organization 
and conduct of trade. Even under the simple conditions of 
trade in markets of narrow compass, where buyers knew 
sellers personally and all parties had substantially equal bar
gaining power, the system of free contract had to be pr0-
tected from self-destruction. While maintaining always 
liberal encouragement to private enferprise and individual 
responsibility, the common law really did supply some 
"rules of the game" for business. These were, for the most 
part, expressed in doctrines pertaining to the vjndication of 
civil rights of private parties. Individual traders and busi
ness concerns were protected against the unbridled aggression 
of others in so far as such protection was necessary, in a sys
tern of small-scale industry and local markets, in order to 
foster that competition which was implicit in the whole sys
tem of the common law as the automatic adjuster of the con
flicting interests nurtured by its individualistic emphasis. 
Obviously the reach of this protecting arm of the law did not 
need to be far. And it was not. The initial economic handi
caps upon independent enterprise being at a minimum, the 
responsibility of the law was fulfilled by assuring equality of 
opportunity in trade. Fostering competition indirectly by 
the provision of a few private remedies for private wrongs, 
rather than preserving competition by positive measures 
administered by public authorities, was the burden of legal 
regulation of competitive practices under the common law. 
To this end, rights of action were afforded for three more or 
less distinctive types of injury to business interests from over
zealous enterprise. These were: (1) the deceitful diversion 
of patronage, (2) the misappropriation of trade secrets, (3) 
malicious interference with business relations or operations. 
These will be discussed in order. 
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Co) Thl Deceitful DioerJion of PtlIronoge 

Trade-marks, being recognized as a form of property, had 
long been protected from infringement, 1 but gradually during 
the nineteenth century this protection was extended to less 
formal distinguishing features of a firm's product.- To create 
confusion in the minds of buyers by deceptive means and 
thus secure patronage intended for another was recognized 
as "unfair trade" or "unfair competition." Not only the 
simulation of the appearance of a rival's product or business 
equipment, but also the imitation of a trade name were found 
to be thus deceptive and were therefore held illegal •. Such 
practices were sometimes known as "passing off," and the 
condemnation of the law reached every method of effecting 
sales which exploited the good-will developed by a trade 
competitor. While there was no exclusive right to geo
graphical names, surnames, common descriptive terms, or 
decorative colors for use in designating a firm or its products, 
a concern which employed such a name, term, or color al
ready known in the given trade and connected with another. 
establishment was bound to differentiate itself or its product 
by appropriate notice.' In other words, the law did not 
require proof of positive fraud in "unfair competition" cases. 
If the tendency to mislead buyers existed, an innocent intent 
on the part of the competitor charged with "reaping where 
he had not sown" would not relieve him from liability. At 

1 Hoa •• Kin:!, 32 Eng. Rep. 336 (1803); CtHlIS •• H.l6rook 2 Sandf. Ch. S86 
(N. Y. 1845); AmOlIt<.g Mfg. Co ••• Spur, 2 Sandf. S. C. S99 (N. Y.1849)\ Fi/ky 
•• F.uUII, 44 MOo 173 (1869), in whicll the use of the words "Chartel' Oak 'lOde
acribe • stove, even separately from the design in which the words appeared in 
plaintiff's trade mark, w .. enJoin<d; M,Utm •• Flnning,96 U. S. 24S (1871); 
s""- •. S""-154 Iowa 208 (1880); H.millo ... B,..,." Co. ,.WDlff Bros. C •• , 240 
U. S. 251 (1916) • 

• Knoll~. MOfT/III, 2 Keen 213 (Eng. 1836); IYiUitmls It. Johnson, 1 R.. CoxAmeri .. 
can Trade Mark C .... , 214 (1857); Hohn.,. •• Grot%, 52 Fed. 811 (1892); Sing.,. Mfg. 
C •• .. ]",.. Mfg. CD., 163 U. S. 169 (1896) • 

• PiIIs.ury../Y.uMum Flour Mills CD ... E4gle,86 F<d. 608 (1898); W.iIrr B.k.,. 
£5 Co • •• &It.,., 87 Fed. 209 (1898); Am".k.n Waltlunn W"',}, Co • •• U. S.W"'," 
C •• , 113 M .... 85 (1899); Sh ....... H.1kr £5 M.n Co., 108 F<d. 821 (1901); In,.,.. 
"",w.../ Siloer Co ••• Rogm C,:, 110 Fed. 955 (1901); Elgin N4lionaIW""A CD ••• 
l/lift()i.r WsJd, Cl).~ 179 U. S. 005 (1901); /nkrn6litJluz/ $iIDWCo. p. IYm. H. RogWl, 
61 Ad. 105 (N. 1.1907); H.".ing, H.n, Mamn C •••• Hall'. S4. Co., 208 U. S. 554 
(1908)i KtmStU Mil/ingeo.~. LmSM Flour Mills Co., 133 Pac. 542 (Kans. 1913); 
]. K.:!,"" 1,.li"" Silk U""""",,,, Co., I~ N. Y. Supp. 22 (1914); L. E.Walerm •• 
C •• •• Modern P." Co., 235 U. S. 88 (1914). 
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any rate, the continuation of the deception could be pre
vented on the ground of constructive fraud.' 

(b) The Misappropriation oj Trade Seerets 
The common law, in the broad sense, afforded redress, also, 

against the competitive utilization of trade secrets, knowl
edge of which had been obtained surreptitiously. It appears 
doubtful that there was any basis for a civil action for 
damages by one whose business was thus injured.'- But courts 
of equity recognized that the unauthorized use of trade 
secrets, acquired in bad faith, was inequitable and deserving 
of injunction! This doctrine was originally developed for 
the protection of secret formulae and novel methods employed 
in manufacturing processes! But it was gradually extended 
in the period under review to encompass confidential informa
tion pertaining to commercial operations.' In either field of 
application the law required that a business man should take 
ordinary precautions not to expose to outsiders what he de-

_ sired to keep private and confidential. Moreover, a pro
prietary interest could not be established in a particular 
method of manufacture or body of market information unless 
it represented some unique idea or contained some unique 
facts which set it apart from the common fund of trade 
knowledge.' More important still, it was an essential element 
in these' cases to prove that the defendant had not obtained 
the information by lawful means.1 Outright theft or conver
sion of valuable papers or books would, of course, have con
stituted a tort; but, in fact, this was rarely the basis of the 

1 cr. opinion or Justice Holmes, in ClJIulwk •• C_ll, 151 M .... 190 (1890). 
S See, however, RO~sJ07f1 11'. 1dn H. IPtHNUury 11Isl;/uk, 122 N. Y. Supp.. 444 

(1910), in which it was declared an action on the case would lie for betrayal or. 
trade eec:.ret.. 

, Deming •. Clulpman, 11 How. Pr. 382 (N. Y. 1854) • 

• Moris." •• M_, 9 Hare 241, aft'd. 211. J. (N. S.) Ch. 248 (Eng. 1851); Pe ... 
htI;y .. N"".lk, 98 Mass. 452 (18Ii8l; TMor D. H.ff"",", 118 N. Y. 30 (1889). 

'Compare: &.10 .. "" •• Hem, 40 N. J. Eq. 400(1885), andWilkop muI Holmes 
Co ••• Bo,,,, 112 N. Y. Supp. 874 (1908); 115 N. Y. S. 1150 (1909). 

• NOIio".1 Tuk Co • •• EDSI ..... Tuk Co., 69 Ohio St~ 560 (1903). Cf. B.n DO' 
Bog",'" btroli. },(fg. Co., 54 N. Y. Supp. 662 (1898). and Slone •• GotS, 65 N. J. 
Eq. 756 (1903). 

'WOIkim •• La"'on, 52 Minn. 389 (1893); F,tdi<A •• DeSPtJr, 165 Pa. 24 (1894); 
SltfIIOri .. Hook, 118 Go. 44S (1903); H ... #'on },(fg. Co • .. TaHs, 216 Fed. 401 
(1908). 
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action. In a court of equity violation or procuring the viola
tion of a position of trust and responsibility was viewed in the 
same light, and as a majority of the cases related to use of 
secret information secured under previous employment or 
from former employees, equitable jurisdiction was as a rule 
invoked. Breach of confidence, accordingly, came to be rec
ognized as the essence of the wrong.' 

(c) MJicious Interference with Business Relations or Opera
tions 

A third form of injury to competitive business interests 
which was included in the category of remediable wrongs at 
common law was malicious interference with business opera
tions. The scope of common law protection against preda
tory aggression in trade is difficult to define because of its late 
development. No longer ago than 1898 it was declared in the 
House of Lords: "Although the rule may be otherwise with 
regard to crimes, the law of England does not, according to 
my comprehension, take into account motive as constituting 
an element of civil wrong.'" And in this country similar 
expressions of judicial opinion have occurred even more re
cently.· This dictum summarizes clearly the traditional 
attitude of the common law, in the absence of the element of 
conspiracy, towards injuries deliberately inflicted by means 
not in themselves unlawful. 

Defamation and disparagement: Latterly there has been 
an increasing tendency to condemn malicious interference in 
the operations of a business enterprise. In other words, c:et'
tain forms of competitive conduct directed primarily to the 
damaging of another business enterprise, rather than to the 
advancement of the doer's legitimate interests, have become 
the basis of rights of action. For the most part these rep-

'Yuk"" DelilUfing c •.•. Amtriton c... c •.• n N. J. Eq.387 (1907) • 
• Lord Watson in .111m •• FltioJ (1898)1 A. Co 1, 92. Quoted and criticised by 

Am.., "Tort Ilecauae of Wrongful Motive, '°18 H.wnI LAm Rni .... 411-422 • 
• In U. S • •• Gmertzl Ektlri< co. On the U. S. Distri., eo .... ,. N. Disl. of Ohio, Eo 

Div~ Equity 1051, AoriI3.192S) th.court said: "In 1 ... the motive which mo ..... 
man to adopt and follow a CO\USe of eonduct .strictly legB:1 is immaterial and does 
not render unlawful that whkh otherwise would be lawfuL" See, also, lI'41mn." 
C •• •• MfJliem Pm C~'J)93 Fed. 248 (1911). The opinion in this ca. ... has beea 
aeYen!ly criticised by V\''8m~ "Juatiee, Commercial Morality,etc.." 10 IlL lAw 
RninI. 118-189. 
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resent an extension of established remedies. Thus, defama
tion was an old legal wrong founded on an interest in per_ 
sonality. It was the invasion of an essentially individual 
right, for which the law gave redress.' So far as trade rda
tions were concerned, malignrnent of a competitor's character 
or professional ability alone furnished a basis for a common 
law action for defamation.· But a ddiberate disparagement 
of a competitor's products which implied fraud or dishonesty 
was considered in the same category as defamation of char
acter and stood on the same footing! On similar grounds an 
attack upon a business concern's credit was hdd actionable.' 
This common law remedy was ultimately extended to protect 
the reputation of corporate organizations.· This protection 
was supplemented by the devdopment of a separate branch 
of the law generally known by the inappropriate name, 
Slander of Tide. & The modem cases in which this doctrine 
has been invoked have involved mainly clain.s to patent 
rights. False statements with respect to the ownership of 
patent rights furnished the basis of an action for damages • 

. But no action of this nature could be sustained against one 
who in good faith claimed property or rights alleged to be 
wrongly used or exercised by his competitor.' 

• See v. V. Veeder, "History ... d Theory of the Law of Dcr.matiOJl;' c.lImJii. 
lAs Rni-, III, 546; lV, 33 • 

• G.m- .. Stldnr, 6S Barb. 416 (N. Y. 1848); T ... kIs ... l6gortk 46 La. Anu.l368 
(1894); M..,i< ... IYikm<, 147 N. Y. 624 (1895); IJ.,q .. D.w:!, W N. Y. Supp.161 
(1898). 

• SUi ...... KitIom, 4S Mich.322 (1882); iA"'7" RMJ, <161., 89 Cal. 606 (1891) • 
• R,." •• BrtII1ing C ... 13 N. Y. Supp. 661 (1891); B ...... Ho/Io", 109 Go. 431 

(1899). But ... S,""" .... •• IYikm< "". GiHs, 118 Mel. 1S1 (1912), which 1imits 
thio prot«:tiOJl to traders. 

• Olli. tmJ M. Ry. Co. •• Pr.., PIliJi,Ai"f Co., 4S Fed. 206 (1891); llrp.,."s' 
Aslfltilllitl1f P.. T..v Sun, 186 N. Y. 437 (1906)j PmmylNni. Iron W.,.b I. YorAl, 
96 S. W. SSI (Ky. 19(6). Cf.. aJso, a more recent case, S""",", 1" '"_ Co. •• 
Pol.r ProiIltU C.~ 194 N. Y. ""pp. 44 (1921). 

'''Thi, is obviously no part of the law of defamation fer the plaintifrs reputation 
remaina ~jurcd; it ia really an action on the case for maliciously acting In such.. 
way .. to inIIict Ioar UpOlI the plaintiff." H.u/umi .. Mel', L. R. 18 Q. B. Div. 111 
(Eng. 1881). For a disc:u.oion of this particular branch of the law see Jeremiah 
Smith, .. Disp_ent of Property," 13 C.lImJii. lAs RroilfSl,l3, 121. 

, H.,,:! .. RuIW Tip Pm,;/ Co., 57 N. Y. 119 (1874); EmMh. K ... t~:IS Fed. 46 
(1888); ElWri, Rm • ..,., MIK. C •• .. y""",,,, Cluntr C~ 189 Fed. 154 (1911). 
Ultimately in the English CoUrt:a alander of title was expanded to include disparage
ment of quality, statements intended to depreciate the quality, mentor value of an,. 
penon'. ~.,.. unOlyp< C ... Ltd • .. BriIUlJ Empirl_ T;1,..s.a;'K MMlIi .. c.., 
81 L. T. It.,N. 5.) 331 (1899); 4k.,IO. Min.s' F...,., Ltd~ 91 L. T. R. (N. s.) 722 
(1904). 
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Inducing heach of contract: Malicious inducement to 
breach of contract was another cause of action of modern 
development based on an ancient action for enticement of 
servants. There has not, however, been a universal recogni
tion of the principle that interference in contractual relations 
of others without just cause or excuse is a legal wrong. In 
some states the precedent of the famous English case of 
Lumley 11. Gye,' which has been the source of interminable 
discussion and dispute in this branch of the law, was followed 
only to the extent of the actual ruling therein." The right of 
action was limited to deliberate hiring away of the em
ployees or agents of competitors. In other jurisdictions the 
broad doctrine was developed that the intentional procure
ment of the breach of an express contract is a wrong, for 
which damages are recoverable.' Another line of authorities, 
however, repudiated the doctrine of Lumley 11. Gye, whether 
in its application to employment contracts or to contracts 
generally.4 In these jurisdictions the procurement of the 
abandonment of an existing contract relationship was re
garded as wrongful only when accomplished by illegal means, 
such as violence, intimidation, or some form of fraud. The 
courts in this country appear to have been about equally 
divided between these two positions at thl;. period dealt with 
here. 

t 2 EL & BI. 216; 118 El1l1' Rep. 749 (1853). The plaintiff in thi. cue, & theatrical 
producer, had """traeted WIth & certain Mi .. Wagner for herexclusive ...-rices for a 
period ot three months. The defendant, a competitor. induced Miss Wagner to 
break tItis """tract. The dedaration alIegod that the defendant had knowledge 
of the contract and had maliciously procured its breach. Upon demurrer, the court 
save judgment for the plaintiff, hut the opininos supporting tItis judgment revealed 
~c.nt .. to the grounds for granting a cause of action.. These opiniona, 
nevertheless, uniformly atrcssed the fact that the defendant's action was malicious. 
In thi. <OJtneCtion, • ciz<wnatance nsualIy isn<md ohould be noted. The plaintiff 
had preYioualy secured an injunction against Miss Wagner which prevented her 
from perfannins uuder the cfuection of the defendant durinS the eerm of the con. 
tract. Lumky .. /J'op ... ,I DeGex. M. and G. 604 (1852). Conoequentlytheaction 
of the defendant in inducing Mill Wagner not to fill her engagement with the 
plaintiff was maliciouo in the li~ra1 1enIe, no Ieso than in the legal sense. This 
aituatiOD made a cue of simple malevoJence~ 

• H",/Urn .. RoY''''', 70 N. C. 601 (lS74); r;knt .. Lm4."" Gr_1 C .... Hzuison. 
138 Mo. 439 (1897) • 

• DoremtU •• Hm .. m':!, 176 IlL 608 (1898); B"ho4.'. M4T#erI, 195 M .... 20S 
(1907); Billm.." fl. LiIvJ., c.., 207 U. S. 20S (1907); TId"w Rwll CD. "_ Exner 
~"I 159 Fed. 824 (1908). Among recent c .... in agreement are. Go-u, •. Ktn. 
lIIat:J Dm:t Co., 189 N. Y. Supp. 783 (1924), HOI SJu;p •• S<J/u.:J, 98 Conn. 1 (1922). 

'''',hky •. Dw.n. 48 N. Y. 430 (1872); B •• li., .. McC""ky, 91 Ky.13S (1891); 
B.Y .... .. Thmt.98 Cal. 578 (1893). 
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In general, througheut those jurisdictiens fellewing Lum
ley 11. Gye, great uncertainty prevailed regarding the circum
stances censtituting adequate excuse er justificatien fer 
interference in centract relatiens to which ene was net a 
party. That the gratificatien ef mere spite er vindictiveness 
did net constitute such justificatien seems to. have been well 
established.' But did a cempetitive interest make a goed 
excuse~ Taken by itself, the advancement ef ene's substan
tial interests in trade competitien did net, as a general rule, 
justify the intentienal procurement ef a breach ef contract 
between a business rival and some other party, e. g., a cus
temer. It sheuld be added, hewever, that the mere effer to. 
buy er sell goeds in the erdinary ceurse en usual terms ad
dressed to. dealers seme ef whem might be knewn to have 
centracts with some competiter efthe efferer was net re
garded as malicieus interference.· Seme special inducement 
to. break a particular con tract was necessary.' 

Molestation in exercise oj right to do business: The right to. 
carry en business secure from malicieus melestatien was a 
third develepment in the grewth ef the cemmen law which 
marked the peried under censideratien. The recegnitien ef 
this right appears to have issued incidentally out of the appli
catien of the law ef conspiracy in laber cases. But the 
affirmatien ef this right was so far frem general and its 
scope and cen tent were so. nebuleus, ewing to. its late origin, 
that it did not, at the time to. which this discussien refers, 
represent an effective bar to the employment ef harassing 
and oppressive tactics in trade competitien. There were still 

'Mortm •• l>rmP,v., 171 Mass. 48S (1901). In the opinion per Hoi....., J., Ult 
mar be taken to be settled . . . that motives may determine the questions 
of liability, that while intentional interference of the kind supposed may be privi
leged if for certain purpooeo, yet if due only to malevolence" must be an.swtted 
forJn~ 487 . 

• ChMIohr ... B..u .. in, 91 Ky. 121 (1891); S....,,'7 •• Sm;/~, 161 Fed. 385 (1909), 
writ of certiorari denied, 21S U. S. 600 (1909); Ci/izm,' Ughl, Hal <5 P....,. Co • •• 
MtJ1fIgOmn"y Lighl,H,oJ <5 PDfJJerC •• , 111 Fed. 553 (1909); lIDs",,,,,, .. Empin CinMi' 
Co.,lIS N. Y. Supp. Sl1 (1909). See F. B. Sayre, "Inducing Breach of Contract," 
36 H~ Lm III';"", 663-703, particularly pp. 671-683. 

• This has reference to the situation as it esiateci roughly during the first decade 
of thia century, and by and large in most jurisdictions. Since then ~ has been 
co.nai.derable drift toward the doctrine of strict liability for wilful iRducement of 
breachofcontratt. This is illuotrated by the shift in thel"'"itiOll of the New York 
COUTIlI. See: C.lI;in A.lAm& •• S. CImr'7 & Son" 227 N. Y. 419 (1920); C"",pkl/ 
•• GtiJI" 236 N. Y. 457 (1923); Genu", •• KI""""" ~ Co., 189 N. Y. Supp. 
783 (1924). 
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ample evidences of the survival in some quarters of the nine
teenth century view that, barring the commission of acts 
positively illegal in their own nature, competition would 
justify almost any means of getting trade away from others! 

The establishment of a. competitive business which might 
under normal competitive conditions impair the trade of an 
existing concern was not, of course, regarded as wrongful even 
in those jurisdictions which recognized the right to do busi
ness free from deliberate molestation. But when, with the 
direct object of injuring the plaintiff, a trade competitor 
offered to do business at ruinous prices temporarily, or made 
false and misleading represen tations in its advertisiftg to . 
prejudice the public against plaintiff's goods, or dogged the 
movements of plaintiff's salesmen and interrupted- and an
noyed them in their dealings with customers, or induced un
conscionable demands to be made upon plaintiff under cover 
of accommodation extended by him to the general public, or 
in any like manner evinced a greater concern in causing loss 
to the plaintiff than in making profits for himself, the courts 
in some jurisdictions, at least, stood ready to afford relief.' 
As was said in deciding one of an analogous class of cases, 
"The law views an injury arising from competition differently 
from an injury done in persecution.'" 

§4. FAILURE OF COMMON LAw DOCTRINES TO REACH NEW 

TyPES OF UNFAIR COMPETITION 

While common law remedies for wrongs to private enter-. 
prises from unfair competitive practices were available for 
the correction of certain forms of predatory aggression, it was 
clear that they could not reach many of the newer types of 
destructive methods. In particular, such practices as rail
road discrimination, the operation of bogus independents, the 

1 j. D. P .. k ($ Sons CQ • .. NIJI. 11'Mks." .DruWSIs .Ism •• 175 N. Y. 1 (1903); 
i.nJJjs o. Hui,.Hodge Lstmkr Co., 121 Lt. 6S8 (1908) • 

• Frta o. Prod,," ExcMnge. 19 Minn. 140 (1900); ,. Y •. Trll1tJprwllllion C". " 
St •• doni Oil Co., SO W. Va. 611 (1902); S_doni Oil Co. o. Do~k, 118 Ky. 622 
(1904); E"",S01'" Sp4NIdi.K, 150 Fed. 511 (1907)· TuJlk .. Buek, 107 Minn. 149 
(1909); Wesley r;. Ndlir;e Lumber Co.~ 91 Miss. 814 (1910); Dunshee rio. St"ndanlOil 
Co., 152 Iowa 618 (1911); Boas" Dwu: •• -Slull F"",Uu'" Co •• 163 Iowa 106 (1913). 
See also Ammt"" B.nk f5 Trust Co. g. F,d...,,1 Rmr .. Ban", 256 U. S. 350 (1921) • 

• Mills e. U. S. Printing Co., 91 N. Y. Supp. 185 (1904). 

4 
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use of fighting brands, tying contracts, and exclusive dealer 
arrangements lay entirely outside the scope of common law 
regulation. These devices were not directed at the elimina
tion of particular comp~titors, but were designed to make 
competition from any quarter difficult. There being no spe
cial injury to- a particular rival enterprise which could give 
rise to a private cause of action, the common law afforded no 
means of regulating them. Other modes of competing un
fairly, such as misrepresentation and misbranding, though 
not directly connected with the combination movement, 
tended to have the same effect as railroad discrimination, the 
use of fighting brands and the other practices above men
tioned,' and they could not be stopped under the common law 
for like reasons. This situation was Well brought out by an 
oft-quoted opinion of Judge Day, speaking for a federal cir.! 
cuit court all three of whose members subsequently became 
justices of the Supreme Court." "The theory of the case 
seems to be," said the court, .. that complainant, manufac
turing a genuine aluminum (wash) board, has a right to ett-

. join others from branding any board • Aluminum' not so in 
fact, although there is no attempt on the part of such wrong
doer to impose upon the public the- bdief that the goods thus 
manufactured are the goods of complainant. • • . Can 
it be that the courts have the power to suppress such trade 
at the instance of others • . • in the same business who 
use only pure aluminum? We find no such authority in the 
books and are clear in the opinion that, if the doctrine is to 
be thus extended, and all persons compdled to deal soldy in 
goods that are exactly what they are represented to be, the 
remedy must come from the legislature and not from the 
courts~n 

Even wi thin their well-defined compass the recognized 
doctrines of the common law, in spite of a considerable 
elasticity already noted, proved to be not altogether effective 
in their application to the complex conditions of modern 
commerce. Some "unfair competition" cases, for example, 
in view of the current situation, amount to an endorsement 

1. The effect, namely. of enabling producers to secure trade and SQrvNe upon 
tome basis other than industrial efficiency and economical administration. 

-Taft, Lurton, and Day sitting as a Circuit Court of Appeals in the cue of 
4",,",.,, W.,""-i Co ••• Sogin_ M/~. Co., 103 Fed. 281 (1900). 
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of subtle forms of poaching. Thus in one notable case an 
enterprising partnership secured, through a colorable trans
action, the right to use the name of one, A. A. Waterman, 
upon the fountain pens produced by a company of which it 
was the exclusive sales-agency.l These "Waterman" pens 
came into direct competition with the well-known "Water
man's Ideal" pens, manufactured by the L. E. Waterman 
Company. In an action to prevent the continuation of this 
fraud the relief was limited to a requirement that the de
fendant should clearly indicate upon its goods that it had no 
connection with the L. E. Waterman Company. This was 
clearly in line with numerous precedents. But it toOk no
account of the modern conditions of sale of this class of. -
goods. The demand is created by national advertising, -and 
purchases are made in thousands of scattered stores. The 
sales are often made upon description rather than upon in
spection and by irresponsible salesmen in no way connected 
with the producer. Manifestly, the decree did not stop the 
practice of supplying unsuspecting purchasers in retail trade 
with the spurious article in response to a request for a 
"Waterman" pen.' Yet it was exactly at this point that the 
fraud was calculated to take effect. It should be apparent 
that, while under the "unfair competition" doctrine the 
primary and fundamental inquiry was whether the facts in
dicated deception of buyers, the establishmen t of this ten
dency was not always sufficient to assure an effective remedy 
for the wrong. 

Again, the common law rule against misappropriation Df 
trade secrets was no bar to espionage. The substance of the 
offense in this class of cases, for reasons already mentioned, 
came to be breach of confidence or procurement of breach of 
confidence. In the words of a New Jersey court in a leading 
case: "The main ground for relief disclosed by the com
plainant's case is the eXistence of inequitable competition 
arising from a breach of trust, arid hence referable to general 
principles of equity and not to _ those special doctrines by 
which unpatented secrets are protected.'" Obtaining in-

'11' • .,."." c •. •. MtHkm Pm co., 235 U. S. 88 (1914) • 
• See: J. H. WlgDlore, "Justice, Commercial MoraJity, and the Federal Supreme 

Court;' /iJin(Jil L.w Rnil'fllt Vol. X, p. 178.. 
• Yole ... Det;nning Co. o • .tIm.,.;"n C •• C.~ 72 N. J. Eq. 387,396 (1907). 
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formation of the intimate details of a competitor's business 
by means involving no violation of trust, as, for example, by 
stealth, does not appear to have been regarded as a basis for 
legal action. In two cases, at least, the lawfulness of espion
age was affirmed.' 

But perhaps the shortcomings of the common law regula
tion of competitive conduct were plainest in respect to those 
practices connected with price-making. The molestation of 
customers, interference with salesmen, inducement of breach 
of contract and like means of injuring a rival's trade fur
nished an adequate ground for legal relief in some jurisdic
tions, as has been shown, when carried on maliciously. But 
competitive price-making was sacrosanct under the c0m

mon law." The assumption seemed to be mat this feature of 
competition could not be abused, save by collusion among 
sellers against the interests of buyers. It was not conceivable 
to courts unfamiliar with the changed business situation that 
its use by a single seller in opposition to the interests of other 
sellers could possibly be malicious or unjustified. Such prac

. tices as local price-cutting or the use of fighting brands were 
beyond the reach of legal action. The conception of com
petition implicit in the common law regulations was based 
upon the philosophy of Hobbes, which resolved life into a 
struggle for self-preservation. Until this conception had been 
discredited and a Darwinian view of competition as a selec
tive process to facilitate the survival of the most efficient had 
gained acceptance, the courts had no rule by which to curb 
artful discrimination in price between localities or unre
stricted price warfare through the medium of selected brands. 
Meanwhile cut-throat competition in various manifestations 
was becoming a serious abuse in modern business practice. 

The failure of the common law in these several respects to 
guard the competitive process frotp unfair and predatory 
tactics was only partially, however, due to its substantive 
shortcomings. To an extent the failure of common law regu
lation was connected with its method. Under the common 

1 Park {5 Sons .. W!wks.k Druaisls' Ass"n, 175 N. Y. 1 (1903); RDtb MI. Bdt 
TtkpAom C •• .. Indeptndent TdtpM". c •. , 31 Utah 377 (1\106). 

I "There is nothing to prevent an individual from selling any property that he has 
at any pric:ehe can get for it," W.lslo •• DlDi:"" 40 N. Y. App. Div. 513,516 (1899). 
See, alSO,PMS.;t PrintW",!u .. E~ {5 WtUIur Dry..GoJs C •• ,lOS Fed. 163 (1900). 
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law the administration of such rules as there were upon un
fair competition in trade devolved wholly upon the courts. 
But the courts are not organized for vigilance. They are ill 
equipped for detecting or anticipating abuses of privilege; 
their main function is the vindication of rights and the redress 
of wrongs. Thus, with the expansion and increasing com
plexity of modern business, the legal regulation of trade con
duct was bound to grow more and more inadequate. The 
establishment of administrative regulation of business meth
ods came to be generally regarded as an indispensable de
velopment if the competitive system was to remain the chief 
reliance for the ordering of industry and trade. . 



CHAPTER III 

DEVELOPMENT OF LEGISLATIVE AND ADMIN
ISTRATIVE REGULATION OF COMPETITIVE 

METHODS 

§l. UNFAIR COMPETITION UNDER THE SHERMAN ACT 
In the national sphere, the positive regulation of competi

tive practices was not, with minor eXceptions, undertaken 
until 1914, when the Federal Trade Commission Act and the 
Clayton Act were passed.1 Prior to this legislation, Congress 
had prohibited railway discriminations in the Interstate 
Commerce Act of 1887, a prohibition which was supple
mented by the Elkins Act of 1903.' The receiving as well 
'as. the giving of rebates or other special favors from carriers 
was forbidden. By the fifteenth section of the Mann-Elkins 
Act of 1910 the disclosure by common carriers of information 
regarding freight shipments which might, in the possession of 
competitors, be used to prejqdice of interests of a consignor 
was made illegal.' Aside from these instances, there was no 
direct declaration of federal policy in regard to competitive 
methods in interstate trade up to 1914. 

But the Sherman Anti-Trust Act of 1890 provided, as 
ultimately interpreted, an indirect regulation of competitive 

I The Federal Trade Commission Act became a law on September 26, 1914 (6.1d 
Cong, Chap. 311; 3S Stat. at Large 717), Tbe eruu:tment of the Clayton Act foI. 
lowed ahortly, on October 15, 1914 (63d Cong. Chap. 323, 3S Stat. at Large 730). 

Among the states there had been some attempts at regulation a little earlier~ A 
notable i .. tance waa New Jersey. See N. J., La .... of 1913, Chaps. 13,14, 15, 16, 171 
18, 19. The statutCi of ten .rates: having laws against 4' unfair competition,~ 
th_h moat of them were of very limited aoope, were ",ad into the Coogressional 
Rerord at the time of the debates on the Trade Commission bill. 6.1 Cong., 2d s...., 
Vol. 51, pp. 12219-20. 

'lnteratate Commerce Act, 24 Stat. at Large 379-387. Seetio .. Z and 3 pr0-
hibit reepeetivelr;::j,ust discrimination among penon! and unreasonable preferences 
amo~ ~,. iti~ or kinds of traffic. The Elkina Act,.32 Stat. at Large,847, 
in additlOll to making the receiving or IOlicitatioa. of ft'batca or prekrcnccs unlawful; 
changed the penaltiea for the _. 

'36 Stat. at Large, p. 539, 551 " sty. 
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tactics so far, at least, as industrial combinations were con
cerned.' . Though the act con tained no specific prohibition of 
unfair practices,' under the" rule of reason" enunciated by 
the Supreme Court in 1911 the business methods of dominant 
consolidations became of prime significance as evidence of 
unlawful intent and abuse of power.s Aside from their con-· 
nection with a possibly "unreasonable restraint of trade," 
many of the methods which were reviewed and criticized by 
the courts were not unlawful or even reprehensible. Never
theless, in several important decrees issued between 1911 
and 1914 against combinations charged with violation of the 

• The exact wording or the m.t two sections or the Act, which comprise an its 
substantive provisions of general application, was: . 

"Section 1. Every contract, combination in the bm of trust or otherwise; or 
conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce among the several States, or with. 
roreign nations, is hereby d.~ to be ill.gaI. Enry person who shall maloe any 
such contract or engage in any such combination or ~iracy shall bedeemed 
guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof, sh&ll be punished by fine not 
exceeding five thousand dollars, or by imprisonment not exceeding one year, or by 
both said punishmenbli, in the discretion of the court. 

«Section 2. Every penon who shall monopolize or attempt to monopolize, or 
combine or eonspiM with any other ~ or persons, to monopolize any part of the 
trade or commerce among the several Sta~ or with foreign nations, shall be deemed 
guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof, shall be punished by fine not 
exCeeding five thousand doll~ or by imprisonment not exceeding ODe year" or by 
both .. id punishments, in the discretion or the ooart." Act of July 2, 1890. (26 
Sta .. 209.) 

• Moreover, there is no evidence that Congress intended to regulate the mode or 
manner of competition indirectly under- this statute.. Judged by the contemporary 
debates, Congress was interested solely in condemning the fonnation of monopolistic 
combinations. This view it contrary to that ~reased by Professor Allyn A. Y CUDg 
in his articles on "'The Sherman Act and the New Anti-Trust ~ation," Joumtll 
oj PolitkoJ Ee01Wll>J', March. 1915, Vol. 23, P. 201. An .,.aminanon or the deba .... 
Jiowevu, reveals a general hostility towards monopolistic combinations based OD 

their supposed power over prices, but no condemnation of aggressive methods in 
suppressing competition. See, particularly, Congrls.rio7JJ R.ecorJ, Slat Congress, 
1st Seasion (1890), VoL XXI, pp. 2511, 3150-

• St •• danlOilCD ••• U. S., 221 V. S.17~ (1911); A..me.. To"rtO Co ••• U. S., 
221 U. S. 106,182 (1911). It i. not intended to gin the impression that competitive 
conduct of combinations received judicial notice for the ant time in 1911. See, 
ra. enmp!e, U. S • •• Pllltn'so., 55 Fed. 133 (1893). But the opinion of the court in 
this case well illustrates the cautious judicial attitude earlier held. even in extreme 
cases, towards the legal attack upon unfair practicea under the Shennan Act. 
"Counts 4 and 9' • • • do allege.u said the court, "a purpose of engrossing 
monopolizingt or ~ing the trade in questioL Such being the c~ acts ot 
violence and IntimidatIOn may be alleged as means to accomplislt the general pur
pose. Instead oflying outside the statute, they may aggravate the offense." 1/;;4. 
po 641. It ought to be added that the dcCl'CCa iseued ~ to 1911 in 1?roceedings 
under the Sherman Act are silent in regard even to • violence and intimidation" 
as weapons of trade warfare. cr. however U. S. II. 11' qrit.ingmm'z .I1tIUJIgMlJllleJ 
COllncil (1893) and U. S • •• [JUs (1894). ·b ...... and JUdgment8 in Anti-Trust 
c-.," Washington, 1918, pp. 13-16 and 19-22. 
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Sherman Act the courts took cognizance of competitive 
practices, and the use of specified methods of unfair com
petition was enjoined! In many instances these decrees were 
made with the consent of the defendant and therefore lack 
the authoritative character of a judgment in contested cases. 
Nevertheless, they indicate a growing recognition of the 
importance of unfair competitive practices, not only as evi
dence of illegal combination, but also as factors in the achieve
ment of undue restraint of trade! 

This doser examination of competitive methods on the 
part of the courts was, however, distinctly limited as a 
force tending to raise the standards of trade and market 
conduct. In the first place, this indirect regulation of com
petitive methods could not begin to operate in a trade until 
some business concern had actually achieved, or manifested 
a purpose to acquire, a dominant position threatening the 

1 In addition to the decrees cited below) attention may be called to the opinion 
in u. S • •• H""wltrg-Amtritan line, 216 Fed. 971 (1914), in which a combina.
tion to fix percentages of traffic was condoned but the use 01 h fighting shipSH con
demned.. 
. U. s . •. Gm",zi EI.<trie CD., Consent Decree, October 12, 1911. Enjoined bogus 
independents, tying contracts, monopolization of suJ?,~ies. and price discrimjna~ 
tion. "Decre .. and Judgm ..... in Anti-Trust c....,. Washington 1918, p. 267. 
U. S • •• Amtrit41< To"",. CD., Final n.a.., November 16, 191L &joined bogus 
independ...... 15;6. pp. 165, 188-9. U. S. D. DuPont .I. Nemours an6 CD., Final 
Decree, June ~ 1912.. EnjOined bogus independents, and predatory price-cutting. 
IlJiJ. pp. 193" 203. U9 S. D. Burroughs Adding MfZdi7J~ Co., Consent Decree, March 
~.' 1913. Enjoined espionage and indncemen. of broach of contract. 1~i6. pp. 457-8. 
u. S • •• Amtritan Thmrd CD., Consent D..".e, June 2, 1914. Enjoined fighting 
brands, exclusive dealer agreements, intimidation, falSe statements regarding • 
competitor"s creWt7 secret rebates, and price..cutting below cost.. Ilmi. pp.. 449. 
454-5.. Decrees containing provisions similar to the fo~ing were also issued sub-. 
sequent to the enactment of the Federal Trade Commission Act and the Clayton 
Act in cases previously initiated under the Sherman Act. U. S. 11. Gr,fllLAkes TOfII
inK Co., Decree,. February 13, 1915, 16i~: p. 253. U. S. o. N.nontl/ emil RlgUttr Co., 
Consent Decree, Febrnary 1, 1916,15i6. pp. 315-16, 319; U. S ••• C"'" l'rrJucts 
&.fining Co., Final Decree, November 13, 1915, 161 •• pp. 440, 448-

• In the American Tobacoo Company c~ til. nJpr~ the Supreme Court said: 
"we think che conclusion of wrongful purpose and iIkgal combination is Oftf
whelminglY .... blished by the following considersticns, 

1&(.) By the fact that the very first organization or combination was impelled 
by a previously existing fierce trade war, evidently inspired by one or more of the 
minds which b~ht about and became parties to that combination. 

nCb) Beca~ lInmediately after that combination and the increase of capital 
which followed, the acts which ensuedju!tify the inference that the intention exiSted 
to use the power of the combination as & vantage ~d to further monopolize the 
trade in tobacco by means of trade conflicts deSlBned to injure others, either by 
driving tcm~titors out of the business or compelling them to become partiet to a 
combination." 221 U. S. 106, 182. 
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maintenance of competitive conditions.1 And even under 
such circumstances no means were afforded for reaching 
deceptive and unfair tactics of small, independent competi
tors, often the most ~onsible factors in an industry. In 
the second place, this mdirect regulation was ineffective 
because, in the absence of proof of a general policy of de- . 
straying competition, an isolated attack upon specific unfair 
methods employed by combinations could not be sustained. 
Since, under the Sherman Act, exclusive dealer agreements, 
interference in business relations, tying contracts and like 
modes of conduct were not unlawful per lie, the courts gen
erally refused to intervene at the instance of parties Claim-· 
ing specific injury from particular transactions or practices.' 

§2. THE GENESIS OF THE 1914 LEGISLATION 

In this situation there were dements of dissatisfaction to 
economic groups of widdy separated interests and points of 
view. The 1914 legislation was, in substance, an attempt to 
appease this general discontent-to provide a remedy for the 
shortcomings of the Sherman Act policy, as disclosed by 
experience. To some, these shortcomings appeared as an 
emphatic discrimination against large-scale enterprise. From 
the time of President Roosevdt's second administration 
there had been an insistent movement among certain indus
trial leaders for either a legislative or administrative definition 
of an exact standard of competitive conduct.· They urged 

• Amme4. s" er .... SJ.k CD. D. O'H.lllJf'40, 229 Fed. 17, 79 (1915); Amn*an 
$lui C •• .. Amwk •• Sml.nd Wi .. Co., 244 Fed. 300 (1916). in the latter C&lIe the 
court overruled & demurrer to the declaration ~ that no action lies for unfair 
competitive praetieea- under the Shennan Act.. The court cited the allegation of 
the formation of defendant as a combination controUing 15 per cent of the total 
output of nails in the United States. Then, in regard to its competitive tacti~_ the: 
court stated: ··The defendant had a perfect right, for instance, 80 far as the Sher
man Act goes, to undcrseH the plaintiff in ordinary business competition, or for the 
purpose of putting the plaintiff out of business. It had no right to do so a& part of a 
plan to drivo: everybody out of the trtde in. order to obtain. monopoly for itaelf 
which is what is alleguLu 

I W},;tu;e/J o. Conlinm141 Ttthe~" Co. 125 Fed~ 454 (1903); American Bllntmll Co. 
D. United Ffll;t Co., 160 Fed. 184, 189l1908); lYiltlr:r D. Com ProJllclS &fining Co., 
236 U. S. 165 (1915) • 

• Among others Mr. George W. Perldns argued in favor of a federal commission 
which should have power to .license interstate ~tions and to validate their 
proposed actions or policies submitted for its exanunati~ f,roviding the proposed 
conduct did not, in the opinion of the commission or bureau lunreasonably reatrain 
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persuasively that they did not know and could not find out 
what methods of business were legitimate for them and what 
methods were illegal. The Sherman Act provided no se
curity, it was contended, to industrial combinations intent 
simply upon proving their inherent strength in straightfor
ward competition. And as many of the practices which were 
enjoined after 1911 in proceedings under the Sherman Act 
were not unlawful in themselves and were consequently not 
denied to independent competitors, this was regarded as a 
discrimination against .. good," or law-abiding, trusts. 

To others-for example, the consumers-the shortcomings 
of the government policy appeared as an inadequacy of JlfO': 
tection against deception and fraud in trade from whatever 
quarters these might proceed. The coinmon man was inter
ested in low prices, so he was anxious to safeguard and 
promote active competition. But he was also interested in 
honest dealing and sound values. In short, the consumer 
wanted a more vigilant enforcement of competition, but he 
demanded a competition free of unfair and deceptive prac
'tices.' This, according to the contention of many repre
sentatives in Congress, could not be assured under the 
elastic interpretation of the Sherman Act announced in the 
Standard Oil and Tobacco cases in 1911. These decisions, 
in the view of many Congressional critics, had opened the 
way to a long process of judicial definition of what might be 
regarded as .. reasonable" business policies and modes of 

trade. rJ Hearings before Committee on Interstate Commerce~ U. S. Senate, 62d 
Cozu<,ess, punuant to 3 Res. 98, Wash., I!H!!. Vol. I, p. 1089" Itq. A ",me .. hat 
.imiI&r proposal .... made by Judge E10ert n. Gary in his testimony at the same 
hearings, cp. <il., Vol. II, pp. 2407-11. This peliq had earlier been embodied in • 
bill in the 60th CongR5S, S. 64401 at the suggestion. of .President Roosevelt" upon. 
which hearings ..... held, but whieh was unfavorably ~ by the Senate 
Judiciary Committee. Sena.., Report, No. 848, CSOth Congt.so, 2d s.... See also, 
the discussion of the Shennan Act ~icy in the same vein by James M. Beck, in 
"Industrial Competition ~d CombinatiOD," published. by the American Academy 
of Political and Social Science, Philadelphia, 1912, pp. 296-0303. The !'<port of the 
Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce to accompany the Federal Trade Com. 
mission bill makes brief mention of various opposing theories and movements for 
amendment of anti-trust policy. Sen_ Report No. 597, 6ld Congr. ... 2d Session 
(1914) pp. 16-14-

1 Outside the sphere or .tt:r'ictly trade competition) it may be noted. that labor wu 
ch&6ng at having its "methods of competitlOD.'· with employers closely tcrUtinized 
and severely rea:trictcd while, in many instances, the business methods of the em
ployers in trade com1'"titinn came under federal regulation but slightly. Con.ult: 
American Federatiom ... eo g., Vol. 19, pp. 215-218 (1912). 
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business conduct. Numerous representatives of the public 
interest in Congress proclaimed themselves unwilling to 
leave to the courts this process of definition. 

On the other hand, in certain business quarters there 
appears to have been a wholesome fear that if Congress 
undertook to regulate competitive methods in detail there· 
would be a bungling interference with business administra
tion, far more burdensome than the uncertainty existing 
under the "rule of reason" pending its judicial clarification. 
The ascendancy of the less conservative elements in Congress 
foreshadowed a legislative program involving a more rigid 
control of large-scale industry, with definite and inclusive 
prohibitions. To the large group of business men in question 
any policy which would offer some latitude in the legal 
defini tion of standards of business conduct was preferable 
to such severity of regulation. For this reason, they lent 
their support to the policy of commission regu1ation. 

In addition, there seem to have been some business men 
who were genuinely desirous of effective administrative 
machinery and the enactment of definite rules for curbing 
the expansion of what were regarded as predatory business 
interests. They feared the use of oppressive tactics by the 
trusts, whose overtowering size loomed as a formidable 
menace in itself. They sought a further and more explicit 
prohibition, therefore, of "strong-arm" methods of com
petition.' The creation of an administrative body was like
wise .demanded, but not so much for advising industrial 
combinations as to what could be legitimately done under 
the anti-trust laws, as for preventing unscrupulous aggression. 

1 Consult Hearinga before the Committee on Interstate Commerce, U. S. Senate, 
63d Congress, ad Session, in two volumes, Wash ... 1914. Vol. II. pp. 1188-9. 1437, 
It ptUlim. The referendum vote taken by the Umted Statca Chamber of Commerce, 
representing the widest range of business enterprise, upon the new anti-trutt meas
ures propoaed early in 1914 gave results in some respects endorsing the Administra
tion program. and In other respects unfavorable. I~ .• Vol II, J'P- 671 d 119., and 
1438 "uf. Nevertheless thiS vote .... D-eqilendy adverted to m the coune of the 
Congressional debates by the sponsors of the Adminiatration bills as an indication 
of the approving attitude of the mass of small-businesa men. See, e.g.) CrJnV'ssiDnai 
RwwJ, Vol. 51, <I3d eo...r.s.. 2d Session, p. 11593. Bu, perhapo the abl .. t and 
most vigorous presentatiOn or this point of view which could be' found is in the: 
paper read by Mr. Bruce Wyman befo ... the American Academy of Political and 
&cial Science, and published in .. Iadustrial Competition and Combination," 
.p. <iI., pp. 67-74. 
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The legislative program which was finally carried through 
cannot properly be viewed as a realization of the ends 
sought by anyone of these conflicting movements for the 
amendment of anti-trust policy. It represents, like most 
legislation, a compromise; it is a partial satisfaction of the 
demands arising from many sources and many divergent 
interests. From the point of view of the larger business 
interests it extended the federal regulation of competitive 
practices to the smallest business unit engaged in interstate 
commerce. From the point of view of the smaller business 
interests, it specifically outlawed certain methods of com
petition capable, particularly if not only, of effective employ
men t by trusts or mergers in the extermination of their 
smaller, isolated rivals. From the point-of view of the 
general public, it gave legal sanction to the enforcement of 
certain standards of honesty and fairness in trade. Finally, 
the Federal Trade Commission was established at public 
expense as a tribunal open to anyone engaged in interstate 
commerce whose trade interests were being encroached upon 
"by the predatory or unfair aggression of rival enterprises. 
A more detailed description and analysis of the anti-trust 
legislation of 1914 will at once show the basis for this sum
mary statemen t and indicate something of the legislative 
intention in regard to its main provisions, the concrete appli
cation of which will be the subject matter of ensuing chapters. 

§3. MAIN PROVISIONS OF THE 1914 LEGISLATION 

The Clayton Act, among numerous other provisions not 
relating to trade competition, in the second section de.. 
clared unlawful any discrimination in price-except such 
as might be based upon differences in quantity or quality
between different purchasers of commodities.' Another sec-

1 0,. li~) Section 2. This and the following section are- the only provisions really 
reIanng to competitive practices except by way of enforcement. (Sections ~ 5, and 
11 to 19 inclusive.) Section 6 relates to the treatment oflabor organizations under 
the anti~tru.t laws, and Sections ~25 are concerned with the use of judicial plOC9S 
in such cues. Sectiona 1 and 8 ~vely limit intercorporate stOckholding and 
intfflocking directora.tes in certain respects. These are remmonly grouped with 
Sections 2 and 3 aa the anti-trust provisions of thit catch-alJ. pie« of legislation. 
In a large way this is) no doubt, proper; but it is clear that Sections 2 and.3 regulate 
methods of competition, while Sections 1 and 8 regulate: methods of combination. 
The only other sections .remaining, Sections 9 and 10. deal with certain features of 
the operation of railroads. 
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tion, the third, prohibited the' use of exclusive dealer 
agreements or tying contracts, under similar circumstances.' 
This section was an explicit repudiation of a policy previously 
followed in decisions of the Supreme Court, which upheld 
such arrangements, at least so far as patentees were con
cerned." The most significant single section 'of this 1914 
legislation, on the substantive side, was the fifth section 
of the Federal Trade Commission Act. By this section" un
fair methods of competition in commerce" were "declared 
unlawful." Here was a broad and general enunciation of 
public policy toward competitive business conduct. It was 
elastic enough to reach every conceivable variation of 
fraudulent or predatory aggression upon trade rivals, It 
was clear and concise enough to furnish a guide to adminis
trative and judicial construction in its application to the 
complex and shifting situations of modern business." The 

1 Op~ cit.., Section 3. Perhaps an abridged quotation of this section wcruld indicate 
its ac:opc and meaning better than an explanation of the indefini~ terms by which 
it is usually described. It reads: "That it shaJI be unlawful • • • '" lease or 
make a sale "' • • of commoditi~ whether patented or unpaten~ for usc, 
consumption, or resale • • • or fix a price charged therefore • • • or rebate 
upon such price,_ OD the condition • "' ~ or understanding that the lessee or 
purchaser thereof shall not use or deal in the goods • ., • of a competitor or 
competitonl of the lessor or seller .. where the elfect of su.ch lease, I~ • • • con
dition • • • or understanding may be to substantiaUy lessen competition or 
tend to create a monopoly in any line Of commerce.u 

• See Hmry •• A. B. Did: Co., 224. U. S. 1 (1912), and authorities there cited. It 
may he mentioned that this section as well as Section. 2 were penal in character as 
originally re~rted in the House, but the penalties were omitted by the Conference 
Committee (63d Congress, 2d Session, Senate Ref. 585). The Federal Trade C0m
mission Act having been passed prior to the final consideration of the Clayton Act,. 
the enforcement of these sections (2 and 3) was by Section 11 entrusted to the Com~ 
mission in the same manner as it was empowered to prevent violations of Section 5 
of its organic act. Aside from the action of the COmmission in issuing adniinis
trative orders, obserrance of these sections is also stimulated by a provision (Section 
4.) aIlow~ the recovery of treble damages by injured parties, similar '" the prov;' 
1I01l for pnvate remedies in. Section 7 of the Sherman Act. 

a In a spirited debate in the Senate, Senator Cwn.mins who was on the Interstate 
Commerce Commit~ was allowed by the Chairman, Senator NewJand&, to answer 
the attack upon Section S. The main opposition to the bill seems to have been am.. 
c:en.trated on the fifth section which was ~ed by several as too indefinite for an 
administrative guide. Senator Cummins, In response to pointed inq~ under
took to clarify the phrase •• unfair competition n as Uged by the Committee in the: 
_d bill. He said: .. We have chosen to report a rule fOr the trade conuniaoion 
in the language that has been suggested, namely, "unfair competition! It is that 
competition which is resorted to for the- purpose of destroying competition, of 
elimmatiJl$ & competitor, and of introducing monopoly. That is the 'unfair compe
tition' in J18 broad sense which this bill endeavors to prevent.u (Conutssiomd 
&cor4! Vol. 51,g. 11104.) On the very next page of the ~<!t)!'owever, he cited 
a simp c case or passing off:· & eimulation of the trade name white Laundry Soap 
by a manu(ac:turer putting out crystal white Laundr.,.- Soap. He thea. added, 
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intention of Congress to condemn, not only deceptive 
practices, such as misrepresentation and simulation of trade 
marks, but also practices ;ending. to restrain trade and 
build up monopoly, was plain.1 The common law doctrine of 
"unfair competition," on the one hand, and the principles 
evolved in the enforcement of the Sherman Act as concrete 
tests of monopolization, on the other, were manifestly the 
basic criteria for determining the range of the regulation 
which Section 5 prescribed. 

In regard to procedure, the main articles of interest in the 
1914 legislation are found in the Federal Trade Commission 
Act." The first three sections of this Act created the Federal 
Trade Commission, provided for a working organization, 
and, transferring to the new commission the records of the 
Bureau of Corporations, ended the ten-year experiment of 
that purely investigational body. The entire fourth section 
was devoted to the definition of terms. The Commission was 
empowered in Section 5 to enforce the rule against unfair 
methods of competition by investigation, findings of fact, and 
'orders to cease and desist from practices found to be unfair. 
A review of the Commission's action by the federal courts 
was also provided for on appeal either by the respondent or 
by the Commission, in case of a disregard of its orders. In 
addition to the establishment of this machinery of enforce
ment, the Act gave the Commission a variety of administra
tive powers and duties, under eight headings, relating cruelly 
to investigation of trade conditions for sundry purposes." 
·'That is one dass of cues to which this standard would ~pply." This two-fold 
nature of the regulation pm!Icribed by Section 5 came out m many .stages of the 
debate. But its frequent acknowledgment by the members of the Committee and 
the subsequent endorsement hy both houses of all the ...... rial r... ...... of the bill 
.. ttpOrted should make clear the intention or Congress. 

1 See: Senate Report, No.. 597, 63d Congresa 2d Session, C01fgrlsmal &uml, 
Vol. 51, PI'- ~1086-90; 11103-16; 12208-22. Yt is unne<usary ho", to discuss in 
detail tnelegislative history of these acts. That task has heeo ably performed by • 
number of writers. For example A. A. Y011n& "The Sherman Act and the- New 
Anti-Trust Legislation," "]011,.,,111 0/ P(JIiI;~.J EconfJfIJY, Vol.. 23, pp. 201-220, 305-
326, 417-436. See alao W. H. S. Stevens, "Tha Trade Commission A<,," Amtri,.n 
$<on."." RIoi,.., Vol. 4, pp. 84(h5S; "Tho Clayton A<,," ];il., Vol. 5, pp. 3&-54. 

I The Clayton Act pnwided in Section 11 for the enforcement of its interdiction 
of certain busiDelS practices and arrangements (in Secticms 2, 3, 1, and 8) that the 
Intentate: Commerce Commission, the Federal Re8trvc Board and the Federal 
Trade Commi8lion should have jurisdiction in their reapective field.. A system 
o£ protedure W8I outlined) a1~ which confcrma in every usential respe« with that 
p",viousiy est.h1iah.d in the Fedetal Trade Commission Act. 

• Federal Trade Commission Act;, Dp. &it., Section 6. 
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§4. SCOPE AND SIGNIFICANCE OFTHE FEDEllAL REGULATION 

ESTABLISHED 

The avoidance of technical legal phraseology in the sub
stantive provisions of theSl:; statutes showed the undoubted 
purpose of Congress to leave to the Federal Trade Com
mis,sion and the courts the responsibility of formulating the 
precise limits beyond which private enterprise might not go 
in its quest of competitive advantage in trade. But an 
explicit standard was neverthdess provided for the guidance 
of administrative judgment. The standard set up, i. e., 
unfairness, was at once ethical and economic. As an ethical 
standard it prescribed greater honesty in dealings of pro.., 
ducers, who commonly operate on a large scale, with'con
sumers, who commonly take rdativdy small portions of the 
total output of even one producer. The changes in manu
facture and commerce hereinbefore described had rendered 
antiquated the old rule of "Let the buyer beware." This com
mon law rule no longer provided an -adequate safeguard 
against commercial chicanery and fraud. In consequence, 
the efficient producers of goods of genuine merit were handi
capped in the marketing of their products, and it was in part 
the object of the enactment of Section. 5 of the Federal 
Trade Commission Act to remove this handicap.l By a 
blanket prohibition of "unfair methods" it was undoubtedly 

1. Senate Report, No. 597, 01'. cit., p. 13; Co"gressional RHtmi, 63d 'Congress 
2d Session, Vol. SI, pp. 11103-11116. In discussing the scope of the provision 
Senator Newlan~) who took a prominent part in the framing of this legislation, 
laid: .. Now, reC01lect that in all the cues that I have ftferred to as involving unfair 
practice there would be a remedy to the individual, either- at law or in equity. The 
difficulty that we ed, however, is that owing to the growth of these enormous cor .. 
porations, which no one wishes to destroy-I am not speaking of monopolistic com .. 
binations • • . -it ia very hard for the individual to maintain his ground. If 
you say to him .. eWell .. you have a ~t at law, or a right in equity, which will be 
enfon:ed ~; it mean. very little to hun" because it means the employment of a 
lawyer against the lawyers of greater skill and repute. It means the collection of 
evidence. It means a large expenditure. 

"Now theaociety haa an intereat in these questions. It not only has the interest 
of protecting an individual against oppression and wrong, but it also has the general 
interest in the maintenance of good morals:' As a concrete illustration of what was 
proposed, he then referred to the creation of the Interstate Commerce Commission 
with power to protect the intcreat of the individual shipper 1 «because we knew that 
the mere possession of an abstract right at law meant nothing to h;m.. We J?Jaced 
society betWeen him and the corporation with which he dealt, and we ~anlzed. a 
tribunal conducted at the ~nse of society with a view to.seeing that injustice to 
the individual WIl8 not accomplished. We are simply carrying out that rule now with 
refercnc:e to trade-" Co"gremon4J RRortl, op. tit., p.. 11109. 
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intended to eliminate at least the grosser forms of artful 
deceit upon buyers by whomsoever practiced and howsoever 
achieved. The common law protection of individual sellers 
whose goods were imitated was extended to all sellers whose 
market might be destroyed or jeopardized by that or other 
forms of fraudulent misrepresentation. 

But the standard of "unfaimess" was also adopted as an 
economic standard. Not only unfairness operating through 
deceit upon customers, but also unfairness operating directly 
by oppression of competitors, was brought within the ambit 
of the law. Indeed, if one may judge from the general tenor 
of the Senate debates, the primary consideration moving the 
adoption of this section' was the protection of small-scale 
producers in the competitive struggle: It was believed that 
numerous predatory competitive practices had contributed 
an artificial stimulus to the growth of monopolistic com
binations, and it was proposed to reach these practices in 
whatever form they might appear.' Thus, exclusive dealing 
arrangements and local price-cutting, though they could 

. scarcely be termed unethical URder the competitive regime, 
were regarded by Congress as so unquestionably uneconomic 
that sections specifically denouncing them, which were at one 
stage removed from the Clayton bill on the ground that they 
were fully covered by Section S of the Trade Commission 
Act, were later restored in conference.' This action may be 
interpreted as a confession of the fear of Congress that the 
courts might unduly circumscribe the scope of Section S, of 
the Trade Commission Act, e. g., by restricting it to the 
common law doctrine of "unfair competition." Lest there 
should, in that eventuality, remain no declaration of legis
lative disapproval of the oppressive tactics of combinations 
designed to eliminate troublesome competitors, Sections Z and 
3 of the Clayton Act were made a part of the anti-trust laws. 
But the definition of these two special types of business 

1 Section 5 was first introduced by the Senate Committee on Interstate Com
merce. See: 63d Congress, 2d Session, Sena .. Report No. 597; and House Report 
No. 533, particularly die mInority viewa of Mr. Stevens; also, CtJngJYJMn1l1 RI«mI, 
VoL 51, pp. 10376-78 andll0S6-87. 

:I CQngusnonJ &eorJ, op. m., pp. 12208-22.. 
I See: 63d ~ 2d Session, Senate Document No. SSS, reprinted in eo,,

tfTlIionlll RettJrI, Vol. :)1, p. 15637. 
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practice which Congress regarded as uneconomic was clearly 
not intended to preclude the regulation of these or similar 
tactics under Section 5 of the Trade Commission Act. The 
debates in Congress make it plain that Sections 2 and 3 are 
properly to be regarded as precautionary measures. Aside 
from illustrating and emphasizing what was covered by 
Section 5 the only purpose served by their inclusion in the 
Clayton Act would seem to be to open to competitors 
injured by these practices a private remedy, as provided in 
the fourth section of that act. 

§5. RELATION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATION OF BUSI~ 
NESS METHODS TO CHANGES IN ECONOMIC SITUATION 

In conclusion, it is appropriate to inquire what is the 
fundamental aspect of the administrative regulation of 
competitive practices instituted in 1914. Did it represent 
a popular revulsion against a supposed decline in trade 
morals and an increasing nefariousness in trade methods? 
Or did it, on the other hand, represent an extension at the 
instance of a disillusioned business community, of legis
lative and administrative assistance to a reformation of 
business methods already in process? Or finally, did it 
represent the minimum concession of business to govern
mental interference as the choice of a lesser evil? Certainly 
it was none of these exclusively. But although business men 
differed widely among themselves with respect to the scope 
and character of a suitable regulatory policy, it was generally 
recognized that the conditions of trade competition might 
well be improved. The old game of "dog eat dog" was 
becoining generally loathsome, and the handicaps and 
hindrances it imposed upon industrial and commercial prog
ress were becoming plainly unsupportable. Moreover, the 
ruthless methods sometimes employed by large combinations 
against small rivals, along with the petty frauds of small 
traders and business crooks, had undoubtedly given rise to 
not a little public indignation. The authoritative regulation 
of business methods was undertaken in 1914, therefore, be
cause the business world recognized that some measure for 
the enforcement of the higher standards of "fair play" in 

5 
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trade, which were only gradually emerging in actual practice, 
was unavoidable: 

Whence came this movement for higher standards of 
"fair play" among business men? What were its sources? 
Into this larger question this is no place to inquire. But a 
few of the major considerations responsible for the gradual 
transformation which had come over the attitude of business 
men toward unfair methods of competition may be merely 
suggested. The adverse public criticism and the judicial 
condemnation of the oil and tobacco combinations had been 
instructive to large-scale industry generally. The obloquy 
attaching to conviction under the Sherman Act, after 
.. unreasonableness" became an essential factor in the offense, 
rendered inexpedient and inadvisable resort to repressive 
policies. The remarkable growth of trade associations in the 
decade prior to 1914 had tended to foster cooperation and 
allay the hostility and suspicion engendered by the intense 
individualism of the nineteenth century. A more pervading 
influence, hardly less potent than this experience in mutual 
adaptation, was the general upward movement of prices 
from the turn of the century. The general downward trend 
of prices for thirty years following the Civil War provoked 
recurring spasms of cut-throat price competition, which had 
not a little to do with the development of trusts. The 
reversal of this trend shortly before 1900 introduced an era of 
expansion which had a salutary influence upon commercial 
ethics. These considerations indicate something of the 
nature of the forces at work in the business world which 
fitted in with the movement for the amendment of anti
trust policy, culminating in the enactment of the Clayton 
Act and the Federal Trade Commission Act. 



CHAPTER IV 

TIlE REGULATION OF PRICE POliCIES 

In considering the concrete development of the adminis
trative regulation of business methods under the federal 
legislation of 1914, it is expedient to divide the field upon 
some basis at once readily comprehensible to businesS exee-
urives and appropriate to a study of public policy. Perhaps
the simplest method of classifying the specific competitive 
practices which have come under the scrutiny of the Federal 
Trade Commission and the courts is to distinguish between 
pracrices essentially unethical and practices condemned 
solely because of their supposed tendency to restrain trade 
or suppress competition. It is plain that the "unfairness" 
of some methods of competition, such as misbranding, com
mercial bribery, and the use of lotteries, derives from the law 
of fraud. Equally plain is it that other methods of competi
tion, exemplified by exclusive dealer arrangements and resale 
price maintenance, involve no element of moral turpitude. 
Their "unfairness" derives from the economic and legal 
principles supporting freedom of trade and an open market. 

This is the broad basis of classification most commonly 
employed in the analysis and criticism of the rulings _of 
the Federal Trade Commission upon "unfair competition!'l 
As has already been pointed out, this two-fold nature of the 
prohibitions declared in the substantive sections of the 1914 
laws was disclosed in the debates attending their enactment. 
It was implicitly recognized by the Supreme Court in the 
first important case testing the authority of the Federal 
Trade Commission.- Of the validity of this distinction, 

1 See G. C. Heruleraon, "The Federal Trode Commiaoion." New Have~ 1924, 
Chapters IV and V; C. W. Dunn, "The Administrative Application and Judicial 
Con.truction of Section 5 of the Federal Trode CcmmiaoiOl1 Act;' New York. 1923. 

• F,tkr41 Tr..u C.."",is,i ... •• c.-. ,I til., 253 U. S. 421 (1920). Mr. JUlitice 
McReynolds. opeaking for the majority of the Court, interp .. t<d Sectioo 5 of the 
Trode Commission Aer .. follows: 

"The wcrda -unfair mcthoda of competition' are not defined by the statute and 
55 
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which corresponds to -the division in the criminal law between 
acts malum in Ie and acts malum prohibitum, there can be no 
question. For certain purposes, notably in considering the 
elasticity of the prohibitions established, it is undoubtedly 
useful to distinguish between those regulations of which the 
legal antecedents are to be found in the law of fraud and 
those which trace their lineage from the legal doctrine of 
restraint of trade. There will be occasion to make use of 
this distinction, therefore, in the course of the discussion of 
the various practices which have come under scrutiny or 
been subjected to regulation. 

But in studying the relation of the policy of administrative 
regulation of business methods as instituted in 1914 to the 
development of business enterprise and the organization of 
trade, it seems necessary to emphasize the different aspects 
of business management in which the government regulations 
take effect. There are certain problems in the control or 
direction of industrial and commercial establishments in the 
solution of which the private enterpriser still exercises a free 
hand. In determining the volume of production, for example, 
he may, in the absence of conspiracy, act without fear of 
interference by the government. There are, however, other 
problems confronting every business man engaged in inter
state trade, which cannot be handled safely and intelligently 
with~ut taking account of the rulings of the Federal Trade 
Commission. In the main it is to various aspects of the 
bargaining activities of business men that administrative 
regulation has been applied. In framing the business policy 
of a concern wi th regard to prices, for instance, the rules 
evolved by the Trade Commission and the courts cannot be 
ignored. Likewise in devising plans for promoting sales the 
business manager may find that his discretion is limited by 
numerous administrative restrictions upon deceit in adver
tising, premium offers, dishonest packaging and similar 
matters. Finally, in establishing trade relations with.distrib
utors and in adopting a certain policy toward competitors 
their exact meaning is in dispute.. It is for the courts not the Commission ulti
mately to determine aa matter of law what they inclu.de. They an: dearly .in. 
.wlicabl. 10 practices never before regarded as opposed to good mo<als because 
characterUed by dcC.'Cption, bad f.i~ fraud, or oppression, 01' as ~t public 
policy beC8U1e of their dangeroua tendency unduly to hinder competitIOn or create 
monopoly." 
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the director of a business enterprise must be guided by the 
settled policies of the Trade Commission in so far as these 
are sustained by the courts. 

In these several spheres the private management of busi
ness has been considerably restricted, or circumscribed, 
by the development of administrative law' pursuant to the 
fifth section of the Federal Trade Commission Act and the 
eleventh section of the Clayton Act. In order clearly to 
grasp the siguificance to business of this extension of govern
ment regulation, and in order better to judge its effects 
upon business enterprise, the specific practices complained. 
of by the Commission will be grouped and studied according 
ro the particular phase of business managemen.t ro which' 
they relate. Upon this basis, it seems feasible, as suggested, 
to classify the practices found "unfair" under three major 
heads. The orders of the Commission relate either ro price 
policies, to sales promotion policies, or ro trade relations 
policies. The order of treatment of the various types of prac
tices which have been attacked will conform ro this division. 

§l. PIUCE DETERMINATION IN GENERAL 

In the main, the price policy of a competitive business 
remains within the discretion of those responsible for its 
success or failure. Under the existing economic system this 
responsibility rests predominandy, if not exclusively, upon 
those who have risked their capital in the enterprise. It is 
manifest that private investment in industry and trade 
cannot, in the long run, be fostered unless the privilege of 
offering the goods and services produced at voluntarily 
determined prices is assured. Coercive price-fixing might 

1 The term. n administrative law" originally referred to that branch of law, which 
governed the relations between different departments of government or the condw:t 
of government officials. See: Ernst FreUftd, •• American Administrative Law~fI 
PoMc," Stimc< tt".,.,my (1894). Vol. 9. PI'- 40.3-425. With the vaat development 
of commission government In this country SInce the beginning of the present century 
the ~rm baa come to be applied 10 the rules or orders of commissions and bure4US. 
These rulings of administrative tribunals partake of the nature both of lesr:islative 
enactments and judicial decreee or judgments. Having the force of law, when c0n

fined within the Jurisdiction of the commission iS8~ themcl they are appropriately 
and conveniendf described as U administrative law.' cr. The Growth of AmerI
can Administrative Law)" St. Louis Bar Association, St. Louis, 1923i W. H. Pills
bury ••• Adminiatcative Tribunals," H.....",j lAfII Rni .... Vol. 36, pp. 405. 583. 
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conceivably for a time stimulate rather than retard invest
ment in a given industry. High prices and high returns, 
other things being equal, would attract capital. But coercive 
price-fixing is arbitrary price-fixing. It affords no assurance 
that over-investment in any direction will be remedied by 
the financial readjustment or complete elimination of ineffi
cient concerns, nor that under-investment will be corrected 
by a price adjustment suitable to the attraction of new capi
tal. As a guide to the distribution of resources among the 
innumerable alternative avenues of production, no fairly 
satisfactory substitute has been found for freely determined 
prices fiuctuating in response to the variable pressure of sup
ply and demand.1 

. Experience in the government regulation of ra.ilway rates 
has demonstrated that authoritative price-fixing is not a 
royal road to an economic utopia. Gouging of shippers, on 
the one hand, and ruinous rate wars, on the other, may have 
been prevented. Doubtless these are genuine benefits, so 

. far as they go,-that is to say, considered solely by them
selves. But that these results have been attended with 
waste and comparative indifference in railway management 
and an uneconomic repression of the transportation industry 
continuing at one period over many years cannot well be 
gainsaid. The curtailmen t of the normal expansion of rail
way facilities had reached such a stage by 1917 as seriously to 
impair, and even in some directions to thwart, the national 
industrial development. The drastic measures adopted dur
ing the war to offset this handicap and the weak and ineffi
cient execution 'Of the announced change of legislative and 
administrative policy in the passage and application of the 
Transportation Act of 1920 are proof of a fundamental weak
ness in the policy of government price-fixing. This is not to 

1 For a brief but judicious survey of both American and Allied ~nce gen
erally in bing prices of food. and orner essentials during the war, see: w. C. Clark, 
"Should Maximum Prices Be FIXedl" Qu ..... University Bulletin No. 27, April, 
1918. 

A passage in the official report prepared for the Committee on Trull .. of the 
Ministry of Reconstruction .hartly after the close of the war summarizes ~ neatly 
the outcome of war experien.ce in this retrani U Mudt. experience of the control of 
~ by the State has been gained dunng the war period. The results have not 

.auch aI to leave any widespread desi:e for its general continuam::e.. . • 0" 
See. A StwIy 0/ Trll<k Org41liMIi." • • ruI C.mN_iiI/U in 1M U.iId Kingd_, 
London, 1919, p. 127. 
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condemn, out of hand, the policy of government regulation 
of railway rates. In that particular field the advantages may 
outweigh the evils. But it is to emphasize the fact that to 
such a policy there are shortcomings which one would be 
sanguine, indeed, to expect time and experience to eradicate. 
There are certainly few industries, and probably none, in 
which the conditions are less unfavorable to the successful 
operation of a system of involuntary price fixation. By far 
the greater part of the costs of rendering railway service are 
fixed, i. e., unvarying. Raw materials, which represent the 
most volatile element in the whole price structure, ent,er into 
the operating expenses of railroads only to a relatively slight 
extent. Fuel is the largest item. of this nature, yet it forms 
but a small fraction of the total cost of the service.' Con
trasting this situation with that of ordinary manufacturing 
and mercantile businesses, it becomes manifest at once how 
formidable must be the difficulties of any attempt arbitrarily 
to control prices in trade and industry. 

Economic theory and practical experience, therefore, both 
support the general outline of the prevailing policy of the 
law in leaving to the owners of goods the privilege of offering 
them in the market at whatever price they severally choose 
to set, or of refusing to offer them at ant price. But to this 
broad principle have been added certain corollaries, modifi
cations and exceptions. In the sphere of interstate trade 
these have corne chiefiy from the legislation of 1914, directly 
or through regulations made pursuant to its provisions. 
The principle itself has not been supplanted, but in several 
particulars it has been so far qualified as to justify a critical 
examination of the reasons upon which the change in legal 
policy appears to be based and of the consequences it en
trains. There are five principal types of price policy which 
either have been expressly banned by the anti-trust laws 
or have been canvassed by the_ Federal Trade Commission 
under its blanket authority to prevent "unfair methods of 

'Thill, in 1923, the fud cos,ofCl ... I railroadain the United States represented 
only 11 percentofthegrou operatingexp!=n&eS, whilewagea.represented61 percent 
of the total, according to the figures published by the Bureau of Railway Economial. 
In absolu.te magnitude an annual expenditure of $542.000,000 bulks large, but in a 
to-talof fteuly $5,fXlO,OOO,OOOit tends to- shrink. It should not be overlooked, either, 
that the gross operating expenses of approximately $5,OOO,OOOPOO by no means 
cover the total cost of the aervia:. 
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competition." These are less-than-cost selling; price dis
crimination; resale price maintenance; basing-point price 
system; and guarantee against price decline. The scope 
and effect of these actual or attempted limitations upon the 
discretionary control of manufacturers and traders over the 
selling prices of their goods will be discussed seriatim. 

§2. LESS-THAN-COST SELLING 

The most far-reaching and most trenchant attempt to 
delimit private discretion in regard to price quotation was 
embodied in an early order issued by the Federal Trade Com
mission against Sears, Roebuck and Company.1 The findings 
in this case showed that during the war this mail-order house 
offered sugar to its customers at from three to four cents per 
pound. Through its catalogue the respondent represented 
that because of its large purchases and efficient methods of 
distribution it was enabled to sell sugar at "less than whole
sale price." Actually, it was found, the respondent had lost 
$1%,000 upon gross sugar sales of $780,000 during one half 
year. But sugar was only a "leader," and the offer to sell 
at a price less than cost (though not so described) was 
limited to a definite quantity, and even that could be pur
chased only in conjunction with specific amounts of other 
groceries. The other goods were so priced as to give the 

. company a profit on the combined sale. On the basis of these 
facts the Commission issued its order requiring the re
spondent, among other things, "to cease and desist . • . 
from selling or offering to sell sugar below cost." Upon 
petition to the Circuit Court of Appeals the order was 
modified so as to confine it to misrepresentations regarding 
the comparative business efficiency and integrity of itself 
and its competitors. 

The broad principle which the Commission here sought 
to establish, that selling below cost or at unprofitable prices 
is unfair competition, is clearly questionable. Not only 
would such a rule stop the use of "leaders" for attracting 
trade; but it would also prevent the "sacrifice sale" of 
overstocked merchandise, or the liquidation of financially 

• S"I, Rom,t~ & Co., 1 F. T. C. 163 (1918). 
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embarrassed enterprises. Presumably the Commission did 
not intend that the principle should be thus rigidly applied, 
since it would be patently uneconomic from any viewpoint 
practically to stop entirely the sale of goods which had lost 
some fraction of their value from style changes or "shelf
wear" in the course of distribution. Something might, 
indeed, be advanced in favor of the suppression' of the 
practice of offering "leaders" at no-profit prices, whether by 
manufacturers or by merchants. But the difficulty of ad
ministering any such rule must be a sufficient objection to 
its adoption. How determine the "cost" below which sales 
prices may not be quoted? If justification might be found in 
certain commercial contingencies, how ascertain. the validity 
of the claim for exemption? On the whole it should be mani
fest that any policy of setting minimum standards of price 
determination must confront no less formidable obstacles 
than an attempt to enforce maximum price limits, or govern
ment price-fixing itself, which is the logical outcome of 
either policy. These considerations appear to have been 
recognized by the circuit court of appeals, which upon 
review amended the order of the Commission so as to forbid 
only misrepresentation in connection with sales below cost.! 

Nevertheless, the Commission has not apparently given up 
entirely the idea that unprofitable selling under some cir
cumstances may be unfair competition. In all, ten other 
complaints have been issued against the sale of goods on 
this basis, the latest one in 1923." In two of these cases, 

, S,ar" R<>,ht<k <5 Co • .. Fd",,; Trllll, CDmmissum, 258 Fed. 307 (1919) • 
• Wtml B4king Co" Complaint No.. 21, Annual Report, 1918, p. 51. United DrrIz 

Co., Complain. No. 32, Annual Report, 1918. p. 58. .dm"';';"" M4iling nm« Corp., 
Complain. No. 85, Annual Repor •• 1918, p. 63. CUller M,,;! CIutk Co •• ComplaIn. 
No. 84, Annual Report,1918, p. 64. U. S. Food Produ,ts Corp., Complain. No. 338, 
AnnUal Report, 1920, Ih 122. The Oaltes Co,) Complaint No. 344J Annual Reportl 

1920, p. 124. N ... Engkmd Bd.", Co •• Complaint No. 345. Annual Report. 1920. 
p. 124. Crotk" B ...... Complaint No. 580, Annual Report, 1920, p. 149. - BJtim"" 
{$ PhiltstkJphitJ $kllmbrJM CfJ., Complaint No. 869, Annual Report» 1922 .. p. 13Sa 
!YaiJ" <5 Co., Complain. No. 947, Annual~eport, 1923. p. 185. 

It may be noted that Complaint No. 580 was issued against a number of im .. 
porters of ferromanganese for alleged "dumping" in the American market. The 
practice ofc'dumping" was made a misdemeanor hythe Act of September 81 1916 
(39 Stat~ at Large 798, Sect. SOl), but no prosecution was instituted in the courts 
ul'1dcr this etatutc in this instanee. The proceedings against the rapondenu herein 
we .. dismissed in 1922 for failure of proof (Annual Report, 1922. pp. 14S-<». This 
outcome iUulltrates the difficulty wluch must ever confront the attempt to prevent 
traders from selling their goods at prices which to them are satisfactory. 

In this footnote and henceforward reference to II Annual Reportu is to the reportI 
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however, this was not the major charge of the complaint.! 
Orders to cease and desist from the practice have been 
issued in only two instances besides the Sears, Roebuck 
order.' These two orders deserve some discussion. In the 
proceedings against the Ward Baking Company"the Com
mission found that the respondent had during "periods of 
several consecutive days" given "to each purchaser of its 
bread • • • a quantity of bread equal to the amount of 
bread daily bought and paid for by such purchaser." There 
were the usual averments, also, of an .. intent, purpose, and 
effect of stifling and suppressing competition." The findings 
disclosed that competing baking companies operating in the 
towns in which the respondent conducted its free bread 
campaign were "injuriously affected" thereby. It may be 
noted that the campaign was not general, but was conducted 
in various communities at different times, and accordingly 
might conceivably have been attacked as local price dis
crimination. But the Commission made no attempt to 
restrict either its complaint or its order to this feature of the 
situation. The original order broadly prohibited respondent 
from "giving or offering to give free of charge to purchasers 
. . . of its bread or other bakery products, whether such 
gift is made for the purpose of advertising respondent's 
products, • . . or for any other purpose whatsoever; 
bread or other bakery products." Subsequently the Com
mission did modify this order to the extent of prohibiting 
such free bread campaigns only "where such practice is 
calculated to or does stifle • • • competition"; but the 
circumstances which would render these campaigns obnoxious 
were not specified. Thereafter, upon petition to the circuit 
court of appeals, the amended order was vacated, but simply 
upon the ground that interstate commerce was not involved.' 

made .. of June 30th each yeti" by the Federal Trad. CommiSlion to Congress. 
pursuant to the provisions of Section 6. Paragraph (OJ of the Act of Septem.~r 26, 
1914-

I Complaint No. 338 and Complaint No. 344. In one of these ~ ~t agaWt 
The Qakes Co.., the major charge YlU espionage upon a comJ»etitota business, and 
the order to cease and deaitt, which was ultimatel, made, 3 F. T. C. 36 (1920), wu 
confined to thi. practice. 

'W""J Bdi'rC.mp.my, IF. T. c.JSS (1918); W.ld .. & Compo.y, Complain' 
N .. 947. Ord ... annDUnceQ in Advaru:e Sh ..... January 10, Ins . 

• W""J Bdi"g Co • •• Ftdnwl Trllli. Commmi •• , 264 Fed. 330 (1920). 
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In the other instance, in which Waldes and Company, a 
manufacturer of dress-snap fasteners, was the respondent, the 
issue was not precisely selling below cost, but the essence of 
the complaint was similar.' The evidence disclosed that the 
goods of competitors in the hands of jobbers were accepted 
by the respondent in exchange for his own product, and 
subsequently these were offered to certain customers of the 
competitors at greatly reduced prices. By the order re
spondent was required to cease selling snap .fasteners made 
by competitors unless the offer to sell be accompanied by a 
statement that the "goods so offered are second-hand." 

The authority of the Commission to enter orders of the 
character of the two just described may, pending final 
determination of the issue in the courts, be seriously ques
tioned. Certainly there is nothing immoral in offering to 
sell two loaves of bread for the price of one, provided there is 
no temporary deterioration of the quality or wholesomeness· 
of the product and provided no discrimination is involved. 
The expediency no less than the authority of the Commis
sion's order in the snap fastener case may also be doubted. 
If the respondent there had pursued a policy of deliberate 
disparagement of its competitors' products, there might 
be ground for complaint. But there is nothing in the 
findings to indicate, except possibly by implication, that 
respondent did not sell the competitors' goods in its pos
session for as high a price as it could realize and represent 
them to be sound merchandise.' Under these circumstances, 
it would seem that the best corrective to such a busiiu:ss 
policy as was disclosed by the findings in this case is the risk 
and burden imposed upon the party accumulating a stock 
of his competitors' products. 

Of a similar nature to the policy of underselling is the 
policy of bidding up prices of raw materials. The same 
economic principles apply. In the absence of local dis-

• Cu. s ... 
, Upon what ground the Commission could require the respondent to state that 

thee products of competitors whiclt it was .selling were .. second-hand n is not 
al'P"=t. As commonly used, this tenn .. fen soIdy to goods which h .... actually 
been in consumptive ~ or actually been worked up into lOme more advam:ed 
produc:t.- There wu nothing in the findinp to indicate that respondent did not sell 
the goods in exactly the condition it rea:ivcd them from jobber-<:WItomers. 
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crimination by a concern buying in a wide market area, 
there would seem to be no valid and workable criterion by 
which to judge of the legitimacy of such a market policy. 
In the attempt to impose a limit to competitive bidding for 
supplies and materials the government must tend to defeat 
the ends of the very law it invokes. The government cannot 
at once foster competition and prevent it. The ultimate 
outcome of a policy which limits the reduction of selling 
prices, generally, in competition, and likewise limits the 
bidding up of prices by buyers, is the rrevention of com
petition and the substitution therefor 0 bureaucratic man
agement of industrial resources. Neverthdess, the Federal 
Trade Commission has issued in all seven complaints against 
conduct of this description! Only two of these have re
sulted in adverse orders, but one is still pending at the 
moment of writing.· Neither of the orders condemning this 
policy has been reviewed by the courts. 

The findings of facts in the two cases resulting in orders to 
cease and desist, both of which sl;'rang from a sin~le episode, 
disclosed an exceptional situatIon for which It may be 
doubted that the right remedy was found.· The Brown 
Company conducted a rendering establishment located in 
Trenton, New Jersey. It had entered the Philadelphia 
market to secure additional supplies of its raw material, 
animal fats. The several Philaddphia rendering establish
ments had retaliated by forming the United Rendering 

1 Ammul11 AgrimliurM Chmi~1I1 Co~ Complaint No. 79, Annual Report, 1918, 
p. 63. C...,./iJilld Rnukrlng Co., Complaint No. 145, AMual Report, 1918, p. 1L 
U"iletl Rnukrl"{ Co. Complaint No. 159, Annual Report. 1918. p. 13. Arm.", 
.mI Co., Complaint No. 163, AMual Report, 1918, p. '3. 'D.0i4s ... ~, AI_ 
C •• , Complaint No. 674, Annual Report, 1921, p. 130. 0IU4 Doiry Co., Complaint 
No. 958. AMuaI Report, 1923, P. 186. F. M. S_per C,,, Complaint No. 1040, 
Annual Report, 1923, p. 199. 

'October, 1925. Complain .. No. 79 and 159 wen: the bail of orden! to ccue 
and desist. Complain .. No. 145, 674, 958, and 1040 ...... dismisoed. (See AMuaI 
ReportS, 1920, p.161; 1922,p.1S1; AdvanceSheetl,Octnber3,1924; andAdvana: 
Sh ..... July 17, 1924.) 

• Amme_ Agrie./Iur.J CIJnnie.J Co •• "J th _ Co., t F. T. C. 226 (1918). 
Ulfiletl Rnu!mng Co., 3 F. T. C. 284 (1921). In the fonnal ordenI in these """"" 
not only .. as the biddins up of raw material prices in certain Io<alities forbidden, 
but the Commiaeioa also sought to PftVeJlt certain hlU'Ulling tactka.. The United. 
Rendcri$Compallr w .. roquirod to ceuc and deoiat from spring upon the agents 
and em oycea of .10 """'peri....., partieularly the Brown Company. And the 
Brown y wu tOrbidden to allow the driven of ita trucltJ to bring about 
collisions wi the truck& of apyina compc:titora which were following them about. 
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Company and, through it. entering the market for animal 
fats in Trenton, New Jersey, and other cities in which the 
Brown Company customarily operated. As a result of 
the severe competition the Brown Company was driven 
into bankruptcy, and the American Agricultural Chemical 
Company eventual1y came into the conHict as the purchaser 
of a controlling interest in the reorganized company. The 
Federal Trade Commission, whether successfully or unsuc
cessfully does not appear, attempted to end the trade war
fare by requiring the respondents each to stop bidding up 
the prices of raw materials in certain cities, actually those 
where the other principally operated, to levels "unwarranted 
by trade conditions and so high as to be prohibitive to small 
competitors." How compliance or non-compliance with this 
order is to be determined, it may be left for the Commission 
to explain. That a federal court would ever attempt to 
enforce it may well be doubted. It seems plain from the 
findings of fact that the United Rendering Company was a 
simple combination in restraint of trade, having for its 
primary object the exclusion of the Brown Company from 
the market. Why it should not have been proceeded against 
on that basis is difficult to understand.1 

§3. PIlICE DISCllIMINATION 

Price discrimination is one of the two trade practices 
specifically denounced in the legislation of 1914. The 
selection of this "unfair" practice and exclusive dealer 
arrangements for particular prohibition is perhaps attrib
utable to a current belief that these two devices were 
widely and effectively used by trusts to cripple competition 
in different lines of industry.' But though this may have 
been true in the early period of trust development, local 
price discrimination, at least.- the evil against which the 

• 
1 Among om...evldence of the cltaracterof the United RenderingCo. in .hi ... spec. 

may be mentioned the offer of a bribe of $3S.000 for the withdrawal of the Jhown 
Co. from the Philadelphia ..mtory. This proposition was mad< to the principal 
stockholder of the Brown Cch shortly after its forced reorganization. but prior: ~ 
the acquisition of the controlling interest by the American Agricultural Chemical 
Co.,3 F. T. C. 284, 292 (1921) • 

• The subaltJlCc of Sections 2 and 3 of the Clayton Act and their 1I"nera1 sig. 
nificance arc xt out in Chapter Ill. SMjWW. 
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second section of the Clayton Act was 'principally directed, 
seems to have very generally fallen into disuse in later years. 
Whether owing to the purifying influence of legislation or to 
the salutary lessons of business experience, this particular 
practice has nearly, if not quite, vanished from the com
mercial scene. The Federal Trade Commission has found 
occasion for issuing only four' complaints against this price 
policy during the ten years since it was organized.' 

But the condemnation of the business policy of quoting 
discriminatory prices, in Section 2 of the Clayton Act, is not 
confined to local price-cu tting. In broad and comprehensive 
terms the statute encompasses personal discrimination of all 
kinds, as well as place discrimination. To be sure, several 
exceptions are expressly made, including discrimination for 
the purpose of meeting competition and discrimination which 
is merely casual in connection with choice of customers and 
not in restrain t of trade. Whether these exceptions do not 
negative the rule itsclf depends upon their interpretation, 
and there will be something to say on that question presently. 
Even in the absence of this section, however, it is indubitable 
that local price-cutting, at least, could have been reached 
under Section 5 of the Trade Commission Act. Indeed, 
since 1920 no complaints have been issued charging a 
violation of .Section 2 of the Clayton Act which have not 
also charged unfail" competition under Section 5 of the 
Tade Commission Act. During the early period, when the 
Commission seems to have more rigidly distinguished its 
Clayton Act jurisdiction from jurisdiction under its organic 
act, several complaints charging price discrimination were 
based solely upon Section 2 of the Clayton Act.' It is 
significant, however, that in the only one of these cases 

'C.1.. Cokm ... Lumkr Co., Complaint No. 13 (1911), 1 F. T. C. S38 (1918), Dis-
missed. 17Ikri ... Lumkr Co., Complaint No. 14 (1917),1 F. T. C. 538 (1918), Di.. 
missed. S",m/,,,,IOiI CD. Q/ 1m/;""6, Complaint No. 8S (1918), Annual Repc>rt, 
1918, p. 64. 1"_ ... 611« C ... _ Co., Complaint No. 1081 (1924), Annual Re
port, 1924, P. 219, Dismi&sal annouru:ed April 10, 1925. In the proceedi_ asainat 
the Standard Oil Co. the clta;J!O of local price discrimination .... incidental to the 
main ch~ of enforcing a policy of exclusive dealing among propricton of gasoline 
6lling..atauona. The complaint WU- IIlbsequendy amended and the order issued. 
_ no mention of local price-cutting, 2 F. T. C. 26 (1920) • 

• C. 1.. c.m.... Lumkr CD., Complaint No. 13 (1911), 1 F. T. C. 538 (1918); 
11IIIri ... ~.,. Co., Complaint No. 14 (191711 F. T. C. 538 (1918); G.lm. Sip61 
Oil Co., Complaint No. 24 (1918), 2 F. T ..... 446 (1920)\ "row.,. S""' f3 Ti. 
Plilk C •• , Complaint No. 251 (1919),3 F. T. C. 437 (1921}. 
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resulting in an adverse order the complaintwas amended prior 
to the final hearing in 1920 so as to shift the main basis of the 
proceedings to Section 5 of the Trade Commission Act.! In 
recent years. in complaints against various forms of price 
discrimination, a violation of both Section 5 of the Trade 
Commission Act and Section 2 of the Clayton Act has gen
erally been charged.' And in at least one recent case such a 
complaint appears to have been based exclusivdy on the gen
eral prohibition of unfair methods of competition.' 

It will be necessary, in the first place. to examine the 
grounds of the alleged unfairness in price discrimination 
which brought about its legal prohibition. Is it dishonest, it 
may be asked, for a seller to take more from one buyer than 
from another for identical articles sold simultaneously? Has 
it not been a common method of transacting business for 
generations to strike an independent bargain in each negotia
tion? And if the exploitation of some buyers, less crafty than 
others, occurs. is the seller responsible for their weaknesses? 
How, under a regime of private property and free exchange, 
impute moral delinquency to those who take full advantage 
of the weak bargaining power of other parties voluntarily 
dealing wi th them, or of their own superior strength in the 
market? The answers to these questions depend upon the 
nature of the discrimination which one has in mind. In gen
eral. a barrage of questions such as this is posited on the 
false assumption that every type and degree of discrimina
tion must be either prohibited or allowed. But only the 
unwary will permit themsdves to be impaled thus on a single 
horn of a gratuitous dilemma. There is discrimination and 
discrimination, and as will presently be shown there is ab
solutdy no way of entirely avoiding discrimination in the 
sale of merchandise. The question becomes one of what 
kinds and degrees of price discrimination are detensible, in 
fact and in law; and this means a separate consideration of 

I c.Inu! SipJOiI C..,cf.F. T.C.Annual Repm,1918,p.S7; ;;;J~1919,p.48 
;;;J~ 1920, P. 158. 

• See, c... example, n. M_ c.~ Complaint No. Ii06 (1920), 4 F. T. C. 258 
(1922); and UwiW SIMa SIuI C..-p~ d .J., CcmpIaiDt No. 760 (1921). Order 
issued ]u1y21, 1924. • 

• S_ lJnul &it C ... Com"w"t No. 729, Annual Repm, 1921, P. 138, iii.l., 
1922, p. 154. Cf~ boweftr,' F. T. C. 355, 1922. 
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the major types of discrimination which appear in practice 
and have received the attention of the federal authorities. 

(4) Local Price Discrimination 

The challenge to local price discrimination is not based 
upon the disparity in treatment accorded different buyers of 
identical goods under like conditions. That is the basis for 
the condemnation of rate discrimination by the railroads and 
other public utilities, and in strict logic it might also justify 
the requirement of the single price policy in commerce. 
Actually, however, there are important economic differences 
between public utilities and ordinary industries, so that this 
principle has not been extended to commerce generally. The 
objection to local price-cutting is founded principally upon 
the indirect effect of the relativdy low price to some buyers 
rather than upon the direct effect of the rdatively high price 
to the remaining buyers. The indirect effect is to draw away 
customers (rom competitors of the seller operating in re
stricted market areas. The rdatively low price, where it 
applies, tends to demorali7A: their sole market and ruin their 
business, while the operations of the one practising the dis
crimination may be only partially affected and the loss suf
fered only temporary. This, then, is the ground for com
plaint. Local price discrimination imposes an economic 
handicap upon small-scale competitors as against their larger 
rivals, a handicap unmated to their comparative efficiency. 

As has already been pointed out, the employment of this 
policy, notwithstanding its supposed potency as a means of 
eliminating competition, appears to be on the wane. It has 
engaged the attention of the Federal Trade Commission but 
slightly in recent years} Certain economic features of local 
price discrimination, not hitherto deseribed, may throw light 
upon its general abandonment. There exists no surer way 
of vexing buyers, whether they be ultimate consumers or 

I In the complain' oplnst the IntenUlticmaJ I.,. C ....... Co., the rapcmdent. it 
wu charged. U sold it;l ICe cream in Pittsfield and North Adams, M ..... at a price 
far below the asaaI and au.......,. price, below the price chargod by it in other 
territories, aDd below cost" with the ~ and inrentioa of .upptU8lng the c0m
petition of the Country Maid I.,. c-m Co. n Thill ill ........... tendency qui .. 
_ 1""_ in the drafting of complainu b,. the Commiosinn to Jump indio. 
crimm.tcly together DumenHII accusatiou man, of which form DO eaentiu dement 
of the _ cIwF<L Thill complaint (No. 1081) .... divnisrd April 10. 1925. 
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distributors, than to compel some, in practice usually the 
majority, to pay more for a product than others, under con
ditions which suggest favoritism. If the situation of those 
who pay less for a commodity differs from that of those who 
are constrained to pay more only by reason of the fact that 
they are separated by an imaginary geographic line, the 
sense of unjust discrimination among the latter is, quite apart 
from the reasonableness per se of the price to them, likely to 
have repercussions upon their demand for the product~ The 
increasing information about markets which characterizes 
modem trade at every stage makes this deterrent upqn local 
price-cutting more and more effective. 

Special circumstances, moreover, militate against the suc
cessful use of this policy in certain industries. . In a great 
many lines of trade, perhaps the majority, even the largest 
manufacturers continue to sell their products through the 
regular distributive system. made up of independent mer
chants. But without complete control of a separate distribu
tive organization, the difficulties of maintaining lower prices 
for a given product in a restricted area than it is sold for else
where are nearly insurmountable. The competitive interests 
of dealers will tend to obliterate arbitrary differences in price 
quotations which have no meaning or, at least, promise no 
advantage to them. In the absence of power legally to en
force prices of resale, the offer of goods to dealers in a re
stricted area at exceptionally low prices can only have the 
effect of increasing orders from them for goods to be sold be
yond the limits of their usual trade territory at price reduc
tions made possible by the lower cost. Or. if increased orders 
at the lower-than-usual price are refused. the main object of 
the policy will be thwarted. It will tend to have no other 
effect than to enrich the fortunate dealers within the se
lected area, since there will be no occasion for them to reduce 
their selling prices. Thus, wi~out a completely controlled 
private distributive organization, the attempt to hinder com
petitors by local price-cutting tends to engender active hos
tility in the trade or else to fail completely. 

Another circumstance unfavorable to the adoption of the 
policy of local price-discrimination in some industries, quite 
apart from the danger of legal embarr.assmen t, is the "ftuid

(\ 
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ity" of their products. Goods upon which the cost of trans
portation does not bulk large as an element in the final sales 
price tend to have a wide market irrespective of the scale of 
operations of.particular producers. In such industries, con
sequently, the smallest competitor is under no more of a 
disadvantage by reason of local price-cutting than the large 
business unit which is the aggressor, other things being equal. 
Since the products of each are or may be economically sold in 
a market of equal compass, what is sauce for the one is sauce 
for the other. Practical considerations such as these have 
probably had something to do with the lapsing of this device, 
but its definite prohibition by Congress, with provision of 
remedies to competitors injured by its employment, may well 
have had a chastening effect upon those who had otherwise 
been tempted to use it. And this may be true, notwithstand
ing the limitations upon the enforceability of the statute rep
resented by the exemption of price-cutting "to meet com
petition," which seems so far to have effectively blocked its 
specific application. 

(b) Discriminolion Baml Upon Trad~ Status 
The basis for the attempted,regulation of the price policy 

of manufacturers in respect to their treatment of different 
classes of distributors is quite other than the basis for the 
prohibition of local price discrimination.' The discrimina
tion involved in adopting a given system of classifying buyers 
and consistently quoting different prices to different buyers 
on the basis of that classification may conceivably hinder or 
restrain competition to some extent among the buyers. But 
it is not apparent how adherence by a manufacturer to any 
particular policy of trade discounts could in any way unfairly 
prejudice his direct competitors. If, or to the extent that, 
the preferences established are recognized by the dealers 
to be fair, certainly the competing manufacturers have no 
ground for complaint. If, on the other hand, such prefer-

1 Thia statement must not be misconstrued.. The legal attack upon the two rom.. 
of discrimination is founded upon the same statutos"f_ provision&. These are Sectioa 
2 of the Clayton Act and Sectioa 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act (lOr the 
...... of which see Chap<u Ill. supra). In disringuishing the· bases" of their "811-
laCon, howcvu" the ~ as will appear from the subsequent di",;aion in the 
teXt, io CD the eamomic grounds upon which they haw: been nganIcd .. obnoxious. 
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ences are unfair to dealer -customers, or are so regarded, com
peting manufacturers are not handicapped but instead are 
afforded the best opportunity for extending their sales.~ 
This is on the assumption, of course, that the basis of the 
price differentials established by the given manufacturer is not 
exclusive dealing or any similar condition directly prejudicial 
to the trade of competing manufacturers. Such restrictive 
conditions are neither necessarily nor ordinarily connected 
with trade discounts and will be separately discussed. 

The real basis for the administrative attack upon dealer 
price discrimination is the same as that for the judicial dis
approval of resale price maintenance presently to be con
sidered. I t is regarded as a business policy tending to re
strain trade among the distributors of the product. But as 
the legal doctrine of restraint of trade grew up around certain 
traditional types of business situation involving agreements, 
contracts, and conspiracies among competitors, the courts 
have been somewhat perplexed to find grounds for inter
ference with a business policy which, though it may possibly 
tend to restrain trade in some quarters, is independently 
established by a single manufacturer. It was a question, 
moreover, whether the sweeping proh~bition of "unfair 
methods of competition" in the Trade Commission Act was 
meant to encompass more than business methods and policies 
directed against the interests of immediate competitors. In 
the courts, therefore, dealer discrimination based on· com
mercial status has been held thus far to be entirely beyond 
the reach of administrative regulation or legal controL' But 
the Supreme Court has not yet passed upon the question 
deliberately, having simply refused writs of certiorari in the 
two cases squarely presenting the issue; and as the Federal 
Trade Commission has persistently sought to prevent what it 
regarded as unfair price discrimination of this type, the sub
ject deserves some analysis.' . 

1 As was observed by the court in NIII;ontJ Biscuit Co~ D. Fetkrlll 7'ru, C(Jmm;J~ 
sill1l,299 Fed. 733 (1924-): "It is very apparent that no cracker manufacturer could 
be prejudiced by the ",fun) of his larges' rival to satisfy cu.tome.n or prospective 
custom.en by granting the discountl desired.H pa 740. 

• TAl Mmnm Co • .. F.derm Trad. C.,.missi"",-288 Fed. 774 (1923), NlIIion.l 
BiuMU Co. o. Federm Trad, C .... mission, 299 Fed. ·,33 (1924) • 

• Other complaints involving simply or primarily arbitrary claasification Qf dealers 
includ., Complain, No. 251, lim"';,"" S""' t; Tin Plat< CtJ., Annual Report, 1919, 
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The custom of quoting different prices to different distribu
tors based on the wholesale or retail character of the opera
tions of the prospective purchaser grew up chiefty out of 
consideration for the different scale upon which wholesalers 
and retailers commonly did business. The wholesalers nor
mally purchased in larger volume and, as this relieved the 
manufacturer of the expense and trouble of soliciting and 
attending to a great number of relatively small orders, they 
commonly received a price concession. 

So long as the traditional channels of trade persisted in un
impaired integrity, this policy of making an arbitrary dis
tinction between wholesalers and retailers in price quotations 
was not ordinarily discriminatory; at least not markedly so. 
But with the ri~e of large-scale retailing in various forms and 
the disintegration of the jobbing trade along sectional and 
local lines, the volume of purchases no longer corresponded 
closely with the trade status of the buyer. Strictly from the 
sellers' point of view, therefore, ~e advantage of maintaining 
a price concession in favor of all wholesalers against all re
tailers tended to disappear. Biit,.!:here were counter-con
siderations weighing against the c6lnplete elimination of the 
principle of a wholesale discount .. That large-scale retailing 
organizations, such as depart!Dent stores and chain stores, 
were economically entitled to a lower rate than that obtained 
by their smaller rivals from wholesale dealers was by no 
means universally granted. Were not the new-type distribu
tors retailers seeking the custom of the same consumers as 
were catered to by the single store unit with a specialized line 
of merchandise? Conld it be said they were competing on 
even terms if the chain store, the department store, or the 
mail-order house got its goods at the wholesale price? 

p. 78, Dismissed, Annual Report, 1921, p. 150. Complaint No. 514 Webb Pub
lisking Co., Annual Report, 1920, p.lS!, Dismissed .. Annual Report, 1920, p. 181. 
Complaint No. 729 SouJ4 Bnui BIliJ Co., Annuall<eport, 1921, p. 138. Order to 
desist, 4 F. T. C.355 (1922). Order subsequently rescinded as result of deci>ion in 
Mennen Case, Annual Report, 1924) p. 191. Complaint No. 781, S.ll ProIiUUr',s' 
.Ism., Annual Report, 1921, p.147, Order to desi", SF. T. C. 67 (1922). Complain, 
No. l015,Wm. R.WanurfS CII.) Annual Report, 1923, Po 194, Dismissed Sept. 9, 
1925. Complaint No. 1168. ~It" 041~ fAI. Annual Report 1924. p. 232. Dis
missal announced A~ri1 23, 1925, Complaint No. 1169, TIr< &'ls .. n Co., Annual Re
port, 1924, p. 232, Dismissal announced April 23, 1925. Complaint No. 1111, 
~ Milli., 0.., Annual Report, 1924, p. 232, Dismissed Qetober 15, 1924-
See, also, in thl. connection, DI So,. Pili •• MlZ. Co~ 5 F. T. C. 177 (1922). 
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Confronted with this attitude among the "regular" dis
tributors who, whatever may be the ultimate fate of the type 
of commercial organization they represent, are actually the 
dominant factors in the final distribution of the vast majority 
of consumable goods, manufacturers in many lines have been 
bewildered as to what course to pursue. Some have con
servatively chosen not to depart from established practice. 
They refuse wholesale price concessions to any concern deal
ing directly with consumers, regardless of the size of its 
individual orders or the volume of its monthly or quarterly 
purchases. Whether they sell exclusively to wholesalers or in 
part or wholly through their own distributive organization, 
manufacturers adopting this policy seek to maintain a uni
form price to every branch of the retail trade. They cast in 
their lot, in other words, with the .. regular" distributors. 

Such was the policy adopted by the Mennen Company in 
the distribution of its toilet preparations and which evoked 
the complaint of the Federal Trade Commission.' In that 
case the specific charge was that the refusal to grant "whole
saler" discounts to a cooperative organization of retail 
druggists who ordered goods of the Mennen Company in 
wholesale quantities and stood ready to_make any arrange
ments which the Mennen Company might stipulate regard
ing prompt and certain payment, constituted an unfair 
method of competition and illegal price discrimination. The 
Mennen Company took the ground that the members of such 
.. buying clubs" were the real parties in interest and that as 
they sold directly to consumers they coold not qualify fot the 
wholesale discount. The Commission's order to cease and 

. desist from the pursuit of this policy was reversed by the cir
cuit court of appeals· and the Supreme Court refused to re
view this judgment.' The court, however, did not discuss 
the question of discrimination on its merits as an economic 
issue. The circuit court simply stated as a fact: "It (the 
Mennen Company) did not discriminate as between retailers, 
but sold to all retailers on one and the same scale of prices. 
And it did not discriminate as between wholesalers but sold 

• Tn. M ........ c..., 4 F. T. C. 258 (1922). 
• Tn. Mm...,. c.. p. FdmU Trlllk Commusiml, 288 Fed. 774 (1923) • 
• I1i4., 262 U. S. 7S!1 (1923). 
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to all wholesalers on one and the same scale of prices. There 
is nothing unfair in declining to sell to retailers on the same 
scale of prices that it sold to wholesalers, even though the re
tailers bought or sought to buy the same quantity the whole
salers bought.'" This might be true, but certainly it needs 
explanation. 

Other manufacturers, confronted by the same price-making 
dilemma springing from the revolution in commercial or
ganization, have chosen an opposite course. By adopting a 
graduated quantity discount system, they have, whether in
tentionally or not, cast in their lot with the newer forms of 
distributive ·organization. They offer their goods to all buy
ers indiscriminately at prices adjusted solely to the size of 
the individual order, or the volume of purchases by a given 
buyer over a specified period. This policy is manifestly 
adapted to the interests of chain stores, department stores, 
and mail-order houses, but experience has demonstrated that 
there is no way by which a manufacturer of consumers' com
modities can entirely avoid partisanship in the lively struggle 
gbing on in the mercantile field. 

It was such a policy that the National Biscuit Company 
and the Loose-WLles Biscuit Company adhered to in the dis
tribution of their bakery products through the grocery trade, 
and which became the object of complaints by the Federal 
Trade Commission in 1922." Upon hearing, the Commission 
found that "the effect of th~ system of discounts granted by 
these two companies gives to the chain stores an undue ad
vantage in competing with the independent retail grocers." 

• . • It had this result, according to the Commission, 
because the "chain store systems were allowed • • • to 
combine the purchases of all the separate units 0 0 0, for 
the purpose of receiving a larger discount, but the biscuit 
companies refused to allow associations of independent re-
tailers, 0 • 0 to purchase through cooperative purchas-
ing agencies." Moreover, it was found as a fact that the cost 
of selling a chain system was the same as the cost of selling a 
number of independent retail stores equal to the number of 

'288 Fed., 183. 
• Till Natio"./ Bisew CO"P""7, Complaint No. 836, n. Loss<-ll'iils BUntit 

ComP"O:I, Com2lain. No. 837, Annual Report, 1924, p. 160. Orders i.....d. Ad
vanced s_ ... J .... 26, 1924. 
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unit stores in the chain. For these reasons the Commission 
held the discount policY of the respondents constituted un
fair competition, and was also a price discrimination in viola
tion of Section 2 of the Clayton Act. But the order to cease 
and desist was, upon review, revoked by the circuit court of. 
appeals;' and upon appeal to the Supreme Court a writ of 
certiorari was refused.' 

The issue presented to the court may be profitably com
pared with the issue in the Mennen case. There the question 
was whether it amounted to an unjust discrimination for a 
manufacturer to refuse to grant his "wholesale" rate to CQ

operative retailers' buying organizations. The contention of 
the respondent was that in reality a buying club composed 
entirely of retailers was not doing a wholesale business. A 
distinction between these two categories of traders was held 
to be justified, and the court went to the trouble of formulat
ing a legal definition of wholesaling and retailing. In the 
biscuit cases the complaints, accepting the distinction made 
in the Mennen case, charged that it amounted to unjust and 
illegal discrimination for a manufacturer to sell at a higher 
price to one retail organization than to another retail or
ganization ordering goods in like quantities under similar 
condi tions at the same time. But again the court refused to 
sanction interference with the manufacturer's discretion in 
pricing his goods to different buyers. 

It is impossible to say what was the real basis for this 
decision. The general tenor of the opinion was to the effect 
that it was not unfair or unlawful to discriminate between 
purchasers in large quantities and purchasers in small quan
tities." But the Commission had not disputed that abstract 
proposition. It had complained that there was price dis
crimination among purchasers of the same trade status pur
chasing in like volume, and that this was unfair. If a C0-

operative organization of re~ilers as a business and legal 
entity is not an unlawful combination under the anti-trust 
laws, is it not entitled to the full discount upon its aggregate 
. '299 Fed. 733 (1924). 

• Fetler41 Tru, Commis,sion .. Ntflliontll Bittll;t C061 Docket No. 576.. Petition 
denied October 20, 1924. 

.. "The determining factor if the quantity consumed; there is no discrimi.nation 
among purch........ 2\l9 Fed., 741. 
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purchases? The court held that it was not. In the absence 
of any definite finding that it was an illegal combination or 
that the discrimination was justified under one of the express 
exceptions of Section 2 of the Clayton Act, however, the 
conclusion may be ventured that under the law as now inter
preted dealer price discrimination "for any reason or no 
reason" is exempt from governmental regulation. This view 
is supported by a remark of the court which may be more 
significant than its repeated affirmation of the non-discrimi
natory character of the respondent's disCount policy. The 
court said. "Effective competition requires that merchants 
have freedom of action in conducting their own affairs." 
This is reminiscent of the opinion in the case of Greot Atlantic 
and Pacific Tea Company II. Cream of Wluot Company. which 
was a private action brought under the Clayton Act to en
join a cereal manufactorer from discriminating against a 
chain store system by refusing to continue to sell its cereal 
to the plaintiff at the usual car-load rate.' The court, in 
refusing the injunction. declared: "Before the Sherman Act 
it-was the law that a trader might reject the offer of a pro
posing buyer for any reason that appealed to him. . • • 
That was purdy his own affair. with which nobody else had 
any concern. Neither the Sherman Act, . . • nor the 
Clayton Act has changed the law in this particular. We have 
not yet reached the stage where the selection of a trader's 
customers is made for him by the government." This is 
frank. and if it is the law, as now appears, all discussion of 
the limits of price discrimination among dealers is academic.' 

In general, it may be observed, no discount plan or price 
policy could possibly be devised which would not result in 
some discrimination. If a manufacturer elects to make a 
uniform price per unit for his product, f. o. b. factory. he 
discriminates against the large buyers in favor of small 
buyers. If he adopts a flat discount to all wholesalers, with 
no concessions to any retailers, he discriminates not only 
between large wholesalers and small wholesalers, but also 
between large retailers and small wholesalers. And though 
he might adopt a graduated scale of discounts based solely on 

• 227 Fed. 46, 49 (1915). 
• See Nore, 29 HII1'WII'lI u,., RIlIi-, 17 (1916). 
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quantity, he would still be discriminating. whether he em
ployed a three-fold or a ten-fold variation of prices. between 
those buyers barely obtaining a given discount and those 
falling just short of it. Discrimination in some degree cannot, 
therefore, be avoided. It is simply a question for each manu
facturer of what kind and degree of price discrimination will 
be least hurtful to his sales. And from the standpoint of 
public policy the question is whether it is politic to make that 
choice for the manufacturer or leave it to his private dis
cretion. 

In support of the traditional policy of non-interference 
with the enterpriser in the determination of his selling policy 
it may be argued that his private interest will lead him to 
minimize price discrimination among dealers. He cannot 
alford to antagonize any substantial section of the distribu
tive trade responsible for the final sale of his product. On 
the other hand, he has every inducement and particularly 
the inducement of profits to keep the good will of the largest 
body of dealers whom he can persuade to carry stocks of his 
product. or rather, perhaps, to keep the good will of the body 
of dealers who can achieve the largest volume of sales for him. 
To do this, it may be contended, he will be forced to adopt 
and adhere to a trade discount policy which will promote the 
growth of the most efficient distributors. In the second place 
it may be argued in support of the non-interference policy, 
that to forbid manufacturers to classify distributors and to 
deal with certain groups on preferential terms is equivalent 
to a denial of the right to select their own customers. And 
aside from the constitutional and statutory protection of 
freedom of contract there is a grave economic danger lurking 
in a policy which would make sales to all applicants and on 
the same terms compulsory. There is an element of credit 
in almost every business transaction, and to take from a 
seller the discretionary control over the parties with whom he 
will deal and the terms on which he will deal with them would 
be to disregard the sensitiveness of this vital factor in modern 
commerce. 

In opposition to this view of the requirements of sound 
public policy, there are those who contend that the pursuit of 
competitive advantage among manufacturers does not in-
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variably lead to such treatment of distributors as affords 
equal opportunity to all to realize the maximum economy of 
their particular type of organization. In particular, large
scale buyers may be handicapped because the manufacturer 
is disinclined to make himself dependent upon a few outlets 
for his products. The greater the number of distributors 
dealt with, other things being equal, the greater will be the 
constancy of the Howof orders and theopportunityof stabiliz
ing industrial operations. This has been one of the factors 
responsible for the development of the tendency toward 
"direct selling" to retailers, and undoubtedly it has a bear
ing upon the attitude of manufacturers towards quantity 
discounts. 

There is, in the second place, a tendency in trade, no less 
than elsewhere in human affairs, toward inertia and the pres
ervation of the_sl4Ius '1UO. Novel methods of marketing 
have to undergo a probationary period roughly proportioned 
to the extent of their departure from established tradition. 
During the period of trial, conservatism and indifference 
interfere with a just adaptation of policy on the part of those 
with whom the experimenters must deal, and it is not unusual 
for active hostility to be encountered" A manufacturer, 
without even being approached by his regular customers, 
may refuse to sell to a chain store enterprise at all, or except 
upon discriminatory terms, rather than risk the ill-will of the 
great bulk of his distributors. Ali innovation in mercantile 
organization tends to solidify the sentiment of those concerns 
into whose "legitimate province" it "intrudes," and though 
they may take no positive action to boycott manufacturers 

1 IDD<>Vations in business organizatioD omd prutice do DDt stomd on • peculiar 
footing in this tapeCt. The same situation confronts adventureJW in every sphere 
of human acoivity. Numcrouo illustrations might be drawn fn>m political _
ience,. notably the czperiment of republican government begun in 1776. But a 
most aPJ""rite eumple is affonIcd by the histo..,. of ocienti6c _t. HeTe 
was an maovatioa in the cugani:ution and methods of production which b .. had 
to fight ito way furwanl against formidable obstacles ",,,,",, by tntdirioo, prejudice, 
omd misundcntandiog. The 00_ of labor leaden, the incni. of boaincoo 
mao_ omd the ~ty of its professed propooeo .. ban at tim.o __ 
about.., engulf the wbole monment. Under the>e heavy handicapa, i .. progreaa 
.... hoen slow. Cf. F...deridr. W. Taylor un.. Principlea of Scienti6c M~ 
men.," New York, 1911, F. B. Copley, ··F...Jeric:k W. Taylor, Father ofScicntilic 
M_.," New York, 1923; omd n .......... aniclea in the Bulleoio of the 
Taylor Society, panicuWly one in Vol. X (1925), pp. 41--62, "Scicnti6c Manop. 
ment Made Clear, n by Irnng Fisher. 
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who deal with the "interlopers," it requires no· unusual 
astuteness in manufacturers to sense their attitude. Under 
these circumstances, unless his products have an exceptional 
consumer appeal, the manufacturer will be disposed to main
tain a price policy consistent with the best interests of his· 
regular patrons, though this may be prejudicial to the in
novator and uneconomic on any broad view of the funda
mental features of the situation. The sheer weight of num
bers and the authority of tradition, therefore, according to 
this argument, tend to handicap business concerns undertak
ing to introduce new ideas in mercantile organization and 
methods. 

It must be recognized that there is some merit in both of 
these conflicting attitudes toward the case for regulation of 
price discrimination among distributors. But in the absence 
of collusion or cooperation between a given manufacturer 
and a definite group or section of the distributive trade look
ing to the exclusion or hampering of certain competitors of 
the latter, it is doubtful if the courts will interfere or sanction 
interference by the Federal Trade Commission in price dis
crimination by a manufacturer on the basis of commercial 
status. 

There is one broad fact which is often overlooked in con
sidering this question and which inclines toward the accep
tance of the settled legal policy. That fact is the difference in 
the field of the productive operations of the manufacturer and 
the field of trading operations of the distributor who handles 
his product. The product or the line of products of ani one 
manufacturer or any given manufacturing industry repre
sents, in most instances, but a small fraction of the complete 
range of goods which the distributors handling that product 
or line of products keep in stock. Thus, linen collars and 
shirts in their manufacture constitute substantially an inde
pendent branch of industry, but in their distribution they 
form but a relatively minor item in the whole stock, or the 
gross turnover, of even a modest haberdashery shop. Or, in 
the grocery trade, canned vegetables constitute a separate 
manufacturing industry but only a small division of the busi~ 
ness of either the wholesale or the retail grocer. This situation 
is not unique but typical, and it is significantin anyconsidera 
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tion of the restraint of trade alleged to result from such price 
discrimination as may be involved in a manufacturer's trade 
discount policy. Though a given distributor or class of dis
tributors may be somewhat prejudiced by inability to secure 
supplies of a given manufacturer's product upon fair terms, 
their business as a whole is not likely to be irreparably in
jured or indefinitely strangled by the discrimination. Such 
injury as results may be viewed as incidental to the exercise 
of the individual rights of the manufacturer, providing always 
there is no outside coercion or malice involved in the pursuit 
of the manufacturer's policy.' 

14. RESALE PR.ICE MAINTENANCE 

Probably no single problem connected with the regulation 
of competitive methods by the Federal Government has 
aroused more widespread or determined controversy than 
that of resale price maintenance. Yet this cannot be attrib
uted to any sudden shift in the law or the attitude of the 
Government. This practice is one of thefew that the Federal 
Trade Commission has sought to regulate which, in certain 
forms, had already been held illegal under the Sherman Act. 
Moreover, it is now held to constitute an "unfair method of 
competition," in certain circumstances, under the Trade 
Commission Act also. But no one contends that it is in any 
way immoral or fraudulent. The sole basis of the legal con-

1 The lame .... been said of the right of a wholeoale. to .. fuse to pom:hue of • 
manufacturer on account of his policy of ~ to cha.in-stores at wholesale prices. 
Though the trade of the manufacturer may be mjureci by such action it is tllUlmlJlll 
-SF injllria in law. In R..:JfIJOntl BroIMnJ:t.ri Co. p. Fetlw.J Tr;;;}, C.,.,.issi6", 
263 U. S. 53J (1924) the Sup ..... Court, quoting the circuit court of appeals in the 
same case, stated: "There is DO.finding that petitioner combined with any other 
_ .. corporation for the purpose of alfeeting the trade of the !!uk .. S ..... 
Co. or othera .unilarJ" engaged (chaitHltores) in business. So far .. petitioner 
i;;.;Jf is concerned it had the politi .. and lawful right to select any panicular mer. 
chandise which it wished to purch~ a.nd. to select any person oc corporation &om. 
whom it might wish to make its purchase. • • • It .180 had the unquestioned 
rip't to discontinue dealing with any manufacturer (or in this particular instance 
With the F. A. Snyder Pm.crve Company), fOr any reason satisfactory to itself or 
for no reason at alL Any incidental remIt which might occur by reaacm of pen. 
tioner exercising a 1awful right cannot be ~ asainat petitioner .. an unfair 
me-thod. of competition.·~ Such is the law, and Ul (act it could hardly cot'llItitute a 
substantial rab'aint upon the trade of the manufactul'e!t. ~ this case the Snyder 
Company, for a single wholesaler, the Raymond Brothcrs-lJark Companys to decline 
to deal in it! products1 in view of the number and variety of competing channels of 
distribution open to the manufacturer .. 
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demnation is its supposed tendency indirectly to restrain 
trade. This charge is vigorously disputed by those who 
defend the practice; but before the judicial and adminis
trative attitude toward this business policy can be under
stood and intelligently criticized it is necessary to explain its . 
economic characteristics and essential significance. . 

In general, the policy of resale price maintenance represents 
an endeavor by a manufacturer to control the price at which 
his product may be purchased from distributors by con
sumers.' Practically the adoption of such a policy means an 
attempt to prevent some dealers from "cutting" the stan
dard price announced or advertised by the manufacturer. 
Why should the manufacturer be interested in maintaining 
a uniform price to consumers? The answer of the supporters 
of resale price maintenance is that while the manufacturer is 
not interested in this per se, he is interested to prevent the 
depreciation of the good-will attaching to his product in the 
market from its advertisement at cut-prices. But how can the 
offer of a commodity at a low price adversely affect its sale? 

The answer to this apparently paradoxical question may be 
found in the nature of the commodities in the marketing of 
which this policy is alone feasible. Branded or "identified" 
goods are the only goods susceptible of resale price fixation. 
Unless an article bears a distinctive trade-mark or trade 
name there is no means by which the consumer in paying the 
established price can be assured, except possibly after use of 
the article, that the dealer may not have substituted similar 
but inferior products of competing manufacturers. Such 
potential advantage as a standardized retail price might 
afford by way of eliminating the irksome necessity of bargain
ing and thereby encouraging purchases can be realized, there
fore, so far as the manufacturer is concerned, only when the 
standardized retail price applies specifically to his own identi
fied and standardized produc~.· From this it is not to be 

lit may be noted that the F8ctice sometimes, even frequenuys involves control 
of jobbers" prices to retailers idso. But it is obvioua that this feature is only inci. 
dental to the main end, and the same principles apply to wholesale price maintenance 
.. to retail price maintenance.. 

·On this point" see~ C. T. Murchison, uResale Price Maintenance,'· New York, 
1919, p. 80 if. This treatise provides the most complete economic analysis of resale 
prke maintenance available.. See also: W. D. Moriarty, nThe Economics of 
Marketing and Advertising," New Yark, 1923. 
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inferred, however, that the branding of merchandise stands 
in a direct causal relation to resale price main tenance. Rather 
it appears that both practices are alike traceable to another 
factor in the business situation. It is well recognized that 
the spread of advertising, extensive, intensive, national, 
producer advertising, mainly accounts for the phenomenal 
development in modem times of the practice of standardizing 
commodities and marketing them under distinctive trade
marks. For producer advertising cannot be effectively earned 
on without the adoption of a brand or trade-mark. A busi
ness unit which does not deal directly with consumers can 
secure returns from advertising. commensurate with the cost, 
only by establishing some means by which its product for 
sale by others can still be positively idenfUied"as of its manu
facture.> 

National producer advertising may not have quite the 
"same close connection with the movement for standardizing 
the price of manufactured products that it has with the 
movement for standardizing their quality and identifying 
their source. But the causal sequence, according to one 
view, exists even though it follows a less direct course. Adver
tising may not make resale price standardization imperative, 
it is admitted, but it makes the practice very advantageous.
The argument is that the nature of advertising is such that 
its full value cannot be realized without reducing to a mini
mum the friction of actual selling. Dealing, as the advertiser 
does, indirectly with prospective purchasers, the success of 
his. efforts depends upon the subordination of salesmanship. 
Bargaining must be as far as possible eliminated. The theory 
is that the "buying impulse" awakened by an advertisement 
must not be allowed to "grow cold," as it is said, by any 
delay or interference in the selling process. The subtle, 
sensi tive, arid extremely tenuous complexion of mind induced 

1 For exam.'ple, while a single coff'ee..roaater might advertise extensively to stimu .. 
late the public consumption of that beverage and would ~umably share in the 
ina<ased demand, h. would not find IUch a policy .,..,ntable in :ill likelihood, unless 
perchance he already controlled a large !racuon of the business. The question of the 
advantages of cooperative advertising is in no way related to the present discussion . 

• Producer advertising it what ia primarily referred to here. as elsewhere in the 
ensuing discussion.. It may ~inted. out;, moreover, that the ~ of advertising 
had in mind is the ordin&rf di '1 advertising. What is .aid appliel in lOme d~ 
also~ to the purely edueaaon type of advertisingJ.but not to the.ame extent. See 
G. H. MontagUe, "Should the Manufacturer Have the Right to Fix SdJing 
.Pri.,../" A •• ok Amm."" JI.fMimI:/. Jan., 1916, p.55. 
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by advertising must be protected from the destructive shafts 
of counter-suggestion. The ideal of the advertiser, one is 
assured, is to make selling an automatic operation. It is 
manifest, however, that so long as any essential element of 
the bargain which the consumer must make to possess him
self of the advertise.d commodity, such as the price, remains' 
indeterminate, the mechanization of retail distribution will 
be incomplete and the ideal of the advertiser unrealized. 
For to whatever extent judgment, comparison, evaluation 
enter into the selling process proper, to that extent is the 
force of advertising dissipated. Likewise the influence of 
salesmanship tends to be magnified, under these' circum
stances, to a corresponding extent. 

It may be observed that this does not mean that every 
advertiser endeavors to avoid the entrance of judgment or 
comparison into the choice of the advertised goods. The 
educational type of advertising may actually stimulate a 
qualitative comparison and foster an informed judgment of 
merchandise. This is generally conceded. But the selection 
of the given brand of goods advertised is, still, sought to be 
induced by the advertisement, or at least to be determined 
prior to the actual entrance of the prospective buyer into the 
market, and the selling effort of the distributor reduced, 
thus, ideally to zero. For while the prospective buyer is 
being "waited upon," so to speak, by the advertisement; 
the advertiser can control absolutely the mode of dealing 
with him. As soon as this agent has accomplished his func
tion, however, and the well-disposed consumer is turned over 
to another agent, viz., the retailer or his clerk, the advertiser 
can no longer control the suggestions that will be brought 
forward and he distrusts naturally this irresponsible agent. 
Accordingly, whether it be an automatic reaction or a 
reasoned decision that is fostered, the aim of effective adver
tising is definitely to determine the reader's choice. To this 
end it is requisite that the advertised article shall have not 
only a standard quality, a standard size, and perhaps a 
standard style, but also a standard price.' This is one 

1 See E. S. Rogers, "Predatory Price Cutting as Unfair Trade," 27 H.,..,-,1 u.. 
R..u.. (1913)1 139-158, particularly p. lS1.nd following; and H. R. Tnadal, "Price 
Maintenan~ • Anuric.n &tmtJmie Rniew (1918), Vol. 8, pp. 23-47; 28J-30S; cr. 
particularly p. 31 and rouowing. 
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explanation of the persistent contention of the manufacturers 
for the privilege of fixing a standard resale price for their 
products. Fluctuating and variable prices impair the value 
of producer advertising. 

But according to another view, more commorily adopted 
. by the manufacturers themselves, the fact that variable 
retail prices constitute an obstruction to sales is the lesser of 
the evils connected with them. It is not the offer of identical 
goods at different prices itself that is objected to, but the ad
vertisement of a branded product at less than the regular 
market price. In this way, it is held, the consumer good-win 
built up by the producer through large investment in national 
advertising is pilfered, deliberately converted to his own use, 
by the price-cutting merchant. He utilizes toe standardized 
product under a well-known brand as a reduced-price" lead
er," to deceive the public into believing that he offers ex
ceptional values in all the goods he seIls. He thus uses the 
manufacturer's property-the good-will acquired by expendi
ture in advertising-to advertise his own business. The 
branded product, of course, offers the only practicable, or at 
least by far the most serviceable, medium for this process, 
inasmuch as the doubts and suspicions concerning quality 
which the advertisement of very low prices would otherwise 
induce cannot arise with respect to the standardized, trade
marked article. It is claimed, however, that this appropri
ation of the manufacturer's good-will to attract customers 
to a cut-price store does not, and is not intended to, have 
the effect of augmenting the sales of his identified product. 
'on the contrary, since there is litde or no profit, or even a 
loss, on the "leader" at the advertised cut-price, its sale is 
not actively encouraged. In trade language, it is not 
"pushed," even by the merchant who uses it as advertising 
"bait," and in many cases its purchase may be discouraged.' 

An even more serious injury results, it is contended, in 
that sales of this same brand elsewhere tend to be hampered 
and even destroyed. The attitude of the great majority of 

1 In undertaking these advertised c:ut-price .a~ merchants someti:rtet; .ubject 
themselv .. to th. hazard of taking 1_ I ..... through I,.. sales without profits. 
An. advertising broadcast can be based upon • very ratrlcted. ofFering of goods. 
Unfortunately, these cut~price sales are toooften accompanied by some form or sharp 
practice .. audt at aubatituticm of other bra~ etc. 
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distributors toward price-eutting is, of course, one of bitter 
denunciation. They assert that consumers regard them as 
"profiteers" when they offer at its standard price the identi
cal articles which the price-eutter is offering at a much lower 
one. They lose not only the sale of the branded product but . 
customer good-will as well. Consequently, they condemn 
the vigorous price competition of certain retailers, partic
ularly chain and department stores, and are loath to handle 
branded goods without some assurance from the manufac
turer that the dealer's margin of profit will be protected. 
The manufacturers of such goods, being largely dependent 
upon the established channels of distribution, are disposed 
to give the desired protection. For even though the sales to 
price-cutters might in some instances increase as a result of 
the low price at which the product was offered, this would 
still be an inadequate offset to the decrease in sales to other 
distributors. Individually the amounts marketed through 
small, independent stores may not be large, but collectively 
these stores constitute the chief outlet for trade-marked 
merchandise. Resale price maintenance is resorted to by 
the manufacturer, thus, in order to prevent the debasement 
of his trade-mark and in order to secure dealer cooperation.' 

On the other hand it is held by some that the whole truth 
lies not with either of the foregoing considerations exclu
sively. The real question, it is contended, is as to which 
jeopardizes less, or safeguards more, the public interest: 
price-eutting or maintaining standard retail prices. Are 
the manufacturers' interests in advertising values and dealer 
cooperation, admittedly legitimate in and of themselves, 
superior or subordinate to the interests of merchants in 
liberty of trade? The final test, it is believed, must be the 
effect upon the general in terests of consumers of protecting 
one special interest rather than the other, for plainly these 
two special interests are incompatible. As to the consumer's 
immediate interest in low prices it is admitted that, assuming 
no price agreements among manufacturers, the final retail 
price fixed by the producer will be no higher, in so far as it is 
determined with reference to the fraction realized by himself, 
than would be the price exacted in the absence of resale price 

'See opinion of Judge Rogers in Amtri, ... Tob«'o Co. o. F. T. C. U. S. Cir
cuit Court of Appeals, 2d Circuit, Oct. 20, 1925. 

7 
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fixation. Another wayof stating this same idea would be that 
the manufacturer will be constrained under this policy to fix a 
final price that will yield him, for his share, a return no higher 
than that which he would demand in the absence of this pol
icy} If genuinely competitive conditions obtain in the manu
facturing branch of the industry, it may be counted upon that 
the portion of a fixed resale price going to the manufacturer 
will, in the long run, be just adequate to cover his costs of 
production, including such profits as are necessary to induce 
him to remain in the industry. In so far as this basic factor 
influences the standard price, therefore, it may be doubted 
whether fixed resale prices would tend to be higher than the 
prices resulting from sales without reservation or condi
tion by the manufacturer and open 'Competition among 
distributors. . 

But there are other elements in the final price to the con
sumer besides the return realized by the manufacturer. In 
the absence of resale price maintenance these other elements 
representing the wholesalers' and retailers' margins will vary 
according to the costs of distribution under different systems 
and even according to the relative efficiency of different 
dealers operating within any particular system. These 
margins will constantly tend under pressure of competition 
to adjust themselves to the most economical level upon which 
the bulk of the consumer demand can be reached. This need 
not be in all cases the absolute minimum "spread," or 
margin, for which any portion of the output can be trans
ferred from the manufacturing plant to the hands of the 
consumer. But it will in all cases take account of the varia-

t Some qualliicationa on thia general propoaition. may be necessary to cover 
special circumstances. For example" it i. conceivable that the intensified competi
tion among retail dealers, under conditiona of Don-!taodardized prices or une.nfor... 
cib1e standa.rdizd prices with attendant r.rice-c:utting in .some quartel'Sr may be re
flected. in sucb pzessure u~n the manu acturer u to result in net pr1CCl to him 
yielding a lower margin of PfOfit shan the economic normal. If the commodity 
happenato beoneproduced under joint cost, tmuituation may continue indefinitely. 
Another.circunutance which might bring it about that the net price to the manu
facturer for a product told at a fixed resale price would be somewhat higher than 
the price realized in the absence of 8uch aprioe policy is the fact tha~ for convenience 
to all partie., the atandard. resale -.price I.S normally fixed at a round figure OJ' with 
reference to coin denominations.. If the lo~nm normal competitive price at retail 
-of a certain article were 23 cents, it is conectvable that the fixed resale price miaht 
be lOt ., 25 cen.., 10 the advantage of all parties, and the manufacturer .bsorb • 
portion of the extra margin. 
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tions in actual expense incurred in the distribution of partic
ular portions of the product. The final price will tend, in 
every instance, to reflect: (a) the relative distance of the 
consumer from the point of origin of the goods; (b) the 
extent and nature of the supplementary services furnished 
by the merchant, e. g., credit, delivery, repairs, shopping 
conveniences, etc.; and (c) the individual efficiency of the 
merchant in respect to the basic factors of mercantile man
agement: stock-turnover, clerical expense, rent, and the like. 
It is charged by those opposed to the practice that the policy 
of resale price main tenance not only ignores all of these 
competitive influences in distribution, but arbitrarily. sup
preSses all price differentiation based upon them.' The con
sumer advantageously located with reference to the point. 
of manufacture is constrained to help pay the freight bill 
properly chargeable to the remote consumer." The consumer 
patronizing an establishment affording the minimum of ser
vice conveniences is obliged to pay ·as much as another 
patronizing a more luxurious establishment. But, above all, 
the customers of efficient and progressive merchants are 
compelled by the resale price maintenance policy to forego 
the legitimate advantages which might o~herwise be offered 
them! Thus not only these customers but these merchants 
are held to be injured by the practice. 

1 It has been contended that the uniform margin prescribed !or dealers will tend 
to be high enough to satisfy the dealers of relatively slow turnover and low efficiency. 
See W. H. Steve ... "Resale Priee Maintenanu," 19 C.I ..... ;. Z-lIninJ (1919), 
pp. 265-285. That the amount of gross profit allowed the dealer on the basis of the 
suggested resale price is frequently excessive cannot be denied. For specific cases 
lee table showing cost, m~lnI of profit suggeated, and cut selling price in fourteen 
8tores for thirty~three articles" in U. S. 63d Congress, 2d and 3d Sessions, Hearings 
on H. R.. 1330SJ uTo Prevent Discrimination in Prices and to Provide for Publicity 
of Prices to Dealera and the Public," Washing""" 1915, p. 105. 

-The market area is som.etimes divided into two or more *'zonesu in which dif
ferent resale prices are sought to be enforced~ This only qualifies the principle 
sta.ted. in so far as it limits the amount of price discrimination. It does not aikct 
the principle in substance. . 

In the cae of the gr:eat majority of articlea in which this question is at issue the 
freight ikm is probabJy negligible. In the others which are exceptional, such as 
autmnobilet, the price is usually based upon some single shipping point . 

• The absoluk importance of these (actors affecting distribution COSH is mini.. 
miud by those who favor the price maintenance policy. Some indication of the 
po$8ibilitiea of price di.ft'erentiatlon on the basil of mercantile efficiency is afforded, 
however, by the reports of the Harvard Bureau of Business Rc9CtUCh upon costs in 
different lines of distributive trade. In 1923, of 499 retail shoe firms reporting their 
operating expenses to the Bureau,. 16 reported a gross margin upon net sales amount-
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Against these considerations the proponents of a privilege 
to manufacturers to control resale prices point out certain 
advantages to the consumer of such a policy. The standard 
price is to an extent a marketing convenience. Travelers 
buying an article in places where they are unfamiliar with 
dealer reputations, purchasers who have no time to "shop" 
or whose faculties from youthfulness or age are inadequate 
for self-reliance in bargaining-these find protection and 
security in standard retail prices. The question here is, 
whether the fraction of the total consumer demand repre
sented by these elements is so considerable, or their interests 
so paramount, as to justify the permission to impose limita
tions upon distributive competition? And if, for this purpose, 
limitations are to be imposed, it is asked whether they had 
not better come from the government than from the initiative 
of producers? Moreover, the legal enforcibility of a fixed 
resale price policy would prevent "profiteering" or undue 
price increases locally and temporarily. It would be to the 
manufacturer's interest to make the standard resale price of 
his product the maximum price. But the opponents of the 
resale price maintenance policy ask if it is necessary for this 
purpose to make the announced standard price the legally 
enforcible maximum price, let alone the legally enforcible 
minimum price? They suggest that the same end, namely, 
the prevention of individual exploitation, may be achieved 
by the advertisement of what is regarded by the manufac
turer as a fair standard price, or by simple announcement, 
as by stamping it on the package. The consumer who could 
not protect his own interests under such circumstances does 
not deserve protection, in their opinion. 

The strongest emphasis has been placed by manufacturers 
upon the view that the denial of the privilege to control the 
resale price of their identified products opens the way to un
ing to 40% or over, while 22 reported a gross margin of less than 200/0- Blilkli" 
N •• 43, Cambridge, 1924, p. 22. Of 411 ... tail grocery establishments reporting for 
the same year, the .range of gross margin was from less than 12% to more than 270/0-
Bulltlin N •• 4!. Cambridge. 1924, p.11. Of290 firmsoperating ... tailjewelry ........ . 
whi<:h ... ported for 19231.17 had a gross margin of mOl'e rhan 50% and 19 of I ... rhan 
250/"" Build;" No. 47, L:ambridge, 1924, p. 29. The range of the gross margin. ratio 
aJllO!lJ department stores was not so great. but was .triking, nevertheless. Of 403 
.. tablishments, all with annual.aIeo below $1,000.000 •• h.", ...... 33 which ... ported 
• gross margin in."..... of 34% and 32 which reported gross margin of 21% or Ieoa. 
Bulilliu N •• 44, Cambridge, 1924, p. 32. 
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scrupulous dealers to trade illicitly upon the good-will de
veloped by them through advertising and reputation. When 
a dealer selects a trade-marked article as a "leader" and ad
vertises it for sale at a greatly reduced price,' the impres
sion is created among consumers, it is averred, that the, 
standard price is an arbitrary or unfair price. An unfavor
able opinion is formed not only of dealers who may continue 
to offer that article at its usual price, but of the manufacturer 
who advertises it at 'that price, which now appears extor
tionate. The "leader" comes quickly to be shunned, one is 
assured, even in the cut-price establishment itself, as being 
a questionable value.' And after having ruined the salability 
of one trade-marked article, .the unscrupulous dealer then 
resorts to another for his "leader" which again soon gives 
place to still another, as each in tum becomes unattractive 
to consumers. The injustice of this depreciation of estab
lished good-will for the purely private and temporary ad
vantage of the distributor is vigorously pressed by manu
facturers. 

That the policy of some retailers in cutting prices upon 
trade-marked merchandise does often injure the manufac
turers thereof appears to be well establish.ed.· These dealers, 

1 Sometimes the "leader" J,dicy leads to the quotation of prices at Jess than the 
cost to the distributor, hut these instances arc probably infrequent. In any case, 
~profit prices. have much. the same cifect as -'pnces below cost. An analysis of 100 
instances of price-cutting advertisc:ments of Colgate products showed only 13 cases 
in which the goods were oIfered at leoo than cost. See testimonr of Mr. S. M. C0l
gate before the Federal Trade Commission, quoted in Women s Wear, November 
2, 1917, Po 3. 

sit has been suggested, however, that this result is probably con6ned to articles,. 
the genuine merit of which does not warrant the price -fixed as standard. Sec: F. W. 
Taussig, «Price Maintenance,u Amm&iln uOlUJmie Rnitfll~ Ma.rclt, 1916, Vol VI, 
Ne. 1, pp. 17o-IM • 

• In the hearings before the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign C0m
merce on the Stevens Bill to legalize price maintenance • statement was sub
mitted by the Secretary of the KolynO$ Company in which it was. claimed that price 
cutting had injured the manufacturer through the refusal of dcaJ. .. to handle the 
product.. Extracts from sixteen lettcTS received from the dealers were given in sup
port of this statement. It was also claimed that at one time the company's sales In 
Portland, Maine, suffer<d oeverelr. as & result of price cuttiog by the local ....... of 
the Riker-Jaynes choin system. • Every dealer in town refused to..u Koly .... be-
cause they claimed there was no pront for them in handling it. As a result our sales 
in Portland were greatly curtailcd~ Not until the price was raised to a higher 
level did the .alea resume their normal pl'Opot'tion." U. &, 63 ~, 2d and 3d 
Seasionl. Hearings on H. R. 13305, uTo Prevent Discrimination m Prices and to 
Provide for Publicity of Prices to DeaJ. .. and the Public;' W .. hington, 1915, pp. 
115-116. See alao, to the ...". effect, testimony of Mr. "idney M. Colgate before 
the FedcralTtadeCommission printed in W ..... ·sW .... , Nov. 2, 1917, p. 25. Mr. 
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on the other hand, claim they would be injured in their 
competition with other and less efficient merchants if they 
were denied the right to quote prices reflecting their ability 
to operate on a smaller margin of profit per unit of sales. 
They dispute the contention that their cut prices are purely 
deceptive advertising "bait" for attracting patronage to 
their stores. It is not their fault, they say, that they con
stitute the minority of distributors so that the reaction of 
the majority of distributors in refusing to stock goods sub
jected to this vigorous competition results in loss of sales to 
the manufacturers concerned. It appears to them as an 
unavoidable incident of economic progress in mercantile 
methods. 

This presents the crucial issue of resale price maintenance. 
Here are two conflicting interests-that, on the one hand, of 
the manufacturer interested in maintaining the wide distribu
tion of his products and the good-will and confidence of 
consumers toward them, built up by large investment in 
advertising, and by reputation based upon quality and ser
vice; and that, on the other hand, of distributors, and 
through them of customers, interested in securing the reward 
of independent efficient management of their business. Both 
interests are real, yet both cannot be satisfied. The question 
is as to which, according to sound public policy, should be 
preferred. The answer must depend fundamentally upon 
the view taken of the function and importance of distribu
tion in the present economic system, and the lines along which 
it is to develop. Manufacturers, through advertising, have 
reached out to assume a share of the responsibility for 
marketing their products. The continuance, i. e., the profit
able discharge, of this responsibility necessitates a consider
able degree of control over the distributive mechanism. 
Among other things it involves, as has been shown, resale 
price control. The tendency is, under these conditions, for 
the distributive system to become essentially an agency of 
manufacturers. Some mercbants fit into this transformation 
complaisantly. Others assert their independence and seek to 
H. B. Cheney, testifying before the Trade Commission., stated that in one iDirance 
as a result of temporary price-cu.ttinll the demand for one of his l't'OduCtl in a PIU' .. 
ticular market was ~ to one-third of its DOrmal amount. I~., Oct. 4. 1911, 
p.2. 
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tie the consumer good-will to themselves, or to their estab
lishments.' They resist the forces set in motion by extensive 
producer advertising. They count upon inducing consumers 
to trust to their (the merchants') judgment of merchandise 
and their business integrity rather than to place reliance· 
upon the manufacturers' brands and advertising claims.' 

Without venturing to take sides in this controversy. it 
may be observed that if manufacturers are in fact forced to 
assume the risks and responsibilities of agency in dealing 
with distributors. as a condition of securing the advantages 
of such incidents of agency as price fixation. they, are not 
thereby being subjected to any new and unusual burden.· 
Moreover, the special privileges of the legal relationship of 
agency may well be found, eventually, for thiS purpose as 
they have for so many others. abundantly to warrant the 
bona fide assumption of its obligations. If there exists a 
real economic basis for the enormous advertising expenditures 
by which manufacturers endeavor to weave bonds of con
sumer good-will which stretch over the heads of distributors, 
can it be doubted that the protection of those tenuous 
threads by the creation of true forms of agency, or the exten-

1 This conft.ict of interest is even more pl'Ol1Ounced when the buyers whose resale 
price the manufacturer attempts to control are themselves further manufacturers, 
rather than limply distributors. Thus in the case of the Goodall Ir orsutl CDmpilny 
(Complaint No. 976, Annual Report F. T~ C .• 1923, p. 189) the respondent manu
(acturer of~' Palm Beach" cloth was charged with fixing standard prices at which 
clothing made from this trade..mark.d product should be sold to jobb .... or ",tailcra. 
Since the market priCCl of IUch suits would normally be determined quite as much 
with reference to thdr cut, style, finish, and the reputation for workmanship of the 
tailoring establishments making them uP ... as upon the quality of the cloth, it is 
obvious what effect the permission to enforce the resale price maintenance policy 
would have upon co~petition in the cutting trade. Incidentally\ also, this case 
furnishes a striking illustration of the arbitrary interference WltJl market price 
adjustments involved in the resale:_price maintenance policy. The case is, at the 
pruent writing (October, 1925),.still at issue. 

J" 1 mentioned the fact that the interests of the merchant and the consumer are 
closely interwoven. It is a well-known fact that the purchasing public look to the 
merchant whom they patronize and in whom they have utmost confidence to protect 
them agaiMt extortionate prices and undependable merchandise; and, in the event 
of the purchaae of an article which aftuw.an:ls proves unsatisfactory, they ICek re
dress from the retail merchant without thought of the manufacturer." Testimony 
of Mr. E. L Ho .... S.aetary_T",.."",r-of the National Retail Dry Good. Associa
tion, before the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. U~ S. 64th 
Congress tat Sestion~ Hearings on H. R. 13568 .. "Regulation of Prices..·· Washing .. 
ton, 1916, p. 287. On the otber hand, i, i ....... ted that such claim. "'" usually 
paased on by the merchant to the manufacturer who is ultimately responsible.. 

• cr. u. S • •• G< ..... I EImri< CD.,,, iii. On the U. S. Dia,. Court for the N. Dia,. 
or Ohio, E. Div., Equity lOS1, April 3, 1925. 
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sion of industrial integration marketwards, will be justified? 
This, at least, appears as a possible "way out" of a.trouble
some situation for the manufacturer, whose interest in the 
wide distribution of his product gives him a stake in the 
continued success of small, scattered, independent retail 
stores. The" independence" of regular retailers would 
be measurably limited by this development, but there is 
nothing to indicate that the majority of them would resist 
or suffer by the transformation. 

In the courts, the policy of resale price maintenance has 
been carefully scrutinized from the beginning. The ju
dicial restraint has gune as far as seemed feasible with
out trenching upon that irreducible minimum of private dis
cretion which is associated with the ownership of property. 
Aside from several early cases in the lower federal courts,' 
decided before the question had been adjudicated in the 
Supreme Court, the decisions have consistently held that con
certed qJorts to enforce a policy of standard prices for the 
resale of merchandise by dealers, whose property the goods 
are, contravene the anti-trust laws. It was so held under 
the Sherman Act on the ground that there was no distinction, 
in effect, between an arrangement whereby a manufacturer 
bound a great number of dealers to observe a uniform sales 
price and a contract by which the dealers might mutually 
bind each other to sell the saine goods only at a price agreed 
upon.' In the leading case of Miles Medical Co. o. 
Park & Sons Co., the complainant sought to enjoin the 
respondent, which was a large distributing organization in 
the drug trade, from inducing other dealers to supply them at 
cut prices with the patent medicines produced by the com
plainant, in violation of the resale covenants of contracts into 
which the complainant had entered with all of its recognized 
distributors. In denying the relief sought, the Supreme 
Court declared: "If there be an advantage to a manufac
turer in the maintenance of fixed resale prices, the question 

1 See, for example, EJisDn PkonDtNP" Co. 11. KlII4fmtm, lOS Fed. %0 (19Ot); 
Pimn- Tllik;nK MlltAine CII. 11. TM Fair. 123 Fed. 424 (19031; Nation," P!Jo1lorr.ph 
C •••• S<hkvl,128 Fed. 733 (1904). Itneedlwdlybepointe<ioa.th •• inaUoftbeoe 
cases the restrictions upon ~ price were imposed under patent licenses and were 
upheld u within the exclusive rights granted by letters patent~ 

, Mill, Mu/i'61 Co • .. p.,." (5 S •• , Co., 220 U. S. 373 (1911). 
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remains whether it is one which he is entitled to secure by 
agreements restricting the freedom of trade on the part of 
dealers who own what they sell. As to this, the complainant 
can fare no better with its plan of identical contracts than 
could the dealers themselves if they formed a combination 
and endeavored to establish the same restrictions, by agree
ment with each other. If the immediate advantage they 
would thus obtain would not be sufficient to sustain such a 
direct agreement, the asserted ulterior benefit to the c0m

plainant cannot be regarded as sufficient to support its 
system! 

The Supreme Court has rigorously adhered to this position 
in respect to contractual engagements and restrictions con
cerning resale price under patent or copyright licenses." 
There was a persistent feeling for some years, even in the 
legal profession, that the exclusive rights conferred by 
patents might somehow operate to distinguish attempts to 
control the resale price of patented articles from like schemes 
to standardize the price of ordinary merchandise.' This 
misconception was finally dissolved by the blunt declaration 
of the Supreme Court in the Boston Stores case that: 

"There can be no doubt that the alleged price-fixing con
tract disclosed in the certificate was contrary to the general 
law and void. There can be equall y no doubt that the power 
to make it in derogation of the general law was not within the 

1 IJn4., pp. 407" 408 . 
• See B~s-M.".;n c.. •. _, 210 U. S. 339 (19(8). Holding that a DOtice 

printed upon the cover of a copyrighted book stating the standard resale priCe au
thorized by the holder of the copyright impooed DO legal .... ttictions upon dealers. 
&.a.r •• UDon".n, 229 U. S. 1 (1913). Holding UlleJlforcible a notice of price restl'ie
bOD printed apc::m the package of a patented remedy) eft:D when the CODtract of 
aaJe ~ to be only a co license to use" the article In question. SInUU 17. Amni
c_ Pulis ... ,' Asm., 231 U. S. 222 (1913). Holding ilIcg;d a combination of pub
Iisben to stop saleo '" distribotocs declining lD observe the _....Ie prices which 
each adoptod foe their ~ ... pubfu:ations. S,,- •. rid.,. co.., :ua u. s. 490 
(1911). llolding a "!""P.rehensive and ~. sysb:m of "License Contrac .... 
for distribution of plaintiff's patented musical instruments, with purportoi ft'.9UVa
tion of title and oo-called royalty payments in lieu of purchase price. invalid .. a 
limitation upon dealen. 

_ S_ c.. D. A-u- GropMp_ Co, 246 U. S. 8 (1917). Reaffirming 
the principle that a maDufacmrer having parted with title to ru. product:. even 
thoogb pa-ud. taDOOt by COIlttact oc otherwise qualify the right <if the buyer to 
cIispooc: of it upon ........ satisfactory 10 himoclf • 

• G. H. MofttaguO, "Basin ... Competition and the Law," New YorI<, 1917, pp. 
141-148; A. J. Pc.uIee, "Th. Ell'ect of the Fedecal Anti.Trust La ... on Commerce 
inP ..... tod ""d CopyriRhtod ArticJ.s," 28H_Loro Rni .. (191S), pp. 394, 406. 
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monopoly conferred by the paten t law. . . .'" As the 
essence of the illegality of resale price maintenance programs 
under the Sherman Act consisted in the drawing of mer
chants into an agreemmt not to sell for less than a fixed price, 
the question remained, however, whether it was an offense 
for a manufacturer merely to decline to deal with distrib
utors pursuing the policy of selling his products for less 
than the price announced by him. This was setded in the 
Colgate case, when the Supreme Court gave judgment for the 
defendant upon an indictment charging violation of the 
Sherman Act by pursuit of the policy of refusing to sell to 
dealers who did not maintain the" requested" prices which it 
circulated to the trade.' This, at any rate, was the construc
tion placed upon the indictment by the Supreme Court, and, 
so viewing it, the Court was unanimously of the opinion 
that no offense was charged. 

The decision appears to be good law, if one accepts the 
interpretation of the indictment as given. A contrary rule 
would not only destroy that freedom of trade which it is the 
purpose of the anti-trust laws to protect, but would, also, 
be practically unenforcible. As the Supreme Court said: 
"In the absence of any purpose to create or maintain a 
monopoly, the act does not restrict the long recognized right 
of trader or manufacturer engaged in an entirely private 
business, freely to exercise his own independent discretion as 
to parties with whom he will deal. And, of course, he may 
announce in advance the circumstances under which he will 
refuse to sell. ". 

This case has sometimes been interpreted as being logically 
inconsistent with the earlier resale price maintenance cases.' 
In practical effect, it is said, the law was rendered self
contradictory. It sanctions resale price maintenance when 
pursued by one method and condemns it when pursued by 
another. If the policy is wrong under some circumstances, is 
it not. wrong under all circumstances, it is asked. But there 
is nothing unusual in such a rule of law, even ifit may appear 
illogical. As an individual, manufacturer A has the un
doubted right to curtail production in his factory whenever 

'246 U. S., 25. • 250 U. S. 300 (1919). 'lffll., p. 307. 
I See, eo S., No~ J3 H."...,,/ l..IIJ Rni .. (1920), pp. 966-968. 
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he deems it in his interest to do so. But it does not follow 
that A in conjunction with B and C, his competitors, may 
agree each to limit his output according to a prescribed plan. 
The truth is the law adjusts itself to the facts, not to logic. 
And the facts have seemed to require the suppression, in the
public interest, of concerted agreements or understandings 
with distributors to maintain fixed prices, whereas, in the view 
of the courts, the mere exercise of the private right of refusal 
to deal with obnoxious parties does not threaten to become 
an effective means of achieving standardized resale prices. 
That this view has some warrant in fact may be indicated by 
the strenuous efforts which have continued without interrup
tion since the Colgate decision to secure an enlargement of the 
very circumscribed privilege which was there recognized.' 

Upon repeated occasions in recent years the Supreme 
Court has been presented the opportunity to modify the 
position adopted in the leading case of the Miles Medical 
Company, under the mistaken assumption that the Colgate 
case indicated some relenting in the opposition to the practice 
in the form originally forbidden.' But there has been no de.. 
viation from the settled rule. As was pointedly remarked in 
the Schrader case: "It seems unnecessl!ry to dwell upon the 
obvious difference between the situation presented when a 
manufacturer merely indicates his wishes concerning prices 
and declines further dealings with all who fail to observe them, 
and one where he enters into agreements-whether express or 
implied from a course of dealing or other circumstance-with 
all customers which undertake to bind them to observe fixed 
resale prices.'" In spite of the fact, moreover, that in the 
Beech-Nut case the proceedings were instituted under Section 
5 of the Trade Commission Act, the Supreme Court adhered 
to the principle that there must be some element of agree.. 

lAnorganization known as the American FairTrade League hulO. & number of 
yean been engaged. in an active campaign: to secure the passage of fecierallegislation 
sanctioning the practice of resale price maintenance. Among the numerous bills 
which ha .. been introduced to this end may be mentioned the Slevens Bill (H. R. 
13305). 6Jd Congress, 2d Session; the Stevens-Ash ... , Bill (H. R. 13568). 64th 
Congress, 1st Session; and the Merritt Bill (H. R. 6). 68th Congross. 1st Session. 

• U. S ... SdIN"Ier'< S .... II1<., 252 U. S. 85 (1920); ffl7 & 8." •• C",w,7 P.ciing 
C.., 256 U. S. 208 (1921); Ft • .,.,d Trw C"",m;ss;"" .. Bmlr-NIII C.., 257 U. S. 
441 (1922). 

• Op. m .• p. 99. 
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ment, understanding, or cooperation between a manufacturer 
and the distributors in order to bring this price policy under 
the ban of the law.' 

Notwithstanding these considerations the Federal Trade 
Commission insisted strenuously in the Beech-Nut case upon 
the absolute illegality of the resale price maintenance policy 
by whatever method pursued. This stand was based upon 
the admitted inconsequence of the element of contract, con
spiracy, or agreement in some offenses under Section 5 of the 
Trade Commission Act. But the demand for such a rule 
involves a fundamental misconception of the nature of the 
objections to resale price maintenance under certain condi
tions. There is nothing wrongful per s~ in the conduct of 
a manufacturer endeavoring to establish uniform prices to 
consumers of his products. No unfairness toward anyone 
with whom he may be actually or potentially in competition 
can possibly result, as has already been shown. The offense. 
if offense there be, on his part is no more than that of being 
an accessory before the fact. The primary, if not the sole, 
objection to resale price maintenance is that it may tend, 
though perhaps indirectly, to restrain trade in the channels 
of distribution. In refusing to follow ,the lead of the Com
mission, therefore, the Court exhibi ted a clear understanding 
of the essential elements of the offense of resale price main
tenance' under the settled principles of anti-trust law. 

Prior to the review of the Commission's order in the 
Beech-Nut case, vigorous action had been taken by the Com
mission, on the basis of its interpretation of Section 5 of 

1 ()p~ 'iI~~. 453, 455. In this case the findings of the Commission, accepted by 
the COurt, disclosed that respondent had employed every practicable means: short 
of a written contract to enforce ita so-called Beech.Nut Policy.. It requested, in 
circulars, observance of indicated ~ces and announced its intention to refuse to 
seU to dealers not complying thereWith. It requested and ~pted the cooperation 
of dealers in keeping its goods out of the handa of priCf>.CUttus. It asked and ac",d 
upon complaints from dealers of price-cutting by other dealers. Upon assuranc:es 
of willingness to comply with the Beech-.Nut PoliCY offending dealers were restored 
to ita list of"" selected' or" desirable It dealers. Ita salesmen were also charged to 
c~te in carrying out this "Policy." 

«From this course of conduct," runs the opinion, c' lt court may infer, indeed 
cannot esapc the conclusion, that competition among retail distributors is practi
cally suppressed. • • The specific facti found show suppresoion of the freedom 
of competition by methods in which the company ~ the cooperation of its 
distribUtort and customera, which are quite as effi:ctive as agreements express or 
implied intended to accomplish the oame purpooc..' 16id.. p. 45S. 

• See quotation in preceding footnote. 
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its organic act, for the suppression of the practice of main
taining fixed resale prices. In 1918; some 20 complaints had 
been issued against this practice, the number increasing to 
32 in 1919. In 1920, there were 16 complaints in which this 
was the major charge, but in 1921 only 4 complaints were 
issued, the falling off evidently reflecting some hesitation of 
the Commission pending the final outcome of the Beech-Nut 
case. Proceedings in many of these cases reaching back even 
to 1918 were suspended during the progress of the Beech
Nut proceedings to ,final determination. Only a single order 
to cease and desist from the practice was issued in 1~18, nine 
in 1919, and one each in 1920 and 1921. 

Immediately that the judgment of the Supreme Court in 
the Beech-Nut case had finally settled the esSentials of the 
offense, orders of dismissal were entered in some 38 cases 
involving resale price maintenance.l In many of these in
stances the complaint had been drawn upon the theory that 
the mere announcement of recommended resale prices and 
refusal to sell to parties not following these prices consti tuted 
an unfair method of competition, as tending to restrain trade. 
For these cases there was plainly no longer any legal founda
tion; and in other cases the lapse of time had vitally altered 
the situation. The dismissal of these complaints "without 
prejudice to the commencement of another proceeding by 
the Commission" against the particular respondents was, 
therefore, clearly in the public interest. The course taken by 
the Commission in dealing with the practice of resale price 
maintenance in these years, when the relation of Section 5 
to this particular business policy was a matter of speculation, 
was in every way creditable to the Commission. 

In recent years the number of complaints has again been 
increasing. During 1923 some 37 firms were cited for 
alleged violation of the rule against resale price maintenance 
as developed in the Beech-N~t case; and in 1924, 22 such 
complaints were issued." The delays attending the Federal 

'Annual Report, 1922, pp. 164. II seq. See. also, 5 F. T. C. 482-486. 
1 The products ~ted in the complaints against this practice are molt di..

VC1"SC. No clasaificatlon. sugge&tI itaclf. They ranse ~rom alarm. clocks) razor atropa, 
aafety ~ soaps, underwear and breakfast foods to vacuum cleaners, cream 
ICparatcrs, pipe threading macl..inea, and automobile aceesaorieJ. Perhaps the 
most frequent occasions for complaint have been in the tobacco trade; but toilet 
artidea and cotfee arc represcn=ci by n1llDClOWl complain.., also. 
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Trade Commission's procedure are nowhere better exhibited 
than in this class of cases, however. Of this total of 59 com
plaints issued in the two-year period ending June 30, 1924, 
only IS had been finally disposed of up to March 1, 1925. 
Ten of these 15 orders directed the dismissal of the pro
ceedings. That this record refiects an increased burden 
imposed upon the prosecuting agency undertaking the regu
lation of the resale price maintenance policy under the ruling 
of the Supreme Court in the Beech-Nut case can scarcely be 
doubted. And it suggests the query whether a more logical 
and practicable division of functions between the Federal 
Trade Commission and the Department of Justice would not 
lead to the transfer of this class of cases to the latter. This 
would be but to recognize the essential basis in the Sherman 
Act for proceedings of this nature. It need not involve the 
complete abandonment of the Commission's supervisory and 
investigational powers in this respect, for whenever evidence 
'of this practice in an illegal manner came to the attention of 
the Commission it could be promptly reported, with recom
mendations, to the Attorney General. Not only would a 
lightening of the Commission's responsibilities in this way 
tend to expedite its disposition of causes, but it would have 
the advantage of centering the responsibility for the enforce
ment of the legislative prohibition of "contracts, combina
tions, • . . and conspiracies in restraint of trade" in one 
body. There is no reason why practices which are not really 
"methods of competition "but are" methods of combination" 
should not in every instance be prosecuted as violations of 
the Sherman Act. It is with the provisions.of this law, if of 
any law, that resale price maintenance in its essential nature 
is in confiict. To the Department of Justice might well be 
given, therefore, the task of conducting this class of cases.' 

is. BASING POINT PRICE SYSTEM 

The practice of quoting prices on a common center, or 
basing point, whether for the output of scattered plants of 
one concern or for the products of several independent 
producers located ·at different points, does not appear to be 

'See p. 220. 
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widdy followed.1 The Federal Trade Commission h~ under
taken its regulation in only one industry, and in that in
stance the complaint was directed against one concern, the 
United States Sted Corporation, although it was found that 
independent sted producers followed the same policy.> There . 
is nothing peculiar in the practice which would confine it to· 
the sted industry, however, and there may be some ad
vantage in exposition if the analysis of its economic char
acteristics is presented in general terms. 

When a commodity is economically producible at a num
ber of scattered points, the output from the different sources 
tends to be sold in separate geographical market areaS. The 
center of each market area is roughly the most advantageous 
production point in the region and the bounds oithe several 
market areas are determined by a combination of the rda
tive costs of production and the relative costs of transporta
tion from these centers to outlying consuming points. These 
two factors, moreover, determine the rise of new centers of 
production and new geographical market areas, but it is 
clear that in some instances the light weight and small 
volume of the product may make the transportation.factor, 
i. e., freight, of negligible significance. Under such circum
stances production for a wide, perhaps a national, market 
tends to become "localized" in the center of the region hav
ing the best combination of advantages for low production 
costs.· But in the case of heavy, bulky commodities the in
crease of final cost to buyers with every increase in the 
distance from the point of production operates in favor. of 
the multiplication of production centers and corresponding 
restriction of the geographical market area tri butary to each. 
It is obvious that a new center of production for a given 
commodity will tend to spring up at any point where the 
physical factors permit its production at a cost which is 

I Recent Sherman Act prosecutions have revealed the existence of a multiple 
basing-point .ystem in the cement industry (Cnnml Mtmll/«turn-s· ProletJiH Au" • 
•• U. $., Docket No. 551, Su!""me Court, October Term, 1924. Decided June 1, 
1925)r and a simple basing pomt system. in • ecction of the lumber industry ~:c!
FlHring MiI1IlIflldurtlrs~ Assn. IJ.. U. S •• Docket No. 342~ Supreme Court .. 
Term, 1924. Decided Iune I, 1925). 

S Complaint No. 160, U"ikJ SIllieS SIn/ Corpor41j01f (IJ1fJ su/J.tiJiari#.s), Annual 
Report, 1921, p.I43. Anorder ... .,....anddcsistw .. issuedJuly21, 1924. Advance 
Sheets, July 23, 1924. 
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below the combined cost of production and cost of freight 
from the existing production center nearest that point.' 
Obversely, no competitive centers of production will or
dinarily be established within the market area supplied from 
an existing point of production unless the output from the 
new source can be produced at a cost which will enable it to 
be sold, at least at the point of production, at a price some
what below the delivered price of the products coming from 
the established source.' 

For heavy, bulky commodities produced in scattered cen
ters of production, therefore, it is plain t:b.at the normal condi
tion of the market would show various base prices, or f. o. b. 
prices, at the different points of production, the variation 
reftecting unequal costs of production ill the" several regions. 
From these centers the delivered prices to buyers in outlying 
localities would tend to mount in every direction, but irreg
ularly, on account (a) of varying pressure on different sides 
from the competition of other production centers, (b) oCthe 
irrational character of t:b.e railroad rate structure. Price
wise the national market would present the aspect of a num
ber of irregularly shaped bowls placed upright on a plane 
surface wi t:b. their rims chipped off on some sides so as to 
leave no uncovered space. The base of each bowl would 
represent the f. o. b. price, or the price of goods for local 
delivery, at an actual center of production. In proportion 
approximately to the relative elevation (or dept:b.) of the 
base of each bowl would be the relative expanse of its sides. 
The representation would be true, of course, only for a given 
moment, for the prices would be constantly oscillating in 
response to innumerable forces affecting the demand and the 
conditions of production in all parts of the country. 

The price situation would be quite otherwise, if a simple 
basing point price policy were followed." Under such a sys

• See, Frank A. Fetter. "The Eamomic LawofMad<et "-s," ~1Ittn"I7 7.,,",," 
0/ &On"","s, 1924, VoL 48. PI>- 520-529. 

I PraC1icollY. in any industty in which production ccot8 are amsid .... bll' lower 
for ani .. opera~ on • large scale the advantage in .alea at the ...., point of pr0-
duction must ordinarily be more than this.. It must be sufficient to enable lOme
thing more tb.&n a mere local demand to be reached. la strict logic. however" this 
is covered by the formulation in the text. 

• AI mentioned at the outset, it is immaterial in this connectiou whether one has 
in mind the price polio/. adopted by a single producer to..,..,. the output of ... tterad 
plan .. or the price policy adopted by several producers in dilI"erent locations. 
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tem all parts of the current supply, from whatever geographi
cal source, are offered for delivery at any consuming point at 
a price computed from the announced or prevailing base 
price plus the freight from some arbitrary point. The price 
structure, in other words, might be represented as a single 
bowl, of which the lowest point on its concave surface would 
represent the base price and of which the periphery would 
represent the prices at the 'boundaries of the geographical 
market. The basing point is described as an arbitrary point, 
since the ultimate prices computed on this basis clearly have 
no necessary connection with the costs of manufacnn-e and 
delivery of the goods from any production center. The 
basing point can have no necessary connection with any 
particular production center, because there is no reason for 
more than one production center to develop unless certain 
consuming points can be more economically supplied from 
one source than from another. To quote prices for delivery 
at every point in the country, therefore, as though the entire 
supply might be economically furnished by a single produc
tion center, is to contradict the facts. This contradiction 
could hardly be more pronounced if, for example, the geo
graphical center, rather than one production center, of the 
industry were made the common basing'point, and conceiv
ably it might be less. If one point of production is, neverthe
less, adopted as a basing point for reckoning delivered prices, 
then there is bound to be something arbitrary in the relation 
of the delivered prices at different consuming points. This 
result cannot be avoided, for there is no conceivable reason, 
based upon grounds of economy, why two buyers equidistant 
(in respect' to freight charges) from a given point of produc
tion should not, at the same time, be able to secure supplies 
of the same product at a uniform price. But under the bas
ing point system a buyer situated relatively remotely from 
the common basing point is co~strained to pay a higher price 
for the same product than a buyer situated at a shorter 
distance from the basing point, 80en though the former may 
actually k nearer the point of production which suppliu them 
both. 

Under such circumstances it follows that arbitrary discrimi
nation in prices among buyers in different localities is an 

8 
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inevitable accompaniment of a basing point price policy. 
It is equally clear that price discrimination of this kind, as of 
any kind, cannot exist under free competition. It would be 
to the competitive interest of every producer to sell to the 
buyers being quoted a discriminatively high price under this 
system, and the increasing supply competitively offered to 
these buyers would tend to force down the prices at such 
consuming points. This tendency would eventually lead to 
the equalization of the price realized by the producer for all 
portions of the current output of each plant, and whatever 
differences in prices paid by ultimate buyers anywhere per
sisted would reflect differences in the costs of production in 
different regions and in the costs of transportation to the 
points of delivery actually required. In Short, the price situa
tion might again be represented by a number of irregularly 
shaped bowls. 

From the standpoint of public policy, it may be concluded, 
the practice of quoting prices upon a common basing point in 
an industry in which production is carried on in widely scat
tered centers may be considered subject to regulation on two 
grounds: FIrst, the practice under the given circumstances 
is evidence of monopolistic control of the supply of the com
modity the prices of which are thus quoted. The practice 
involves arbitrary discrimination among buyers, and that is 
an infallible sign of monopoly.l Secondly, the practice under 
the given circumstances is unfair to the buyers. It is unfair 
not only because of the monopolistic elemen t in the prices 
which result from its operation, but also because arbitrary 
discrimination is willful discrimination and willful discrimi
nation subjects buyers to the risk of unpredictable contin
gencies. Particularly under conditions in which the buyers 
are not ultimate consumers, but are engaged in further proc
esses of manufacture, the unfairness resulting from the 
arbitrariness of prices under the basing point system is inimi
cal to enterprise.' 

1 Monopoly, as the term is here used, need not denote financial and legal unity_ 
A~en~ undezstandi~. or mere mutual forbearance among a group of tdlers 
might aullice to accomplish the discrimination. 

• Though the ditc:rimination may wd1 conatitute & special saf~ard to partic
ular manufacturer-buyers,. on account of the dependence of the pnce structure on 
the caprice of benevolently dispoaed int ........ 
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Both these reasons seem to have influenced the Federal 
Trade Commission in its condemnation of the so-called Pitts
burgh Plus system in the steel industry.' In the sale of semi
finished rolled steel products Pittsburgh was used as a basing 
point for quoting prices to any point of delivery in the United· 
States, regardless of whether the steel was to be supplied 
from Pittsburgh, Chicago, Duluth, Birmingham, Pueblo 
(Colorado) or Sparrows Point (Maryland). The Steel Cor
poration or its subsidiaries operated mills in only the first four 
of these districts, but for certain forms of rolled steel it ap
peared that the Pittsburgh Plus policy was followed,by sub
stantially all producers.! The system was neither universal 
nor symmetrical, however. In the Chicago district, for ex
ample, plates, shapes and bars were exempted from the com
mon basing point price policy in 1921, after the proceedings 
had been commenced.' And Southern steel users had earlier 
been successful in agitating for a modification of the system, 
which resulted in the establishment of a supplementary Birm
ingham base with a fixed differential, somewhat less than the 
Pittsburgh-Birmingham freight rate, above the Pittsburgh 
base.' Nevertheless, the Pittsburgh Plus system was found, 
as it was actually operated, to embody the arbitrary, unfair, 
and discriminatory characteristics which have been shown to 
pertain to a common basing point price policy in an industry 
of this type. Accordingly, the Commission, after an exten
sive investigation and prolonged hearings, ordered the re
spondents to cease and desist from the practice of quoting or 
selling their rolled steel products "upon any other basing 
point than that where the products are manufactured or from 
which they are shipped.'" 

While objections to the specific wording of the order might 
have been raised on the ground of the inelasticity it intro
duces into business practice, the United States Steel Corpora

l See Annual Repor .. 1924. pp. 36-40 •. 
I Upon these special features of the case,. consult the Fmdinga as to the Facts as 

reported in the Advance Shee .. (F. T. C.) July 21, 1924. Cf., porticularly, p. 22. 
See, also, for a full discussion of the pract~ John R. Commons. "Delivered Price 
Practice in the Steel Marke .... ..Inuriun & .... mie lIni"" (1924), Vol. XlV, pp. 
S05-S20. 

• Advance Sh ..... • p. <il~ Parograph 14, p. 26 • 
• AdvIlIl« Sheets, op. til., Paragraph 18, p. 31. 
• Advance Shee .... Po tit .. Order to Ce ... and Deais .. Paragraph 2, p. 2. 
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tion announced on September 17, 1924, its intention to 
comply with the terms of the order as issued. The chief criti
cism of the ruling, founded on the dissenting opinion of Com
missioner Gaskill, has been of its failure to reach the primary 
source of the discrimination which the Commission found to 
have resulted from the use of the Pittsburgh Plus system. In 
effect, a method of determining price quotations found to be 
discriminatory was condemned, it is said, but the power 
which enabled discriminatory prices to be enforced was left 
untouched.' However that may be, the scope of the instant 
proceedings was limited by the jurisdiction of the Commis
sion under Section 5 of its organic act and Section 2 of the 
Clayton Act, and it cannot be doubted that the terms of the 
order were influenced by the favorable judgment of the Su
preme Court four years earlier in the prosecution under the 
Sherman Act.' 

Upon the final effects of the abandonment of the Pitts
burgh Plus system it does not seem necessary here to specu
late. The trepidation in the trade attending the announce
ment of its abandonment seems to have disappeared, and the 
ultimate adjustments which will have to be made will in any 
event depend upon the extent of the modification in the Cor
poration's price policy. But some steel fabricators, i. e., 
buyers of rolled steel products, who by virtue of their loca
tion enjoyed special advantages under the Pittsburgh Plus 
system, appear to be experiencing difficulties in the new situa
tion.' That this was no more than to have been expected 
from the abandonment of a basing point price policy has 
already been shown. 

§6. GUARANTEE AGAINST PIllCE DECLINE 

Though .it appears the price guarantee policy has been 
followed for a long time in some lines of trade,4 it became a 

1 See p. II of Memorandum of Diaaent, in Advanced Shc.ots, July 23, 1924 • 
• u. a ... UniJd a_. GINI C.TjH1r4Ii.'!> 251 U. S. 417 (1920). 
I See, .. g., E. C. Kmltzberg, "The .. using of Pittsburgh Plus," A",tN"", 

B""k.,..' Astoti.non 1 .......... (1924), Vol. 17, p. 301. Thewri .... .....,. to feel that 
there is an element of' unfairness to these fabrtcators in the present policy of basiq 
prices on the points of production. The baais of the argument appears to be that 
these ravom fabricators acquited aomo aort of • ...ted in ...... In the Pittsburgh 
PI ... yttem. 

• E. g., in the hudware trade and in the diatribution of _. 
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wide-spread practice only in the post-war period of fevered 
trade activity.' At that time the uncertainty in the business 
world with respect to the future course of prices was so great 
and yet the immediate demand for goods so urgent that manu
facturers sought some means of spreading out the flood of 
promptshipmentordersintoordersforfuturedelivery.· They 
found the policy of offering to assume the risks of a decline 
in prices the most effective device for overcoming dealer
resistance to future commitments. Originally, in its typical 
form, the guarantee against price decline was simply an agree
ment by a manufacturer to protect a distributor agai!lst a fall 
in price between the date of order and the date of delivery. 
I t amounted to a contract of indemnity to the buyer against 
a price reduction during manufacture and shipment. 

This practice, once started, spread rapidly since competi
tors were obliged to adopt it in self-defense. Moreover, it was 
soon extending itself on another plane. If manufacturers 
were willing to take the risk of price-changes, under a binding 
sales contract, up to the time of delivery of the goods, why 
should they not also agree to carry the burden up to the date 
of settlement or even beyond? The dealers were not averse 
to this shifting of responsibility for the anticipation of de
mand, and under stress of competition many manufacturers 
extended the guarantee to cover a specified period following 
delivery to the dealer. The unfortunate results of this liber
ality in throwing the losses from a slackening of demand 
directly back upon the shoulders of the manufacturers, un
cushioned by any intermediate "shock-absorbers," were 
demonstrated in 1921. But while this experience led to the 
abandonment of the policy by many manufacturers strong 
enough in their sales posi tion to resist the dealer demand for 
price protection, there are numerous lines of trade in which 
the practice continues. 

In these circumstances, are_ there valid grounds for regu-
• See, .. Dig.st of Replies in Respon .. to an Inquiry of the Federal Trade C0m

mission Relative to the Practice of Giving Guarantee against Price Decline, If 
Washington, May 27,1920. 

J: In the hysteria of the 1919-20 boom, dealers in many lines ordered goods far 
in excess of their anticipated requirements in order to seCOft' PleMDCC in deliveries 
and the manufac~ having already reaclted capacity production, were forced to 
pror1lte arde... This, of co....., led to.till funhet inlIation of orders and so on in • 
vicious spiral.. 
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lation of the price guarantee policy by the Federal Trade 
Commission? As no question of discrimination among buy
ers is presented. the problem resolves itself into the applica.
bility of the prohibition of unfair methods of competition. 
That there is nothing immoral or opposed to business ethics 
in the practice will not be disputed. But it has been alleged 
that such a price policy is uneconomic from the social point 
of view and may, therefore, be treated as contrary to public 
policy. This seems to have been the view of the Commission 
itself for a time and during 1919 some eleven complaints were 
issued charging individual manufacturers with violation of 
Section S on account of the use of this policy.l Since then all 
of these cases have been dropped, and. though the formal 
notices of dismissal in some of the earlier decisions were not 
very specific," the Commission has lately stated expressly 
that" the practice of guaranteeing the price of a commodity 
against decline is not in and of itself an unfair method of 
competition within the intent and meaning of the Federal 
Trade Commission Act,'" 

. It might appear, in view of this changed attitude of the 
Commission, that the discussion of the amenability of this 
particular vari~ty of price policy to federal regula don was no 
longer appropriate. But the vigorous dissent of two of the 
Commissioners to these orders of dismissal, considered in con
nection wi th changes in administrative personnel, justify some 
analysis of the economic consequences of price guarantees. 

The essence of the policy of a manufacturer in guarantee-

1 The first of these cmnpJaints was issued in December, 1918, the remainder in 
1919: . 

Complaint No. 227 Helwti" Milk Contlmsing CD. 
Complaint No. 424 IAn,. Bros. (5 Co. 
Complaint No. 425 Fils (5 c". 
Complaint No. 426 GIo6, S..p C •• 
Complaint No. 427 B. T. B46Dilt. 
Complaint No. 428 C",.,;« Bros. Co. 
Complaint No. 429 Yosqm C •• phIl C •• 
Complaint No. 44S Louim/k S..p Co. 
CompJaint No. 446 VII. Camp P4&king eG. 
Complaint No. 520 Proe,.,. (5 G0m6/s Di~ C •• 
Complaint No. 522 RM-Ne-M.,.. c". 
I Complaint No. 227, agaWt the He/wti. Mil! C ...... nsinr C •. , i .. imply ",ported 

.. "Diomiloed withe,,, t-iudice." See Annual Report, 1923, p.213. 
I Advance Sh ..... February 6, 1925, announcing dismisu1 of Complain .. No. 

245,426 and 522 _tnat the following _p manufacture .. , "'pe<:tively: F,1s (5 C •• , 
Gf_ S • ., C •• , and RM-Ne-M"", Co. 
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ing distributors against price ·declines is to accomplish a 
transfer of risks. The sole question that it raises is whether 
the manufacturer is in a better position to foresee the trend 
of demand and the consequent trend of prices and, therefore, 
to minimize the hazard by regulating the supply than is the. 
merchant. There are those who contend that the merchant 
is a specialist in interpreting demand and that, impelled by 
the risk of loss on goods ordered, he will find means of dis 
charging this function more efficiently than the manufacturer, 
already occupied with problems of productive efficiency. 
Deprived of the check which the risk of a fall in prices places 
upon his judgment in ordering goods, however, the merchant 
will be prone to "over-buy" on a rising market, it is said, 
and make the convulsions of depression in trade, when they 
arrive, all the more severe. There are others who point to the 
superior vantage point of a manufacturer, in touch with all 
parts of a wide market, for the purpose of forecasting the 
movement of prices. With the responsibility of compensat
ing dealers for losses by price declines upon goods in their 
hands, or being manufactured for their order, he will be com
pelled to utilize his superior advantages to stabilize business 
in two ways, it is contended. First, he will have an interest 
in scrutinizing orders of dealers and withholding the guaran
tee upon goods sold in excess of the volume which in his 
judgment will find ultimate purchasers at profitable prices. 
Secondly, he will have an interest in not precipitately forcing 
goods upon the market at great price concessions, demoraliz
ing if not disastrous to distributive trade, when the with
drawal of demand does occur. For these reasons business 
is thought to become more stable under price guarantees. 

Which of these arguments represents the sounder analysis, 
if indeed each might not prove to be valid in different lines of 
trade,' there is no occasion here to decide. For this is mani
festly a question which cannot be satisfactorily answered by 
bureaucratic fiat or solved by' scholarly disquisition. There 
is no reliable way to reach a decision regarding the respective 
capacity of manufacturers and merchants to assume market-

1 In 1e8aotlal induatr1ee the advantage of securing advance orders i. perhape m.o.t 
pronoun.ced and the assumption of part of the marketing risks by producers 1n these 
Industries might,. therefore,. be especially warranted. It would tend to keep down 
manufacturing costa. 
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ing risks other than by the test of experience. No better 
method of determining the most economical division of fune
tions among successive agencies in the economic process has 
been discovered than by "trial and error." There seems 
not the slightest ground to doubt that if manufacturers in a 
given industry cannot anticipate demand and price changes 
more accurately than distributors, those manufacturers who 
adopt the policy of guaranteeing buyers against price declines 
will be handicapped in competition. And under these circum
stances the practice may be counted upon to disappear. If 
the results prove otherwise, the spread of the practice may be 
looked for, and in that event it will be unfair to no one. 

In conclusion, it may be noted that the Federal Trade 
Commission has latterly issued several" complaints against 
trade associations of dealers for exerting collective pressure 
upon manufacturers to force the adoption of the price guaran
tee policy.' This presents quite a different issue from the 
direct attack upon the pursuit of the practice. A trade 
boycott is a peculiarly potent instrument of coercion. In its 
very essence, i. e., without regard to the particular object 
for which it is organized, it interferes with the competitive 
rendering of trade or market adjustments. Used for com
pelling manufacturers to grant their customers guarantees 
against price declines, it may not properly be regarded as an 
"unfair method of competition," since the producers and the 
distributors are not strictly speaking in competition, but it is 
nevertheless vicious and unlawful beyond doubt under the 
Sherman Act. The Federal Trade Commission, however, 
under the elastic interpretation of Section 5 already referred 
to, has issued orders to cease and desist in two of these in
stances in which prosecution under the Sherman Act would 
have been the more logical procedure." 

I Complaint No. 893, St.iAuis II'Mlmm Gr.",,' Asm., 1 F. T. C. 1 (1923). 
Complaint No. 894, !l'iJC07fSi. Wlu>k""k Gr.urs' Asm., Annual Report, 1922, 

P. 140. Order issued May 23, 1924. 
Complaint No. 922, Mithig41l Jl'MkJal, Gnurs~ Assn., Annual Report, 1923, 

Po 182. Dismissal announced May 11) 1925. 
Complaint No. 952, Pm" •. , N. 7.~ 111,,1 Del. 1I'lwksllk Gr«W4' Asm., Annual 

R"!""t, 1923, P. 186. Dismissed February 13, 1925. 
Complaint No. 957, 000 JYhousak Gr(Jurs~ Assn. C"., Annual Report, 1923, 

p. 186. Dismissed May 28, 1925 • 
• St. bub WAoksale Grot"s· Ass"., Gp. cil. WistfJns;n IPhCJksM Gtww,s· Assn., 

op. ,il. 



CHAPTER V 

TIlE REGULATION OF SALES PROMOTION 
POLICIES 

.§1. INTRODUCTION 

It is in the cultivation of sales that the enterprise and in
genuity of business managers are most strikingly revealed. 
No general circumscription of the methods of sales promotion 
could, in the nature of things, be established without radically 
impairing one of the most vital phases of the competitive 
·process. It would stereotype business practice and deprive 
it of that elasticity and that experimental quality which may 
be counted among the saving graces of the capitalistic 
regime. If, upon the ground of experience, the private 
management of industry and commerce is to be sanctioned, 
there is coordinate reason for maintaining a wide scope for 
both technical and administrative initiative. Only thus can 
the distinctive fmits of the system of free enterprise be 
assured. 

But it does not follow that no limitations upon methods of 
salesmanship are warrantable for the protection of the buying 
public and the preservation of fair competitive opportunity. 
Some specific types of selling activity are flagrantly opposed 
to the common principles regulating ordinary human inter
course, and those who indulge in them are able to play upon 
the credulity of a wide section of the public. In issuing, so to 
speak, their irredeemable drafts upon the scanty fund of 
social trustfulness, these charlatans of trade may secure large 
immediate returns from their operations, but they undermine 
the credit' (good-will) of honest traders along with their own, 
at the same time they are exploiting the buyers. Those busi
ness managers who are callous ~ough to take advantage of 
the public confidence resting upon an implicit respect for the 
rules of common morality are, therefore, subject to restraint, 

1 The reference here is, of cou:rse, not to financial credit" i. e"" borrowing power, 
but the aeneral confidence of consumers in business institutions. 
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but their selling policies still are regulated only in so far as 
they involve a breach of the most elementary precepts of 
fair dealing. Neither legal rules nor economic principles re-

. quire the utmost candor and the strictest veracity of traders 
in soliciting custom. But even under the relatively- simple 
economic conditions in which the common law grew up it was 
found indispensable to provide safeguards against the grosser 
forms of fraud, as has previously been shown. Under the 
complex and unstable conditions characterizing the modern 
market it is patent that the same considerations of social 
expediency dictate an extension of the prohibitions embodied 
in the technical doctrine of fraud if the relative degree of 
protection to the general public is not to be relaxed. 

In precisely what measure the actuar situation enj~ins a 
curb upon the private discretion of business management in· 
the selection of selling methods it is impossible to state 
categorically. It is one of those problems in the solution of 
which judgment plays a larger part than logic. And where 
distinctions of degree are uppermost, complete agreement 
upon the elements of sound policy is not to be expected. 
Still it should be possible to formulate the standards accord
ing to which the lines of policy may be drawn to general 
satisfaction. The basic standard, under existing circum
stances, may be taken as the preservation of fair competitive 
opportunity in trade.1 Selling policies or tactics which tend 
to preclude rival producers from attracting such custom as 
their goods could win on their merits may be deemed unfair 
no less than uneconomic. This,· of course, represen ts only an 
abstract standard, but it provides nevertheless a more de
finite test of the soundness of specific regulations of selling 
methods than such a standard as the protection of the long
run interests of the consuming public. That familiar princi
ple, while admissible in theory, is quite too vague for practi
cal usefulness. And it is clear that neither social tradition, 

• Support lOr thl. view may be found in the opinion of the SU\l=Ile Court in the 
leading case of FN"III Tr.d, eemmiuio" 17. lYi1UltJ Hosirry Co.,. 258 U. S. 483 
(1922). The Court declared: «As. substantial part of the publk was .till misled 
by the .... of the labels which the Winoted Compauy employed, the publk had an 
inten:lt in atoppiq: the practke II wrongfulj and since the busine8$ of itt trade 
rivala who marked their ~ truthfully .at necessarily a5ected by that practice, 
the Commialon was jum.6ed in ita c:oncluaioa that the practice constituted an un
rair method of compecition.lI 
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nor legal doctrine, nor economic analysis sanctions an exten
sion thereof which would set up the full protection of the 
consumers' immediate interests in every transaction as the 
sole limiting principle of public regulation in this sphere. 
The facts afford no support for such a far-reaching retraction· 
of the salutary tenets of self-reliance and individual re-
sponsibility underlying the whole modern polity. • 

If the standard of the preservation of fair competitive . 
opportunity in trade be accepted, then, as the criterion of 
sound policy in the governmental regulation of methods of 
sales promotion, the inquiry may proceed to the considera
tion of the concrete record of the exercise of administrative 
authority in this field. The Federal Trade Commission has 
not formally adopted any rigid classification of the causes in· 
which it has determined the public interest to be sufficiently 
at stake to warrant the issuance of complaints against" un
fair methods of competition." In other words, the formal 
procedure of the Commission takes no account of types of 
unfair competition. Each given state of facts, as disclosed 
by preliminary investigation or by the findings of an ex
aminer at the hearing, is treated as a distinct issue determin~ 
able only with reference to the general, and it must be added 
somewhat vague, conception of the scope of the legislative 
prohibition. Solely for convenience of reference, the Com
mission has furnished a digest to its reports,! but the partic
ularity of a classification adopted for this purpose is much 
too great to make it serviceable for a systematic survey and 
analysis of the Commission's work. For the present purpose, 
that part of the regulative activities of the Commission 
directed in substance at methods of sales promotion may be 
treated under a ten-fold classification. These divisions are: 
(1) misbranding, (2) misrepresentation of quality, condition 
or value, (3) false claims to endorsement, (4) misrepresenta
tion of trade status, (5) misrepresentation of origin, (6) false 
packaging, (7) lotteries, (8) misrepresentation in sale of 
securities, (9) commercial bribery, (10) trade name or trade
mark simulation. 

I Thi. digest is, of course, in n,,,,ay """,parable to the ordinary legal dip. 
attached to judicial _ .... which is based upon fa ...... of action and .pecific 
t<clmical iaouca raioed by the pleadjngs and settleiI by the judgment or decree nf the 
court. 
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§2. MISBRANDING 

The Federal Trade Commission has been energetic in its 
prosecution of unfair selling practices. Of the 1,197 com
plaints which had been filed prior to June 30,1924, over four 
hundred dealt with some form of misrepresentation.' Not 
only first in point of time, but also, perhaps, in point of impor
tance to the general public, are the cases in which misbranding 
has been condemned. Shortly after the Federal Trade Com
mission was organized, representatives of the Silk Association 
of America directed the attention of the Commission to thefact 
that a number of textile firms were representing their prod
ucts as being made of silk when in reality they contained not 
a thread of silk. Proceedings were instituted and ultimately 
the respondents in a number of these cases were required, by 
formal orders, to cease and desist from such misrepresenta.
tion." Subsequently the Commission has issued orders to 
prevent similar misrepresentation in the sale of cotton goods 
as wool,' of celluloid as ivory,' of phosphate baking powder 
as cream of tartar baking powder,. of mineral oil mixtures as 
linseed oil,· and of various other substitutes for standard 
commodities.' 

1 This does not include some two hundred complaints directed against c0m
mercial bribery and lotteries, which a1so involve deception, but of a different stamp. 

'For a typical case, see: A. Tluo. AlHfJIt(5 C •• , 1 F. T. C. 16 (1916). The_ 
spoadent was found to have labelled .a catton product as «Kapock Silk." the in
formation that it was unot a worm silk" being printed on the bottom 0(' the label 
in minute, inconspiCUOU! letters. "Kapock-' was a registered trade name. The 
order directed the re8p?ndent to .. forthwith cease using the word ~,silk· • • . 
in reference to their . Kapock' fabrics as now manufactured. • .o' 

The Commission in another cue condemned as deceptive and misleading the use 
of the word .. Cilk" to describe artificial silk goods. emf< Ci!A: CD., 1 F. T. C. 13 
(1916) • 

• Winstd HosUry CD., 2 F. T. C. 202 (1920); H. E. /JnrJf0r4C •. , 2 F. T. C. 207 
(1920); D.~ RDgw" SpribwCD.,5 F. T. C.2S7 (1922); S"IIo_ Mills,S F. T. C. 
269 (1922). Thcae c .... are merely lOpI<SClltAtivc of a much lars« Dumber having 
aubstantially oimiJar facts. 

• Palou Royal, 4 F. T. C. 305 (1922); Louis K. LiU'" Co., 4 F. T. C. 423 (1922); 
Peqp/u Dntc Stom, 4 F. T. C. 446 (1922)' Hy""", (5 LtuIoflJ, 6 F. T. C.97 (1923); 
Holtm •• CD., 6 F. T. C. 203 (1923); R;[ff <5 Son, 6 F. T. C. 462 (1923); Allimti< 
Com; W.,./ts, 7 F. T. C. 274 (1924). 

, RDyIll B4lring Po"" Co., 4 F. T. C. 1 (1921). This case is unique. 
• Plomo Sp,eW1y Mtmu/m:turing Co., 2 F. T. C. 195 (1919); Pm. LuWk Oil 

CD.,2 F. T. C. 295 (1920); S4nilary TllTPnJlin. Co.. 2 F. T. C. 313 (1920)' Ohio 
SId/, Lins", Co., 2 F. T. C. 321 (1920); $Iar Provision Co., 3 F. T. C. 393 (1921). 

f Dings (5 $InuItr, 6 F. T. C. 340 (1923); M"" B_,6 F. T. C. 481 (1923). 
These cues reatrained tradera fn:,m desc:ribmg u "ahe11acu vamishea which had 
other gwna .. their b .... 
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A case perhaps as typical of the actions of this description 
as any was that against the Winsted Hosiery Company; and 
as it was made a test case and appealed to the Supreme Court 
it may well serve as the basis for discussion of the misbrand
ing practice. The custom had become quite prevalent in the. 
textile trade, and particularly in the hosiery and underwear 
branches, of branding or labelling goods composed in whole 
or in part of cotton with terms impl ying that they were made 
of wool. Among the labels in common use were those de
scribing the garment as: "Men's Knit Merino," "Gray 
Wool," "Cashmere," "Worsted" and "Australian Wool." 
The respondent in this particular case had used seVeral of 
these terms in marking and advertising its products which 
contained no more than a small percentage of genuine wool. 
The practice was of such long standing, however, that it was 
contended that wholesalers and retailers of these goods were 
not deceived thereby. The Commission found, nevertheless, 
that the consuming public were continually being imposed 
upon by the presence of these misleading labels on hosiery, 
underwear and other garmen ts. I t regarded this as unfair 
to competitors who truthfully labelled their products, and 
ordered the Winsted Hosiery Company to stop the practice.' 
The company applied to the circuit court of appeals for 
a review and that court reversed the Commission's order.' 
Upon appeal to the Supreme Court, Justice Brandeis de
livered an opinion, supported by a unanimous court, fully 
sustaining the Commission.' To the argument that the mean
ing of the labels was so well known in the trade to indicate 
goods made at least partly of cotton that there existed no 
deception of dealers and therefore no injury to competing 
manufacturers, the Supreme Court answered that the labels 
were plainly deceptive to the ultimate purchasers and 
through this deception the injury of the makers of all-wool 
goods was accomplished. The Court declared that the ques
tion of unfairness was not confined to the effect of the practice 
on the direct competitors of the respondent making cotton 
hosiery and underwear, most of whom indulged in similar 

• 2 F. T. C.202 (1920). 
• Wi.Sld Hotitry Co • •• FethrlSl Trad. Commission, 272 Fed. 957 (1921). 
• FderlSl Trlllk Co", .. ismn •• Winst.a H.s;try Co., 258 U. S. 483 (1922). 
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forms of misleading branding. It was the manufacturers of 
genuine woolen articles of this type who suffered from a 
narrowing of the market for their products; and their com
petition with the respondent was obviously secondary or 
collateral-as bananas compete with oranges for the demand 
of fruit consumers. But the Court did not hesitate to protect 
this collateral competition by declaring the deceptive label
ling of cotton goods an unfair method of attracting trade 
from the producers of alternative goods, i. e., woolen under
garments. 

The significance of this important ruling can scarcely be 
overemphasized. It has greatly strengthened the position of 
the Commission in its campaign against misbranding, for it 
not infrequently happens, as here, that i. speCies of misrepre
sentation fastens itself upon the marketing methods of an 
entire branch of trade so that it would be extremely difficult 
to prove that it injured any of the dire£t competitors therein. 
But it is sufficient, under the decision in the Winsted case, if 
the consuming public tends to be misled so that purchasing 
power will be diverted from one class of products to an 
alternative class of products. Thus, if stringent statutes had 
not already been passed in many states specifically pro
hibiting the sale of oleomargarine disguised as butter, this 
practice could be reached now under the Federal Trade Com
mission Act, even though no injury were shown to any manu
facturer of oleomargarine. As such misbranding would tend 
simply to enlarge the sales of oleomargarine at the expense of 
the demand for butter, the special damage to oleomargarine 
producers might be difficult to establish. The scope and 
effectiveness of the jurisdiction of the Federal Trade Com
mission in the suppression of false branding, which the 
Winsted decision confirmed, have been well illustrated by a 
number of prosecutions in the paint and varnish industry, 
some of which were cited above. It has forbidden the use of 
the word .. tarpentine" to describe a coal-tar product being 
passed off to the public for turpentine;" and the labelling of a 
paint mixture which contained 98 per cent of coal tar as 
.. graphite carbon roof paint" was also condemned.' In the 

• In,,,,,IIIiD,,.1 p";,,, & Oil 0.., 6 F. T. C. 16 (1923) • 
• MDttIgMOtry 1I'.mI & CD., 3 F. T. C. 151 (1920). 
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celluloid products industry the Commission has had the active 
cooperation of a large part of the trade in its endeavor to 
prevent the sale of these products under misleading names.1 

In the foregoing type of case the work of the Commission 
calls for no special comment. The public is undoubtedly 
entitled to protection from downright fraud and in most of 
these cases the misrepresentation has certainly bordered. at 
least, on that offense. But there have been some cases which 
raise the question of just how far administratiye regulation 
may properly be carried in controlling the marking, labelling, 
or naming of privately produced commodities. In a recent 
case, for example, a soap manufacturer was ordered'to stop 
using in labels or brands upon soap" the fatty ingredient of 
which is not composed entirely of olive oil • . • the 
word 'Olive' alone or in combination with any other word or 
words, unless accompanied by a word or words designating 
the constituent elements other than olive oil constituting in 
part the fatty ingredient of the soap.'" It may be questioned 
whether so rigorous an order is required in the public in terest. 

The essential problem in such cases is as to what extent 
immediate or ultimate buyers of the product are deceived 
by the labelling adopted or the failure to make the label 
truthful or completely descriptive. In Some cases the effec
tive deception is more serious than in others. Purchasers 

. of soap for domestic use, for example, may be interesred only 
to know whether a soap labelled "Olive Oil" contains that 
ingredient and they may generally understand that it is 
not made solely of such material. In the case of a soap used 
industrially, however, knowledge of the exact composition 
may be of vital importance. If it were the common practice 
in an industry to use soap made entirely of olive oil, the sale 
to manufacturers in that industry of a soap labelled "Olive," 
and con taining other ingredien ts beside, would be deceptive. I 

I See Trade Pratti ... Submitted by Pyroxiin Plastics Industty, May 20, 1920. 
The mode of froa:durc: in trade practice submittals will be explained and c:nticizcd 
in Chap .... V I. 

t Crofts & IUtll Co.1I1UI Polo";. S .. , C.~ 6 F. T. C. 466, 474 (1923). 
lIn thisconneetion should be noted the recen.t dismissal of a eomplaint against the 

Athttmee Pili", Comptmy for selling a varnish labelled "I~proved O'Shellacti which 
contained no genuine shellac gum~ Complaint No. 1256. Dismissal reported May 5, 
1925. The ord ... of diamissal explai .. that the productw .. sold solely ... furniture: 
manufacturers nwho understand fully that it ianotmmpoeed of genuine:.sheUacgum:" 
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In this instance, as in the case of numerous other com
modities compounded from a variety of elements,l it seems 
clear that the use of descriptive words in a label or brand is 
not intended to and does not actually convey to the consum
ing public, let alone to dealers, the impression that the 
article in question is composed entirely of the one material. 
On this practical ground these cases may readily be dis
tinguished from those cases in which buyers are reasonably 
justified in inferring from the use of descriptive words in an 
unqualified sense that the article to which they are applied is 
a simple, homogeneous substance." Unless such practical 
considerations guide the Commission in its regulation of mis
branding, administrative supervision may easily become an 
intolerable burden. This is not to approve of misrepresenta
tion, however slight or innocuous, in the sale of merchandise. 
It is only to emphasize that while the complete elimination of 
all species and degrees of deception in trade would be de
sirable, it is not feasible to undertake any such far-reaching 
program by administrative regulation, even if constitutional 
au~hority could be found for pursuing such an ideal by co
eTClve means. 

In conclusion, it may be emphasized that it has not been 
the policy of the Federal Trade Commission, as it clearly 
could be no part of a sound program of administrative regu
lation, to restrict the production and sale of substitutes for 
well-known commodities. The object of the Commission's 
activity has been only to prevent the unfair competition 
which results from a misrepresentation of their character, a 

• For example, in Lnds PAilipp"I"'~ .... P.,.k & Tilftml, 5 F. T. C. 136 (1922), 
the respondents were charged with misrepresenting a toilet p~aration, called. 
uCreme Angdu~u by acivern.mentl ltating it was umade with rculemons. H The 
Commission, after finding that the preparation contained no lemon juice but did 
contain a conatituent derived from lemon. rind, ordered the respondents to ceue 
and desist from advertising the product in • manner tending u. to CRate in the minds 
of the purchasing public the erroneous belief that such preparations contain the 
juice of 10m ..... " In view of the rac, that the reapondents had _.....,. direct'ed 
their advertising ~t to avoid any statements to the clfcct that the preparation. 
contained lemon juu:e. there would seem. to be meagre ground for the order to c:eae 
and desist. The- misrepresentation. heR, if any, was so insignificant that the c0m
plaint might very properly have been di~ and it is encouraging to note that 
lubsequently in a substantially identical c:a.se tillS was the- course taken. Frie4rUA-. 
FriMitk CJ.mr;tM Co., OmrpJ.int N •• 1l79, Annual Report, 1924, P. 233. Dismissed 
A_31,1924. 

t As, for example, "linseed 00/' or "woolen .... garments, or Usilk" goods. 
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deliberate confusion of their identity with that of standard 
and familiar articles of consumption. In endorsing the report 
of a conference of the pyroxylin plastics (celluloid) industry 
in a trade practice submittal held in 1920 the Commission 
announced: "The Commission does not attempt to force the 
members of the industry to brand or mark their goods as to 
quantity, quality, or substance. When, however, the mem
bers of the industry do mark or brand their goods, such 
marks or brands shall be so definite and correct as not to 
deceive the purchasing public with respect to the quantity, 
quality, or substance of the goods purchased."l So long as 
this policy is adhered to there can be no just complaint from 
the producers of substitute commodities. They have an un
qualified right to place on the market, and in every way con
sistent with honest dealing to advance the sales of, imitation 
or substitute merchandise. The public has an interest in 
having new and cheaper compounds that serve essentially the 
same ends as traditional materials offered for their choice. 
But the public also has an interest in not being subtly mis
guided in that choice by deliberate misin(ormation. The 
expanding range of synthetic products which the ingenuity of 
industrial chemists is providing furnishes an increasing need 
for vigilant and vigorous administrative regulation to re
strict the temptation to market them under the name of the 
genuine substance which they imitate" The utility of these 
cheaper substitutes may be and often is equal to the original, 
but they have an initial handicap to overcome by reason of 
ingrained habit and conservative prejudice on the part of 
buyers. This affords no warrant, however, for marketing 
them under the name of the familiar article traditionally 
serving the same need. The injury to competitors from such 
a selling policy may be less in magnitude but is not otherwise 
less condemnable than in the case l!\'here the purchaser is more 
seriously defrauded. 

1 Trade Practice Submittals, November 6, 1919, 10 January 18, 1923, WashingtOn, 
D. c., pp. 14-19. 'The quotation is found on p. 19. The nature of this form of 
pro=!"", is discussed in Chapter VII, bclGw. 

1 The number and variety of useful articles made from coal~tar derivatives alone is 
amazing. See" Diagram of the Products Derived from Coal • • ,,» prepared 
by The Ben ... t Co., New York, 1916. cr .• also. P. E. Spielmann, "Conatituenta of 
Coal T .... » London, 1924. 

9 
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§3. DECEPTIVE ADVERTISING CONCERNING QUALITY, CON

DITION, OR VALUE OF GOODS 

Fraudulent misrepresentation may be carried on by other 
practices no less effective than misbranding, and the Federal 
Trade Commission has not limited its endeavors to diminate 
deceptive selling policies to that particular type. False and 
misleading statements regarding the quality or condition of 
the given product, as distinguished from its composition, 
have furnished the basis of a number of complaints. Decep
tive advertising differs from misbranding in that assertions 
respecting the quality or usefulness of an article are less 
capable of exact verification than assertions regarding its 
component elements. How much, if any, wool is contained in 
underwear labelled" Australian wool" is purdy a question of 
fact capable of exact determination. But the truth or falsity 
of the claim that "We are able to offer you seed which no 
other seed firm can secure," cannot in the nature of things be 
established conclusivdy.' A similar distinction has long been 
familiar to lawyers, for the common law of sales drew a sharp 
line between statements of fact and statements of opinion. 
The confusion in the courts from trying to adhere to such a 
line of demarcation in concrete cases is parallded by the 
experience of the Commission in its attempt to regulate 
methods of sales promotion. 

At the one extreme starid the clearly fraudulent cases in 
which respondents sell goods as of a certain well-established 
standard grade which are in truth of a lower grade. Repre
sentative of this type of cases was the proceeding against a 
jobber of window glass who opened the shipping boxes, 
changed the packing marks indicating quality, and sold a 
cheap grade of glass as a higher grade product.' In another 
case a chl:mical manufacturer was required to stop adver
tising a weak and fairly innocuous preparation as a powerful 
disinfectant, "ten times stronger as a germicide than un
diluted U. S. P. carbolic acid.'" From plain falsehoods such 

1 cr. Am"';t"" MultttH Seed Co., 3 F. T. C. 177 (1921} • 
• A. T. MtCIII,. Gf4u Co., 1 F. T. C. 113 (1919} • 
• Gins. CIomtit.J C •• , 4 F. T. C. 155 (1921}. Hardly Ie .. clearly fraudulent is the 

advertisement of job printing work done upon an cm:hnary type press but with the 
lettering raised by a chemical proce5$ as (C Rdic-(.Engraving,» Of ".Process En .. 
graving:' True engravinp are produced by impI't'uiona from engraved pla~ and 
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as these about the definite quality or liade of goods the cases 
of this general description shade off into expressions which 
amount to little or nothing more than extravagant praise. 
Thus, a manufacturer of dectric storage batteries has been 
ordered to cease advertising that "Universal batteries last 
forever .. "l 

As in the case of misbranding, the basic issue in respect to 
deceptive advertising in general is whether the statements 
made are of such a character as to deceive a substantial 
portion of the purchasing public to the injury of competing 
producers. It seems clear that, on this basis, mere exaggera.
tion does not furnish adequate ground for interference. Ob
jectionable as every manner of falsification may be, from the 
ethical standpoint, it would seem not to be the function of the 
Federal Trade Commission to pass upon the usual claims to 
superiority or excdlence which constitute the soul of ad
vertising. Upon statements regarding the actual physical 
properties of merchandise the consuming public is reasonably 
justified in rdying and the Commission in its efforts to rid 
trade of fraud may wdl afford protection against this form of 
misrepresentation. But to forbid all "puffing" of their wares 
by traders and manufacturers, to attempt to establish by 
compulsion the standard of absolute truthfulness in adver
tising, would involve a species of bureaucratic paternalism 
which is not only inconsistent with tradition but is not re
quired for safeguarding the legitimate interests of buyers. 
It is too well recognized to need argnment that advertising 
exaggeration is common, and that such claims as "the best 
in the market," "will last indefinitdy," and "has the most 
beautiful design obtainable" are wholly unreliable. Some 
gullible portion of the buying public may be misled by such 
assertions, but the administrative process of regulation is no 
more adapted than the judicial process to winnowing the 
true from the false in such matters. 

Fortunatdy the instances in which the Federal Trade 
Commission appears to have· overstepped the bounds of 
the deception cauaed by this form. of misrepresentation, with the consequent injury 
to those engaged in producing actual engravings, is obvious. See: TU11Jtr & p_. 7 F. T. C. 100 (1923); Process E'gnoDi.g C.~ 7 F. T. C. 287 (1924); PJ.J,· 
less En,...."g BfII'tfJI4, 7 F. T. C. 399 (1924). 

1 U.i ..... 1 B4Il<r7 8"';<11 Co., 2 F. T. C. 95 (1919). 
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judicious regulation in this class of cases are relatively rare. 
And it must be recognized that in practice the limits of justifi
able intervention are indistinct. This may be emphasized by 
reference to a group of cases in the rebuilt tire trade. It is 
unquestionable that manufacturers are injured by the sale 
of second-hand goods as and for new and first class" A 
process of renovation does not 'restore a used tire to its origi
nal condition, even though it may be a serviceable article. 
Accordingly, it has been held an unfair method of competi
tion to market rebuilt tires without clear indication of their 
second-hand character.> To give them the appearance of 
new tires and not inform prospective buyers that they are 
otherwise is quite properly regarded by the Commission as a 
species of deception. But in one of these 'cases the concern 
had modified its selling policy pending the order of the Com
mission, in so far as to label and advertise its goods" recon
structed" tires. On the other hand, it continued in its adver
tising to give a" service guarantee," offering to replace any of 
its rebuilt tires at one-half price if they failed to give a service 

. of 4,000 miles. Some of them did yield this mileage, it was 
proven, and others which failed were replaced as promised. 
In view of this fact it is difficult to locate the misrepresenta
tion in the mileage guarantee. Nevertheless, the Commission 
concluded that .. the advertisement tended to create belief 
among users of automobile tires that said tires sold by re
spondents could be expected to give a service of 4,000 miles," 

1 This was the basis for a number of complaints and resultant orders comparable 
in all respects to the rebuilt ~ cases. A manufacturer of rope was on:Ieml to 
cease representing his product, made in I~ part of renovated fibres taken from 
old rope. as new and unused good.. Fed.,.," Rop' Co •• Inc.! 2 F. T. C.327 (1920). 
modified ocdcr 5 F. T. C. 120 (1922). Likew,oc the marketing of rcpaU.d and 
rebuilt typewriters, check-writers, and adding machines by advertisements. de
signed to convey the impression that they are new has been the object of adverse 
orders. Sec: 7'J1mqriJtr Empori.m 1 F. T. C. 105 (1918); Ch«k Wrikr M""Il
jllCl1IrtrJ. Inc •• ifF. T. C. 87 (1921); k""'eT n..y .... 4F. T. C. 418 (1922). Cr.. also. 
Pr""i ... Electric c"mp.ny, 5 F. '1'. C. 385 (1923). Similarly the renaming of old 
motion pictures and their distribution and exhtbition as new pictures has been 
oondcmncd. Sec: W.H. Production Co" 2F. T. c.n (1919)L Roy.! Ci_ Cory., 
2 F. T. C. 88 (1919); Esk.y-H.ms ", ...... Film Co~ S " .• T. C. 219 (1922); 
.tI ....... "" Film Cory •• 6 F. T. C.89 (1923); F"" Film Corp.,~ F. T. C. 191 (1923). 
The last case cited was appealed to the courts, whete the Q:tmmi"ioo·s order was 
Cuny ",.taincd, 296 Fed. 353 (1924) • 

• lronclod 'Fir< Co •• I F. T. C. 381 (1919) j .tI1rron T~ C.~. 2 F. T. C. 119 (1919); 
Good W .... TW'eT TUN Co •• 2 F. T. C. 216 t192O); RlKint T", $.1., C ••• 5 F. T. C. 
327 (1922). In the I .. , c .... the responden' did make koown that its goods ...... 
not new and unused. but only inconspK:uou.aly, in smail type. 
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and an adverse order was entered. It may be suggested that 
if the Commission were to attempt to impose generally the 
standard of commercial dealing implicit in this phase of its 
order, it might be over-reaching not only its authority but 
also its strength. If the ideal of absolu te honesty in trade, . 
or any other sphere of human relations, supposing it to be· 
practicable, is ever realized, it is a reasonable certainty that 
it will not be through the force of governmental authority. 

Analogous to the foregoing types of cases involving decep
tive sales promotion policies are.several complaints alleging 
misrepresentation of the quality of goods by means of false 
and misleading statements regarding their value. In some 
instances complaints have been directed against statements 
to the effect that the same quality of product ·is generally 
sold elsewhere at higher prices. Thus a mail-order lumber 
company advertised that it saved purchasers from S200 to 
$500 per building as compared with purchasers from other 
(regular) dealers.1 The Commission found that this consti
tuted an unfair method of competition and ordered the prac
tice stopped.' Similarly a paint manufacturer was ordered to 
cease advertising paint which he sold at $1.50 per gallon as 
being of the same grade as "paint sold under the name of 
• house paint' around the city at $2.50 and $3.00.'" In 
numerous other instances complaints have been directed 
against the marking of nominal or fictitious prices upon 
wrappers, packages, or containers of goods intended for sale 
at much lower prices.' In the razor trade this practice seems 
to have been very common." Finally, there are several cases 

·Gtml .... y""Ti ... Co., 1 F. T. C. 316 (1919). Cr., also, CMt.,. Mills /YflTks 
Supply Co~ 1 F. T. c. 448 (1919). 

SIt should be noted that in this case there were several other factors, supporting 
the charge of a general policy of competitor disparagement.. 

• /Pm. E. Hint"- 5 F. T. C. 112, 119 (1922). Sec, also, E. Y./Jrtlenfff S .. , 1 F. T. 
C. 186 (1918), whe .. the n:sponden. finn had advertised that it was selling below 
cost; and Grelll EaJlmJ lYholestJk Furnilure Co,) Complaint No. 1151, Annual 
Repo~ 1924, p. 229, wh ... respondent ad~ that it sold fumitute at whoIo. 
sale pnces. 

• Holumtl Pi ... Mig. Co., 3 F. T. C. 31 (1920); Ckyl .. E. Summ,y, Complaint 
No. 1174, Annual Re~t, 1924, p. 233. See':'also, account of tracie practice sub-. 
mittal of sheet music lnduatry, Annual Report, 1924. pp. 66-68. 

• S"'ffidtl &zq,. Company 4 F. T. C. 373 (1922); Sohu Mfg. Co~ 4 F. T. C. 
317(1922); N. SIu ... Co" 4~. T. C. 334 (1922); Burluzm S4j,ty Razor c.., 4 F. T. 
C. 363 (1922); em ... {;"'kr:I Corp~ 4 F. T. C. 368 (1922); H",k,I-Ck .. Co., 
5 F. T. C.33 (1922)i C. D. Higgins Mig. Co.,S F. T. C.l00 (1922)1 Mormon fffo,., 
SF. T. C.I89 (1922); Eogle S4j,ty &zq,. Co., 5 F. T. C. 172 (1922). 
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in which combination offers of an assortment of merchandise 
have been attacked on the ground that the nominal prices of 
the several items included in the combination were juggled 
so as to make it appear the value of the whole assortment 
was much more than its actual value and than the price 
charged. The sales policies of several mail-order grocerY 
firms have been found to embody this deceptive device, and 
orders to cease and desist issued} It may be observed that 
these cases merely present the "leader" policy, already dis
cussed, under another aspect. I I t is difficult to understand 
upon what ground it becomes unlawful to advertise and offer 
in combination a group of articles at specified prices for the 
several items, even though these specified prices may some 
be disproportionately high and some' correspondingly low, 
if the seller has the unqualified right to offer and to sell (as he 
might but does not) each article singly at the announced 
prices. It may be ventured that when, in due course, the 
courts are presented with this issue they will find no more 
reason for holding invalid the "leader" policy under these 
circumstances than when it is pursued unconditionally.' 

It is significant that in the two cases of this class (misrep
resentation of quality or value by fictitious pricing) to be 
adjudicated in the courts, the Commission's orders have been 
reversed.' In one instance the respondent was engaged in 

.' C.k-C,,,,.aJC •• , 2 F. T. C.l88 (1919); C ...... _.1tt. Co.,3 F. T.C.46 (1920); 
llhrty 11'''''1.,01. Gr.''"'' 3 F. T. C. 103 (1920); B.g F_ Groe.ry Co.,3 F. T. C. 
33S (1921); AIhn H ... ky, 4 F. T_ C. 31 (1921). 

Paragraph 3 of the Order in the Jut ci .. d case may be quot<:d as typical "Pub
~ or circulating • ,. • advertising matter or catalogues • . . wherein 
there 11 o~ for sale • .. • at a definite price, any combination or assortment 
conaisticg of well-known ... ple articles and also li,tIe-known articles in which 
combination or assortment the known .staple articles are quoled at reduced prices 
with the intent, tendency, or effect to mislead and deceive the public into believing 
that the pricea quoted for the little-kQown articles ,. • .. are likewise reduced, 
when as a matter of fact such last named prices are higher than would ordinarily 
be charged by ... taiI ... fOr the aaid little-kQown articles and high en~ to mo ... 
than air .. , the alleged roduced prices • • • for • • • staple articles.» 

'See Chaptu IV, ,upra. 
• As in the ordinary cue where a specially attractift bargain is offered to draw 

trade. 
• Ch;C4XO PortrwiI Co., 5 F. T. C. 396 (1923); 4 Fed. (2d),759 (1924). ThiJ decision 

haa been appealed to the Supreme Court. Petition filed, May 27, 1925. Similarly, in 
'}oIm C. Winsto" C •• , Complaint No. 1060, osder issued August 13, 1924, the 
respondent was ~ed with havinIJ m~nted the value of its «Winston's 
Loose Leaf Cumulative Encyclopedia:~ which it oH'ered in conjunction with its 
"Annual Rcaearch Service" for $49J after having advertised the price of same to be: 
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selling .. portraits." being enlargements from photographs 
furnished by customers, which were colored by hand. The 
complaint charged that the respondent's salesmen stated to 
prospective customers that they could purchase for ten 
dollars a picture customarily sold for twenty dollars. So-, 
called" trade checks" were -issued as an alleged speeial favor 
being offered for a limited period. The Commission had 
found. and the court did not question, that false representa
tions had been made regarding the usual prices for such work 
as respondent did.' But that this constituted an unfair 
method of competition the court denied. "The company 
was selling family portraits," the court pointed out.· .. not to 
be worth so much money. but to be of the kind and quality 
of the sample there exhibited. There is no evidence or find-
1ng that any purchaser was dissatisfied because the portrait 
delivered was not equal to the sample exhibited:" If this 
is suggestive of the settled common law doctrine respecting 
sales by sample. it nevertheless introduces a salutary check 
upon the extension of commission regulation. 

It may be that the ordinary buyer, the typical member of 
.. the consuming public," is more readily deceived by a price 
tag or a statement of value in money terms than by .. puffing" 
claims of quality or recommendations- of an article. This 
appears to be the only basis upon which the finding of unfair 
competition in most of these cases could have been justified. 
That in fact fictitious price" reductions" are more deceptive 
than fictitious assertions of the superiority of an article may 
well be questioned. To mark "Price $5.00" on a fifty_cent 
razor. actually offered for fifty cents, is essentially the same 
as stating, "This razor is worth ten times the price:' Both 
are exaggerations and either may mislead or deceive a. cer
tain small section of the public. On this ground they are no 

$1()4.,. This case was also appealed to the courts, where the Commission's order was 
vacated; 3 Fed. 961 (1925). An appeal from this decision is now pending in the 
Sl!Pl"=me Court. Petition filed May 26, 1925~ cr .• also, ShmJarJ EJu~lIIiOD Society. 
7 F. T. C. 20 (1923), condemning like misreptaentation .. well .. other practices. 

1 The order of the Commission (5 R T. 'c. 396, 408) required the company to 
cease U from representing to a , • prospective customen that the usual prices 
which it receives, or has received for Its portraits, are greater than the prices at 
which similar poruaita are o.il'ered to such • • .. proapective customers, when 
such is not the fact." 

• Op. ,iI., p. 763. 
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doubt to be regarded as equally improper from the ethical 
point of view. But, as already observed, there are reasons 
for disputing that the sphere of coercive regulation of busi
ness behavior is or should be coeval with the sphere of ethic
ally objectionable business conduct. Probably no one would 
contend that such deception as results from exuberant and 
excessive praise of the quality of a commodity furnishes 
sufficient warrant for its condemnation as unfair competition. 
To do so would, as has been pointed out, mean the assump
tion of a plainly unmanageable administrative burden. 
Likewise it is probable that misleading Statements of value 
result in a negligible amount of deception in practice; and 
the attempt to suppress them seems likely to encounter com
parable obstacles. Purely as a problem of administration, 
value is not easy to determine. At what point, moreover, 
does exaggeration become deception? And does not exag
geration carried to excess cease to deceive? Considerations 
such as these suggest that the Federal Trade Commission is 
undertaking a hazardous, if not a hopeless, task in extending 
its regulatory powers in this direction. 

§4. FALSE CLAIM TO ENDORSEMENT Oil USE 

Closely akin to misrepresentation of quality stands sales 
promotion by unfounded an<~ unauthorized claims to endorse. 
ment of government departments or public bodies. In either 
case the practice involves deception of buyers concerning the 
merits of a product, with consequent injury to competing 
producers,' who by implication are unable to obtain the 
endorsement falsely claimed. At common law, it will be 
recalled, this method of competition was not regarded as 
illegal,. but its patent unfairness has brought it well within 
the scope of the Federal Trade Commission's jurisdiction, 
with judicial sanction.' The practice seems to have received 

lIt should also be pointed out that a false claim to endorsement by a g0vern
mental agency may seficusly affect the reputation of that agency MOuld the prod
uct be markedly inferior. PracticalfYt though not legally, this serves a.s an added 
sround for action by the Federal Trade Commission. 

:l In Sinp' Mfg. C()~ fl'. DDnu~/jc Snmng MacJ,illl C,,-. 49 Ga.. 70 (872), the 
plaintiff had been awarded a diploma for the best sewing machine exhibited at a 
Itate fair. The defendant had pubJished false statements that its machine had won. 
this distinction.. The court refused the injunction sought. 

• GIl.mmJu Y'18i""'7 Co • •• F.itnl Trlli< C ... ",is,i.". 285 Fed. 853 (1922). 
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special impetus from the fact that the Government during 
the war became a purchaser of a great variety of commodities 
in enormous quantities. Altogether some thirty complaints 
have been issued charging unfair competition by this species 
of misrepresentation.1 

The extent of the injury and correspondingly the justifica.
tion of interference by the Federal Trade Commission de
pend largely upon the nature of the statements made and 
upon the degree to which they influence purchasers, which, 
in turn, depends in a measure upon the character of the 
product in question. An examination of a few of the. typical 
cases passed upon by the Commission will serve to illustrate 
the bearing of these several factors as well as to indicate the 
policy being pursued. 

Direct claims of official endorsement where this has not 
been granted afford the clearest examples of the unfairness 
of this practice. Thus, a manufacturer of spark plugs was 
very properly ordered to cease advertising that his product 
has been "certified by the Bureau of Standards of the United 
States Department of Commerce," when it was found that 
the Bureau had done nothing more than test the given spark 
plug at the respondent's request.' Again, a concern selling 
salt blocks was required to discontinue false statements in its 
advertising to the effect that the Government had adopted 
its product and purchased the company's" entire southern 
output.'" Similarly a publishing concern selling outfits for 
courses in commercial subjects was restrained from adver
tising that the Supreme Court had decided that its book
keeping course was the best, or that the Civil Service Com
mission had either drafted or endorsed its instruction sets.' 
And another publisher, found to have falsely claimed that its 
reference book had been "officially adopted by 24- states," 

I Up to the end of the last fiscal year, June 30,1924. 
I T'" SilM. Co., 1 F. T. C. 301 (1918). In a subsequent action against the same 

respondent and a distributing agency for·~ false statements that the Silvex 
tpark plug was the result of government expenment&tHm to develop a suitable 
apark plug for the Liberty Motor', another order to ~ase and desist was issued. It 
may be notc:d that thia order was issued notwithstanding the finding of the Com
mission that the charges of the complaint that these false statements "'had the eifect 
of deceiving the trade...", not supported by the evidence. T'" SiiDeJ< Co., 4 F. T. 
C.41 (1921). Sec particularly page SO. . 

'GJltmmlee Yneri~ CD., 4 F. T. C. 149 (1921) • 
• Droog""" TeJrl Book C.~ 2 F. T. C. 388 (1920). 
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was ordered to cease and desist from this misrepresentation.' 
It appears that direct claims of governmental endorsement, 
when false, are unlawful without regard to the character of 
the commodity or the s~ific allegation of the mode or 
agency of endorsement." In the single case of this type to 
be appealed to the courts, the circuit court of appeals up
held fully the findings and order of the Commission.' 

Whether or not false claims to endorsement by voluntary 
associations having the character of semi-public bodies are to 
be placed upon an identical footing with the foregoing class 
of cases, it is certain that when deceptien actually results and 
the public is being defrauded there is abundant ground for 
action by the Federal Trade Commission. Thus, the Com
mission has exerted its authority to comPel the abandonment 
by a soap manufacturer of the publication of false assertions 
that its alleged "medicated" soaps were" manufactured for," 
or "according to the {ormulle of," the "National Medical 
Association" and alleged associations of physicians under 
other fictitious names.' These references to medical asso
ciations were clearly designed to deceive purchasers into the 
belief that the American Medical Association had in some 
way approved the respondent's products, and the Commis
sion found they actually had that tendency. In another 
proceeding, the investigation disclosed that the respondent 
labeled its golf balls "Official" and in a printed legend on the 
wrappers or containers stated that the product was standard 
and official as required by the United States Golf Association.' 

1 SlAntltmi F..thtu/ion Society, Complaint No. 99t Order issued November 15, 
1923, Annual Repen, 1924, p. 177. 

a Other cases in which the Commission has taken adverse action upon selling 
practices of thi, variety are: C07flolitilllid Oil CO' I 1 F. T. C. 285 (1919); Plunltelt 
Chnn;,.1 Co., 3 F. T. C. 53 (1920); d""unling Machint Co., 3 F. T. C.361 (1921); 
CAtmi,.1 Futl Co. oj d_., 4 F. T. C. 387 (1922). 

I Ftdtral "lrJ, Commission 0, GlIlI1'lI1IItt YdtrintIIY Co., 285 Fed. 8S3 (1922). 
'Willi.- S..p Co., 6 F. T. C. 107 (1923). 
• dUitti Golf Co., Complaint No. 1078, 7 F. T. C. 250 (1924). The breadth of 

the order in this case deaervCl some comment. The- respondent was forbidden as 
label ita product official" .. unlcsa and until such golf balls have been adopted at 
'official' by some competent authority:' This presents issues broader than those 
presented by the facts in the particular case. In the first place, it suggests that the 
Commission may ultimately have to determine what constitutes & "competent 
authority" to e> .. bli,h an official standard for golf balls, and by implication for 
other articla of a aimilar nature. 1. there any occasion tor ita assuming this re
sponsibility? In the accond placel the order of the Commission in this case made no 
provision for the contingency in wnich a ",cognized professional body simply makes 
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The Commission found that this practice created and was 
intended to create the erroneous belief that the respondent's 
golf balls had been officially adopted by the United States 
Golf Association and concluded that it was unfair to com
peting manufacturers. 

There are a number of cases in which no direct claim to use 
or endorsement was the basis of complaint, but only an in
direct intimation to that effect. Under these circumstances 
the tendency to deceive mayor may not exist, depending 
principally upon the nature of the goods. Such designations 
of products as "Government supplies,"'" Army aJ).d Navy 
Paint,''' and "Navy Architectural Spar and Interior Var
nish U8 are obviously suggestive of use by the national Govern_ 
ment. They have as much of a tendency to deceive probably 
as an unequivocal declaration that the goods are purchased 
by the United States Government. On the other hand, to 
name a given brand of tobacco" Army and Navy Plug To
bacco," it may be supposed, would have substantially no 
tendency to deceive, since it is generally known that the 
Government does not purchase such supplies. Presumably 
it would not be held an unfair method of competition, there
fore. It need hardly be added that the use of "United 
States," or "American," or the name of a state as part of a 
corporate name is too common to suggest to anyone that the 
concern has any connection with any branch of the govern
ment; and it is not unlawful.' 

§S. MISREPRESENTATION OF TRADE STATUS 

Among the methods of sales promotion which involve de
ceit in some form and have therefore been attacked as unfair 
specifications regarding the size, weight, and composition of goods meeting its stand .. 
ard. When the productof no single manufacturer IS adopted as the sole otncial article 
of the given. class, would it constitute unfair competition for a manufactw'Cl' to 
label his goods •• oHic:ial U if in faet they complied with the specifications? 

1 Ln.il Pelstring, 3 F. T. C. 42 (1920). Cf. u. S. /?Ljining Co., 6 F. T. C. 24 
(1923) • 

• u. s. S.m.go Co., 3 F. T. C. 130 (1920) • 
• C. H. P,Itw Co., 5 F. T. C. 253 (1922). 
·In FNkr.l BIJn;/ (5 MorlgIIp CD.., Complaint No. 1~ order issued September 

2, 1924) however, the Commission required the respondent to cease describing the 
aecurities sold by it as ~'Fcderal bonds u when the bonds 80 described were not 
obligations of the United States Government. Respondent was also required to 
.bandon it .. logan, .. Federal honda .... better bonds." 
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competition is misrepresentation of trade status. The 
changes which have corne over the commercial structure in 
recent years, referred to in a previous chapter as a "com
mercial revolution," have attracted popular attention and 
given rise to more or less exaggerated notions of the possi
bilities of saving from dispensing with middlemen. Enter
prising traders have recognized an opportunity for profit in 
exploiting these prevalent illusions. By holding themselves 
out as manufacturers" selling direct," or by other false pre
tensions they have sought to attract custom from sections of 
the buying public which they could not reach upon the basis 
solely of the merit of their goods in relation to their scale of 
prices. Sometimes this is done by direct",posl!ive statements 
in advertising material.' In other cases resort is had to 
indirect and more subde methods of suggesting the same mis
information, as by styling a wholesale concern a "Manu
facturing Company," or a "Mill," or by inserting illustra
tions of factories in catalogues and on letter-heads. All of 
these forms of misrepresentation have been condemned by the 
Federal Trade Commission. 

A typical example of direct misrepresentation of trade 
status is afforded by the proceedings against the North 
American Fibre Products Company! This concern was en
gaged in selling varnishes, paints, and allied products which 
it purchased from various manufacturers, who labeled such 
products in accordance with its instructions. These labels 
bore inscriptions such as, "Manufactured Exclusively by 
North American Fibre Products Company," and "Sole 
Manufacturers, North American Fibre Products Company." 
The respondent made similar statements in advertising cir
culars, pamphlets, and letters; and it also claimed that it had 
factories in. numerous cities throughout the country, the 
factory-locations listed being the places in which a manufac
turer from whom it purchased part of its goods had plants. 
The Commission found as a fact that" the purchasing public 

1 The", .... six cues purely of .his cl ... : CIuu, S'- Co., I F. T. C. 495 (1919); 
N",," Am"';,.n Fibr. Prod",u Co., 5 F. T. C. 410 (1923), Ltwi.r Ftal/ur Btt/ fS 
Pi&VJ Co.,. Complaint No.. llOol, O~r issued F~bruary, t92S~ A",eriCMJ FUlJJw 
B<tI fS PilitnO CD~ Complaint No. 1129, Order issued December 6, 1924, S_",/ 
SeligsQI"" Complaint No. 1135, Order issued August S, 1924; N. F. Flitgelmtm, 
Complaint No. 1139, Order issued August 6, 1924 • 

• NmIJ Amtri_ Fibr. Prod",,, Co., 5 F. T. C. 410 (1923). 
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believes that when it buys goods direct from the manufac
turer it thereby saves all intermediate profits." It concluded 
that the practices of the respondent tended to deceive the 
purchasing public and to injure competitors of the respondent, 
and therefore constituted an unfair method of competition. 
An order to cease and desist was, accordingly, issued. 

That the practices described above have been a common 
incident in many lines of business for a long period is not, of 
course, conclusive of their fairness or legitimacy.' It may 
well raise a question, however, of the justification for their 
condemnation. That there is deception in one sense cannot 
be denied. Many purchasers of the North Amerkan Fibre 
Products Company's brands of varnish no doubt believed 
they were purchasing goods made by that company. But is 
deception of this kind, in the absence of any evidence that the 
goods themselves were not of the composition and quality 
they were represented to be, or that the price charged was 
extortionate, to be raised to the rank of a violation of law? 
I t should be noted that the Commission did not find that the 
practices of the respondent occasioned any injury to buyers. 
Indeed, it might appear that the deception amounted to no 
more than a means of allaying a popular prejudice. 

When a trader stands responsible for the goods made by 
another to his order and sells them under no misrepresenta
tion as to their quality, condition, or even value, it would 
seem to be an unwarrantable interference in private transac
tions for the government to step in merely to enforce the 
abstract principle of honesty. Unless the Federal Trade 
Commission is prepared to go the full distance of becoming an 
arbiter of trade morals and unless there is legislative and 
judicial sanction and popular support for such a course, there 
is no ground for accepting this particular extension of ad
ministrative authority. Suppose A, the proprietor of a de
partment store, were to adve,tise in this manner: "Come to 
our new $3,000,000 store to do your shopping" and listed 
articles which might be purchased there at specified prices. 
If as a matter of fact the cost of the store, including equip
ment, was only $1,600,000, would this constitute an unfair 

t See opinion of Supreme Court in Fet/mll True CommiuiQII Va Win,IM HDSi,,-, 
Co., 2S8 U. S., 483, 484 (1922). 
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method of competition? Is there any less likelihood that 
the purchasing public would be "deceived" by (i. e., would 
accept as true) this statement than by the statements upon 
which the charge against the North American Fibre Prod
ucts Company was based? In both cases there is misrepre
sentation. In neither case has the misrepresentation any 
connection whatever with the terms of the bargain to be 
negotiated. It therefore has no essential relation to the fair
ness or unfairness of the business transactions of the party 
making the misrepresentation, though it may not exhibit that 
scrupulous adherence to the truth which is admittedly the 
ethical ideal. It is submitted that for misrepresentation to 
amount to a legal offense it must be proven that it has a sub
stantial tendency not only to induce actions which might not 
otherwise be taken, but to do so 10 the injury of the parties 
deceived.' In any other circumstances the indirect or con
sequential damages which might, still, be suffered by third 
parties, such as the competitors of the seller, must be held to 
be irremediable, damnum abslJu~ injuria in the terms of the 
laWyer, if any freedom is to be left in trade competition. 

Indirect devices for suggesting that a seller has a partie
ular trade status which he does not actually occupy might 
seem to be even more innocuous than direct misrepresenta
tions of this character. Nevertheless the Commission has 
found occasion for issuing orders against this method of mis
representing trade status more frequently than against the 
direct method," and it has been supported in its policy by a 
recent judicial decision upholding one of these orders! These 

1 A. wu stated by the court in the recent casc- of CAic.p PfJI1NjJ OJ. ~ Few.1 
TrtuI. CJmmiIJUm, 4 Fed. (2<1), 763 (1924), vacating the Commiasion'. order: 
uThe purchaser might have- been deceived in some small way, but certain it is that 
he was not injured, nor was any competitor injurecL" 

• The Jist of orden includes six cues based merely on suggestions and 60ve others in 
which the- use of a misleading firm name was ooupJed with false statements in 
advertising. In·the first group are: H.",.IuJ/J St.,." CD., 3 F. T. C. 163 (1920); 
Solus Mlr. C.~ 4 F. T. C. 317 (1922); Purr Silk Hoshry Mills,S F. T. C. 245 
(1922);W ... t<4 Wo.1m Mills, 1 F. T. C. 62 (1923); Jmiiwl Knitting Mills Co., 
7 F. T. C. 68 (1923); S4II I.oh Coopn-.liw Woolm Mills, 7 F. T. C. 370 (1924). 
In the second group are: UniIeJ Woolm Mills,6F. T. c.rn (1923)' lJsmJik PItT, 
Silk Hoshry C.~ 7 F. T. C. 426 (1924)' H ..... ks Hositr;Y Mills. c..;;;!>Iain' No. 
1107. Order issued October 29, 1924; iI.gm I .. port Co" Complaint No. 1217, 
Order issued November 7, 1924; Sup"';.,. Woolm MillS, Complain' No. 918, 
Order illncdfDecember 8, 1924 • 

• Ffllerol TrUe C.mmillitm .. P .... Silk Hosi.., Mills, 3 Fed. (2d) 105 (1925). 
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cases may be illustrated by the proceedings against the Pure 
Silk Hosiery Mills, which were reviewed in the courts. The 
respondent was a distributing concern selling silk hosiery 
directly to consumers, its business being done mostly if not 
entirely through the mails. The Commission found that the. 
use of the word "Mills" in the respondent's trade name 
tended to deceive purchasers into the belief that they were 
buying of manufacturers, and ordered respondent to cease 
such use "unless and until. (it).. • actually 
owns or operates a factory . • . in which hosiery sold 
by . • . (it) • • . is manufactured." Subsequently 
the respondent purchased a minority interest in a hosiery 
mill and refused to change its corporate name. Thereupon 
the Commission made application for an order of enforce
ment, which was granted, the court holding that compliance 
with the order necessitated an actual ownership or a direct 
and absolute control of a factory. The authority of the 
Commission in the premises seems not to have been seriously 
questioned by the respondent which based its case primarily 
on the issue of what would satisfy the order. For this reason, 
and pending a consideration of the subject by the Supreme 
Court, it seems permissible to entertain grave misgivings 
about the validity of the Commission's· action in this and 
similar cases.! And it is still more open to question that the 
policy they embody is economically sound. Strictly applied, 
the principle would require a change of name every time a 
business concern extended its range of operations, unless it 
adopted at the outset an ambiguous name. And is it any less 
misleading for a manufacturer of shoes, styled the Standard 
Shoe Company, to engage in the business of buying and 
selling dressed leather, than it is for a shoe dealer, who 'does 
not manufacture shoes, to adopt the corporate name of the 
Standard Shoe Manufacturing Company ~ There is misrep
resentation in either case. B~t as has previously been sug-

1 The Commission appears clearly to have gone to extremes in issuing a com
plaint agajOlt the Consolidated Woolen Milb because, as it was averred, the re
spondent was t. not a consolidation of woolen ~ but is • conaolidation of two 
knitting mills. n The comJ!laint waa only dismissed whQ the .respondent had 
changed it10 name to the Consolidated Knitting Mills Company."' Complaint 
No. 1003, Dismissed. November 81 1923. It should be added that there was no 
question in the case regarding the material which respondent worked up into 
finished aoada. It was wool. 
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gested, there are certainly some forms or degrees of misrep
resen tation which, if they mislead at all, do not do so in a 
manner and to an extent to give ground for setting in motion 
the costly machinery of government prosecution. 

§6. MIsREPRESENTATION OF ORIGIN 

Industrial specialization manifests itself in one way by a 
tendency of certain types of industry towards geographical 
concentration. This is frequently referred to as localization 
of industry and is exemplified by the collar industry, which 
is centered in Troy, New York, and the furniture industry, 
which is centered in Grand Rapids, Michigan. In some in
stances, thoug~ not so frequently as in. the handicraft era, a. 
reputation for quality comes to be attached to the products, 
from whatever establishment, of these specialized industrial 
centers. This factor of "place good-will" attaches much 
more commonly nowadays, however, to the products of a 
region than of a single locality. This is for the reason that 
~Iimatic and physiographic factors still exercise a dominant 
influence on productive processes in some branches of indus
try, notwithstanding the progress of mechanical and chemi
cal technique. In either case, there is a temptation to manu
facturers located elsewhere to take advantage of the "place 
good-will" of the well-knqwn city or the favored region by 
misrepresenting the origin of their product. 

Whether or not this misrepresen tation consti tu tes an un
fair method of competition would seem to depend entirely 
upon the special circumstances of each case. The most 
significant circumstance is undoubtedly the extent to which 
the purchasing public identify a place wi th a certain sta.ndard 
of quality in a given product. Thus, to take two extreme 
examples, Cordovan leather has long since ceased to mean to 
the trade or to the public generally leather tanned in Cordova, 
Spain, while a Panama hat does signify a hat made of straw 
grown and woven in tropical America.1 To attempt to en-

1 A aeries of recent cases wen illustrates the enigma which mUit frequently c0n
front the Commission in determinin~ when misrepraentation of origin amounts to 
an unfair method of competition. SlX complaiots (Nos. 127~121S incl.) have been 
issued (Febnlary 13, 1925) against importers of lace from China who advertise 
their goods as Irish lace. Does Irish lace sijptify a _tain. type of pattern, desijpt. 
or ltitch, or does it lignify lace made in Ireland? 
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force upon the tanning industry the rule that no leathers 
should be described as "Cordovan" which were not in fact 
of Spanish origin would be patently absurd. Yet it would 
appear that the Federal Trade Commission has endeavored 
to "reform" the silver plating industry in a comparable 
manner. 

In a trade practice submittal before the Commission in 
1922 practically one-half of the silver plate manufacturers 
assembled to corisider the use of the term "Sheffield" as 
applied to silver plated ware.' The term originally desig
nated, it appeared, a method which was developed in Shef
field, England, of manufacturing silver ware by applying 
sheets of silver to a base of other metal and rolling the 
combination into the desired shape. Subsequently this 
process was superseded by the modem method of electrolytic 
plating and true Sheffield ware disappeared from the market, 
except in antique shops. The term "Sheffield," however, 
survived in the industry, though in losing its old meaning it 
acquired no definite and accepted connotation in the trade. 
It came to be applied indiscriminately to all grades of silver 
plated ware. Despite the indefiniteness in the trade use of 
the term the Commission insisted that "to the purchasing 
public the term is an indication of origin in Sheffield., Eng
land, and signifies quality, not perhaps accurately measured 
but a quality of appearance and durability of service cor
responding in some degree to the quality which characterized 
the original ware." If this meant anything at all and indi
cated the policy proposed to be followed by the Commission, 
it meant an assumption of an authority quite beyond the 
jurisdiction of even a federal commission. The quality of 
plate produced and sold by a manufacturer located in Shef
field, England, is not a matter within the purview of the reg
ulatory power of any agency of the United States Govern
ment. That such ware, no ma~ter how inferior in quality, is 
subject to importation, bearing the .. Sheffield" mark, is at 
least by implication granted by the Commission and, unless 
there were direct misrepresentation, could not be denied. 
It follows that the Commission's proposed policy, calling for 
the feat of riding two horses at once, was impracticable and 

1 Federal Trade Commission, "Trade: Practice Submittals, 1919-1923Jo" p. 4l. 
10 
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unenforceable. If. on the other hand, the Commission was 
really proposing only to defend the "geographical integrity" 
of the Sheffield stamp. notwithstanding the broad statement 
quoted, then its policy. while understandable, appears to be 
of questionable expediency. 

At the conference, while a few of the manufacturers favored 
acceptance of the Commission's policy and abandonment of 
the term" Sheffield" altogether. it was finally agreed to meet 
the Commission halfway. A trade definition was adopted to 
the effect" that the word Sheffield as a mark for silver plated 
hollow ware means quality; that, furthermore, quality is 
defined as meaning an article well plated on a base metal of 
nickel silver of not less than ten per cent nickel plate, and 
that the same may have Brittannia metal 'trimmings and 
mountings." Exhibiting an inflexible adherence to its origi
nal proposal the Commission has brought a number of com
plaints, since the conference on the trade practice submittal. 
against American manufacturers stamping their silver plate 
ware "Sheffield."1 One of these complaints even charges 
that it is unfair competition to mark plate of American origin 
"Sheffield plate made in U. S. A:'· 

That genuine deception may be perpetrated by ascribing 
a false origin to certain merchandise. however, is plainly 
illustrated in some of the other complaints of this description. 
The use of the word "Tampa" in connection with the sale of 
cigars not made in the Tampa district has been condemned,' 
and as the tobacco grown in the territory around that city has 
a special quality, such an order tends to prevent deception of 
buyers that actually works to their damage. Even clearer is 
the case for suppressing the misrepresentation of cigars by 
the use of words indicating a Cuban origin. These cases 

I. There art fifteen CIlSeI of this "nature. The docket numbel'l of the complaints 
.... , 1066, 1067, 1068, 1094, 1097, 1131, 1155, 1156, 1158, 1159, 1160, 1161, 1162, 
1163, 1200. 1234. On May 16, 1925, it was announced that orden '" """"" and 
deoiat had been iasued against the reapondcn .. in lOur of thcac complain.., numbers 
1094, 1155, 1161, and 1200. 

• AIIr.,..". As4 Co., Complaint No. 1161, Annual Report 1924, p. 231. In tho 
older this qualification is diaregorded • 

• G. F. H .... u, ... 6 F. T. C. 159 (1923); X""" & C ... 6 F. T. C. 207 (1923); Xi_I
P."... Co., 6 F.l~. C. 2S3 (1923); C. N. Delknger& CO'l Annual Ropcrt 1924, p-
188. Another complaint of this character Will recently dismissed becaUK J'Oo 
apondcnt had ..... bhahcd • faClDly in TomPL H. M. Trius Cig.,. Co., Complaint 
1207. Diomiatcd April 24, 1925. 
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border closely on misbranding, it may be observed, since 
"Havana," as the term has come to be used in the trade, 
refers to a type or quality of tobacco leaf almost as much as 
to place of origin.' In the cases attacking the practice of 
selling safety matches made in Japan in boxes bearing labels. 
with distinctive Swedish words and imitative pictures of 
medals awarded Swedish manufacturers at various European 
expositions, the deceit is manifest. I In the absence of evi
dence that the Japanese product was in any way inferior to 
the Swedish safety match, however, it may be ventured that 
the basic ground for the orders to cease and desist in these 
cases is to be found in the analogy to trade-mark simulation. 
In such cases, where the pirating is of private and not national 
marks, it is the injury to the producer whose goods are 
imitated, rather than the deception of the ultimate buyer, 
which affords the primary ground for relief. The same con
sideration would seem applicable here. 

Finally, it may be pointed out that the protection of 
neither the buying public nor the competing producers re
quires literal accuracy in representing the origin of goods. 
For example, to describe an automobile manufactured in 
Hamtramck, Michigan, a suburb of De~it, as a product 
"Made in Detroit" could give no just occasion for reproach, 
let alone for prosecution. Nevertheless, in a proceeding 
against the Geneva Watch Company, a concern engaged in 
importing watch movements from various points in Switzer
land, the Federal Trade Commission ordered the use of the 
respondent's name and of the word "Geneva" to be discOn
tinued unless there should be in equally conspicuous type 
the names of the several towns in which respondent's goods 
were manufactured in Switzerland! While Swiss watches 
undoubtedly enjoy a peculiar reputation in the market, 

,y ..... B. H.o.. Yr. rn, Complaint No. 1137, Order issued July 29, 1924; 
Ehin CiL'" c •. , Co":p!.int No. 1138, Order issued July 29, 1924; G. F. Hnnkr, 
6 F. T. C. 159 (1923). There "'" other c .... in "hkh the Ule of misJeadiug term8 
such u .. Habanosu has been condemned. _ 

• C¥~ C.~ 3 F. T. C. 40'1 (1921); Toi:/O Tr.4inz Co., 3 F. T. C. 199 (1921). 
Similar ISSUes were p~~ by two complaints agaim,t ~ntation of American 
made cottoD fabrics u "English broadcloth.» KIII:I is D.r1idsont Complaint No. 
106S, Annual Report 1924, P. 217. Order issued July, 1924. F.Y4&~ ($ &.s 
Complaint No. 1173, Order issued August 7, 1924-
'e.- WoI,4 Co., 6 F. T. C. 4S2 (1923). 
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which is deserving of protection, there seems little reason for 
believing that the general public would make any distinction 
between Swiss watches made in Geneva and Swiss watches 
made elsewhere in Switzerland, were they apprized of the 
precise facts. This serves to emphasize the necessity, re
marked at the outset, of close scrutiny of the surrounding 
circumstances in cases of this class to determine that mis
representation does actually tend to deceive. Unless ad
ministrative regulation takes into account the peculiarities of 
each case and applies this general principle with a nice dis
crimination, it is in danger of subjecting those having the 
responsibility to the charge of bigotry.' 

§7. FALSE PACKAGING 

An insidious form of commercial misrepresentation, which 
is occasionally uncovered, relates to the quantity of goods 
in a given container. Packaging of merchandise by producers 
has become much more prevalent in recent years as a means 

. of product identification in connection with the develop
ment of national advertising by manufacturers. As a matter 
of convenience, no less than of tradition, these packages tend 
to become standardized in many lines of trade at sizes which 
will accommodate measured portions of the product cor
responding to well-recognized units of weight, volume, or 
length. The misrepresentation of quantity, to which this 
practice readily lends itself, is achieved by the retention of 
the customary size of package while reducing the usual 
amount of goods contained in such packages. This is the 
sole method of quantity misrepresentation against which the 
Federal Trade Commission has had occasion to issue com
plaints .. Direct falsehoods concerning the amount of goods 
sold seem to be no longer tolerated in trade circleS, and if 
they occur now and then the rights of the injured parties to 
redress are so clear and certain that the in terven tion of a 
public agency is not required. 

The cases upon false packaging thus far determined by the 
lIt i. not difficult to im~ the absurditice which might result from a campaign 

of absolute repression of mtsrel!resentatio~ regardless 01 8CtIlal deception. There 
might eventuate a dearth of • Eskimo pies" and, under present conditions, of 
Rusaian. caviar. 
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Commission relate with one exception to the marketing of 
butter.' In the creamery cases, which were similar in essential 
respects, the respondents were found to have put up their 
products in the regular cartons for one pound, eight ounces, 
and four ounces of butter, though the amounts these cartons . 
actually contained were from a fraction of an ounce to two· 
ounces less than the mentioned quantities. The Commission 
concluded quite justly that this placed an instrument of 
fraud in the hands of dealers, and that the practice created a 
strong tendency towards the deception of consumers to their 
damage. In each of these cases, it appeared, the outer 
wrapper or carton bore a statement of the actual net 'weight 
of butter contained in the package .. Not only the fact that 
this declaration of weight was not conspicuous, but the fact, 
as established by the Commission, that many if not most 
retail customers received the butter only in the inner wrapper 
and did not ordinarily see the outer carton at all, prevented 
this notice from offsetting the tendency to deceive. 

It may be observed that the extent to which deceit is 
actually accomplished by such methods of packaging de
pends upon the extent to which custom has crystallized 
around certain standards of measurernen t in handling partic
ular commodities. In the sale of butter tnere is no question 
but that the 16-ounce pound is the accepted unit of measure
ment in distribution. For the dairyman to simulate the 
packages ordinarily used as containers [or that amount is to 
become an accessory in the perpetration of a palpable fraud. 
But there are other commodities, such as drugs and liquid 
toilet preparations, which are not customarily sold in any 
standard quantities, and it probably would not constitute an 
unfair method of competition, therefore, to put up such prep
arations in bottles of any size or shape. It is well recognized 
that bottles used as containers for such preparations are not 
only not standardized but are designedly misleading in many 
instances. By that very fact. however, they cease to be 

1 MounJ.oin Gr... C....-ry. 6 F. T. C. 426 (1923); Jll'khita C,_try Co., 6 F. T. 
C. 435 (1923); M.,.id", C,_try Ca.,6 F. T. C.444 (1923); o..rk Creamtry Co:, 
Complain.t No. 1221, Order issued February, 1925. See also~ Bal/imfJr4 Painl tS 
Color /Yorks) Inc., Complaint No. 1265, Order announced July 15, 1925. In addi~ 
tion to enjOlning the use of the word to Army," the Commission in this case forbade 
the aale of paint in containers of standard size but containing letS than the standard 
quantity, unless this fact was clearly indicated on the container. 
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effective instruments of fraud, and provided no false state
ments are made regarding the volume of their contents it is 
unlikely that misleading packaging of drugs and toilet prep
arations would be held unlawful. 

Somewhere between these elltremes lies the case which has 
been presented by a trade practice submittal in the macaroni 
industry.' The Federal Trade Commission accepted the 
resolutions of the conference of package macaroni manu
facturers condemning the sale of slack-filled packages as an 
unfair method of competition. "It was generally agreed," 
runs the official report. .. that' slack-filled' may be applied to 
the package with cubic contents [which,] for the bulkiest 
product, is so great as to enable it to contain from one and a 
half to two ounces more net weight than is actually placed 
in it."· Since there is no standard unit of measurement 
employed in the packaging of macaroni it is doubtful whether 
the Commission could enforce this resolution, however de
sirable such action might be. The purchasing public is not so 
credulous as to believe that all non-transparent containers of 
commodities are completely filled, and it is probable that 
over-size macaroni packages would be one instance in which 
few buyers would be deceived. At any rate, the Federal 
Trade Commission has taken no formal action to prevent 
"slack_filling" in this industry. 

§8. LoTI'ERlES 

As a method of sales promotion, lotteries are so unusual as 
to warrant but passing notice. They are unusual because 
they were well known to be opposed to public policy even 
prior to the enactment of the regulatory legislation of 1914, 
and in some states they have been made penal offenses by 
statute. "The reasons for this general condemnation of 
lotteries are primarily ethical and not economic. It is re
garded as contrary to sound morality that men should be 
encoUraged to seek .. something for nothing" -or for a trifle. 
At the same time it is recognized that there are economic 

1 Federal Trade (".ommillion. ""Trade Practice Submittala, 1919-1923." p. 19 . 
• I~id P. 24. The meaning of dUs __ without the inaertion of the bracketed 

""hich,a: 18 obacure to say the least; and evm .. it is given above the etfect of ita 
faulty OOD!truction haa not been entirely oven:ome. 
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objections to a scheme which extracts small contributions 
from many, without compensation, for the benefit of the 
chance recipient of an unearned prize. The suppression of 
lotteries, therefore, looks to the protection of the purchasing 
public more than to the protection of the interests of com
petitors. So well established is this principle that in the 
proceedings by the Federal Trade Commission directed 
against the conduct of lotteries as an unfair method of com
petition, the customary "finding" of a tendency to injure 
competitors has in most instances been omitted. 

Complaints involving lottery sales methods have been 
issued by the Commission in some twenty-eight cases. Of 
these, twenty-three were filed at the same time, April 19, 
1918, against various tea and coffee distributors.1 The 
exact nature of the lottery method used is not described in 
these complaints nor in the findings of fact in the single case 
of the group fully reported." In a subsequent case, against 
another concern in the same line of trade, the findings re
vealed the use of coupons redeemable in various prizes. I In 
each fifty-pound lot of coffee packed by the respondent in 
one-pound packages there were forty-five coupons entitling 
the holder to a bar of candy, two coupons good for one 
package of jell powder each, two couporis good for one can of 
baking powder each, and one coupon good for a sack of Hour. 
It is probable that the other cases involved similar lottery 
methods. The orders issued in all of these tea and coffee 
cases directed the respondents, in similar language, to cease 
and desist offering coupons redeemable in prizes "the dis
tribution of which • • • is determined by chance odot." 

The policy adopted by the Commission in these cases 
comports with established public policy. There was no find
ing that the prizes were misrepresented, that their drawing 
was dishonestly conducted, or that the quality of the coffee 
sold by the lottery method was inferior. Indeed, the Com-

, Complain .. No. 98 to 120, incluaive. The eighteen cases in which orders ...... 
issued .... all reported together in 1 F. T. C. 159, 163 (1918). Th ..... ra1 dis
missals ..., ",port«! in 1 F. T. C. 538. The tl"""'ds for dismissal were want of 
Jurisdiction in interstate commerce in three UlItanceI, lack. of evidence in one 
lD8tanceJ and discontinuance of practice in the other • 

• BwItJIt. Tt. Co, 1 F. T. C. 159 (1918) • . E.~:". Mtrtnlilt C ... 3 F. T. C. 60 (1920). 
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mission went so far as to declare in one case that the quality 
of the coffee so sold was "substantial," whatever that may 
mean.' In other words an honest lottery as a method of pro
moting sales was held to constitute an unfair .method of 
competition. This appears to be sound doctrine. If it is 
unfair competition to tempt buyers by misrepresentations of 
the quality of goods, it may be regarded as likewise unfair to 
tempt them to buy goods not upon their merits but upon the 
chance of securing something for nothing. Nevertheless, in 
two subsequent cases involving lottery methods of sales pro
motion the gist of the complaints, as of the orders, was 
shifted to false representations concerning the conduct of the 
lottery.' The responden ts in both of th~se cases were tailors 
who solicited custom through an installment-lottery plan. 
Customers, after making a specified number of weekly pay
ments in advance, were, according to the plan, to be divided 
into groups and one from each group was to be selected each 
week by chance to receive his clothing forthwith and without 
further payments. The Commission found that the repre
sentations were not fulfilled or the plan honestly carried out 
in ei ther case, and on this ground' issued orders to cease and 
desist. There seems to be no basis for such a departure from 
the attitude earlier taken by the Commission toward the 
lottery method of sales promotion. It may be noted that in 
a subsequent complaint against a candy manufacturer the 
use of lotteries in selling campaigns was again directly at
tacked.1 This case has recently been dismissed, however, 
no reasons being assigned. 

§9. MISREPRESENTATION IN THE SALE OF SECURITIES 

In ultimate analysis stocks and bonds are economically 
indistinguishable from other commodities bought and sold 
in the market. They are items of wealth, sources of income. 
To be sure, they are only tokens. As things, simply, they 
are worth nothing; but as evidences of interests, or as the 
French say ",hos~s en action," they have value. In this 
'E""~:J', M"".nlik Ca., J F. T. C. 60, 63 (1920) • 
• B.dd T.iloring Co., 5 F. T. C. 207 (1922); Dixu T.iI_. 6 F. T. C. 486 (1923) • 
• Rdtrl F. M«Km';. Co .. Complaint No. 1161. Annual Report 1924, 1,>. 232. 

Diem;"a1 announced, May 30. 1925. See also ReM _" C •• , 7 F. T. C. 387 (1m). 
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respect they are not greatly different from some other com
modities, e. g., the autographs of famous men. It is the 
peculiarity of all token wealth, however, that it is especially 
subject to fraudulent misrepresentation in market transac
tions. The seller cannot be immediately checked up on his, ' 
,statements regarding the merits of what he offers. The 
temptation to exaggeration and even fraud is, therefore, un
usually great. Companies are formed for the primary object 
of selling stock for the enrichment of promoters by means of 
unearned commissions and salaries, and by other devices not 
in the interest of stockholders. Such enterprises. thrive 
particularly in those industries in which wealth is rapidly 
created and, alas! frequently rapidly lost. The possibilities 
of sudden affluence by the opening of a single oil well have 
been capitalized innumerable times with disastrous results to 
unwary investors. New inventions, like the radio, also are 
the basis for many fraudulent promotions. For these reasons 
it has been found necessary in a majority of states to provide 
statutes regulating in detail the issuance of securities. These 
are generally known as "blue-sky" laws, and proposals for 
legislation of the same character have long been pending in 
Congress. Up to the present time there .has been no federal 
action taken specifically to control the interstate distribution 
of securities. The general statute against using the mails to 
defraud has, however, been invoked in cases in which the 
character of the selling methods employed made it applicable. 

The extent of the frauds being perpetrated by misrepre
sentation of securities sold in interstate trade and the' in
adequacy of the remedies against these transactions brought 
the subject to the attention of the Federal Trade Commis
sion. That the Commission had jurisdiction on the ground 
that interstate commerce was involved was readily deter
mined and the Commission also decided that fraudulent mis
representation of securities constituted an unfair method of 
competition. The Commission took the view that a cor
poration and its promoters engaged in selling worthless 
securities by means of false advertising were in competition 
with the many firms engaged in selling the stocks and bonds 
of legitimately organized companies. That the widespread 
marketing of shares in oil companies having no genuine pros-
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peets of petroleum production, for example, tends to discredit 
securities representing real investment values, not only in the 
oil industry but in other industries as well, can scarcely be 
doubted. Investment banking firms pursuing legitimate 
business methods are unreasonably handicapped. On these 
grounds, the Commission assumed jurisdiction and in the 
five years since 1919 has issued altogether some fortY-One 
complaints against the practice of misrepresenting securities. 
Of this number fifteen have resulted in orders to cease and 
desist, while thirteen have been dismissed and a like number 
are now pending. It is noteworthy that of the whole number 
of complaints issued all save two have related to the oil in-
dustry.' _ _ 

The policy of the Federal Trade Commission appears to 
have -been to confine the institution of proceedings against 
misrepresentation in the sale of securities to cases involving 
the elements of legal fraud. In other words, it has not sought 
to establish a more rigorous regulation of security issues-than 
is provided in general by existing law within the several state 
jurisdictions. The Commission has been content to "fill the 
gap" as an agency for restraining the sort of stock frauds 
which state laws generally condemn but cannot reach when 
perpetrated in transactions flowing over state boundaries. 
That a somewhat more virile and scrupulous r6le might not 
be assumed within _the ambit of Section 5 of the Federal 
Trade Commission Act is by no means clear.' But in view of 
the inadequacy of the remedy which this procedure affords 
for fraudulent company promotions and fraudulent sales of 
stocks, the course taken by the Commission was undoubtedly 
politic. 

The shortcomings of the Commission's procedure in coping 
with this evil arise, first, from the fact that the Commission 
has no means of keeping advised of company promotions at 
their inception, so that by the time a case is brought to its 
In ... two ..... the p." Motor Co., 2 F. T. C. 413 (1920), and the 1f'1WtI fS 

MII<U<) Bh.,.;, Co., Complaint No. 347. Dismissed June 11, 1921,3 F. T. C. 437. 
The a6andonment of this fraudulent prqiect Wei the arotmd tor the dj,mjMal of the 
c .... 

I The pteciIe limim of what is legitimate in the way of vromoter·. _ for 
example,. are not Rtdcd even in ordinary practice. It it not Inconceivable that a 
fee D1l~ht be I~ enough to ....,.ju the negotiation of oaIca of the company'. otock 
lfanfaU' competltion,~' though not IUfiiciently ac.essive to render the flotation • 
fraud, justifying lUi .. to .... bliah the perocmaIliability of the prcmo ..... 
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attention usually the scheme is well under way and sales are 
in progresS.l In the second place, the machinery of the Com
mission works slowly and during the period of investigation, 
answer, and the taking of testimony, the business of mulcting 
the public continues without interruption. Even the cease 
and desist order does not compel any cessation, and not until 
the matter is taken to a circuit court of appeals and an order 
of enforcement obtained, is there any stay in the nature of an 
injunction, disregard of which carries a penalty. From this 
it appears that, as the Commission has itself recommended,' 
the nature of the stock frauds evil is such as to reqllire the 
enactment of specific regulatory legislation by Congress.' . 

'The ccetly consequences of delay are well ill ....... t<d by the fac .. brought OIlt· 
in the very first cue of this character prosecut<d by the Commission, P." MoItn" 
Co.. 2 F. T. C. 413 (1920). 0... Samuel G. PaodolJO who waa aIao a ~t in 
this action had organized • comp_any for the manufacture of automobiles. The 
oharea of.to<k of. par val .. oflS.OO were _ for subscription at $10.00 under 
ao agTeCmellt that theoubscriber would be eotitled to purdJaae ao automobile .. for 
personal use" at a 15 per cent discount, in consideration of which the subscriber 
graot<d the direetms the right to uae the half of his subscription reproaenting a 
premium U for any and all purposca for the benefit of the company within their 
discretion." Under this subscription agreement, the Commission: found that the 
promoter who of course controlled the nominal board of directors, ·'was permitted 
and allowed. to .retain the first .as Paid upon each share of stock,,' Prior to the 
commencement of the ~J stock to the par value of $2,064,923.06 had been 
.oId and additioual IU6scriptioni aggregating $1,042,866.94 had been received. No 
I ... than 54,000 subscribers were of record, of whom some 39,000 had fully paid 
their subscriptions. Over $1,150,000 had heen expended in a saIea campaign, in 
which the advertising had beeo featured by InaDY false aod misleading ..... moo .. , 
not only with regard to the product of the company and the character afits manage
ment:. but also with ~ to the distribution of the stock and its value. The 
CommiasiOJl~1 order. in broad terms, ttquired the respondents to cease and ckaUt 
from "publishing, advertising or circulating, f~ misleading,. or unfair reports or 
atatements concerning the plu of organizatioD. the assets, l"e8OllJ'CeI, business, 

.. .. • or financiaJ &tanding of the Pan Motor Co., or concerning the value Qf 
the stock thereof/" It it DOt of record what the result of this order was upon the 
boaineaa of the compaoy, but that it would have served i .. purpose far better had 
it been issued in the form of an injunction at the time of the organization of th~ 
company is evident. 

• Annual Report, 1919, p.47 • 
• Several billa have been ~ in Congress to this end. In the 67th Congress, 

2nd Session, two billa were mtroduced: H. R. 10102 aod H. R. IOMS •. The former 
measure known aa the Denison bill was favorably ~rb:d by the Ccmmittee and 
.. H. R. 10598 in amended form W&I passed by the House. Thio bill W&I directed 
to preventing the use of the maila either for tnmapo<ting aecuritiea i&sued contrary 
to the laws of the .tates 01' for promoting or procuring the ute of IUch securities. 
The other bill, H. R. IOMS, would have authorized the Federal Trade Commission 
to require rcporta from persona, firms, or corporations who offer for sale in inter
.tate comm~ stocks, bon4a, and securities. 

In the 68th Co_ tat Session; • bill framed on the model of the Denison bill 
was reintroduced, H. R~ 4, as was also another bill granting the Trade CommissiOJl 
authority to requi~ I"CportI. H. R. SO. A more tomp'rehetuive meaaare waa intro
duced in the 500.= in the lame Seaaian by Senator Capper, S. 1596. 
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§10. COMMERCIAL BRIBERY 

The offering of gifts, or in current phrase "treating," as a 
method of promoting sales has been a common practice from 
time immemorial. Indeed, students of anthropology incline 
to the view that all trade originated in the exchange of gifts, 1 

discrediting Adam Smith's hypothesis of an innate "Pro
pensity to truck, barter, and exchange one thing for an
other.''' However this may be, the giving of presents to 
induce sales has long been an accepted custom in trade. 
Moreover, the distinction between innocent" treating" and 
commercial bribery is by no means cleatly drawn in practice, 
however sharply they may be differentiated in theory. The 
real evil in the offering of gifts to promote'sales appears to 
lie in the tendency to induce a breach of faith, and it is 
obvious that this cannot be the result if the recipient of the 
favors is himself the prospective customer. It is sometimes 
sought to distinguish treating from bribery on the basis of 
the amount or character of the gifts presented but while this 
c;iistinction may be helpful it should be plain that it is not 
feasible to make the size of the gift the sole criterion of its 
legitimacy. The gradation from cigars to yachts and from 
dimes to dollars is too minute. But whenever there is in
ducement to an employee to act contrary to the interests of 
his employer, or to an agent to act contrary to the interests 
of his principal, the transaction savors of corruption. And 
the trader who seeks thus to promote his sales is engaged in 
an unfair method of competition, for he interposes an ob
stacle to the competitive opportunity of other traders, which 
is in no way related to any economic advantage possessed by 
him. The practice tends to prevent the consideration of the 
goods offered by the several competing manufacturers or 
traders stricdy on the basis of their relative merit. 

But, as suggested, not under all circumstances is the offer 
of gifts even to persons in a fiduciary relation to the real 
buyer unfair. For it hardly tends toward corruption to 
extend the ordinary courtesies and civilities of friendly com
panionship to business intercourse. "Treating," in an un-

1 Cf. Thorn ... W. I~ «Source Book for Sociol Origina," :&oron, 1909, p. 113. 
• Adam Smith, «The Wealth of N.tio ..... Book I, Ch.p. 11 (Caonan·. edition, 

Vol. I, p. 15). 
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concealed way, to the minor extent which is so common that 
employers generally must be taken to be aware of its exist
ence, could but poorly serve an ulterior motive. But when 
ordinary entertainment becomes so lavish as to suggest at
tempted corruption a different case is presented. As stated, . 
no clear and distinct line can be drawn, but it would appear 
that unfair commercial bribery is present only when the 
practice is furtive in character and corrupting in effect. 

At the very outset of itS career the Federal Trade Com
mission undertook a vigorous campaign against commercial 
bribery, and during the ten years of its existence it has issued 
upwards of two hundred complaints against this practice. 
The Commission took the extreme position, in the beginning, 
that even the presentation of cigars or the invitation to a 
theatre amounted to an infraction of the law.' This was held, 
however, upon review of one of its orders in the circuit court 
of appeals, to be an unwarranted exercise of administrative 
authority! The New Jersey Asbestos Company, the re
spondent in the case appealed, admitted that its salesmen 
had supplied liquors, cigars, meals and theatre tickets to the 
employees of its customers. The charge of giving valuable 
presents and sums of money, a part of the original complaint, 
was abandoned by the Commission. Iii reversing the Com
mission's order to cease and desist, the court declared, "The 
payment of money or the giving of valuable presents to an 
employee to induce him to influence his employer to make a 
contract of purchase is a fraud justifying the discharge of the 
employee, and perhaps the recovery by the purchaser of the 
amount or value of such inducement from the seller, upon 
the theory that it must have been included in the price. But 
even in such a case we think it would be a matter between 
individuals, and not one so affecting the public interest as to 
be within the jurisdiction of the Commission. . . .'" 

Although this language inqicates that the court regarded 
commercial bribery as a business method entirely outside the 
scope of the Commission's authority, the Commission has 

'Print .... • R.1kr Co., 1 F. T. C. Z40 (1918); NtfII 7m., Ash,,", Co., 1 F. T. C. 
472 (1919); lIJJt1u So.p Mig. Co., 1 F. T. C. 484 (1919). 

• N"" 1,..,,:/4,61"01 Co • •• Ftdtral Trod, Commissio., 264 Fed. 509 (1922). 
'llid~ p. S11. 
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declined to accept this construction of its powers. While 
choosing not to contest further the propriety of its order in 
this particular case, it has nevertheless continued to issue 
complaints and orders to cease and desist in cases where it 
had reason to believe that actual money bribes had been 
given.' In one noteworthy instance the Commission found 
that the respondent, a manufacturer of glue, had paid secret 
commissions of five per cent to a factory superintendent in 
the employ of a phonograph company on all respondent's 
sales to that company.· The bribes amounted to about 
$34,000 in a period of less than two years. The validity 
of the Commission's order in this case has not been ch~ 
lenged in the courts, nor is it likely ,to' be. That it has 
authority to act in such situations seems indisputable. At 
any rate, the Commission has proceeded to clean up certaih 
industries in which, this abuse had become prevalent. 
Among the more conspicuous of'these were the paint and 
varnish industry,' the dye industry,' the road machinery 
industry,' and the ship chandlery trade." In one proceeding 

1 Among recent complaints filed against commercial bribery are: 7MnJ071 PrDt
m Glu. Co., Annual Report 1924, P. 216, Order iuued, April, 1925; TAe 11' ...... 11 
Mfg. COOl Complaint No. 1053. Annual Report 1924. p. 216; U. S. Oil Co., Complaint tro: 1175, Annual Report 1924, p. 233; R.li",,,, Y"",;sf: Co. I Comj>laint No. 1208, 
Order issued November 28, 1924; ClJnno Co., ll1e., Camp aim No. 1218, Order 
iasued November 28, 1924. 

• Blllw, Ahmson C ... 4 F. T. C. 129 (1921). 
• Reli"",. Y"",islJ 11'.>1",1 F. T. C. 98 (1918), and fony..,ne c .... against other 

paint and varnish manufacturera in which OI'ders were issued by consent. These 
easel are not re~ted but citations are listed 1 F. T. C. 103-105 (1918). Ess~~ 
Y"",hA Co., I F. T. C. 138 (1918); T .. in Cit" Y""'i~" Co., 1 F. T. C. 190 (1918); 
Ro".1 Y _,n Co.:.. 1 F. T. C. 194 (19181, Cm.,. p",,,, C." 2 F. T. C. 181 (1919); 
Sed.Otl CtJ., 4 F.1. C.6S (1921); B«i<w,1Ii CA4ru1lerCo •• 4 ~'. T. C. 108 (1921). 

• F.tI.,.#lColerfS CAnni,#lC •.• 2~. T. C. 71 (1919!; F. E.A_ f!Co., 2 F. T. 
C. 82 (1919), u. S. Colt>r fS CAnn,,#I Co., 3 F. T. '" 313 (1921); Ri«o Co.,I"'., 
3 F. T. C. 418 (1921); U"imi lruligo CA""i,.1 Co •• 3 F. T. C.425 (1921); unit,. 
CAnnk,tl ProtIU,/s CD., 4 F. T. C. 220 (1922); Dud"" D. Gusler, 6 F. T. C.1SO (1923). 

• Bussel1 C-/.,. Mfg. CtJ., 5 F. T. C. 77 (1922); Aus,;n IYISI<m RoMI M«ki1t"7 
C •• , 5 F. T. C. 82 (1922). Similar orders wen. iuued in th ... other cuca cited on 
p.86. SUJ<ilt .. d Rotlli Ma,Ai""", C.~ 5 F. T. C. 87 (1922) • 

.subsequently a second hearing was held and a modified order iaaued in the 
proceeding against the Austin Western Road Maehinery Company, in which the 
Commission took account of an attempred evasion of its mt order and added to 
the previou. restrictions br. forbidding the ~ndent to employ public officiala 
a. &genU! or to give valuab e gifts to their relatives.. 6 F. T. C. 69 (192.J). 
'Sp_ P.i", SI.,..C •. , 3 F. T. C. 20 (1920); FIo.,/fS CoIPm, 3 F. T.C. 205 

(1921), and twenty.four cues decided at the same time, and cited on p. 208 aa 
aimilar; 7fJlm R. Ai"ms & COOt 3 F. T. C. 209 (1921); &0. C. LlG,nJre&S01f/, 
3 F. T. C. 213 (1921); D. T. Wi",I"", fS Co~ 3 F. T. C. 217 (1921); T. C. Hom fJ 
..... 3 F. T. C. 223 (1921); F. Y. FIIIe" Suppa CtJ., 4 F. T. C. us (1922); F. G. 
M",F.,.kt"" 4 F. T. C. 292 (1922). 
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in the ship chandlery trade the authority of the Commission 
was, upon appeal, restricted by a court ruling that the sales 
of supplies to ships were local transactions and did not in
volve interstate or foreign commerce.1 Apparently relying 
upon the "original package doctrine," the Commission has . 
continued to issue complaints and orders against commercial ' 
bribery in the ship chandlery business under similar circum
stances.' It remains to be seen whether the Commission's 
view of this matter will finally prevail in the courts. 

The Federal Trade Commission has also attempted to 
treat as a species of commercial bribery, the subsidizing of 
salesmen of distributors as a means of encouraging them to 
push the sale of a particular product. The complaints first 
issued against this practice do not indicate whether the dis
tributors were or were not aware of the fact that commissions 
were being given to their employees.' That this knowledge 
of the subsidY-Offer was regarded as immaterial is shown by 
the express finding, in subsequent' proceedings, that the 
practice was carried on with the consent of the employers.
The courts, however, have refused to uphold the condem
nation of the practice on this basis.' In the Kinney-&me 
case the circuit court of appeals declared that consumers 
have no special interest in the impartiality of clerks and that 
the public "if it has an interest in competition has such in
terest only in the competition between different merchants.'" 
Both of these propositions are certainly open to question, 

'1l'i"," ($ C •• , .,,u . •. F .. treI T-u Commissi.", 271 Fed. 206 (1921). Appli
cation to Supreme Court for writ of certiorari denied, 258 U. S. 618 (1922). ,The 
circuit court of appeals said: uThe claim that they were engaged in interstate c0m
merce resta wholll on the fact that the commodities in which they dcal are in large 
part uansported mto Virginia from other states in which they are procured. But 
this tran"l"""'tion ends when the goods n:ach their deotilU.tion, and an: placed in 
petitioner. warehouses in Norfolk and Newport: News.» With regard to foreign 
commerce the court stated that the respondent's ffrelations with the ships cease 
entirely wI..;; the lIUpplies .... put on hoard ... d payment themor is received. What 
httom .. of them afterwards is beyond their control and in no wise their concern,» 
p. 209. 

• "'rigAl ($ c...... Co, 5 F. T. C. 60 (1922); C. T. Sw.d C ... Complaint No. 
1073, Annual Report 1924, p. 218, dismissal announced JoI,.29, 1925. 

• n ..... Suctu" SflNtptr Co, 1 F. T. C. 476 (1919); Roy.1 Euy CluJir Co., 2 F. 
T. C. 139 (1919); U,aA Begin, Mit. Co., 2 F. T. C. 185 (1919); C"'/er Painl C •• , 
l F. T. C. 181 (1919). 

• Kinney.J/Mlu Co., 2 F. T. C. 442 (1920); ShtJ/wO Mfg. C •• , 3 F. T. C. 25 (1920). 
• Ki •• ey.R .... C •• D. Feder.1 T,tNie Commissio .. 215 Fed. 665 (1921). 
• I~iJ., p. 669. 
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and the implication in the statement quoted is so contrary to 
established principles of public policy that there is some 
justification for regarding the legality of this method of sales 
promotion as still unsettled. It is significant that the Federal 
Trade Commission appears not to have acquiesced in this 
judicial opinion, for it has recently filed a complaint directly 
attacking the subsidizing of salesmen.1 

In the foregoing discussion of the Commission's activity 
in this field, care has been taken to apply the term com
mercial bribery solely to the practice of giving valuable con
siderations to employees or agents with the intent and ten
dency to induce a breach of trust. This conforms to the defini
tion formulated at the outset and to proper usage of the 
term "bribery," in general. There can be no element of 
bribery in the giving of gratuities to customers who are them
selves the proprietors of the business concern the trade of 
which is solicited, and who are buying on their own account. 
There is no deceit; and breach of faith, save in a poetic 
sense,' is impossible. 

§1l. TRADE NAME Oil. TRADE-MARK SIMULATION 

To appropriate the good-wiU of a competitor byrepresenta.
tions in any form which induce purchasers to believe that 
they are securing the products of such competitor is a type 
of commercial fraud, which, as already pointed out, gave rise 
to a common law action for damages.· It may not be the 
oldest form of unfair competitiOIi in fact, but it certainly is 
in law. It differs from the methods of sales cultivation pre
viously discussed in that the injury occasioned by its use 
faUs upon a particular competitor rather than upon com
petitors generaUy,< and this may account for its earlier con
demnation. In view of the fact that the injured party 
may have redress in the courts in every case involving de-

l n.i.pk~ S.ks c •. , Complain. No. 1282, filed February 21, 1925. 
I As when it is said a man may be untrue to himself . 
• See Chapter IL 
• A nominal exception to th.ia statement might be pointed out in a proceeding by 

the Federal Trade Commission again .. F. A. M.Jt>y. 5 F. T. C. 473 (1923). In thio 
cue the respondent, operator of a fleet: of taxicabs, had advertlsed under some fifty 
........ so .. lected that they would be listed in the tclephone dim:tory immediately 
pm:eding or following the names of competitoro. 
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ception from imitation of products, equipment, or names, the 
primary question in connection with this practice is whether 
there is sufficient public interest to warrant administrative 
action by the Federal Trade Commission. 

In support of the policy of the Commission in taking. . 
cognizance of cases of simulation it may be argued that while 
the public interest in individual instances may be slight the 
practice is one which cannot be tolerated in a respectable 
business community.· It is so disruptive to business stan
dards and so plainly an insidious method of robbery that the 
public, it may be said, is not justified in leaving its sup
pression to the chance correctives provided in the vindi~ 
cation of private wrongs. The common law action is ex" 
pensive and tends, therefore, to be resorted to only in cases 
in which the simulation is clear or the damages substantial. 
Procedure under the Trade Commission Act affords pro
tection to small producers having, perhaps, trad~marks of 
high potential value but scanty present resources for defend
ing them.' On the other hand, it may be pointed out that 
frequently unfair competition of this type arises not from 
intentional misappropriation of another's good-will but from 
a casual conflict of private rights. When there is no question 
of good faith but simply questions of priOrity or of the scope 
and effect of private agreements, the controversy would 
appear to be essentially a private one, neither requiring nor 
justifying interference by administrative authority. It may 
be added that there are technical reasons for preferring the 
private action to the public action in simulation cases. The 
procedure of the Commission is not as :xpeditious' as an 
equity proceeding, in which a temporary injunction may be 
secured if the facts warran t relief. 

lIn practiceJ. howeveI'J. it appears that established concerns with large resourcea,. 
runy able to bear 1be burdens of litigation, have been 1be beneficiaries of 1be Com. 
mission's action in this direction quite as frequently as emall producers.. See. for 
example, Tn. Di",,"mi Holdjast RM6hr Co~4F. T.C. 23S (1921); Un;uersal B4It4ry 
$"";tt C.~ 2 F. T. C. 95 (1919); Gool 11',.,. Tin.ni TuIJe Co., 2 F. T. C. 216 (1920); 
Bu,Oil Co., 5 F. T. C. 92 (1922); Br""," p.,k;ngCo., Complaint No. 1235, oro .. 
issued December 23, 1924.. These proceedings were instituted, respectively, on 
behalf of 1be B. F. Goodrioh Co., 1be Universal Battery Co., 1be Goodyear Tile and 
Rubber Co., 1be Vacuwn Oil Co., and the Corn PmduC,. Refining Co. 

I Although it appears that cases of this class are ~ of more promptly,. after 
the issuance of the complaint than the general average. The first sa cases involving 
simulation were decided in periods ranging from three to eight months. approxi .. 
mately .. 

11 
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Although in an early conference ruling the Commission 
stated that "where the conditions complained of involve 
nothing more than a question of infringing registered trade
marks, a proceeding will I!ot be instituted in the absence of 
important considerations of public interest,"l there has been 
no clear enunciation of the conditions under which this 
public interest would be regarded as vitally affected. In
deed, judging from the numerous cease and desist orders 
issued in simulation cases, in none of which does the Com
mission indicate the basis for its decision~ but which together 
cover a wide range of variations of the offense, it would 
appear that no clear conception of the sphere of the proper 
exercise of its regulatory powers in t4is direction exists. If 
it does, it must be concluded that the earlier definition of 
policy has been abandoned, I and that the boundaries of the 
Commission's jurisdiction. are conceived to be coextensive 
with the limits of the common law right of action. Alto
gether over sixty complaints have been issued by the Com
mission charging unfair competition by simulation of some 

. fearure of a competitor's business. A large proportion of 
these cases involve the use of a name either identical with' 
or closely resembling< that previously adopted by a competi-

I Annual Report, 1916, p. 59. 
S This is implied in a recent announcement of changes in its rules of ~Uft: by 

the Commission, which~ moreover, may presage • return to the onginal ~cY. 
C'Hereafter/" states the Commission in a Press Release of March 11,1925, c·lt.aU 
be the policy of the Commission not to entertain proc.cdings 0 aUcg.d unfair 
practices where the alleged vioIatioD of law is a purdy ~rivate controversy redress-. 
able in the courts except where said practices substantially tend to suppress c0m

petition as affecting the public.u The apparent significance of this announcement 
was largely negatived by the issuance of an order immediately thereafter .requiring 
the respondent, the Sandow Tool Com~y, to cease and desist from the practice of 
stamping the ~. trade-mark or brand . B & S I u~ the products manufactured or 
sold by it,u this symbol being identical with that In prior use by the Browne & Sharpe 
Manufacturing Company. Complaint No. 1240, Order issued Man:h 19, 1925. 

• TAe Ek<fri< Appli_ Co., 2 F. T. C. 33S (1920); P/4",,,,' M ... tif«hlring C •. , 
4 F. T. C. 391 (1922); U.lIllJUy s'- C ... Complaint No. 1146, Order issued 
Dea:mber 3, 1924-

• AllIo Srtrpu.. St.'" C •• , 1 F. T. C. 424 (1919), simulating the name of the Swplus 
Auto SupplrCo.; UniD<rs.t BIIIIIry S"';" C •• , 2 F. T. C. 95 (1919), simulating the 
name of the Uni .. naI Battery Co.; Gn.IRepMNit TirefSRMJhrMjg. C •• SF. T.C.6 
(1920) simulating the name nf the Republic Rubber Co.; Hygnri. 'itniltiwg Co., 
I",~ 4 F. T. C. 402 (1922), simulatillj! the name nf the Hygrade Knitti"\l MilJ!I, 
Jurtftfill Sinn CG.~ S F. T. C. lOS (1922)~ simuluing the name of the Juvenile Shoe 
Corporation of America. The order In this cue was affirmed by the Circuit 
Coutt nf Appeals, 289 Fed. 57 (1923) and a writ nf certiorari was denied by the 
Supreme Court, 263 U. S. 70s (1923). 

The foI'cgoing <aacs _ only typital of • considerable number which might be 
cited. 
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tor. Other cases relate to the simulation of a brand or trade
mark.' The Commission has also condemned the direct 
imitation of a competitor's product,' and even simulation of 
the arrangement or format of a competitor's advertising.· 
Moreover, jurisdiction was assumed and an order issued in . 
one case in which the respondent and the party making ap
plication for a complaint were not competitors.- The re
spondent, the Liberty Paper Company, was a converter and 
distributor of paper bags, toilet paper, and similar paper 
products, while the other concern, of the same name, was a 
manufacturer of gummed paper known as sealing tape. The 
parties did not sell to the same trade, and the findings of the 
Commission state that neither was known to have obtained 
any business intended for the other. An order was issued, 
nevertheless, requiring the respondent to cease using the 
name Liberty Paper Company. 

This case reveals an extension of the scope of the Com
missions's regulatory power over simulation practices which 
carries it to the farthest limits of the common law right of 
action. Only latterly have the courts come to recogniz~ that 
the owner of a trade-mark or the user of a trade name is en
tided to a remedy against the imitation of such mark or 
name by a concern in a non-competing line of business who 
attempts to trade upon the good-will attaching to the same.' 

I Blo,k (5 CD .• 1 F. T. C. 154 (1918), u~ the brand name "Mentholanum" in 
aimulation of the -U.known .. Mentholatum' ;Mdt.. CDJI .. C •. , 2 F. T. C. 58 (1919), 
using f'Malzo u in simulation of nMazon; Hints Unamw41' Co., 2 R T. C.307 
(1920), using C4Men'a Jaeger Drawers" and similar descriptive phrases in simu~ 
!arion of "Dr. Jaeger', Health Underwear"; Cor .. Oil C,.,, F. T. C. 102 (1921l, 
using "Mobile: A OiP' in aimulation of competitor's brand "Mobiloil ·A~." Other 
c.... of a similar stamp might be added. 

• Wor, w,n C •• , 5 F. T. C. 294 (1922), in which reopondent published boob, 
similar not only in appearance, but also in subatancet to the .. Little Leather 
LibraryU published by a competitor, the contents in each Instaru:e being taken from 
expired copyright&.. SlUdmore Fmmltlin Pm (4., Complaint No. 961. Order issued 
August au, 1924. The .respondent's product was an imitation of Conklin Pen& 

• G..grcplU,.l hDlis/ting CD? 1 F. T. C. 235 (1918); Wort wtO Co., 5 F, T. C, 
294 (1922). . 

• Wmy Pdp.r C •• , 3 F. T. C. 13 (1920). 
• AM'" 1",,; ... Mills CO. D. Rign'7 (5 Co? 241 Fed. 4(ff (1911); W;n7S~4 

Co • •• A/iron o..rkmd TiTe C.? 268 Fed. 151 (1920). affirmed 213, Fed. 674 (1921). 
The uae of the word 1t000rland U to describe. brand of tirea held infringement on 
trade name -of plaintifF, a manufacturer of automohileL Y ogtl6 Co. 0.. Thomtnon 
H.J'D" Co., 300 Fed. 50!! (1924). A hat manufacturer and dealer held to have 
.imulatcd the trade-mark of a manufacturer of patterns. See, also, discussion and 
complete collection of CUC8 in Note, 23 Midig"" u... _. 433 (1925). 
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Although there may be no deceitful diversion of patronage 
in such cases, there may in certain circumstances be produced 
serious injury to the good-will of the original user of the given 
trade-mark or name, and on this ground there is, in general, 
justification for provision of private redress.1 But it is not 
clear that there is equal ground for extending the federal 
regulatory power into this more or less debatable region. 

A far more intportant consideration hearing upon the 
possible delimitation of the Commission's activity in con
nection with the trade name sintulation evil is the element of 
good faith. It is submitted that:, if there is to be any vital 
significance attached to the presence or absence of a "public 
interest" in proceedings by the Com~issio~ .under this head, 
the appropriate distinction would be between those cases 
founded upon bad faith and those arising from a bona fide 
dispute over private rights. With the latter the Commis
sion as a public agency charged with the protection of the 
competitive process has no essential concern. Yet in several 
instances it has intervened in quarrels between private 

- parties over their respective proprietary rights in a name.· 
The emptiness of these cases from the point of view of ad
ministrative responsibility is well exhibited by the proceed
ings for the protection of the Phillips brand of sausage. One 
Thomas W. Phillips commenced making sausage in Wash
ington, D. C., in 1859, and the business, continued by his son. 

1 Some dupIication of names is perhaps inevitable and occasions no ~tion. 
Outside of direct competitors it is only in the case of related lines that similanty of 
names may result in the misappropriation of good-will. But it would apPC41" that 
not every example of simiJaritys which would caUle confusion and the diversion of 
patronage among competitors, amounts to unfair competition or infringement as 
between concerns in related lines.. Only distinctive names such tlS uOveriand H or 
"Vogue'J or .. Peterson" wouldsecm likely to be subject to impairmentofgood-wiU 
from the operations of concerns of like names or the sale of products under like 
brande in 1lOtl-com~titive-, related lines. Thus, to compare die use of a non.dis
tinetivc name in a Situation similar to that in the OverJand case" there appcars never 
to have arisen any question over the simultaneous use of the word «General" by the 
General Motors Company and the General Tire and Rubber Company • 

• PhiUips B,.tJm-s (9 C •• , 4 F. T. C. 297 (1922); Phillips Gtnuin, $"",.1' Co~ 
F. T. C. 13 (1923); PIoil4ll,lpAi. BU.."" Co., I,,!, Complaint No. 1049, 0nIer 

n:portcd issued in Annual Report, 1924, pp. 182-1..... The first _ of these pr0-
ceedings arose out of the same situation. 

Attention may also be called to the case or Un;",sJ MtJItJr C"oJ er_l., 3 F. T. C. 
387 (1921), in which the Commission appears to have acted as a mediator ~ 
the three parti~ all of whom asserted a bona fide claim to the name .. Universal: 
The two respondent! entered into stipwationa with the complainant and they 
joindy requested "" order in certain _ from the Commiaoion. 
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ultimately became the Joseph Phillips Company. About 
1891 a grandson of the founder, Thomas C. Phillips, estab
lished an independent firm for the manufacture of sausage. 
Upon withdrawing from this partnership some thirteen years 
later, Mr. Phillips conveyed to his partner the right to con- .. 
tinue to use his name (Phillips) in connection with the sale of 
sausage, and this business later became known as the Phillips 
Genuine Sausage Company. In 1920, Thomas C. Phillips 
re-entered the sausage trade, in association with a brother, 
under the partnership name of Phillips Brothers and Com
pany. That the intervention of the Federal Trade, Com-. 
mission to settle the dispute of these several parties over the 
right to describe their product as Phillips' Sausage, served' 
any real public interest, which could not have been better 
and more conclusively served by private litigation, or clari
fied the law respecting unfair competition, may well be 
doubted. But when one of the parties, i. e., the aggressor, 
in trade simulation cases acts in bad faith there is presented a 
different situation. The public has an interest in preventing 
the deliberate thieving of commercial good-will, just as it 
has in preventing robbery of more substantial property. On 
this ground, the fact that a private party' may have a right 
of action for the injury done by imitation of his trade-mark 
or name ought not to preclude all action by the Federal 
Trade Commission against this species of commercial fraud. 



CHAPTER VI 

TIlE REGULATION OF TRADE RELATION POLICIES 

Probably in no other sphere of its activity does the Federal 
Trade Commission approach so closely the conception of its 
prime function which prevailed among those chiefly re
sponsible for its creation as in the regulation of trade relation 
policies. It was originally conceived, as has been shown, as 
an administrative tribunal for checking predatory aggression 
by trusts, or monopolistic combinations, against small-scale, 
independent business establishments. Yet not only have the 
complain ts filed against oppressive or exclusive tactics been 
relatively few in number. not exceeding ten per cent of the 
total number of cases docketed. but even in these instances • 

. with only minor exceptions, the respondents against whom 
orders to cease and desist have issued have been small if not 
insignificant factors in their respective branches of trade.' 
To what is the meagreness of·the Commission's record in 
dealing with this general type of unfair competition due? 
And what does it signify? 

Two factors may be advanced as tending to effect this 
outcome in some degree. In the first place, it is probable 
that the unmistakable intention of Congress to condemn the 
methods of competition formerly associated with monopoliza
tion of the market and the establishment of trust supremacy 
was itself a deterrent to the continued employment of such 
methods. This, with the growing realization of the indirect 
economIC penalties from the popular obloquy attaching to 
the interference by dominant concerns in the operations or 
affairs of their lesser rivals, may well account for the negli
gible citations of so-called trusts in complaints of this char
acter. In other words, it is probable that there has been in 
reality but slight occasion for prosecution of combinations 

1 Among the exceptions moy be cited: TN FkiuA_" C •. , t F. T. C. 119 
(1918) .. U. S. H.ff- M«4irnry Corporllli .... 5 F. T. C. 439 (1923); .1""'18 (if 
C ••• 1 ..... T. C. 430 (1919); ulman K.dB C"',.,.:!, Complaint No. 971. Onl<r 
i .. ued April 18, 1924-
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on this score. In the second place, the nature of the offense 
may possibly have a bearing upon the infrequency of the 
Federal Trade Commission's attention to the regulation of 
trade relation policies. This requires some explanation. 

Broadly speaking, there are two methods of seeking sure 
vival and success in business. They are not in the nature of 
alternatives, however, so much as in the nature of comple
ments. One aims to win customers for the given concern, to 
attract buyers of its· products. The other aims to prevent 
sales by competing concerns. One is the positive method. 
The other is the negative method. The business policies 
founded upon the positive method of advancing trade in
terests are fair or unfair, legitimate or illicit, according to· 
objective standards. They may be judged by their necessary 
or observed effect upon parties outside the trade, upon the 
purchasing public. Specifically, the issues to which price 
policies and sales promotion policies give rise, as has been 
shown, all hinge upon the existence of discrimination or de
ception in some form as against buyers. The unfairness to 
competitors is a corollary of unfairness to buyers in these 
cases. To judge of the fairness of trade relation policies, on 
the other hand, requires a direct balancing of the coordinate 
rights of two or more traders. There is 'presented a conflict 
of private interests, in which the public is only indirectly 
concerned, and in which, therefore, the effect on the public 
cannot serve as a criterion of fairness. The whole issue be
comes one of the degree or severity of competition which can 
be tolerated. When does fair enterprise, by excess of zeal, 
become unfair "oppression," to adopt Justice McReynold's 
term in his classic dictum in the Gratz case 11 

Malicious interference with the legitimate operations of 
competitors may be admitted to be unfair and unlawful. 
But such a statement is question-begging. It is not invari
ably evident when interference is malicious. Should a busi
ness man or his agents steal goods from a competitor's ware
house, or under false pretences secure such goods from a 
bailee, as actually happened in one case heard by the Com
mission,' the interference would be promptly and universally 

I Ftdmrl Trad4 Co",mi"ion .. Gr.a, 253 U. S. 421, 421 (1920) • 
• y"""lAnsH, 2 F. T. C. 302 (1920). 
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condemned. But a Federal Trade Commission is not re
quired to tell us that such a method of advancing one's trade 
interests is unlawful; and there is other procedure, better 
adapted than the Commission's for its suppression. But if a 
manufacturer engages a jobber to act as his exclusive dis
tributor in a given territory, upon the reciprocal condition 
that the jobber shall not deal in competing products; the 
means in itself is certainly innocent and the decisive issue 
becomes one of animus. Was the contract made for the 
primary and direct purpose of securing more wholehearted 
vigorous sales representation? Or was the basic and con
trolling purpose to exclude competitors' products from the 
established channels of trade? The ,Commission has not, 
any more than did the courts under the common law, found 
a universal formula for determining what interference is 
incidental and indirect, and what is premeditated and pred
atory. And in the nature of things a simple criterion of 
fairness or unfairness in these cases, which could be mechanic
ally applied, is out of the question. The standard rests some
where in that nebulous and shifting concept of "fair play" 
between combatants. The sole guide, and it is by no means 
explicit, for an administrative agency undertaking the regu
lation of business policies concerning trade relations must 
be in the traditional legal standards of market conduct. To 
ignore the limits of private discretion in methods of dealing 
with competitors or distributors long sanctioned by the law, 
and to look simply to the consciences of the momentary cus
todians of public authority, in shaping administrative policy, 
would be to invite not only judicial rebuff but popular repu
diation as well. For these reasons the Federal Trade Com
mission has of necessity followed a conservative course in 
this sphue ofits jurisdiction. In attacking business practices 
evidencing unfair competitive aggression, the Commission 
has not extended the scope of coercive regulation much, if 
any, beyond the boundaries of what constituted actionable 
injury at common law. Likewise in regulating conspiracies 
to stifle competition int". se the Commission has not departed 
from the settled principles of law applicable to restraint of 
trade. It is not surprising, consequently, that in merely 
placing its machinery at the service of the enforcement of . 
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old. established legal rules. the burden of the Commission's 
activity in this direction has not been heavy. 

§1. DISPAIlAGEMENT OF COMPETITORS 

In one sense the most extreme form of the negative method . 
of advancing business interests is a direct attack upon the 
integrity of a trade rival. False or misleading statements 
with respect to the .reputation or financial standing of a 
competitor or the quality of his products have no justifica
tion in modern business practice. The fact of their falseness 
shows plainly that they are primarily directed to the injury 
of the competitor. Such a policy evinces a purpose to elimi
nate a troublesome competitor not by superior efficiency but 
by distinctly foul means. The unfairness of this method of 
competition is so manifest that it was recognized as illegal. 
in certain circumstances, already discussed, at common law. 
And, with possibly two exceptions, it appears that the Federal 
Trade Commission has not. in the several orders it has issued 
against disparagement, condemned what would not have 
been actionable under common law principles. 

Approximately thirty-five complaints have been issued in 
which disparagement of a competitor. has been charged. 
The number of orders to cease and desist has been much 
smaller, however. owing to the fact that in several cases, 
in which the original charge of disparagement was a minor 
feature of the complaint. this charge was abandoned upon 
the issuance of the order.l The following specific forms of 
disparaging attacks upon competitors have been condemned: 
false statements concerning the construction or effectiveness 
of a competitor's products; false statements to the effect 
that competing products have been condemned by public 
authorities,' false statements regarding the credit or financial 

I s.., for .xample, Complaints No. 13G-13S, inclusive, as described in the Annual 
Report, 1918, pp. 69-70. In these weII.known cases, the respondents, manufac
turers and distributors of oil tanks and pumps were originally cliuged with .. falacIy 
reprceennng the product of certain of thejr competitors to be unsatisfactory, defec.. 
tive, and that such would not operate. • • ." This charge is not made in the 
complaints as reported in connection with the ordera to cease and desist, which 
dealt with the rcstric:tiu provisions of leasea made by respondent&. 

• Munrznl Spm./I:} C.~ 1 F. T.C.30 (1917); TMOdu C •• , 3 F. T.C.36 (1920); 
Y .. """, C/un., Specu./t:J C •• ,3 F. T. C. 377 (1921) • 

• PJu.w. CMmi<4l c.~ 3 F. T. C. 53 (1920). 
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standing of competitors,! false accusations that competitors 
are members of a trust,. falsely characterizing competitors 
as "pirates" and their products as "counterfeits,'" falsely 
accusing distributors unwilling to handle one's product of 
being disloyal to the Government,' making false statements 
concerning the retirement of a competitor from business,' 
and falsely advertising that a competing product is an in
ferior imitation of one's own product! It will be observed 
that in all of these cases it was expressly charged and found 
that respondents' statements regarding their competitors 
were either literally untrue or so calculatedly misleading as 
to produce a false impression. Moreover, the Commission 
found as a fact in each of these casel! that. the disparaging 
statements were intended to injure competitors and were 
calculated to have that effect. While it appears that the 
Commission has in no instance made a finding of specific 
damages, this is clearly unnecessary in a proceeding primarily 
in the public interest. Nevertheless, the essential elements 
of the common law right of action for defamation or dis
·paragement are retained, it is evident, in this administrative 
action. 

The really vital issue in this connection, however, is 
whether. it may not be unfair competition to malign a busi
ness rival or depreciate his products, even though keeping 
strictly to the truth. There is much to be said from an 
ethical point of view against "throwing stones," whether 
or not the hurler be a resident of "a glass house." As a 
matter of fact it is not done by reputable firms in established 
lines of trade even now. There would probably be no outcry 

1 M,"' ..... Spni./ty CD., 1 F. T. C. JO (1917); c.mitk Iro" RMsI s • ., CD., 
1 F. T.C.310(1919}; SWflighlc,.,,,,,,"';es,4F. T. C. 55 (1921); Ulilh-UitMSug,C •• , 
6 F. T. C. 390 (1923). In the las. mentioned case the question of whether in_ 
Itate conunerce waa: involved hat been raised, and the issue is now before the courts. 

·CAi,.p MiN Work, S.ppI;, C •• , 1 F. T. C. 4SS (1919); GariotJ Y.,..TilU Co., 
1 F. T. C. 316 (1919). 

• Kur." TiT< fS RuHtr CD., 5 F. T. C. 33S (1922) •. 
• /(0;,'; Cm"". Corp., 2 F. T. C. ss (1919) • 
• St. Lttois LigAmi"t Roi C ... 3 F. T. C. 327 (1921) • 
• u. S. l'roiutts CD., 7 F. T. C. JOI (1924); In this case it w .. fOund tho. the 

respondent's product was a ddiberate imitatron of the d~aged product! iNtead 
of U" OIrSIl. The justification for the order was not rm~ted by the tact that 
the rea~ent was proved to have forged !etters as & basis for a request to the 
Federal Trade Commiasion to institute pnx:eedinp agaiast a competing manu.. 
facturer. 
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from conservative business quarters, consequently, if dis
paragement or depreciation of competitors were completely 
and absolutely outlawed. On the other hand, while it may 
not be a responsibility of a manufacturer to educate the 
public in the deficiencies of substitute products which are. 
detracting from the demand for his own product, that is 
certainly his privilege. And if, to take a simple example, 
dairies may compare the merits of butter and oleomargarine, 
with emphasis on the disadvantages of the latter, may not 
chicken farmers point out the superiority of fresh eggs to 
storage eggs? Once this privilege of depreciating co!Ilpeting 
products by publishing verifiable facts about them is granted, 
the extension of the privilege to true statements concerning 
the products or business reputation of a particular rival firm 
might appear difficult to prevent. The identification may 
be assured by devious means not involving the naming of 
the given competitor. But the courts have never found 
themselves powerless to pierce subterfuges of this order, 
and there is no reason to believe they would present insur
mountable administrative difficulties to the Federal Trade 
Commission. There do not appear, in short, to be any 
serious practical objections to a modification of policy which 
would make disparagement of competitors or depreciation 
of their products illegal per .re, provided always that the 
attack is definitely directed against particular competitors. 
Where, however, the attack is general in character, as upon 
a different form of trade organization or upon all competing 
products of a class, it would seem to be sufficient protection 
to competitors if only false and misleading statements of a 
deprecatory character were condemned.l 

There is not much likelihood for the present that higher 
standards of business ethics, such as this rule would embody, 
are to be imposed by coercive regulation. In only a single 
proceeding,' so far as has been ascertained, has the Federal 
Trade Commission given any indication that it might be 
feasible to deal with dispa~agement of competitors more 
rigorously under Section 5 of the Trade Commission Act 

lIt was upon this basil that a recent order was issued against the Wisconsin 
Coopertlliot C"""'try du·". Complaint No. 1080. Advance Sheets, June 9, 1925. 

'11'._ Oil Tonk & Pump C •• , 1 F. T. C. 259 (1918). 
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than it was under the common law. The respondent in one 
of the early cases had circulated copies of a newspaper item 
showing that a certain COp1petitor had been convicted of 
violating the Sherman Anti-Trust Act. The Commission 
did not find that this press dispatch was un true, nor did it 
appear that in giving this news item wide publicity the re
spondent had accompanied it by any derogatory insinua
tions or comments. Nevertheless an order was issued in the 
most sweeping terms forbidding the circulation of this, or 
similar, information.' . 

No appeal was taken from this order, so that what the 
judicial view of it might have been can only be speculated 
upon. It is significant, however, tha~ since this early case 
the Commission appears to have instituted no proceedings 
of this character in which the falsity of the alleged dis
paraging statements was not explicitly charged. 

What the attitude of the courts might be towards an 
attempt to bring within the scope of the prohibition of unfair 
methods of ~ompetition all derogatory statements about 
competitors, regardless of their truth or falsity, is perhaps 
indicated by the judicial review of an order by the Com
mission in a subsequent case.' The respondent, it appeared, 
had caused chemical analyses to be made of an antiseptic 
made by a competing manufacturer. The unfavorable 
results of these analyses were communicated to four large 
customers of the competitor, accompanied by such state
ments as that, "It is our opinion that its use on the human 
body would be attended with great danger." The Com
mission did not specifically find that the analyses circulated 
by respondent were inaccurate, but it did find that the 
analyses in conjunction with the accompanying statements 
were deceptive and misleading and resulted in loss of trade 

'I~UJ'L P. 270. In !1"'"agraph 2 of the order the responden .. we'" directed to 
cease: ~. publishing or CIrculating ~ • . a 'printed clipping or circular which is a 
co~y of a news item which appeared in the Indianapobs News , . • wherein 
it IS reported • • • that a certain competitor of respondent had been found 
guilty of engagi~ in a combination in violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act 
• • . ; or publishing OJ' circulating in a aimilar manner any printed clipping or 
circular similar in form) purpose, or eft"ec~ regarding any competitor of the re
spondent." 

• 'lohn Bm. €I S.n, Co • •• Ftdtr.J Trai, Commusion, 2!l9 Fed. 468 (1924). 
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to the competitor.1 In reviewing the Commission's ruling 
the circuit court of appeals subjected the testimony and the 
findings in this case to a critical examination, and concluded 
that, while the Commission might have been justified in 
finding that respondents' disparaging representations were 
misleading, yet the Commission exceeded its powers in 
holding that respondents' action constituted unfair compe
tition. The court declared that the Commission had omitted 
to find as a fact, what the testimony clearly revealed, that 
the competitor's product was misrepresented by the pro
ducer himself. On this ground the court annulled the order 
to cease and desist. Since it appears, thus, that in the judi
cial view it is not unfair competition to exaggerate actual· 
defects or faults in a competitor's products, if this is but an 
offset to misrepresentation of his own products by the com
peting producer, it may perhaps be deduced that it would 
not be regarded as unfair competition to call attention in 
measured terms to defects or faults in competine: products 
even in the absence of this provocation. 

§2. HARASSING TACTICS 

The negative method of advancing competitive interests, 
i. e., the method of interfering with trade rivals, may be 
carried on indirectly as well as directly. In this section will 
be briefly surveyed several of the indirect and more or less 
surreptitious practices, which illustrate the substance and the 
scope of this branch of trade regulation. These practices 
appear not to be confined to any particular type or size of 
industrial enterprise. They tend, perhaps, to occur more 
commonly under the severe pressure which is exerted upon 
those occupying an unfavorable position in trade, but they 
also spring occasionally from an excess of zeal, on the part 
of vigorous and enterprising. firms, in struggling for su
premacy. 

The activity of the Federal Trade Commission in reference 
to the use of harassing tactics against competitors has not 
been as extensive or as striking, either relatively or abso
lutely, as the debates .leading to the establishment of the 

"."" B ... ($ S.". Co., S F. T. C. 314 (1922). 
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Commission might indicate was anticipated.1 In part this 
may be due to a decline in the employment of predatory 
practices of this sort and a corresponding elevation of busi
ness standards. But it appears that it may also be traceable 
to difficulties of a technical character connected with the 
provision of satisfactory proof in such cases. The essential 
unfairness of some methods of harassing competitors is clear. 
In particular such practices as mutilating, tampering with, 
or adulterating a competitor's product,' removing the ad
vertising display boards distributed .by a competitor,· or 
purposely causing collisions with the motor trucks of a 
competitor,' call for no detailed discussion. The invasion of 
competitors' rights is so palpable that the..conclusion that 
these tactics tend to hamper free competition is unescapable. 
But there are other practices involving interference with the 
business of competitors which are in the nature merely of an 
intensification of ordinary and legitimate competitive meth
ods. In the determination of the legal status of alleged unfair 
.conduct in many cases of this character the motive of the 
act, rather than its substantive nature, becomes the decisive 
factor. It is a question, frequently, of whether or not the 
act was done with the wrongful intention of injuring a com
petitor. When, for example, a dealer-customer is prevailed 
upon to rescind a contractwith a given manufacturer, or to 
cease purchasing of him, and to give his entire trade to the 
intruding competitor, has the latter deliberately wronged 
his rival or only sought his own profit? This can seldom be 
determined with much assurance. It is noteworthy, as 
bearing upon the Commission's activity in this field, that a 
relatively large number of complaints have been dismissed, 
and frequently on the ground, according to the terse official 
explanation of .. failure of proof" or "evidence not suffi
cient."6 

1 Approximately forty-five complainta have been issued in. which the major 
charge appears to have been acme typo- of harassing competition., In ~ number of 
cues such method&: have been alleged as supplementary to other prElCtlCeI. 

• ESSI~ V ..... iS4 CD., 1 F. T. C.I38 (1918); Mu_ Spui./ty Co., 1 F. T. C. 30 
(1917); VIKMum Ck.ntr SptcWty Co., J F. T. C. 377 (1921) • 

• K,"'on Ti,., & RM6btr Co., S F. T. C. JJS (1921). 
• Amtri_ Agri&ulhmll C""";r.1 C ... 1 F. T. C. 226 (1918). 
I Amon~ the easel dismissed may benoted the following: eDt. Cot. CtJ., 2 F. T. C. 

461 (1919) (espionage); Dring & Co., 4 F. T. C. 48J (1921) (espionage); 
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(a) Espionage 
Within certain limits inquiry concerning the affairs of 

trade competitors is certainly legitimate. There is no eco
nomic objection to a business man keeping informed about 
the general financial position, the sales program, or the. 
nature and extent of the research work, of each of his com
petitors so far as these can be ascertained from observation 
or from published statements. But in respect to each of 
these matters there are detailed facts which business con
cerns do not generally make known or care to have known 
outside of their own organizations. The maturities I:)f cure 
rent obligations to banks, the terms and volume of particular 
orders or sales, the progress of technical experiments-these 
are matters about which, unless and until they are publicly 
announced, competitors are not entitled or warranted to 
seek information. When, therefore, a firm undertakes to 
secure detailed facts of this nature about the business of its 
competitors it must ordinarily proceed by stealth. This 
affords a fairly reliable index of the limits within which the 
common business function of assembling and utilizing in
formation about trade conditions may be cultivated without 
encroaching upon the privacy and securyty of others. The 
offense of espionage, in sum, is to be tested not primarily by 
the character of the information sought or obtained, and 
not even by the attitude of the party, whose affairs are the 
subject of inquiry, towards disclosure of the given facts. 
The real test of what constitutes espionage is afforded by the 
presence or absence of duplicity or bad faith in the means 
employed to acquire the particular information. 

This analysis is borne out by the proceedings thus far 
instituted by the Federal Trade Commission to suppress 
this evil. In several cases the Commission has condemned 
d..meon T""k f5 Pump C.~ 2 F. T. C. 462 (1919) (inducing breach of eontract). 
TokMi,. Mfg. C •• ,2 F. C. T. 463 (1919) (itimJ, and enticing employees); c;"""""u 
LiqJlid M""1ln Co., 2 F. T. C. 463 (1919) (itimJ); U. S. Food Prodllds Cwp., 3 F. T 
C. 4.15 (1920) (enticing employee.); ["",it, Co., 3 F. T. C. 4.16 (1920) (threats ot 
litigation); M,ce"". C •• , 2 F. T. C.461 (1919) (id".); NSlion.t Bridf' C •. , 3 F. T. 
C.4.17 (1920) (itUm); Niles N"""",wngM.uM •• 0,.,2 F. T. C.461 (1919) (itUmh 
Ammc.n ClUck Co., 1 R T. C. 519 (1919) (ilkm); CilHrl e B.,./ur Mfr. co., 
2 F. T. C. 462 (1919) (inducing breach of contract); TM SlrfflId,d 1I'MoI Co., 
2 F. T. C. 464 (1919) {espionage, th .... tsoflitigation)i D.u" {$ Haed_lei, 4 F. T. C. 
483 (1921) (inclwling vexatious demands); MintrlllS Septzr4l;on, Lkl, ... Complaint 
No. 215; Dismissed April 11. 1923. (Espionage, intimidarinn, threats 01 litigarinn.) 
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the employment of detectives to spy upon a rival, and the 
bribing of a competitor's employees to obtain confidential 
information.' Whether the purpose of the procurement of 
information by such means is primarily injury to the com
petitor or not, these tactics tend in the long run to hamper 
and discourage competition. They reduce the conduct of 
business to the level of trickery. From the social point of. 
view they are, therefore, as pernicious as they are clearly 
unfair from the point of view of the particular competitor. 

<b> Inducing BretZ&h of Contract 
It has never been seriously con tended that there is any 

unfairness in offering to sell one's products. in the ordinary 
course of trade to everyone who may deal in or consume such 
products, even though each particular transaction completed 
may tend to curtail by so much the potential demand for 
competitors' goods. This is but an aspect of the inevitable 
harshness not only of a competitive economic system but 
of life itself. Nor should the esistence of contractual rela.

. tions between a prospective customer and a competitor 
constitute a bar to commercial intercourse. If an offer is 
made in good faith, primarily for one's own profit, the fact 
that it may incidentally result in the breach of an executory 
contract between a competitor and the customer to the 
former's damage would not seem adequate ground for re
garding it as an offense against public law. And yet if the 
jurisdiction of the Federal Trade Commission, in this par
ticular, were to be made coterminous with the grounds for a 
private right of action for procurement of breach of contract, 
the conclusion of a transaction under these circumstances 
might justify the issuance of an administrative order. For 
at common law, as already shown, the negotiation of a con
tract with another, e. g., a sale to a dealer customer, with the 
knowledge that its performance will bring about the breach 
of an esisting contract was, in most American courts, ground 
for recovery of damages by the injured competitor.' 

1 B.tsf"'" Lumkr Co. "Ill. 1 F. T. C. till (1918), .1m,""", Azr;NlItrmU C"""ielll 
CD., 1 F. T. C. 226(1918~; Aild. S.k. S"";«,1 F. T. C.4S9 (1919); TlrIo.k .. Co., 
l F. T. C. 36 (1920);. Unikd Rzn;J"';"1 Co.,3 F. T. C. 284 (1921); u. S. Hoff_ 
MIKIJi • .., C"'P~ 5 .... T. C. 439 (1923). 

• Sec: Chapter II, '"prtI. 
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As a basis for action by the Federal Trade Commission 
something more than mere knowledge of an existing con
tract and intention to do that which will, in ordinary course, 
bring about its breach would seem to be essential. For the 
public interest, which is the fundamental guide to Com-. 
mission procedure, lies not so much in the preservation of the 
contract, as in the prevention of unfair business conduct. 
And the common law liability for interfering in the execution 
of valid contracts might well be somewhat more extensive 
than the responsibility not to employ unfair methods of 
competition, as applied to the solicitation of business from 
customers of competitors. The existence of a legitimate 
trade interest in expanding one's sales should supply, s6 
far as the unfairness of the conduct from the public point of 
view is concerned, that "just cause or excuse" which the 
common law requires, but which it does not, in general, 
recognize to be provided by competitive interest. But this 
should be held to constitute justification, it must at once be 
added, only under the circumstances set forth, namely, the 
pursuit in ordinary course of one's immediate private profit 
and advantage. When unlawful means are used to induce 
breach of contract, or when the interfere_nce serves no posi
tive competitive interest of the trader responsible for the 
contract cancellation, a different case is presented. In short 
it wonld seem that evidence of ill-will, in the sense of a 
primary intention to thwart or cause loss to a competitor, 
should be recognized as an essential element in t,he grounds 
for procedure by the Federal Trade Commission in this class 
of caseS. 

The record of the Federal Trade Commission thus far in 
dealing with procurement of breach of contract does not 
indicate that a different policy from the foregoing is being 
followed. There has been no case in which the Commission 
has gone so far as have the courts in some common law ac
tions in condemning the interruption of contract relations 
which results incidentally from 1:he advancement of one's 
own business interests.' In one instance the Commission held, 

• A possible exception to this general statement mar be the case against the 
W.yne Oil T.nk & Pump C •• , 1 F. T. C. 259 (1918). From the official report of 
this proceeding one would be led to believe that the respondent had pursued a 
definite and deliberate policy of interfering with the ioatallatioo of competitors' 

12 
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quite properly, that requesting and inducing third parties 
to break their contracts with competitors, when such action 
has no direct relation to the procurement of any profit or 
advantage to the person soliciting the cancellation, is unfair 
and unlawful.1 Adverse orders have been issued in two cases, 
moreover, in which it appeared the respondents had offered 
special inducements to buyers to rescind their contracts for 
the purchase of competing equipment and replace same by 
the equipment manufactured by the respondents.' Among 
such inducements were offers to indemnify customers for 
any judgments rendered against them on account of can
cellation of contracts with respondents' competitors, and 
offers to credit installment payments mad.e upon purchases 
from respondents' competitors toward the price of respon
dents' products. In these cases malice is evident and the 
corrective action of the CommiSSion is undoubtedly well
founded. So long as jurisdiction is not assumed beyond the 
range here indicated, procedure by the Commission to pre
vent interference in existing contract relations may be ex-

. pected, upon occasion, to have judicial sanction. 
From another angle, it appears that administrative regu

lation in this field may effectively add to the protection 
accorded by the common law. In common law suits for 
inducing breach of contract it has always been necessary to 
show injury! No recovery was possible if no damage re
sulted. Under the Federal Trade Commission Act, on the 

service station equipment Uby divers means and methods.u It is not even men~ 
tioned whether in .seeking the rescisioa of contracts for competiton:'" equipment the 
aubstitution of its own product was encouraged. But the agreed stipuiatioD upon 
which this case was heard and decided presents quite a different aspect of the fact&. 
From the stipulation it appeared that the procurement of breach of contracts for the 
purchase of competitors" equipment had taken place only in isolated instances, and 
against explicit and repeated instruetions of the respondent to its man~rs and 
~tI. For a further discussion of the discrepancy between the Commission sofficial 
•. Findings.of Facts U and the agreed stipulation in this case) see G. C. Henderson, 
"The Federal Trade Commission/' New Haven, 1924, PP4 141-142-

1 Sfanl,y Boolring Corp., 1 F. T. C. 212 (1918). In this case .... pond.nt .was 
found to have procured, hy means not stated. the co eance1lation of contracts for the 
exhibition of certain moVlIlJ-picture films made and entered into by and between 
certain of its competitors tunilarly engaged and the producers of moving-picture 
films. oJ It is not related and there it no basis for assuming, that this enabled 
respondent to .secure fihns which it could not otherwise havc oDtained . 

• U. S. Hoff"''''' M.,'';nery Corp., S F. T. C. 439 (1923); Prospmty Co., 11«.; 
til!. T. C. 290 (1923) . 

• See Chapte, II, supr •• 
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other hand, as interpreted, it is unnecessary to prove that 
the attempts were successful in causing the cancellation of a 
single contract.l The unfairness which the law condemns 
resides in the adoption of the policy of interfering in com
petitors' contract rdations, and the accomplishment of the 
intended result is merdy an aggravation of the offense. 
From still another viewpoint, it may be observed that ad
ministrative regu1ation is capable of providing protection 
against interference with several isolated contracts, which 
singly may involve sums too small to justify private legal 
action against the unfair aggressor or even suits for breach 
of contract. The cases of this nature thus far prosecuted 
by the Commission alford no clear illustration of these ad-' 
van tages of its procedure, however. 

(e) Enlicemml oj Employees 
Interference with the employment rdations of a com

petitor stands on a similar footing with inducement of breach 
of commercial contracts. Except for the difference in subject 
matter there is no essential ground for distinguishing mali
cious interference in the one rdation from the other. Com
petition for services and competition for patronage are 
merdy different phases of competitive business rivalry. 
This is recognized in the law, which regards any agreement 
to abstain from offering inducements which would cause 
the employees of a competitor to leave his employ, i. e., to 
hire them away from him, as in the nature of a conspir~cy 
to keep down wages. It is as unlawful as an agreement not 
to offer goods to buyers bdow a certain price, which is the 
clearest example of a conspiracy in restraint of trade. Con
trariwise, unfairness arises when special offers are made to 
particular employees, not primarily in order to secure their 
services but in order to injure their actual employer. The 
injury may be accomplished either by depriving the compet
rior of valuable services without adequate notice or by 

t An examination of the teconia discloaea that with onc exception all of the com
plaintll a~nat this species of unfair competition have charged not only the inducing 
but the • attempt to induce or procure" breach of contracts, and presumably proof 
of the latter would be sufficient to support an onier7 else there would be no reason 
for thus framing the complaint. The ex«ption noted is: SliI11k:J Bosiring Corp., 
1 F. T. C. 212 (1918). 
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securing through trusted employees confidential information 
concerning his business. Here again, as in respect to espion
age and inducing breach of contract, the unfairness of the 
conduct subject to complaint does not ordinarily reside in 
the substance or form of what is done. Acts which are by 
themselves quite innocent become vicious when prompted by 
predatory design. In any given case the enticement of em
ployees may be properly condemned if it can be shown that 
the prime purpose served was the injury of a competitor. 
But as with other types of harassing tactics the determina,.
tion of the existence of this improper motive is attended with 
great difficulty, and can be deduced as a rule only presump
tively from the totality of surrounding cirrumstances. 

In the three cases involving enticement of employees in 
which orders to cease and desist have been issued, the Federal 
Trade Commission appears to have recognized that there is 
no escape from this difficulty, which comes down from the 
common law. l Thus, in one case it was charged that re
spondent had systematically and on a large scale induced 
employees of one of its competitors to leave their employ
ment, when respondent had no occasion for the services of 
many of such employees.- The findings state that respon
dent had "maliciously enticed away employees of said 
competitor"; and furthermore that respondent had "ac
quired information of trade secrets and business confidences 
of a competitor through and by a person formerly employed 
in a confidential capacity by said competitor, but now em
ployed by the respondent:" In another case, decided upon 
an agreed stipulation of facts, it appeared that the respon
dent had sought and obtained the services of salesmen who 
at the time were in the employ of a competitor, for the pur
pose of injuring said competitor.- The order to cease and 
desist in this case, however, seems to exceed what was re
quired for the protection of the legitimate interests of com
petitors. In unqualified terms it restrained respondent 

1 St.ndani Car EgrdpmmJ CD., 1 F. T. C. 144 (1918); 1Y4;yn< Oil TonUs Prnop 
Co., 1 F. T. C. 259 (1918); 1YmM,,_ ~ ~ i'n4N" C •• , Complaint No. 
1087, Ord ... ;"ncd Maroh, 1925. 

• SIII7IIlaN Ctzr Equipmmt CD., 1 F. T. C. 144 (1918). 
, I.i4., p. 148. 
'11'.:1"< Oil Tank ~ Pw .. , Co., 1 F. T. C. 259 (1918). 
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from "employing or attempting to employ . • • any 
sales agent or agents or other employees of any such com
petitors." This comes dangerously near to forbidding under 
the Federal Trade Commission Act what is encouraged by 
the Sherman Act. 

(d) Threatening Litigation 
Attempting to intimidate a competitor by threats qf law 

suits is usually associated with unsettled disputes over patent 
claims. Such controversies offer special opportunities for 
abuse. They almost invariably involve intricate questions, 
of law and fact and their outcome is, therefore, quite uncer
tain. They afford, thus, convenient cover for disingenuous
ness. Moreover, the fact that such litigation can readily be 
stretched out over a considerable period adds to its effective
ness as a means of annoying or harassing a competitor. 
Since the precise limits of a patent claim can seldom be de
termined outside the courts, and since the chances of simple 
mistake in bringing charges of infringement are so great, 
it may be stated that, as a general role, until a pending 
controversy is finally adjudicated, it would be futile to accuse 
a challenging patent owner of bad faith.. When, however, 
threats are made but legal proceedings are not instituted or 
when instituted are not brought to trial, it may be inferred 
that the intimidation of a competitor rather than prevention 
of infringement is sought. 

The difficulties surrounding the administrative regulation 
of this species of sharp business practice are well illustrated 
in the single case of this kind which has been reviewed in 
the courts. It appeared that one Dr. Herman Heuser, the 
respondent, had a valid patent on a process for manufactur
ing non-alcoholic beer, which he claimed was infringed by 
another patented process controlled by the Baltimore Process 
Company.' In June and September, 1921, Heuser wrote to 
numerous persons and firms advising them that should they 
exercise their privileges as licensees of the Baltimore Com
pany they were liable to suit for infringement of his patent. 
In December, 1922, the complaint was issued by the Federal 
Trade Commission, whereupon (in January and February, 

I Dr. H"",,,,, Hauer, 1 F. T. C. 107 (l923). 
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1923) the respondent Heuser, filed suits against two of the 
concerns previously warned.' On the basis of these facts 
the Commission subsequendy issued its order to cease and 
desist. Upon appeal to the courts this order- was vacated 
on the ground that bad faith was essential, and that the 
Commission had failed specifically to find such bad faith.' 
On the merits of the case, some support for the Commission's 
order might be found in the fact that respondent had evi
dendy taken no action against the Baltimore Process Com
pany as the alleged primary infringer. The court, however, 
going beyond the mere technical point of the insufficiency 
of the findings, stated that in its opinion the Commission 
was "right in failing to find bad faith."ln support of this 
view, it pointed out several circumstances, including the 
fact that very few letters threatening suit were sent, which 
tended to establish the respondent's sincerity of purpose. 
It should be manifest that proceedings of this nature must 
frequendy encounter delicate issues of fact, better suited to 
determination by the judicial process than by the more 
blunt and dynamic administrative process. 

Other cases involving threats of infringement suits have 
shown clearly enough, nevertheless, that there is need for 
the repression of this practice as an unfair competitive 
method. When no patent rights exist as a basis for warnings 
against infringement, it is obvious that threats of litigation . 
are unfair! Though such false claims as to patent infringe
ment might not be expected to intimidate an alleged in
fringing manufacturer, since he can readily ascertain their 
falsity and ordinarily has a sufficient interest to do so, the 
gesture may be effective in frightening dealer-eustomers 
of such competing manufacturer and thereby injuring his 
trade.' Again, making vague and indefinite threats not 

1 It may be not«! that both of the tompanies sued had p",vioosly aoswered the 
reopondent'.le.ters to the effect that they ...... no longer u ... g the disput«! p_ 

I H"""", H,,,,,, •• F.,u,.,u TrM/, C ..... issi.n. , Fed. (2<1). 632 (192S). 
·G.miJ.I,.." RzlSl S..p C •• , 1 F. T. C.310 (1919); Esuy HIttris FNhttY Filnt 

C •• , S F. T. C. 219 (1922). . 
'Thi. wu the .ituation cmdosed in two cues in the drug aM chemical trade, 

in which adverse orders were issued. SII7Ihcm CJdm;etU C"., 1,"0, 3 F. T. C 365 
(1921), sad AlUny C",",i<,u Co .• 3 F. T. C. 369 (1921). In the ji", of these CIIaI 
the claim to alleged infringomeB ..... backed up by the false ..... ment that Ie. 
lpondent had seeured an illiunetion agoinat the competing manufacturer. In the 
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based upon any meritorious patent claim, and known at the 
time not to have any such foundation, shows an evident 
lack of good faith well justifying action by the Commission.' 
Likewise, the attempt to intimidate dealers handling com
petitor's products by sweeping allegations of infringement 
in excess of definitdy adjudicated rights of the respondent, 
indicates bad faith, and brings the practice within the pur
view of the regulatory power of the Federal Trade Com-
mission.1 ' 

It appears that in only a few instances has the Commission 
definitdy and explicitly found that there was a want 9f good 
faith on the part of the respondents in proceedings of this 
character." These were all early cases, and it may be ex
pected that since the reversal suffered in the recent Heuser 
appeal the Commission will take pains henceforth to estab
lish this essential dement before issuing orders to cease and 
desist from this practice. This' is not to imply that in the 
other cases menti!)ned above there was not actua,lly unfair 
competition and a violation of the Federal Trade Com
mission Act. .But it is to insist, as the court insisted in the 
Heuser case, that unless warnings against infringement or 
threats of litigation are made without a reasonably founded 
belief in the validity of the legal claim- they assert and a 
genuine intention to defend it. they do not constitute an 
unfair method of competition. The competitive process 

~ which involved the right to use the trade name U aspirin~» the respondenes 
claim was 80 meretricious, being backed by certificates of reg1Stration obtained under 
false preteues from numerous states,. that serious injury might have been. suffered 
by the competing manufacturer, who had built up a amsidorable demand fOr hi. 
~uc:t under this name, had the respondent's campaign of intimidation among 
Jobbtra anddru8gis .. been allowed to continue. The shadowy na<>= of reopcmdent's 
claim was evidenoed by the conspicuous .bsena: of ~on of i .. righta against 
the alleged infringing competitor. 

1 N.to-lin. Co., 1 F. T. C. 400 (1919), in which the respondent wu round to 
have claimed the exclusive right to manuractun: invert sugar sirup, although the 
product had been manufac_ by other methoda for many years. 

• ClumrpUm Bu....r S FOIT' Co, 3 F. T: C. 137 (1920). The findings of facts in 
this """" brought out that respondent had declined to reply to an inquiry .. to what 
products of the competitor were in~... /JrotJm PortMll C"""'Yi"r M .. 
<4i1Ury c.. .• 2 F. T. C. 143 (1919), ill which it appeared &om aD .... lier and W1JUC. 

c:cssful proceeding rapondent"s patents. were of question.ble scope, but respondent's 
agents falsely ftpre5eDted tocustomers that respondent had or .. about toinstituce 
an infringement suit against a certain competitor . 

• CAi_ ll" ... TttSk Co., 1 F. T. C. 110 (1918); GInsi4e I""" RwI 8". C •• , 
1 F. T. C. 310 (1919); NMi....J Bi"""" M«Ai". c.., 1 F. T. C. 44 (1917). 
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cannot be preserved by denying to manufacturers and 
traders the right to contend for, and protest against invasion 
of, privileges which have been acquired and exercised in good 
faith. 

(e) Writing/OI" Catalogues 01" Estimates 
For a business concern deliberately to plan and adopt 

measures looking to the imposition of expense upon a com
petitor, without prospect of its ewn gain and solely to the 
end of injuring such competitor, is manifestly unfair and 
socially wasteful. It is in fact so indefensible that it seldom, 
if ever, occurs among rival concerns similarly organized and 
conducting their business by similar means. But the bitter
ness engendered by the conffict between the traditional 
system of distribution and the newer forms of mercantile 
enterprise has led to a peculiar abuse of this nature. Mail
order houses dealing with widely scattered patrons and 
having no facilities for display of merchandise have to rely 
upon a free distribution of catalogues, samples, estimates, 
an!i the like, to many unknown persons for the development 
and effective cultivation of contacts with potential buyers. 
The expense of distributing such advertising material is 
frequently very great. Taking advantage of the vulnera
bility of mail-order houses in this respect, "regular" dealers 
have sometimes encouraged fictitious requests for catalogues 
or estimates. When there is no intention to patronize the 
mail-order concern, the application for free literature or 
services is a form of personal dishonesty most deserving of 
condemnation. When an organized effort is made to per
suade others to adopt a like course, the unfairness becomes 
more than a personal delinquency and is properly subject 
to restraint by the Federal Trade Commission. 

In three early cases the Commission assailed this method 
of harassing distant competitors.1 All of these related to the 
lumber trade, but in a later case, a local Chamber of Com
merce was the respondent anI! its method of protecting 
the interests of resident merchants by arranging with a 
motion picture theater to accept the catalogues of divers 

1 BoIffrmJ Ltml" Co., 1 F. T. C. 60 (1918); SI.i..nJJmr« LMmhr Co., 1 F. T. C. 
325 (1919); 'J. H. PIIII"'o. Co., 1 F. T. C. 363 (1919). 
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mail-order concerns in lieu of admission fee was condemned.' 
Such tactics seem clearly within the scope of administrative 
regulation. 

§3. BOGUS INDEPENDENTS 

Prior to the enactment of the 1914 legislation there had 
been considerable agitation against the employment of 
bogus independents by trusts. The chief ground for the dis
approval of the policy of conducting business operations 
through subsidiaries with concealed ownership appears to 
have been that it enabled a large concern to carry on harass
ing attacks upon competitors with comparative impunity.' 
Local price-cutting campaigns could be engineered without 
bringing discredit on the trust, so long as the real identity of 
the bogus independent remained undetected! Likewise this 
device served as a spying system for obtaining information of 
a confidential character regarding the activities and designs 
of competitors.' But while the use of bogus independents 
was generally condemned for these reasons, no specific pro
hibition of the device was provided in the Clayton Act. Ap
parently the view was that, as the evils for which subsidiaries 
of undisclosed ownership could serve as an instrument were 
declared unlawful, the policy of opetating through such 
subsidiaries could be allowed to stand in the absence of abuse. 
In defense of this view, it may be observed that secrecy re
garding the ownership of a subsidiary, no more than secrecy 
about. the distribution of stock-holding in any single cor
poration, is not in itself unethical or unfair. It is no J1art of 
the rights or privileges of the trading community or of the 
consuming public to be informed of the ownership personnd 
of business corporations. It certainly becomes immoral, 
however, if there is deceitful misrepresentation of an actoal 
relationship between given enterprises, as, for example, by a 
public denial of some rumor of this connection; and such 

1 c""",*" Df Comrruru Df Missouk, 51'. T. C. 451 (1923). 
-See W6 H. S. Stevena, uUnfair Competition,'- 01'4 &il., pp. 19-39. 
I Illustrations of such use of bogus independents may be found in: "Report of 

Commissioner of Corporations on the TobBttO Industry" (1909) Part I, p. 110; 
U. S. D. C .... ProdutlS Rljining CD., 234 Fed. 964, 983-4 (1916); U. S. D. Am.m"" 
Can Co., 230 Fed. 859,887 (1916). 

'See lY_ Kram" ToN<<O CD • .. American ToN<" CD., 180 Fed. 16D, 167..j! 
(1910). 
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misrepresentation may conceivably become legally unfair 
under certain circumstances. 

The proposition that a business enterprise may appear 
in the markets only under a single identity is economically 
and legally indefensible. In the first place, what constitutes 
such identity as requires the acknowledgment of an inter
relationship between two business concerns? Is partial 
ownership, effective control, absolute control, or complete 
ownership of one by the other to constitute such identity of 
interest as it is unfair not to disclose? Practically, it may 
be pointed out, there may be a complete ownership of one 
concern by the other, but they may be administered by 
separate managements and operate in distinct fields, as 
when a magazine publisher owns a book~aper mill. Under 
these circumstances it is difficult to understand bow the 
failure to announce this relationship could in any way preju
dice the legitimate interests of competitors of the publish
inghouse. 

In respect to more basic considerations, what objection can 
be raised to an appeal for patronage upon a single product or 
Ime of products under two different names, either in the same 
or in different markets? It is not a common practice, 
primarily for the reason that the reputation of a business firm 
ordinarily helps rather than hinders the disposal of its prod
ucts. The identity of the producer serves to introduce favor
ably new products to old customers or old products to new 
customers. But if, for any reason, this condition does not 
obtain there does not seem to be ground for denying the 
privilege of seeking to develop good-will for two or more 
enterprises at the same time. Perhaps the "manufacture" 
of trade good-will may be made more profitable in this way. 
In any case, unless one or more of the really identified but 
nominally independent concerns is used' for the conduct 
of business by methods in themselves unfair and unlawful, 
the failure to announce their relationship is not deceit but 
ordinary privacy. 

From the very few cases involving the use of bogus inde
pendents which have been prosecuted by the Federal Trade 
Commission, it appears that the policy heretofore followed 
has been diametrically opposed to that suggested by the 
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foregoing analysis. Four orders to cease and desist have 
been issued, covering this practice; three have been dis
missed,' and one remains pending.· As a rule, it may be 
noted, the allegation of this practice has evidently been sub
ordinated to other issues, but in only a single instance does it 
appear that the use of a bogus independent was connected 
with, in the sense of being a medium for, other alleged unfair 
methods of operation. In the Fleischmann case, the Berry 
Seed case, and the Lightning Rod case it appeared that the 
purpose of conducting the subsidiaries as independent con
cerns was to secure patronage from sources which for some 
reason were prejudiced against or antagonistic to the re
spondent.- For example, in the Berry case the respondent 
merely utilized the name "Standard Seed Company" in the 
wholesale branch of its business.' This evidently was to 
obviate the drawback of its status as a retail mail-order house 
in dealing with merchants.' But that there is no unfair 
competition in this has already been shown in the discussion 
of misrepresentation of trade status. The protection by 
public authority to which competitors and customers are 
entitled is protection in the vital terms of commercial bar
gains and the vital attributes of business property .• The 
agency of federal trade regulation has no mandate fur the 
protection of the prejudices, whims, suspicions, and idle 
fancies of everyone engaged in the transaction of business. 

'Fki.tt:J.n"mn CD. ! F. T. e. 119 (1918); Arm_ & CD. ",,4 Farm"" Coopera-. 
,ive Fmiliur C •• , 1 F. T. e. 430 (1919); A. if. B'"7 8",/ C •• , 2 F. T. e. 427 (1920); 
St. Lolli, Lighming /lQtl Co., 3 F. T.e. 327 (1921). In E4mnan K.4d: Co., C0m
plaint No. 917, Order issued April 18, 1924, it appeared, according to the tindings of 
facto, that the ... had been for a time concealed ownership by the respondent of 
""r<ain film lahoratoriea, hot this control had heen publiclyanncunced prior to the 
issuance of the complaint. The order is silent regarding this practice. 

I A'''''''ie 1« & C.III C •. , 1 F. T. C. S39 (1918); U. 8. Footl Protltlm Corp., 
3 F. T. e. 43S (1920); IPlUu 8ert1ing Moehine C •• , 4 F. T. C. 483 (1921). 

I ifrm_& Co~ Complaint No. 163, Annual Rcpnet, 1924, p.lYS. This ~ is in 
IUIpellSC pending clnte Of Docketa 4SS and 531 • 

• In each of these cases there were present other issues. not pertinent to-the 
present discuasion. ~ 

• The fact that the Standard Company appears to have misrepresented the 
quality of it-s seed, might make of the compan, itself a "fighting instrument," 
worthy of auppresaion; but the Commission did not treat these •• otfenses u as 
mutually dependent. They were regarded as separable aad di.tinct elements of the 
respondent'. poliq. 

• The complaint wu, in general_ that purc:huers " .... fraudulently iDdna:d 
to trodo unknowingly with the mpondODt through the inatrumentality" of the 
IUbaidi...,.. 
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In the proceedings against Armour and Company there is 
nothing to indicate that the respondent's purpose was to 
employ the subsidiary as a means of predatory attack upon 
competitors. The name Farmers' Cooperative Fertilizer 
Company might perhaps mislead customers, but in the 
absence of a uniform judicial or legislative definition of what 
constitutes a cooperative enterprise and regulation of the 
use of the term, it is submitted that the action of the re
spondent was not so far unfair as to be unlawful. This con
clusion is confirmed by the evidence tending to show that 
respondent's selection of the name of the subsidiary was quite 
casual and any deception caused quite inadvertent. It ap
peared that the Armour Fertilizer Works had purchased out
right the plant and good-will of the Farmers' Cooperative 
Guano Company, and had caused to be organized the 
Farmer's Cooperative Fertilizer Company to take over these 
properties. The respondent continued to operate the busi
ness under this name for upwards of five years prior to the 
issuance of the complaint without engaging in any unfair or 
p~datory business practice, so far as the Commission ascer
tained. Moreover, upon being informed of the contemplated 
action of the Commission the respondent voluntarily added 
the words" Armour Owned" to the signature of the Farmers' 
Cooperative Fertilizer Company upon all equipment, adver
tisements, letter-heads, and the like. Under these circum
stances it is difficult to understand how the conduct of the 
respondent constituted unfair competition in any just sense. 

It is sometimes suggested that a large, perhaps potentially 
monopolistic concern, stands in a different relation to the 
requirements of the law respecting the standards of com
petitive conduct than its small, independent rivals. It is 
said they must avoid even the appearance of evil, and that 
the possession of instrumentalities of oppression by them 
may be taken as prima facie evidence of the exercise of op
pression. On this ground there might be some justification 
for an order requiring Armour and Company not to do busi
ness in any circumstances under another name. But it is 
submitted that there is no basis, either in law or in justice, 
for imposing a "double standard" in respect to the legitimacy 
or fairness of competitive conduct. What it is equitable to 
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permit a small concern to do, it is equitable to permit a large 
concern to do. There is nothing vicious in bigness per SI!. 

And to penalize bigness, because of size alone, would cer
tainly be to invite economic decay. It is to be hoped, at 
least, that the Commission based its action in this case on no 
such fallacious premise. Beyond this, there is need of a 
definite recognition that concea.lment of ownership of sub
sidiary corporations is not synonymous with the operation of 
bogus independents, and is not in itself unlawful.' 

§4. EXCLUSIVE DEALER ARRANGEMENTS, 

Among the logical accompaniments of the changes in the 
commercial system and in commercial methods described in 
an earlier chapter should be noted an increase in the practice 
of making exclusive dealing stipulations in sales to dis
tributors. This practice is very different from and must not 
be confused with the policy of providing for exclusive repre
sentation in specified localities or regions. An exclusive 
dealer arrangement, as the phrase is commonly used, denotes 
an agreement between a manufacturer and a merchant that 
the latter will refrain from handling competing lines of goods 
in consideration of his being supplied with the former's prod
ucts. An arrangement for exclusive representation puts the 
shoe on the other foot, and the manufacturer, in consideration 
of his products being stocked by the merchant, engages to 
refrain from selling his products to competing dealers in a 
prescribed territory. Thus, under a policy of making ex
clusive dealer arrangements,a number of merchants in any 
particular district might be selling the given manufacturer's 
product, but none of them would be offering for sale the like 
product of any competitor of that manufacturer. Under a 
policy of arranging for exclusive representation in various 
market areas, on the other hand, only a single merchant 
would be selling the given manufacturer's product in any 
particular district; and this merchant might also, though this 
is not ordinarily the case, be distributing the like products of 
numerous other manufacturers. There is nothing to prevent 

1 Pending: a judicial review of some proctieding involving this issue, it would seem 
that the prospect of such a modification of present administrative policy is not 
entit<ly fanciful. 
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a combination of both of these policies. The exclusive fea.
tures may be made reciprocal obligations and, in fact, not 
uncommonly are so made. 

It is apparent that the policy of making sales to distributors 
contingent upon the assumption of exclusive dealing obli
gations cannot, at least in respect to its effect upon the 
relations among distributive agencies, contravene the basic 
principles of the anti-trust laws. In so far as such a policy 
affects the competitive process, it does so by its influence upon 
the range of market opportunity of competing manufac
turers. It erects no bars among merchants. It tends only to 
fence off the particular merchants as a group from other 
manufacturers. How far is this permissible on economic 
grounds? Is it illegitimate under all circumstances? May 
the prevention of any unduly restrictive effects safely be left 
to the corrective influence of the free play of competitive 
interests among distributors? 

That the policy in question may be wholly fair and unre
lated to any scheme to hinder competitors becomes evident 
upon consideration of the circumstances surrounding its 
widespread adoption latterly. Two characteristics of modern 
trade appear particularly to have fostered the adoption of the 
policy of requiring exclusive dealing. First, is the tremendous 
increase of mechanical devices of various kinds in proportion 
to all other products distributed. Mechanical and electrical 
equipment, ranging from sewing machines to the. radio and 
from bicycles to .airplanes, form an increasingly significant 
factor in the gross volume of trade. These goods tend to be 
relatively expensive and non-essential, requiring intensive 
sales effort for their distribution. They are also relatively 
intricate, requiring detailed explanation, demonstration, and 
even instruction in their uses. And they not infrequently 
require subsequent special services for their maintenance in 
operating order. Under these circumstances, the stipulation 
of exclusive dealing is practically indispensable for the 
vigorous and effective distribution of the goods. At best, 
the turnover of such products is bound to be relatively slow, 
and it is a vital interest of the manufacturer, therefore, to 
secure the full and whole-hearted cooperation of every dis
tributor in the endeavor to attract the ultimate consumer. 
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This cannot be obtained, obvioUsly, if the dealer is offering 
several competing lines of goods of substantially the same 
quality and price. It is in the dealer's own interest, also, to 
concentrate on the sale of a single manufacturer's line of such 
products. The dealer becomes in effect a partner of the 
producer interested in the successful distribution of the· 
particular line of products, and will prafi t in proportion as his 
turnover on these goods increases under the stimulus of an 
undivided attention to their sale. 

In the second place, the enormous growth in branded 
merchandise of all kinds has tended in a manner to choke 
the channels of distribution. So long as most goocls were 
not differentiated by special trade-marks, but were differ
entiated simply by quality, size, and color according to 
common, simple standards, the distributur, particularly the 
jobber, could increase the number and range of his customers 
practically indefinitely without necessitating a dispropor
tionate increase in stock. Additions to demand could be 
satisfied from additional drafts upon existing stocks or 
sources of supply. But with the multiplication of brands 
there has been imposed upon dealers in many lines of trade a 
choice between seeking wider custom and accumulating an 
ever wider range of substantially identical goods under com
peting brands, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, 
foregoing wider custom and concentrating intensively on the 
effective distribution of a single line of products for each 
class of goods handled. A choice of the former policy means 
the relegation of the jobber or dealer to the functions of a 
mere depot and delivery agency in the distributive process.' 
Not only have many distributors found such a position un
tenable from the business point of view, but manufacturers 
incline to withdraw from dependence upon any such slot
machine-like agency for the marketing of their goods. The 
alternative, which has been adopted more and more in recent 
years, is the stipulation of exclusive dealing upon all distrib
utors with whom trade relations are maintained. 

1 Confusion must he avoided between the question of handling a wide range of 
non-compering goods-a necessity, for example, in the grocery trade-and the 
9ucstion of handling (whether in one department or in the business as a whole) a 
line of products from a single manufacturer or a number of similar lines of products 
(rom. competing manufacturers. The latter is the sole question under discussion 
at thiS pomt. 
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The wisdom of the reservation provided in the Clayton 
Act should be clear from a consideration of these circum
stances affecting the adoption of exclusive dealing arrange
ments. It will be recalled that Section 3 of that Act con
demned an .. agreement or understanding that. . the 
purchaser (of gbods) shall not . . • deal in the goods 
. . • . of a competito~ or competitors of the . • . 
seller" only when" the effect of such • • . agreement or 
understanding may be to substantially lessen competition or 
tend to create a monopoly in any line of commerce." A 
device adopted for the purpose of securing greater efficiency 
in the distribution of a manufacturer's products must, under 
normal circumstances, tend to stimulate competition rather 
than to lessen it.' It does not follow, however, that because 
perfectly legitimate business considerations have led to the 
stipulation of exclusive dealing in many instances that such 
arrangements may not become oppressive and unfair under 
other circumstances. Unfairness exists in connection with 
this policy whenever the arrangements are intended to effect 
the exclusion of competitors from any market. And, in the 
law, this intention will be implied if the arrangement tends 
actually to achieve such exclusion, however innocent the real 
motive. It is obvious that exclusion of competitors from an 
opportunity to sell to a particular dealer does not necessarily 
exclude them from the given market, and is not in itself un
fair. Such exclusion occurs whenever a manufacturer makes 
a sale. The question in every case is whether or not the 
necessary consequences of such obstruction of the ordinary 
channels. of trade as the stipulation of exclusive dealing by 
the given manufacturer involves, bars the access of competing 
manufacturers to any section of the market or places their 
entrance under a handicap disproportioned to their relative 
efficiency lind advantages oflocation. 

The circumstances which may tend to give an obstructive 
and unfair character to exclusive dealing arrangements vary 

lInd1recdy in practice, competitorS may well be advantaged more by the dis
appearance 01 the givcn manufacturer', product from the ,stocks of a number of 
dcalera than disadVAntaged by the ezct:~ in practical dfect:, or their own 
products from the stock of the given dealer. It is not necessarily • consequence, 
but, as alrsdy indicated, it very frequently occurs that an arrangement for exclu
live dealing can be eeaued. only by a reciprocal arrangement for exclusive: repn:
.entation.. 
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from one trade to another. And usually it takes a combina
tion of these circumstances to produce a restrictive effect 
rendering the practice properly subject to administrative cor
rection. Perhaps the most obvious factor conditioning the 
legitimacy of the policy is the size of the producer adopting 
it. Size is a prerequisite to the unfairness of the practice, . 
rather than an essential element in the unfairness, however. 
It is simply that a small producer, one among many, could 
in no event effectively cut off competitors from the markets 
for their goods. Such a manufacturer possesses insufficient 
leverage upon distributors to "tie up" enough of them to 
preempt the channels of distribution for his product., In the 
absence of a substantial control of production, therefore, it 
may be accounted an economic impossibility for a producer 
to work any injury to competitors by selling only to distrib
utors engaging not to handle the competing products. 

In the leading case interpreting the Clayton Act prohibi
tion of exclusive dealing contracts, Standard Fashion CO. II. 
Magr(lne Houston Co.l the Supreme Court rested its decision 
largely upon the fact that the petitioner, a manufacturer of 
dress patterns, was a dominating factor in its field. This case 
arose out of the violation by a Boston department store of its 
contract with the Standard Fashion Company. It was the 
contention of the defendant that this contract was void 
as being contrary to the Qayton Act since it provided that 
the department store should handle exclusively the patterns 
supplied by the plaintiff. In passing upon this issue the 
district court held that the contract was not one of agency 
but of sale and, noting that there was no provision for ex
clusive representation and that the plaintiff with two other 
allied companies controlled two-fifths of the 52,000 pattern 
agencies in the United States, reached the conclusion that it 
tended to substantially lessen competition.> This decision 
was affirmed by the circuit court of appeals· and subsequently 
by the United States Suprem~ Court.' The latter, referring 
again to the Fashion Company's control of distributing 
agencies, quoted with approval the circuit court's statement 
that, "The restriction of each merchant to one pattern manu-

• 258 U. S. 346 (1922). '254 Fed. 493 (1918). 
I 259 Fed. 793 (1919). '258 U. S. 346 (1922). 

13 
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facturer must in hundreds, perhaps in thousands, of small 
communities amount to giving such single pattern manu
facturer a monopoly of the business in such community. 
Even in the larger cities, to limit to a single pattern maker 
the pattern business of dealers most resorted to by customers 
whose purchases tend to give fashions their vogue, may tend 
to facilitate further combinations; so that the plaintiff, or 
some other aggressive concern, instead of controlling two
fifths, will shortly have almost, if not quite, all the pattern 
business.'" 

Substantially identical contracts have been the basis of 
a proceeding instituted by the Federal Trade Commission 
against the Butterick Company, which controls the Standard 
Fashion Company and several other -Pllttern making con
cerns.' The respective branches of the combine were found 
by the Commission to be using similar exclusive dealing con
tracts in selling their products to approximately 20,000 
distributors of patterns in the United States.· On the basis 
of these facts the Commission ordered the respondents to 
cease and desist from selling patterns upon any contract or 
'agreement that the distributor should not deal in the patterns 
of competitors.- In view of the close similarity of the facts in 
this proceeding with those in the earlier civil case, the validity 
of the Commission's ruling would not seem to have been 
questionable. Nevertheless, the Butterick Company ap
pealed the case to the ~ircui t court of appeals, where the 
decision fully sustained the order of the Commission.' 

The significance of the factor of size also appears to he 
'1ii/., p. 427. 
• The Standard Fashion Co. and tite N .... Ide. Pau"m Co. were consolidaoed in 

1920 as the Designer Pub6shing Company, Inc. One.haII of the otodc of the 1& ..... 
i. owned by the Federal Pub6shing COmpany, which also owns all of the stock of the 
Buttcrick Publishing Company. The parent c:oncem, the Burwick Company, 
owns the Federal Publishing Company and the other half of the stock in the 
Designer Publishing Company. 

• The Buttcrick Pub6shing Co. had <on,",.1S witit about 11,500 deale.., the 
Standard Fashion Co. witit 6,000, and the New Idea Pattern Co. witit 4,000 • 

• Bull"';'! CD .. "M., 6 F. T. C. 310 (1923). The on!er also forbad. usc of c0n
tracts or agreements for maintaining resale prices. The respondent had during the 
00W"8I!: of the ~np .P'pliedt without succeas, to the circuit court of appeaIJ 
for an order resttaining the CommISlion from proceeding witit its trial of tit ...... 
. • BuJlni<k C •• •• FtdtrM Tr.,/, C""""issiD1t. " Fed. (2d) 910 (1925). The But. 

",rick Company, upon Febmary 1(, 1925, petitioned the Supreme Court for • 
.mew of thiJ judgm.., .. 
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recognized and even stressed by the Federal Trade Com
mission in a recent complaint against the Q. R. S. Music 
Company! The finding was made that the respondent con
trolled over 50 per cent of the business in player rolls. Ex
clusive dealing arrangements had been made at various 
times with some 475 dealers in musical instruments and ac
cessories in the United States, and it appeared that such 
dealers were in general the largest in the trade. Inasmuch 
as player rolls evidently cannot be economically marketed 
separately or except in conjunction with musical instruments, 
the exclusive dealing policy might well have a very restrictive 
influence in these circumstances. On the other hand, there 
was no finding regarding the existence of exclusive repre
sentation arrangements or regarding the proportion of the 
music trade affected by the arrangements in question with 
475 dealers. The Q. R. S. Company has filed an appeal 
for a review of the Commission's order, so that the question 
of the relation of poten tial monopoly to the validity of 
exclusive dealing arrangements may receive judicial exam
ination in the near future. 

Another factor which would appear to be requisite in the 
conjuncture of circumstances which may render exclusive 
dealing arrangements unduly restrictive- and unfair, is the 
nature of the prevailing market practice. When the type 
of goods in question is commonly marketed through separate 
specialized distributive agencies, there is but slight chance 
that the adoption of this policy by a manufacturer, no matter 
of what size, will restrict the market outlets of his competi
tors. The initial obstacles to mercantile enterprise in such 
lines are relatively slight, and in any case, as already pointed 
out, distributQrs in these lines tend to find it advantageous 
from their own point of view to confine their attention 
principally to a single manufacturer's products or the lines of 
a very few manufacturers representing different quality, or 
price ranges. The distribution of automobiles, of musical 
instruments, and of farm machinery illustrate the conditions 
here described. But when the type of goods under con
sideration is normally distributed in conjunction with a con
siderable variety of other commodities, as, for example, 

.!!. R. $. MlUit Co., 7 F. T. C. 412 (1924). 
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thread or sugar, and cannot economically be marketed 
separatdy, the effect of a large manufacturer's adoption of 

. exclusive dealer arrangements as a general policy tends to 
become rigidly obstructive.1 Competing producers are not in 
a position to create new distributive agencies, and the princi
pal distributors, because of the risk from alienating the 
largest and most dependable source of supply, may not be 
in a position to resist the demand for an exclusive dealing 
arrangement. 

Illustrative of this situation are two cases in which orders 
to cease and desist have been issued by the Commission." 
In both proceedings it appeared the products of respondents 
were specialties marketed by dealers in conjunction with a 
great variety of related devices obtained from numerous 
sources. In one instance the principal product was "rotary 
snap switches" sold chiefly by dectric appliance shops, and 
in the other instance the principal products were horse
clipping and sheep-shearing machines sold chiefly through 
hardware jobbers. The respondent manufactorer of shearing 
.machines had offered special rebates to dealers on the condi
tion, among others, that they had not over a specified period 
bought or sold such machines made by any competing manu
factorer." In such circumstances, restrictions on the estab
lished agencies of distri bution tend to become peculiarly 
oppressive upon competing manufacturers without yielding 
corresponding advantages, from the economic point of view, 
to the particular manufactorer stipulating the restrictions. 

1 It should be noted that changes aometimes occur i. tile mothod of dimihoting 
partia:dlll' commodities, necessitating. re.eumination of the efkca. of esc.buive 
iIealing arrangements. For example, tob"""" prodocts, at ODC time haodlcd Ja.gely 
by wholesale grc<:ctS and druggi.ts, an: now sold to & amsiderablc _t through 
optcial jobbers or di=tly to &bops dealing aImoot elldusively in tobItC<O prodo<ts 
and equipment. 

• Chitqo Fkxiik S/uift C •. , 1 F. T. C. 181 (1918); ~ Ekctr* M_",_ 
IIlrinZ Co.. 5 F. T. C. 376 (1923). 
'I. tile electric switch <Ue. the 6ndinp of fa« renal that the ~ dealing 

arrangements were made in consideratioD of exclusive ~tatioD iD. certain 
ttrritory in each inot&llCc. neaigoifi<aoce of this &.:tor is.n.a...d in the following 
paragraphs in tile text. The importlllce of this <OOSideratioo ...... to haft bcco 
Jost to the Commissio'. however. After <aIIiog attcDtioo to the faa tha. the deale .. 
boond by the elldusi"" dealing _to __ .... ,espoodent'. esclusift 
represenmDvea, and dcdaring that 6"said dea1en ~ cngqal in oompetitiou. in their 
respective temtorict. with die distributors of manuf'actwv8 competing wid! the 
_de • .,» tile anlcr proc:ecded, _""'-.ling, to fWbid _dent to make 
......... bJect to the amditioo • • • that the pm<hastr • • • &baI1 IIDt 
deal in the goods • • • of any c:ompctitot of tile respondent. U 
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Fmally, the interference resulting from exclusive dealing 
arrangements tends to become unfair and oppressive when 
it is unaccompanied by reciprocal arrangements for ex
clusive representation. If, instead, the policy is pursued of 
making special discounts, or like inducements, to every 
dealer who will agree not to handle competing lines, the pur_. 
pose to hinder and harass competitors, regardless of the im
mediate consequences to one's own business, becomes mani
fest. This, as previously mentioned, was the situation re
vealed in the proceedings against the Chicago Flexible Shaft 
Company and clearly justified, when taken in conjunction 
with other circumstances there disclosed, the order to cease 
and desist. On the other hand, the Commission's failure to 
recognize the significance of this factor and the very decided 
difference which the presence of exclusive representation 
arrangements makes has led to its reversal by the courts in 
one instance.' In a complaint against the Pearsall Butter 
Company, the Commission charged the respondent with at
tempting to monopolize the manufacture and sale of margarin 
by refusing to sell its product to wholesale distributors except 
upon condition of exclusive dealing. According to the Com
mission's own findings, "at least twenty competitors of 
respondents have used contracts containing the exclusive 
dealing feature . • • in the same territory covered by 
responden t," while some sixty-five other competitors were 
also doing business in the same territory." Nevertheless. an 
order to cease and desist was issued. Additional significant 
facts brought out in the judicial review of this case, not 
mentioned by the Commission, were: (1) that respondent 
was a minor factor in the trade, doing about one per cent of 
the total business, (2) that no effort was made to impose 
exclusive dealing arrangements on retail dealers, and (3) that 
the consideration of the exclusive dealing feature was an ex
clusive representation arrangement. Under these circum
stances, the impolicy of the C~mmission's order should be 
obvious. As the court declared, .. The record in this case 
discloses no facts or circumstances which would justify the 

'B. S. PetITs.o B_ C •. , 5 F. T. C. 127 (1922); B. s. p...,.u Bltlltr 0. .•. 
FeJlwcl Tr.J. c-..issi"", 292 Fed. 720 (1923) • 

• 5 F. T. C. 129 (1922). 
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conclusion that there was shown more than the 'mere possi
bility of the consequences described.· .. 1 The commercial 
policy of stipulating for exclusive dealing on the basis pre
sented in this case is clearly fair and within the Clayton Act 
reservations referred to above. • 

So far this discussion has been confined to exclusive con
tracts between producers and jobbers or merchants. A 
similar method may also be employed as between the pr0.
ducers and consumers of materials used in the production of 
other commodities.' Provided such exclusive agreements 
are not designed primarily to crush small competitors and 
are not used in connection with a discriminatory policy,' 
there seems to be no ground for regarding them as unfair or 
in any way a departure from normal competitive methods. 
There is, in such case, no preemption of the channe:Js of dis
tribution. The exclusive feature of the sales contract under 
these condi tions is ordinarily a necessary protection to the 
seller, who offers the goods at a special rate fixed in antici
pation of a certain volume of purchases, contingent only 
.upon the scale of operations of the buyer. Competitors are 
given the alternative of offering their goods on better or 
equivalent terms or of losing the business. This situation 
typifies the whole competitive process and tends in no way 
to "lessen competition ... • 

Another business arrangement outwardly similar to ex
clusive dealing agreements, but in substance vitally different, 
is the restriction upon the activities of agents by their 
principals. It need hardly be insisted that where the genuine 
agency re:Jation exists there can be nothing unfair or oppressive 
in the stipulation by a principal that his agent shall not buy 

'292 Fed., 722 (1923). 
I For example, in the sale of sugar- and gil1COle to manufacturing confectioners. 
I If the attempt were made to secure exclusive contracts from the customers of a 

particular competitor by olferins special pri<:e Concession&, such • policy, per. 
eis_ten~y punned, mi~t be .regarded aa unfair. Its unfairness would consist 
primarily, however, in Its resemblance to local prke-cuttina, i. e., in its discrimin .... 
tive feature! . 

• The Commisaion haa issued one order in a case of this kind, c,,1m. Sigal Oil eG., 
2 F. T. C. 446 (1920). The respondent in this case guarant<ed its nUJroad c:u .. 
tomen that the cost of lubrication should not exceed a certain amount per 1,OOOcar 
milcs, provided respondent's lubricants ...... wed exclusively. Notwi.hotsnding 
the apparent reuonableneJ8 of thia arrangement, the Commission forbade the 
rupondent to continue making auc.h contracu, iMJ., p. 459. The order WU DOt 
contelted in the eourtl5 
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or sell competing goods. So far; indeed, from such a stipu
lation being unfair, it would in law be ground for the break
ing of the agency contract were an agent to engage in such an 
activity without the consent of the principal, even in the 
absence of any express restriction of that nature in the con
tract.1 It is true that in practice it is often difficult to . 
distinguish between an agent and an independent dealer or 
contractor, owing to the complexity of actual business affairs. 
Only on the ground. of a mistaken interpretation of facts 
does it seem possible to accoun t for the action of the Federal 
Trade Commission in ordering the curtis Publishing Com
pany to cease and desist from requiring the wholesale dis
tributors of its magazines not to handle competing publi
cations.' In upholding the Circuit Court of Appeals' re
versal of the order, the Supreme Court, after reviewing the 
facts, declared: "Judged by its terms, we think this con
tract (between respondent and its distributors) is one of 
agency, not of sale upon condition, and the record reveals no 
surrounding circumstances sufficient to give it a different 
character. This, of course, disposes of the charges under the 
Clayton Act. The engagement of competent agents ob
ligated to devote their time and attention to developing the 
principal's business, to the exclusion of all others, where 
nothing else appears, has long been recognized as proper and 
unobjectionable practice."1 • 

In conclusion, it may be observed that the regulation of 
this business practice by the Federal Trade Commission 
indicates a lack of any systematic analysis of the issues it 
presents. Apparently there has been no settled policy and no 
reasoned conviction upon the nature and scope of the Com
mission's jurisdiction in this class of cases. Altogether some 

1 S.e, for example, St"'"", .. Zacnm.. •• ,99 N. Y. App. Div. 218 (1904). 
'Curtis PubJ;slUng Co., 2 F. T. c. 211(1919). The exclusive features of the Curtis 

Publishi!'4 Company's distribotive system had previously been unsuccessfully 
attacked m a civil action. under Section. 16 of the Clayton Act. See: Pi,trJri.1 
Rm"" CD. D. Curtis PuDlis~i.g C'.,f55 Fed. 206 (1917). 

In a recent article Mr. Gregory Hankin ~resscs the view that there was ample 
evidence to support the findings of the Comnussion in this case; but it is submitted 
the courts were correct in regarding the issue of whether the system found by the 
Commission to exist constituted an agency arrangement or not as a question of law 
and not of fact. See: Gregory Hankin, "Conclusiveness of Federal Trade Commi ... 
,ion', Findings .. to Facts," 23 Mi<lUg.." Lao. RI';.." 233, 262-261 (1925). 

'Fed".J Trade C.,.missi." .. Curtis PuDJ;sAi.g C •• , 260 U. S. 50S, 574 (1923). 
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forty-five complaints have been issued, but only six. orders 
to cease and desist have resulted from these proceedings, 
the others, save two at present pending, being ultimately 
dismissed. No class of cases better illustrates the lack of 
clarity in the Commission's rulings, moreover, under the 
present procedure. The cases dismissed, with few exceptions, 
fail to indicate, even approximately, the grounds upon which 
the Commission based its action.1 And the orders do not, of 
course, disclose the essential relation whiclI the Commission 
must have supposed to exist between the various situations 
complained of. A brief but explicit statement in connection 
with the numerous cases dismissed would have assisted 
greatly in an understanding of what factors or circumstances 
the Commission regards as determinative of unlawfulness. I 

§5. TYING CONTRACTS 

With the growing use of mechanical devices in many as
pects of modern life there has developed a close interrela
J:ionship between the consumption or use of various articles. 
This relationship may approach afunctional interdependence, 
in some instances, between a mechanism and a certain type 
of raw material or between a mechanism and certain auxil
iary equipment. The same interdependence is sometimes 
found between complementary ingredients in products, of 
which industrial clIemistry in recent years has provided 
numerous examples, compounded of a variety of elements. 

1 The chief exceptions .... Complaints No. 551-555 and 55\1-560, against various 
butter and butter sub&titute manufacturers, dismissed as B result of the adverse 
decision in B. S. Ptlll'SilU BIIIt" Co. tI. FttkrtJ TrIIIk Ctnmniuitm, 292 Fed. 720 
(1923). See Annual Report, 1924, P. 190. 

In the case of the Fruit Groonrs' &pr.ss, 2 F. T. C. 369 (1920), in which the 
Commission'. order was reversed .. 274 Fed. 20S (1921), because of its want of 
jurisdiction over interstate carriers) we do, of course, have the explanation, but not 
from the ConuniasioD. 

:t Perhaps the best illustration of the shortcoming described is aJForded by • 
number of camp-taints issued against various manufacturers of adding machines and 
typewriters. (Complaints 355.371, Annual Report, 1920, r.p. 125-126.) The 
respondents were charged with giving rebates or discounts ~with the object of 
causing • . ~ purchuen to confine: their J:RU'Chases to respondent's products..u 

Unleu unusual circumstancel accompanied this policy, which there is no ground 
fer aasuming, the character of the commodity involved in these Caae6 misht, for 
re ... ", already developed in the text, _n justify the employment of the policy of 
encouraging exclusive dealing. The Commission, however, makes no reference to 
thia fact, the record merely stating that the casea were dismissed because the en.. 
deru:e wu inouffic:ie.t to support an order. Annual Report, 1922, p. 142. 
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The tying contract is a business 'practice which has developed 
to take advantage of these technical relationships. A manu
facturer having obtained a certain degree of control over the 
production of one article or machine is in a position to re
quire purchasers or lessees to take or secure from him also 
the necessary auxiliary or complementary articles. The close 
technical inter-relationship between the two articles or 
machines may justify the imposition of such a restriction or 
condition upon sales, or it may be used merely as a cover for 
extending the business and profits of the seller' occupying a 
privileged position in the market in respect to one of the 
given articles. No general rule can be laid down, therefore, 
regarding the fairness or legitimacy of the use of tying con
tracts. It depends upon the particular circumstances of each 
case. And in any event, it should be evident, there is nothing 
fraudulent or unethical in the practice. 

The simple question' which tying contracts present is of 
the limits to which an acquired economic power in one field 
or with respect to one article of commerce may be used as a 
leverage for developing new business in another direction. 
For it is plain that the sale or lease of one article solely upon 
condition that a stipulated quantity or number of another 
article or articles be bought or leased fr{)m the same concern 
imposes a handicap, other things being equal, upon the first 
article. And this handicap or burden must in a competitive 
market tend to be reflected in a diminished demand for that 
article. Under freely competitive conditions, therefore, the 
adoption of the policy of the tying contract would tend to 
hinder the distribution of one product as much as it fostered 
the distribution of the other, or .. tied" product. There 
could be no advantage in the employment of such a policy 
not offset by a commensurate disadvantage. Commercially 
speaking, when the products the sale or lease of which are 
"tied" together are both subject to free competition, the 
tying policy would not normally be profitable. But there 
are various circumstances which may place one product of a 
given concern beyond the reach or at least beyond the effe<:
tiveinterferenceof competition. A patent, control of apartic
u1ar raw material, a secret process, a strong consumer good
will-these are not uncommon shields protecting a given prod-
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uct from the brunt of competitive attack. Demand may 
be diverted, of course, from even the most rigidly protected 
article, e. g., one that is patented, if the handicaps imposed 
upon' its distribution are severe. But within reasonable 
limits a concern may find it profitable to exploit its favored 
position in the marketing of such a product by attaching to 
its sale or lease the condition that other products be pur
chased or leased with it. 

It should be noted that the federal regulative measures of 
1914 did not specifically prohibit tying contracts in the 
ordinary form, let alone under all circumstances. The third 
section of the Clayton Act forbade sales or leases upon the 
condition that products of competitors should not be used 
or dealt in by the purchaseror lessee only when theelfect might 
be substantially to lessen competition or to create a monop
oly. This prohibition obviously does not touch the more 
common form of the tying contract in which the condition is 
only that other products of the seller or lessor must be pur
chased or leased in conjunction with a specific product. Such 
a. restriction and the one prohibited by the Clayton Act 
might have a like effect, of course, but not necessarily. They 
would tend to produce identical results only in case of a 
technological or consumptive interdependence between the 
products "tied" together. But the broad rrohibition of 
unfair methods of competition in the Federa Trade Com
mission Act appears to cover the use of tying contracts in 
the second form above mentioned, when such a policy does 
actually have a restrictive effect upon competitors. 

One of the early orders of the Federal Trade Commission 
condemning this practice treated it as a violation of Section 
5 of the Trade Commission Act, and the unfairness seems to 
have been regarded as residing in the essential nature of the 
tying contract policy.' In reviewing this order the Supreme 
Court made it clear, however, as should have been clear with
out its pronouncement, that tying contracts are not under 
all circumstances unfair or illegitimate.' It appeared that 
the respondents in this proceeding, who were distributors of 
cotton compress supplies, had adopted the general policy of 

III'."..", Jo",s & Grm, 1 F. T. C. 249 (1918) • 
• Ft4"..I Tr..J. Com .. ission •• 11'''"'''' J.,.,s & Grm, 25J U. S. 421 (1920). 
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refusing to sell the steel ties used for binding bales of cotton 
unless the purchaser also purchased a certain quantity of 
jute bagging.' As the quantity of bagging required for the 
bales of cotton bound with a given number of ties could be 
closely estimated, the requirement was so adjusted that the 
respondent's bagging was used to the exclusion of bagging 
from any other source upon the bales bound with ties fur
nished by it. This was equivalent in effect, therefore, though 
not similar in form, to the tying contracts prohibited under 
specified circumstances in the Clayton Act. The order to 
cease and.desist, however, was based solely on the fifth sec
tion of the Trade Commission Act. In setting aside this 
order, the Supreme Court pointed out that the scope of the 
Commission's orders must, upon general principles of law, 
be limited to the charges made in the complaint, and as the 
complaint in this case made no allegations respecting the 
monopolistic position or intention of the respondents in 
respect to either of the articles in question, the order could 
not be rested on facts of this nature appearing initially and 
solely in the findings as to the facts. On this technical 
ground there was excluded all evidence of the dominant 
control of the steel cotton-tie market by the respondents as 
exclusive agents of the Carnegie Steel Company, which it 
appeared manufactured approximately three-fourths of all 
such ties produced in the United States. With evidence of 
this vi tal character excluded, nothing unfair was found in the 
policy attacked. "The complaint contains no intimation," 
said the court, "that Warren, Jones & Gratz did not properly 
obtain their ties and bagging as merchants usually do; the 
amount controlled by them is not stated; nor is it alleged 
that they held a monopoly of either ties or bagging or 
had ability, purpose or intent to acquire one. • • • All 
question of monopoly or combination being out of the way, 
a private merchant, acting in entire good faith, may prop
erly refuse to sell, except in' conjunction, such closely ass0-

ciated articles as ties and bagging. "IOn the issue as thus 
framed certainly the decision was unexceptionable. 

11 F. T. C. 255. This finding was questioned, however, by the Circuit Court of 
Appeals, 2S8 Fed. 314, 318. 

'253 U. S. 428. 
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This interpretation of the limited scope of the Federal 
Trade Commission's authority in regulating the use of tying 
contracts has subsequently been confirmed by the extension 
of a like limitation to proceedings under the third section of 
the Clayton Act, where the form of the tying arrangement 
makes that section applicable. In a considerable group of 
cases, involving the lease of oil tanks and pumps, the Com
mission held it was unlawful as tending to the creation of 
monopoly for petroleum refiners to lease such equipment to 
dealers on condition that the leasee should use it exclusively 
for oil or gasoline purchased from the lessor" In reaching 
this conclusion two important circumstances appear to have 
been ignored, either one of which might have been sufficient 
to take the contracts in question out of the class of illegal 
business practices. The two together, however, plainly indi
cate the legitimacy of the practice complained of. In the 
first place there was no monopolistic control, as the findings 
themselves disclosed, of either the tanks and pumps or of the 
oil and gasoline. The several competing refiners were able 
and did provide such pumps for their respective dealers, for 
the most part on similar but not identical terms. Dealers 

,having sufficient capital were in no way hindered from buying 
the equipment outright. And such dealers apparently found 
no difficulty in procuring their supplies of oil and gas from 
any of the refining companies upon non-discriminatory terms. 
In the second place, none 01 these leases, so far as the evidence 
showed, bound any dealer to purchase oil or gasoline exclu
sively from the lessor. The requirement was only that the 
particular equipment leased should not be used in connection 

I Altogether forty..,n. c .... of this character ...... brought and twenty ... ""n 
orden to ""a .. and desiatwere issued. Shrew Rejinixg Co., 2 F. T. C. 121 (1919); 
SIfln4arti Gil CD. 01 Inti.,2 F. T. C. 26 (1920); s_,2 F. ~. C. 46 (1920); M.Z."'J 
Oil Mfr. Co., 2 F. T. C. 346 (1920), and list of ..... foIIowing; IMrie Oil CD., 3 F. 
T. C. 68 (1920); lJ"",1s Gil C.~ 3 F. T. C. 17 (1920); and MOl ... FIUI f!j LIIiri
taling Co., 3 F. T. C. 78 (1920), and list of cases following. There is some c::onfusion 
in the record of these cases, due to duplication and the modification of orders. cr. 
G. c. Henderson, "The Federal Trade Commission," op. tiI~ p.309. 

In five of the cues cited the original complaints do not appear to have included 
a charge against the easing of ~uipment on restrictive term!. Compare, for 
example, the summary of Complaint No. 85, againat the Standard. Oil Co. of 
Indiana, Annual Report 1918, p. 64, ,.;th the .... as,.ported. 2 F. T. C. 26 (1920), 
also Complaint No. 133. against the same COl!'l:pany, Annual Report 1918, P. 10, 
with case .. r.ported, 2 F. T. C. 46 (1920). The two onle .. tv ..... and desist 
appear to be identical, although addresoed to the same respondent. 
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with the sale of any oil or gasoline other than that furnished 
by the lessor. Each dealer was privileged to lease tanks and 
pumps of as many different renners as he desired. The 
channels of distribution were still open to competitors 
generally. In view of these circumstances, it is not strange 
that many of the orders in question were appealed to the 
courts. In several instances the court found that no inter
state commerce was involved and accordingly dismissed the 
orders! In some of the other cases the circuit courts of 
appeals held that the evidence did not establish the viola
tions of the Trade Commission Act and the Clayton Act 
charged." 

The Supreme Court, upon appeal, in a consolidated action 
affirmed these rulings.' After calling attention to the circum" 
stances above recited, the Court declared, "The contract, 
open and fair upon its face, provides an unconstrained re
cipient with free receptacle and pump for storing, dispensing, 
advertising and protecting the lessor's brand. The stuff is 
highly inflammable and the method of handling it is impor
tant to the refiner. He is also vitally interested in putting his 
brand within easy reach of consumers with ample assurance 
ofits genuineness. No purpose or power to acquire unlawful 
monopoly has been disclosed, and the record does not show 
that the probable effect of the practice will be unduly to 
lessen competition. Upon the contrary it appears to have 
promoted the public convenience by inducing many small 
dealers to enter the business and put gasoline on sale at the 
cross-roads. "'t 

Nowhere is there a better illustration, perhaps, of the 
failure of the Federal Trade Commission to realize in prac
tice the abundant claims made by its promoters and ad
herents of the superiority of administrative procedure over 
the judicial process in dealing with business misfeasance. 
The contrast of the rigid rationalistic, purely technical inter-

1 SImuI.,." Oil c.. of N. Y ••• FedmII TrM' C.,.",issimJ; TU4I Co. o. _, 
273 Fed. 418 (1921); C.,.jitld Oil Co ... FnIer'" '1huIt C."""usWs (and five other 
cues), 274 Fed. 511 (1921) • 

• 8illtl.ir &jini-r Co. o. Fdtr"'TI"IMie C._iss;'_, 276 Fed. 686 (1921); 
8-./.,." Oil c •• of N. J. t. FnIer'" TrlMie C._usio" (and two other cues), 282 
Fed. 81 (1922). 

, Fd ... ", '1huIt c:.....usi." .. Snm.;, &ji."K Co., II .I., 261 U. S. 463 (1923). 
'liid., p. 475. 
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pretation of its regulative powers in these oil pump cases by 
the Commission, and its apparent indifference to the con
crete, meliorative circumstances surrounding the alleged un
fair practice, with the realistic, flexible, and sensible treat
ment of the issues presented by the courts is worthy of seri
ous reflection. The unmerited depreciation of judicial pro
cedure, on the one hand, and the uncritical praise of all that 
passes for adequate substitute, on the other hand, receive a 
convincing answer in the record of these proceedings. 

After its decisive defeat in the oil pump cases, the Com
mission appears to have realized that the categorical policy 
it had been pursuing in the regulation of tying contracts was 
insupportable. Orders of dismissal rescinding earlier orders 
to cease and desist were entered in three cases involving the 
practice of coffee merchants in leasing or loaning coffee urns 
to customers conducting restauran ts, hotels and like estab
lishments on condition that the coffee used should be pur
chased exclusively from the lessor.' It is difficult to under
stand hOw this arrangement could have been regarded as 
p.rejudicial to competing coffee roasters. The customers in 
question were not dealers, and there could, therefore, be no 
question of obstruction of the channels of trade, in the usual 
sense of that term. The arrangement was terminable by 
either party, in one case upon five days' notice' and in the 
other casesapparendy at .will, so that the customer was 
bound to buy exclusively from the given merchant only so 
long as he was satisfied with the product and the terms upon 
which it was supplied. In the absence of any evidence of the 
possession of a monopolistic position or intention by the re
spondent coffee roasters either with respect to the equipment 
which they, like the refiners in the oil pump cases, purchased 
from independent manufacturers, or with respect to the 
coffee, there would seem to be no adequate ground for con
sidering the tying contracts in question unfair methods of 
competition! 

'Kro.m..g".;s Co., 2 F. T. C. 399 {t920);,.y.1m H. H'ilAi .. Co., I",., 2 F. T. C. 
403 (1920); Tlu LnmnK Co.!« Co., 2 F. T. "" 4!l1 (1920). The orden of dismissal 
were entered on November 13, 1923. See Annual Report, 1924J p. 190. and 7 F. T. 
C.28. 

IThe Lntrinz cue, ep. d,., p. 409. 
• No violation of Section 3 of the C1a1to1l Act was oIJcs<d. 
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If tying contracts do not always hamper competition, 
however, under some circumstances such arrangements may 
have that effect. And in certain proceedings the Commis
sion has been more fortunate in choosing the ground for its 
attack than in those reviewed up to this point. In three 
early cases the respondents were found to have attempted to 
utilize patent rights for the extension of control over un
patented articles.1 The use of even a legitimate monopo
listic privilege of this character for fostering the sale of non
monopolized articleS commonly used or sold in conjunction 
therewith gives a market advantage to the patentee in re
spect to the sale of the unpatented goods wholly unrelated 
to his economic position relative to the production and dis
tribution of such goods. There is a corresponding restriction 
of the market for competitors producing or dealing in the 
unpatented articles which bears no essential relation to their 
comparative industrial efficiency or trade good-will. Tying 
contracts under these circumstances are clearly within the 
jurisdiction of the Federal Trade Commission, for it was in 
part as a consequence of the reaction to a decision based 
upon a contrary view that the prohibition contained in 
Section 3 was incorporated in the Clayton Act." 

While it seems to he settled law now that the scope of the 
legislative prohibition extends to every tying contract in 
which a seller possesses a monopolistic control over one of the 
articles sold or leased only in conjunction,' it seems worthy 
of consideration that there are circumstances which from the 
economic point of view might furnish some justification for 
tying contracts even when based upon such exclusive privi
leges as a patent affords. This was illustrated in the United 
Shoe Machinery case. The defendant there had pursued the 
general policy of leasing the machines manufactured by 
it, instead of selling them outright to shoe manufacturers. 
That this leasing system, as such, was beneficial to the trade 

t A. B. Dick c.. 1 F. T. C. 20 (1917); NllIUmol BimlinI MMMne C.~ 1 F. T. C. 
44 (1917); C'-'hr"'in c-iJp €!I T",gn Co., 2 F. T. C. 357 (1920) • 

• He""" •• A. B. Dick Co •• 224 U. So 1 (1912). See Ch.~ Ill. inJ:r4. p.9. Con
sult, also, National Industrial Confe",= Board, "T",de AsoociatlOll8: Their 
Economic Signiiicanoe and Legal Status," New York, 1925, p. 133. 

1 Motitm Piehtn PtUmIs Co. 0'. U"irJn'l.l Film M.nuj«hlring Co., 243 U. S. S02 
(1911); U. S ... Unit" SMe M«/lin"'7 Co., 2S8 U. S. 451 (1922). 
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and not subversive of competition was expressly recognized 
by the Supreme Court in a previous unsuccessful prosecution 
under the Sherman Act.l If this be granted, several of the 
restrictive clauses in the leases which the Government 
attacked take on a far from vicious aspect. For example, 
the so-called "restricted use" clause provided that the leased 
machinery should be used only in the manufacture of shoes 
on which other specified operations had been performed by 
machinery obtained from the United Company. Since the 
practice was for the lessor to keep these machines in repair, 
and since the amount of the royalty in any period depended 
upon the constancy of operation, there is some weight in the 
contention of the defendant that, as the machines were de
signed for use together and when so use!! wer~ less subject to 
breakdown, this clause afforded only reasonable protection 
to the lessor. It was also contended that this clause was 
necessary in some instances in order to assure an accurate 
accounting for the work done upon certain auxiliary machines 
to which it was not feasible to attach recording mechanisms. 

Notwithstanding these considerations, the Supreme Court 
hdd that the restrictive features of the leasing system re
vealed in this case contravened the express provisions of the 
Clayton Act. In determining that the operation of the leases 
in question did tend to produce the effect of substantially 
lessening competition or of creating a monopoly, it is difficult 
to escape the conclusion Ilhat the Court was influenced by the 
formidable size of the defendant in this particular action. 
It pointed ,out that the United Company controlled more 
than 9S per cent of the shoe machinery business in the United 
States.· "When it is considered," said the Court, "that the 
United Company occupies a dominating position in supply
ing shoe machinery of the classes involved, these covenants 
signed by the lessee and binding upon him effectually prevent 
him from acquiring the machinery of a competitor of the 

1 u. S ... u.iI<i S'- M.ehinny CD., 247 U. S. 32 (1917). The court said. p. 62, 
"The testimony also shows that the advan. of the leases was and is that manu
factu.rerl of Dot large means were able to obtam machinery which they were without 
capital to buy. They helped, indeed, the big omd the little. • • • We ...... t 
asaume that they were entered into by the lessees upon a calculation of their value
the el!icien<t of the machinea baI.nc:cd agaiN. the restrictions upon omd conditions 
of their use. 

• 258 U. s., 4S5. 
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lessor except at the risk of forfeiting the right to use the 
machines furnished by the United Cotrlpany which may be 
absolutely essential· to the prosecution and success of his 
business.'" Nevertheless, in sweeping terms, the Court 
condemned tying contracts of every type, under the circum
stances presented; "We can entertain no doubt," the Court. 
declared, "that such provisions as were enjoined are em
braced in the broad terms of the Clayton Act which cover all 
conditions, agreements or understandings of this nature.'" 
In view of this unequivocal declaration, it appears that as 
long as the Clayton Act remains in force in its present form it 
will be unlawful for a patentee or for any other holder of a 
substantial monopoly in respect to one product tomakeitssale 
or lease contingent upon an agreement of the purchaser or 
lessee not to use with it or upon it other devices or materials 
not produced by the seller or lessor. 

§6. CONSPIRACIES IN RESTRAINT OF TRADE 

That it is possible through certain forms of collective or 
group action to interfere with the free course of trade to the 
injury of outside interests, even without resort to means in 
themselves illegal, has long been recognized in the law. a 
I t is the basis of the doctrine of conspiracy, reaching back 
into the early stages of common law development. There is 
a coercion in numbers, as some judicial authority has said, 
which exceeds the casual pressure from the uncoordinated, 
individual action of the several members of the group. 
Whether this concerted action is fair or unfair, legal or illegal, 
depends upon the ends to which the combined forces ¥e 
exerted and the methods of their exertion. There is nothing 

1 IiUl., P. 458. t 16id., p. 457. 
I Perhaps the most common and best understood application of this princip~ is 

in labor boycott cases, but the principle itself is general and fundamental. This is 
indicated by the broad terms of. recent ilJlportant decision of the Su~e Court 
in which it was dec:lared~ "'The substance of the matten here complzuned of is an 
interference with complainant's interstate trade. intended to have coercive effect 
upon. complainant, and produced by what it commonly known aa a csecondary 
boycott.' a • • It is settled . • . that such a restraint produced by peace
able persuasion is as much within the prohibition as one accomplished by force or 
threats of force; and it is not to be justified by the fact that the participants in the 
combination. or conspiracy may have some object beneficial to themselves or their .....,i....... D.plt" PrinJing Co. •• Durinr, 254 U. S. 443, 466-468 (1921). 

14 
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unethical in joint endeavor, as such. But when directed to 
the injury of a competitor 'or the compulsion of a business 
concern to do that which it otherwise would, in its own in
terest, refrain from doing, it comes fully within the settled 
principles of restraint of trade. Concerted action for such 
objects becomes as pernicious from the economic point of 
view and as illicit from the legal point of view as any con
spiracy to raise prices, curtail production, or divide market 
territory.! 

Since neither the cornmon law nor the Sherman Act made 
any distinction between conspiracies .to interfere with, ob
struct, or coerce producers or traders in their business opera.. 
tions and conspiracies to mulct the general public, but con
demned both alike, it might appear that this whole subject 
required no further regulation, and that it would require a 
specific delegation of power to bring it within the jurisdic
tion of the Federal Trade Commission. So far from this 
being the case, however, the Commission has assumed the 
authority to deal not only with conspiracies to thwart partic
ular business rivals and in terfere wi th the operations of 
outsiders? which might be inferred to lie within its jurisdic
tion under an elastic construction of the phrase "unfair 
methods of competition, "but also with conspiracies simply 
to stifle competition among the conspirators.> It should be 
manifest that upon neither a technical, nor a popular, nor a 
literal interpretation of'Section 5 of the Trade Commission 
Act, from which alone can the Commission draw any power 
to act in such cases, is there any warrant for a proceeding 
under that section against a combination of traders to fix 
prices, for example. The offense, if offense there be, in such 
a case is not in the way in which the several traders compete, 
their "methods of competition," but in the fact of their 
failure or refusal to compete at all. If there is a violation'of 
law it is a violation of the Sherman Act and is properly sub-

1 See for a full discussion of this subject: National Industrial Conference Board, 
"Trade Association.: Their Economic Significance and Legal Status," New York, 
1925, Part II, pp. 61-93-

• For ex&n1p'Ie, Bol'lorJ l.umkr C •• , II ./~ 1 F. T. C. 60 (1918). Other ca ... of 
thi. nature wJ11 be listed below • 

• For enmple, A'JOeimi." 01 Flag M •• /ifdllums, 1 F. T. C. 55 (1918). Other 
caaes will be cited below. 
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jeet to the penal procedure therein provided. No indication 
has ever been given by the Commission that it regards its 
assumed power in this class of cases as extending beyond the 
reach of the Sherman Act in any respect. Such being the 
situation, it may well be doubted that it conforms to the 
public interest to attempt to apply an essentially remedial 
statute, wholly lacking in punitive provisions, to a type of 
business arrangenent which is subject to prosecution under a 
penal statute. And, as already suggested,' as a mere matter 
of administrative efficiency there is every reason for con
centrating the responsibility for the enforcement of the 
Shennan Act in one governmental department, the Depart
ment of Justice, especially since the Sherman Act is a criminal 
statute. 

Nevertheless the Federal Trade Commission, in line with 
the policy indicated, has devoted not a little attention to 
concerted arrangements for various purposes among trade 
competitors, and thus far it has been upheld by the circuit 
courts of appeals in every instance in which its orders deal
ing with activities of this kind have been challenged. 2 The 
attitude of the Supreme Court towards action by the Com
mission in cases of this character has not been revealed, how
ever. The proceedings of the Commission fall into three 
main groups. There are, first, several cases in which the 
orders were directed primarily if not solely, against .price 

I See ngw., Chapter IV, Section 4. It may be pointed out aho, that on the 
ground of expedition there would seem: to be DO advantage in the administrative 
procedure over- the ordinary judicial procedure. While in some of the earJier nsea 
deciaion. were obtained with considerable celerity. e.. g., Auoeilllion of FiI2g MIItIIl
J4dIlrwJ, ComplaiDt filed September 14, 1917, decided January 29, 1918; U. 8. 
Gold U..{ M#nofGdUnrJ ,dsm., Complaint filed April 15, 1918, deCIded June 28, 
1918. These instances are offset by others in which complaints DIed in 1918 were 
.till pending on June 30, 1924. Phol9-EngrOJ1lr" CIu~.J CAi<ago, Complaint No. 82, 
consolidated with Docket 928, Annual Report, 1924, p. 195; NtlliontJ WlJoksak 
Druggists' ,dsm., Complaint No. 168, Annual Report, 1924, p. 195. The latter 
case w .. diamiBOed, September, 1924-

I AU but one of the five easel of thi, natW'e which have been reviewed by the 
courts dealt with conspiracies to coerce outaiders to assist: in maintaining ulegiti.. 
mate n channels of trade: National HlI1'1ItlS MII1fuj4tltlrtrs As.m. D. Fetler,,1 TNIIh 
Commissi01f, 263 Fed. 70s (1920); Wtslen: Sugar Refining Co. ~ Pta"_1 Trlll11 
CDfllmissi(lff. 275 Fed. '125 (1921); IFAokuJe GrtKn'4 0/ EI PtUO v. F~I TrruJ, 
C ..... issi .... 277 Fed. 651 (1922). 

The other case, bcaideJ involving the issue of conspiracy to coerce, dealt with 
price-fixi~ arrangement!. P4&ifit CNSJ Paper Trtlli, Asm .. 11. FeJw.1 Trm/, em
missi'H, 4 Fed. (2d) 451 (1925). 
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manipulation.' Secondly, there are a number of cases in 
which associations of distributors were found to have c0-

operated to enforce the use of regular or "legitimate" 
channels of trade.' F'mally, the Commission has condemned 
in a few cases collective action for the attainment of diverse 
objects such as a guarantee against price decline, special 
discounts, and the open shop! Into whichever one of these 
groups a proceeding may fall, the essential question in every 
instance is whether or not restraint of trade resulted from the 
facts disclosed. The examination of the necessary elements 
in a restraint of trade and the factors bearing upon its 
illegality would be out of place here. It would amount to 
testing the jurisdiction of the Federal Trade Commission by 
discussing the question of what constitutes a violation of the 
Sherman Act. That inquiry has already been made in an-

, B_1I1I 0/ Stl1Jislirs of Book Pap ... M."uj4tlurws, 1 F. T. C. 38 (1917); Jsse
,i",",,, 0/ FlAg Monuj.aur..." 1 F. T. C. 55 (1918); U. S. Gold u.t Monujo-.n· 
Jssn~ 1 F. T. C. 113 (1918); Blau~ Prinling CD, ., tiL, 1 F. T. C. 277 (1918); 
Musi, PuM",.,.,. J1Sn~ 5 F. T. C. 465 (1923); Unit,d TypolMlre, 6 F. T. C. 44S 
(1923); S/4ndtml Oil CD. D/ Ky~ .. al., Complamt No. 1038, Order issued "-t, 

. 1924,. 

• BoJiftml Lmnhr Co., <. al., 1 F. T. C. 60 (1918); Wlwlmm SatI4kry .I,m., 
1 F. T. C.335 (1919); &/tim.,.. Hu6.IY~"I& M/g. CD., "aI., 1 F. T. C.395 (1919); 
11'.".,." Sug",. &jin"'b" aI., 2 F. T. C. 151 (1919); McKnighl-K,,,,o,, Grocery Co., 
.. aI., 3 F. T. C. 81 (1920); Wlwlmm Grocers 0/ EI P",o, 3 F. T. C. 109 (1920); 
J,lonIa _Ie,aU Gro"",, 4 F. T. C. 466 (1922); SOIIIiJn7t H",drmtn 7tJbhrs' 
Jsm~4F. T. C.428 (1922). -

These cases all involved, at the minimum, the ordinary '"secondary boycott:' 
sum. as was IUlder considera.tion in the Du~ Printing case referred to in a note at 
the beginning of this section, the difference being only that in these instances the 
conspirators were merchants inatead of employees, and in lOme il'lItances the means 
used were less harsh. In the Botsford Lumber case not only were manufacturers 
coerced to refrain (rom seUing to certain competitors of the ~ts, but 
numerous- other harassing tactics were found to have been used against such 
c:ompetitota. 

It may be observed that in the findings of fact in the Baltimore Hub-Wheel 
Company cue the Commission failed to bring out any evidence o( collusion between 
the __ dents in the proceeding. It appeared only that each of them, being 
automobile acc:esJOry jobbers, had threatened to withdraw its trade from a manu~ 
facturer unless he ceased allowing the same discount to certain retailers as was 
allowed to jobbcn. In the absence of some agr<ement or understanding be ..... n 
the respondents there would seem. to be nothing unlawful in thit conduct. See 
FIIimII Trot/I Comm;ssi.n o. R4ymo7t4 Bros.-Clark C •• , 263 U. S. S53 (1924) • 

• Cigar M_nu/flClIIrIT,' .lsm. 0/ T_,., Fla., S F. T. C. I (1922); St. Lo.is 
IPIIol#stzU Gr()tws' AIs"") 7 F. T. C. 1 (1923); lP;s~si" Jl'1Io1#1I1I GnJuri' Azm., 
Complaint No. 894, Oraer issued May. ~ 1924. A comPlaint ~.in.t. the PAi"'
tit/pJJi4 WlMltJIIk Drut. C~!1. dilLs on Similar -charges was dismissed wtthout any 
reasons being assigned, 4 .-. T. C. 483 (1921). Commissioner Gaskill enten:d a 
vigorous disoent to this disposition of the case,4 F. T. C. 491. 
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other connection in the series of reports of which this study 
is a part.' 

§7. INTERLOCKING DIRECTORATES AND SroCJl'. ACQUISITION 

IN COMPETING COMPANIES 

Another subject of regulation by the Federal Trade Com
mission which is in no proper sense a business practice or 
method of competition is the question of corporate relations 
among competitors. Here, however, the Commission acts 
under an explicit mandate of Congress. Sections 7 and 8 of 
the Clayton Act respectively prohibit intercorpora~ stock
holding and interlocking directorates between competitors 
under certain conditions; and the power to enforce these. 
provisions, except with reference to banks and common 
ca;ri~ is by Section 11 vested in the Federal Trade Com
mISSIOn. 

The prohibition of interlocking directorates may be dis
missed with brief consideration. Not until 1924, nearly ten 
years after the passage of the Clayton Act, was a complaint 
issued based upon an alleged violation of Section 8.2 The 
two cases of this character now pending both relate to the 
service by individual respondents upon boards of directors of 
nominally competing California sugar refineries. If there 
should prove to be a technical violation of the Clayton Act 
in these cases, it will not alter the fact that the law is com
pletely ineffectual. It offers no obstruction whatever to the 
establishment of a uniform policy for nominally independent 
and competitive enterprises through a common ownership 
of their stocks. Voting power of stocks held by one person 
in two or more nominally competing concerns is in no way 
disturbed. All that is necessary to comply with the law, 
therefore, is for the real owner to act through trusted repre
sentatives in exercising such power as his stock-holding may 
give him over the administration of the various enterprises 
in which he is interested. As this is not uncommon in any 
case, i. e., without respect to the competitive relationship of 

1 See National Industrial Conference Board, "Trade Associationl~ Their Eco
nomic Significance and Legal Status," New York, 1925, Chap. II • 

• S. W. Sinsnmatr, d .I., Cot:nplaint No. 1180~ Annual Report, 1924, p. 234. 
E. 4. CriOll, <1 td., Complaint No. 1182. Annual Report, 1924, p. 234. 
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these several enterprises, particularly in the case of estates 
and of those possessing large capital, the utter inconsequence 
of this section of the Clayton Act for the purpose for which 
it was intended is apparent. But the law is not simply in
nocuous. It is, to a degree, harmful. For without affording 
any protection against monopolization or control of the 
market, it deprives industry and trade in many instances of 
the direct counsel of the most competent and best informed 
business leaders. Men who have a capacity to take an active 
share, directly and honorably, in the executive responsibility 
for certain corporations in which they have an interest are 
deterred from doing so by the fact that the products of such 
concerns may be more or less similar to those of other con
cerns in which they are interested, or that their market areas 
may to some extent overlap the market areas of such other 
concerns. To the extent that Section 8 interferes with the 
most capable management of the affairs of industrial cor
porations, there is ground for its repeal, since as it stands it 
accomplishes precisely nothing. 

. The prohibition of intercorporate stockholding among 
competing concerns appears to be !lot quite so ineffectual, 
but it may readily become far more injurious under a certain 
construction of which Section 7 is susceptible. The possibility 
that this section may be so construed has not yet been com
pletely eliminated, moreover. The Clayton Act provides, in 
this section, that it shall be unlawful for one corporation to 
acquire stock in one or more other corporations "where the 
effect of such acquisition may be to substantially lessen 
competition between such corporations, or any of them." 
If this language were to be taken to mean what the words in 
ordinary usage would indicate, and if no account were taken 
of the exceptions mentioned in the same section, it would 
have to be concluded that it is absolutely unlawful under all 
circumstances for one concern to buyout or acquire an 
interest in an actual competitor in the same line of commerce 
by the purchase of its capital stock. Equally one must con
clude that exactly the same end may be lawfully achieved 
by the simple expedient of buying the assets instead of the 
stock certificates which represent the proprietary interest in 
the assets of the identical competitor. Moreover, it would 
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likewise follow that the possession of any part of the capital 
stock of a competing corporation, held at the time of the 
enactment of the law, would not be affected by this section. 
Are these incongruous results forestalled by virtue of the 
exceptions referred to above? " . 

The exceptions provide that: "This section shall not 
apply to corporations purchasing such stock solely for invest
ment and not using the same by voting or otherwise to bring 
about . . • the substantial lessening of competition. Nor 
shall anything contained in this section prevent a corpora
tion • • . from causing the formation of subsidiary cor
porations for the actual carrying on of their immediate and 
lawful business, or the natural and legitimate branches or 
extensions thereof, or from owning and holding all or a part 
of the stock of such subsidiary corporations."l These ex
ceptions are undoubtedly important and under a sufficiently 
broad construction might, at least, make the Act workable 
(omitting from consideration for the moment the question 
of evasion), without at the same time destroying its effec
tiveness for the essential purpose for which it was enacted. 

What was that purpose? Without attempting to recapitu
late here the history of the 1914 legislation,' the statement 
will hardly be challenged that the plaill intent of Congress 
in the Clayton Act was to frustrate attempts to monopolize 
any branch of trade or control any section of the interstate 
market by prohibiting certain definite steps in that direction. 
This last clause is italicized to emphasize the essential 
feature which distinguishes the Clayton Act from the Sher
man Act. Aside from the fact that it makes independe"ntly 
unlawful several specified measures taken in furtherance of, 
or in an approach to unlawful monopoly, it does not differ 
from or add to the basic statute of 1890. If this be accepted 
as a sound view of the nature of the Clayton Act, it follows 
that the only policy in applying the seventh section con
sistent with the spirit and object of the whole Act must be to 
confine it to mergers of previously competing concerns, indi
cating a purpose as well as an imminent or actual power of 
suppressing competition in some line of commerce and estab-

1 Act of October 15, 1914, 38 Stat. at Large 730, SectiOIl 7. 
t See Chap ... Ill, SlIp .... 
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lisbing a monopoly. . Considering the statute as a whole and 
its relation to the Sherman Act, there seems no ground for 
condemning under its provisions every acquisition by one 
concern, no matter how small and insignificant a factor in 
the given line of trade it may be, of a controlling interest in 
another concern previously competing. Such transfers are 
very common, and usually bear no relation to competitive 
conditions in the general market. There would seem to be 
nothing in the sta tute, moreover, to hinder even a large 
combination from extending its productive operations into 
related fields of industry by acquiring stock control of some 
enterprise already established there.! Nor is there any 
prohibition against expansion into new markets, even by a 
large and dominant concern. There is nothing to prevent, 
for example, a firm producing a large percentage of the out
put of Georgia granite from opening a quarry in Vermont, 
or, if it prefers, buying up the capital stock of a corporation 
already operating in that region. In either case, there is no 
elimination of competition in the market for Vermont 
,granite. Finally, there would seem to be considerations of 
sound policy for distinguishing between the union of inde
pendent producers in an industry already dominated by a 
large combination and the acquisition of independent con
cerns by that combination. The reduction of the number of 
competitors in the former' case might well tend to equalize 
the strength of the remaining contestants! 

Have these various considerations found expression in 
the policy of the Federal Trade Commission? Or has it at
tempted to interfere in transactions amounting to nothing 
more than the natural and legitimate expansion of a pros
perous enterprise? And what attitude have the courts taken 
towards the scope of the regulative power in this particular? 
Is the test for violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act the 

1 The acquisition by a quau..monopoiistic enterprise of a controlling interest in a 
concern producing a substitute article might Substantially lessen competition 
provided the concern acquiml was an important factor in its field. 

I In this connection should be noted the complaints against the post-war mergers 
in the steel industry. Complaint No. 891 Btlltkltnn Slui Corp. (# LuIt."",,1f. 
Steel Co.; Complaint No. 905, MiJflllk Sltt? & DrtlnlUftt Co., lUpuMit l1YJ1J & Steel 
Co., 4114 InunJ Sittl Cf).j Complaint No. 962, BdltleJsem Sktl CDrp. The Drst two 
complaints have been dismissed, Annual Report, 1923, p. 217. The latter' case is 
pending, Annual Repor', 1924, p, 208. 
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same in substance as the test for a violation of Section 2 of 
the Shennan Act? Or is the test the lessening of the com
petition between the corporations one of which acquires 
stock in the other, even when such purchase is made "solely 
for investment," or for "natural and legitimate branches or 
extensions? n 

Approximately thirty complaints have been issued by the 
Federal Trade Commission charging unlawful acquisition of 
the control of competitors. Seven of these have been dis
missed/ and six orders to cease and desist have been issued.' 
About twenty cases are pending." As the dismissals are made 
without any, or only a perfunctory, explanation, there re
mains only the rather narrow base of five adverse orders 
upon which to determine the outline of administrative policy 
in this field. Oddly enough, appeal has been taken to the 
courts from each of these five orders. This circumstance 
will contribute to the clarification of what is the administra.
tive and what the judicial conception of the proper scope of 
this section of the Clayton Act. 

In every instance the findings of fact set forth that the 
respondent and the acquired company were in active com
petition prior to the acquisition. In two cases only are 
figures given showing the percentage of the total product 
for the given market area affected produced or sold by the 
respective parties;' but in one other case it was found that 
the respondent company possessed an absolute monopoly of 
the domestic market for the principal raw material used by 

• Complaint No. 92, St4n4.nl Oil Ca • • 1 N. Y,,- 2 F. T. C. 46S (1920); Complaint 
No. 250. lJorJ",'s F_ ProdJu:lS C •• ,5 F. T. <;. 482 (1922); Complaint No. 751 
Cry"'" lee f$ SJ ... op C •• , 4 F. T. C. 48S (1922); Complaint No. 891. B,tnk""" 
SJuI Corp d" 5 F. T. C. 488 (1923); Complaint No. 90S. Miducle SJeeI f$ 
Or""""" Co .• 5 F. T. C. 487 (1922); Complaint No. 1022, Nygr"'" l.tmJp C •• , 
dismissed October, 1924; Complaint No. 745, 4ruJjn, NieM" f$ Ca., Dismissal a .... 
nounced, May 26, 1925-

·41 ... i_ Ca •• 1 4""";<,.,} F. T. C. 302 (1921); .&mr."" & C •. , " F. T. C. 
457 (1922); SIt1ilt S C •• , 5 F. T. C. 143 (1922); lY,,"'" M,,,, C •• , 5 F. T. C. 417 
(1923); Tlwtd",. Mit. C •• , 6 F. T. C. 213 (1923); Complaint No. 1023, 17II<r7r ... 
li01,,11 SA" Co., Order issued, July 29, 1925 . 

• Of which am J....., been initiated in the nine monchs since J- 30, 1924. 
'4 ....... & C •• , 4 F. T. C.457,460-461; TIwtdu:rMJr. Co., 6 F. T. C. 213, 240. 

In the former case, fistun=s are given upon the sales of branch houses of AnnOUl' & 
Co. in Spokane, Portland and Butte. The acquired company" E. H. Stanton Co., 
was found to have sold. about 75% of the meat and meat products in Spokane and 
surrounding tenitwy. In the Thatcher taSe, the respondent was shown to have 
been the largeat producer of milk bottles in the United S...... Its output for 1918-
21 is given, tcgethec with the output of each of the acquiml companies in 1919. 
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the company acquired.1 It appears, however, that the three 
cases against packing houses were all similar, in that flourish
ing local meat packing companies were bought out by the 
respondents, well known as national packers and distributors 
of meat products. In the two cases against Swift and Com
pany, the respondent in the Western Meat Company case 
being a mere subsidiary of that organization, the findings do 
not indicate, however, the extent of Swift and Company's 
prior participation in the meat tJ:ade of the distncts in 
question, nor whether any substantial independent local 
production remained. It is possible that the Commission 
took evidence on these points, but aside from the general 
reputation of the so-called "Big Five" packers, there is no 
basis upon which it could be concluded that competitive 
conditions were destroyed by the transactions in question. 
In the proceedings against the Aluminum Company of 
America and the Thatcher Manufacturing Company the 
dominating position of the respondents in their respective 
industries was clearly shoWli in the manner indicated above. 
. So far, the decisions in the courts have upheld the Com
mission upon the vital points in the appealed orders.· In 
both the Aluminum case and the Western Meat Company 
case the courts found that the evidence supported the con
clusion of the Commission thai: there had been a violation 
of Section 7 of the Clayton Act. But the two circuit courts 
of appeals have taken' evidently contradictory positions 
relative to the legitimacy of evasion of the law by purchase 
of assets instead of by acquisition of stock. The court in the 
third circuit refused to credit the scheme of the Aluminum 
Company of Americ~ for getting around the law as a bona 
fide transaction. The petitioner contended that by forming a 
new company, the Aluminum Rolling Mills Company (for 
two-thirds of the stock of which it subscribed), which pur
chased certain physical properties of the Cleveland Metal 
Products Company, a competitor of petitioner, it had com
plied with the law. I t was argued that at the time the stock 

1 AI.mimt", Co. 0/ ~tlfwk.J 3 F. T. C. 302 (192t). The respondent in this taR 
also engaged. in the manufacture of sheet aluminum into aluminum: UteD!i1a, but itt 
relative pcoition in this branch of the trade is not .tated. 

I Jlluminum Co. of ilmmc. G. Fnlw.J 'Fr_ CMmllissiOtf, 284 Fed~ 401 (1922); 
1I',SIml M..: Co • •• P,itro/ Tr«4, C""""issiQ", 1 Fed. (2d) 9S (1924). 
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of the Aluminum Rolling Mills Company was acquired that 
company was not yet manufacturing aluminum products, 
and therefore was not a competitor of the respondent. .. It 
seems to us that in this defense," said the court, "the Alumi
num Company stands on a ledge too narrow for safety."l 
The court then analyzed the entire transaction, and rendered 
a judgment sustaining in full the order of the Commission. 

The court in the ninth circuit, on the other hand, has 
clearly shown its conviction that the technical form of the 
transaction is the essence of what was condemned in the 
seventh section of the Clayton Act. After having denied 
the petition of the Western Meat Company to vacate the 
order of the Federal Trade Commission requiring the re
spondent to divest itself of all interest in the illegally acquired . 
concern, the court upon a rehearing consented to modify the 
Commission's order.' Not changing its view that respondent 
had violated the law, the court stated its opinion that the 
order exceeded the Commission's authority in requiring the 
petitioner to dispose not only of the former competitor's 
stock but of the plant and equipment as well. The decree 
of the court expressly sanctions the retention of the property, 
if the stock (after the assets have been alienated to its pres
ent owners, of course) is returned to the. parties from whom 
it was purchased.' 

This conflict of construction between the cireui t courts of 
appeal goes to the heart of the statute in question. If the 
view of the court for the ninth circuit prevails, only in cases 
in which it is impossible to secure the consent of all stock
holders to the sale of the assets of the company sought to be 
acquired will the law continue to have any effect. The at
titude of the Supreme Court upon this issue cannot be tore
casted, for so far its sole action touching the matter has been 
the refusal of a writ of certiorari in the Aluminum Company 
case.' 

'284 Fed. 410. 
• Tl'esltm M,., Co • .. F"trtd Trde Commissi.n, 4 Fed. (2d) 223 (1925) • 
• I'UI.,],. 225. "The order of the Federal Trade Commission will be so modified 

•• to elimlftate therefrom the injunction ~t the acquisition by the petitioner of 
the plant and property of the Nev.daPack~ Company:' The Federal Trade Com
miuion hal appealed from this ruling. PetitIOn filed May 1, 1925. 

• Aillminrm Compon:! 0/ Ammrc .. Fe<krtd Trde Commisnon, 261 U. S. 616 
(1923). 



CHAPTER VII 

PUBLIC POLICY AND BUSINESS STANDARDS 

In reviewing the effort of the government to safeguard the 
competitive process in the fields of manufacture and trade, 
two distinct questions invite attention. There is, first, the 
question of the scope of government regulation. What fea
tures of business administration are subject to control, and 
how far may authoritative interferenre in business properly 
extend? This question of the substance or reach of coercive 
control of business methods has been discussed in detail in the 
foregoing chapters. It will require only summary treatment 
by way of conclusion. The second question which suggests 
itself in a survey of the government policy in this field relates 

. to administrative technique. How are the measures of 
government regulation, whatever their character, to be made 
effective? The discussion of this aspect of the regulatory 
power of government, particularly as related to the activity 
of federal agencies, will occupy the chief portion of this con
cluding chapter. 

§l. THE SCOPE OF GOVERNMENT REGULATION 

It has been clearly indicated in the course of the inquiry in' 
the preceding pages that the judicial regulation of competi
tive methods under the common law was inadequate to cope 
with all of the innovations to which changes in the mod
ern cominercial structure gave rise. The judicial process 
could, in the first place, be invoked only by the injured party 
who was the direct object of attack,-except in those rare 
instances of resort to the grosser forms of competitive rivalry 
subject to criminal prosecution. The public interest in fair 
competition and upright business conduct found no respon
sible defender. Moreover, a variety of new abuses were 
rapidly developing which could be brought within the 

.'108 
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stereotyped doctrines of the common law only with difficulty, 
if at all. The growing range of substitute commodities, the 
increasing importance of advertising in market distribution, 
the multiplication of brands, the extensive development ot 
patents, and the concentration of the control of numerous 
Jines of industry-these represent some of the manifold . 
factors in .the business situation which have helped to make 
the competitive process susceptible of perversion. The 
growth of voluntary protective and educational organiza
tions among business men and an increasing recognition 
of the dependence of continued business success upon the 
good-will of consumers have done much to counteract the 
tendencies to abuse which reside in a rapidly changing com
mercial and industrial environment. But such forces did not 
dispense with the need for some measure of coercive regula
tion. They operate, from their very nature, only very slowly, 
and take effect unevenly over the en tire field of business. 

In the sphere of interstate commerce,' the Federal Trade 
Commission was instituted as the agency for preventing an 
insidious undermining of the competitive regime by predatory 
or unfair tactics developing out of such transformations as 
have been described. The prohibitions of the Clayton Act 
and the Trade Commission Act, which the Commission was 
authorized to enforce, were professedly supplementary to 
the Sherman Act. The Federal Trade Commission was given 
no mandate to participate in any degree whatever in the 
responsible management of private industrial and commercial 
enterprises. Where the issue in regard to any practice is 
simply as to whether or not it is economically sound, whether 
or not it tends to promote the general prosperity or national 
welfare, it is beyond the scope of the Federal Trade Com
mission's jurisdiction, and properly so. Neither Congress 
nor any considerable section of the American public has 
evinced any disposition to withdraw from the discretion of 

1 The nature of thit study mecludes a discussion of the intricate legal issues 
8IU1"OUnding mia constitutiOnal limitacion of the Federal Trade Commission'. 
authority. The ~a1 of tho Commission'. orders in tho ship chandlery cases on 
the ground that interstate commerce was not involved ha3 already been noted. 
Other cases in whieh this issue has been raised and determined adversely to the 
Commission'a jurisdiction, at least in part, are: IYtJr4 BIlking C06 v, Fetkr.l True 
C...",issffm. 264 Fed. 330 (1920); P«i!i< SIMI, Pap<!" 7'rMk 4ss""ioli ... .. FnieraJ 
Trad< C ...... i"i ••• 4 Fed. (2d) 457 (1925). 
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private citizens and place under the influence of a bureau
cratic body the determination of questions purely of economic 
expediency in the management of industry and commerce. 
The functions of the Federal Trade Commission in this re
spect are sharply contrasted with those of the Interstate 
Commerce Commission. Dealing there with a special class 
of industries, particularly common carriers, Congress has 
authorized the Interstate Commerce Commission to assume 
a responsible rale in the determination of their rates, ser
vices, and like features of business policy. No such author
ity has been granted the Federal Trade Commission, how
ever, or seems likely to be. 

Nevertheless, in the exercise of its administrative powers 
the Commission appears occasionally to have lost sight of 
this fundamental limitation upoh its functions.1 This has 
been shown in numerous instances in the course of this in
quiry. It need only be observed here that, in attempting 
to establish a minimum standard for price making and in 
attempting to prohibit the guarantee against price decline, 

. the policy of the Commission seems plainly to have exceeded 
the scope ofits mandate. In most such matters, however, it 
may be safely ventured upon the record of judicial appeals 
already considered, that the CO)lrts will in due course furnish 
a simple and sufficient corrective. The general lines upon 
which this delimitation of the Federal Trade Commission's 
jurisdiction may well be drawn have !>een sketched in con
nection with the criticism of the several species of regulation 
which have been attempted. 

In the main, it may be concluded, administrative regula
tion as it has developed during the past decade represents a 
constructive force in keeping the fields of industry and trade 
open to the spontaneous growth of free enterprise. To the 

1 The faIlure of the Commission to render opinions in IUpport of its orders) or in 
explanation. of the dismissal of complaints without orders, makes it difticwt to 
determine precisely the view of its jurisdktion taken by the Commission. This can 
only be deduced from a comparison of its 6ndin~ and orders in a number of cases. 

The Commission has been criticized for this failure to declare the grounds for its 
action in apecific cases. See G. C. Hendel'SOD, "The Federal Trade Commission.n 

New Haven, 1924, ~p..l05-l12, 333-331. While much might be gained in tnia way 
in clarifying admlnlsuative action in particular- ca..ses, it may be pointed our that 
the closer approximation to judidal procedure and the reaultant tenden~ towards 
the dev~ent of ateJ<Otypcd precedents might in • measure be • handiCAp upon 
the Commission. 
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courts, however, must be attributed much of the credit for 
this accomplishment of the launching of the Federal Trade 
Commission upon a fairly even keel. The new craft has 
tended at times to list heavily, but the gyroscopic action of 
judicial review, wisely provided by Congress as an integral 
part of the administrative machinery, had preserved the . 
ship's balance. It is not so much in the lines of regulation 
which the Federal Trade Commission has undertaken that 
its policy may be in, need of criticism as in the failure to 
formulate definite standards of what constitutes a basis for 
procedure in respect to each type of questionable business 
practice. Only when there has been a clear enunciation of 
the essential principles underlying the intervention of the 
Commission in each class of cases will the Commission be' 
able to introduce consistency into its procedure and avoid 
the issuance of egregious complaints. 

The courts, as indicated above, have advanced this neces
sary process of formulating precise and explicit principles 
for the guidance of administrative action to a considerable 
degree. In not all instances does it seem possible to agree 
that these principles have been wisely conceived, notably in 
respect to the Commission's jurisdiction over conspiracies 
in restrain t of trade. There is need, moreover, of still further 
definition, and equally of a thorough and continuous critical 
examination of such definition as it proceeds. This latter 
need the previous chapters of this report are intended in some 
measure to supply. It may be explained, though explanation 
should hardly be required, that this process of definition 
in no way conflicts with the preservation of that elasticity 
in the law which is so essential to effective administrative 
regulation, and which was recognized by Congress in the 
broad terms of the fifth section of the Federal Trade Com
mission Act. Elasticity is provided by the power to reach 
new abuses not comprehended within the classes of practices 
previously condemned, to reach new forms of old evils, and, 
finally, to exercise a wholesome discretion in determining 
whether the facts of a given case warrant the application of 
disciplinary measures. Not elasticity but confusion results 
from vagueness in respect to the essential elements con
stituting an offense under the law. 
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§2. PROBLEMS OF ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE 

The second general question to which attention must be 
directed in any comprehensive review of the experience of the 

. last decade in the federal regulation of business practices 
is the question of administrative technique. The commis
sion method of regulation introduces peculiar problems with 
respect to the combination of governmental functions, the 
extent of administrative power over persons or corporations 
subject to regulation, the publicity surrounding proceedings, 
and the like. The institution and development of the 
Federal Trade Commission have exhibited the difficult ad
justments which such problems require. In particular, the 
exercise of the executive function of a prosecutor and the 
judicial function of a court by the Commission in the same 
cases has been criticized as inimical to the fair consideration 
of the interests of respondents. It is represented that the 
fallacy of combining two such incompatible rales in one body 
is reflected in the record of appealed orders, which shows the 
Commission to have been upheld in approximately one-third 
of the cases appealed} Is it to be concluded that the fune
tions of prosecutor and judge are entirely distinct and in
compatible? What is, in fact, the essential nature and proper 
function of the Federal Trade Commission? An answer to 
these questions may afford some basis for constructive criti
cism of the methods of procedure of the Commission, which 
have latterly been the subject of sharp controversy. 

'0f a total of 55 appeals from the ord ... of the Commission &om i .. establish· 
ment to June 30,1924, one had heen withdrawn and 40 finally disposed of prior 10 
thatd.te. In 26ofthese~ the Commission~s ruling had been either revcrscd or 
modified, while in 14 instances the courts had auatained the Commission.. 10 con-. 
aidering wheth.r and how far this record i. discreditable, there ahouId be set over 
against the relatively large number of reversals, in whole or in ~ the relatively 
amaII number of appes1s &om the ~ of the Commission. Of the 63S orders 
10 .,.... aad deai.t ... ued prior to June 30, 1924, some SBO were accepted .. binding 
by the reapondenta. In one JeDIe, it is ~ to say, therefore, that the Commi&
.ion has been overruled in only 4 per cent of its decisions, instead of 65 per cent, 
based on appealed cases. See Annual Report, 1924, pp. 62-63. This takes D. 
account, however, of the numerous orders which have. m c:ifect, been invalidated by 
subsequent adverse judicial decisions in aubstantiallr similar cases, AS) for ex.:nn 
some iif_n of the orders in the oil pump proceedings wbich ..... not "I' 
See, ."Iet Chapter Vlt Sect. S. The exact number of ordC!rs thus affected 11: is not 
poasib1e to determine. It may be noted that the Commission has in some installces 
formally rescinded prior orders under such circumstances, e. g., in the case of the 
SOIlIA BemI B.it C.~ Complaint No. 729, Annual Report, 1924, P. 191. Why it has 
not done so in other cases, thereby following & consistent policy. 1S difficult to under
atand, and no explanation has ever been given by the Cnmmissioa. 
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§3. DUAL FUNCTION OF FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 

That the Federal Trade Commission does combine an 
executive function and a judicial function is indisputable. 
It is authorized, as no court is authorized to do, to act on its 
own initiative in conducting investigations and, if the facts 
appear to it to warrant, instituting corrective proceedings 
in the public interest against -supposed commercial male
factors. At the same time it has a quasi-judicial character. 
It possesses discretionary power to interpret the law as 
applied to a given set of facts, after having found those facts 
from the evidence which it has full power to elicit at formal 
hearings by customary judicial processes. The Commis
sioners are. thus, in many respects judges. In this duality 
of function there is, however, nothing unique or peculiar. 
The ancient fiction that it is possible to maintain three 
separate and independent branches of government, each 
scrupulously avoiding any incursion into the essentially 
distinct functions of the others, has long since been dissi
pated.> I t is not necessary to restrict citations for proof of 
this to the numerous administrative agencies which, like the 
Federal Trade Commission, are expressly endowed with some 
combination of judicial, executive, and legislative functions. 
The Bureau of Internal Revenue with the Secretary of the 
Treasury at its head, the Bureau of Pensions and the Na
tional Park Service under the Secretary of the Interior, and 
the independent Interstate Commerce Commission, the 
United States Tariff Commission, and the Federal Reserve 
Board, to mention no others, all illustrate various combina
tions of these governmental functions.' The truth is that in 
practice it is impossible entirely to divorce them. When a 
legislature enacts or declines to enact a law providing for 
compensation to some citizen injured by a governmental 

I E .... in 1842 the Sup......, Court felt justified in pointing out that, "The 
executive, in acting upon claims of service rendered, may be said to exercise, if not 
in form,. m aubstance, a judicial power~ And 10 a court, in the usc of a discretion 
~tial to its ~tence, by ~e .adoution of rules, or o~se, mat he said to 
legislate. A legislature, m proVIding for the payment of a claim, exerases a power 
in its nature judicial, but this ia coupled with the paramount and remedial power/" 
II' #/kinl lI'_ Holnum, 16 Pcter8 25, 60 • 

• For a general survey of the judicial discretion exercised by federal adminis
trative cfficersr sec~ Greaory Hankin. ~'Conclusivenes!J of the Federal Trade Com. 
miosion·. Findings as to Fac ... ·~ 23 MuM,,,,, LA", &II; .... 233-272 (1925). 

15 
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agency it occupies a judicial ..ale which the courts have 
vacated by virtue of the non-suability of sovereign states. 
When a judge determines that a rigid common law doctrine 
fits or does not fit a new situation, which in spirit it covers 
but as previously formulated for other sets of facts it ex
cludes, he is exercising a legislative function-fixing a rule 
of conduct for the premises. When a prosecuting attorney 
decides to bring on information against a party accused of a 
crime he weighs the evidence before him and passes upon 
its sufficiency after the manner of a court of law. His deci
sion, of course, is not definitive but it has, nevertheless, 
serious consequences for the supposed offender. 

There is nothing exceptional, therefore, in the grant of 
a combination of judicial and executive fJInctions to the 
Federal Trade Commission. The criticism of the Commis
sion on this score appears to have arisen from a misappre
hension of its primary purpose. Properly regarded, the 
Commission's judicial functions are merely auxiliary or in
cidental to its investigational and administrative functions. 
It is fundamentally a fact-finding body, empowered to elim
inate trade abuses which it discovers, either by simple 
command, if the offenders are willing to comply, or by prose
cution if they resist. Its critics, on the other hand, are in
clined to treat it as a court rather than as an administrative 
tribunal. Several circumstances apPear to have contributed 
to this misplaced emphasis. First and foremost, the Federal 
Trade Commission Act itself provided that "the findings of 
the Commission as to the facts, if supported by testimony, 
shall be conclusive.·... It thereby made a hearing before the 
Commission in this respect a trial of the case. Moreover, in 
issuing an order upon the basis of its findings of fact the 
Commission necessarily interprets the law and, in a formal 
sense, applies it to the situation revealed by the evidence. 
But there the analogy to the judicial process ceases. The 
final and decisiV'e feature of judicial procedure is lacking. 
The Commission cannot itself enforce its orders. They are 
decrees without sanctions. The failure to provide for the 
imposition by the Commission of penalties for disregard of 
its orders was not a Congressional oversight. The power of 
enforcement was deliberately reserved to the courts. Why 

'38 Stat. at 1_. 717. Seetioa S. 
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was this done? For the obvious reason that in case of any 
question about the meaning of or scope of the law, the legal 
issue was for the courts to determine. Before any adminis
trative order could become effective against the will of a 
respondent, therefore, it was provided that there should be a 
judicial determination of whether the facts found constituted 
a violation of law. 

§4. ExPERIENCE OF. INTERSTATE COMMEilCE CoMMISSION 

The scheme of procedure thus provided was based upon 
experience. For nearly twenty years the Interstate Com
merce Commission struggled futildy to obtain recognition 
as a body of experts whose findings and rulings in the de. 
termination of such difficult and technical questions as what 
constituted an unjust discrimination or an unreasonable rate 
should carry some weight. But as long as its rulings were 
considered merdy as pri_ facie evidence of the facts its 
procedure was largdy ineffective. Appeals to the courts 
opened up each case anew and the courts, although ad
mittedly without expert qualifications, were required to 
interpret the facts as wdl as interpret the law in every pro
ceeding. Many significant orders, therefore. became tangled 
up immediately in litigation which frequently extended over 
three to six years and sometimes even longer.' Much of 
the advantage from the summary character of administr .... 
tive proceedings was thus forfeited. As early as 1890 the 
Interstate Commerce Commission in its Annual Report' 

tw. Z. Ripley, "Railway R .... and Regulatioo," New York, 1913, pp. _1. 
I Fourth Annual Report of In_Ie Ccmm...., Commission (1890), pp. Ill-il. 

In the c:.ourse of its argument, the Comm;ssit)D declared~ ·'If a carrier can simply 
~ the findings of the Commission and wait for a new trial in the courtS upon 
different testimony, in a proceeding to be instituted and carried on by the ~ 
mission,. there can be no certainty _ u~n any administrative question until the 
judgment of the court of last .....,.. shall be pronoonccd and the delay substantially 
defeats the remedy. This is Fatal to elfecti"" regulation. The """edial procedure 
should be in a measure summar:r, and there must be finality) 10 far as facts arc con
cemcd, in the action of some tribunal, lea9ing only questions of law for review] and 
these at the instana: of the patry claiming to be aggrieved. A procedure o. this 
nature would be in hannony with the genetal poIky of the law that the Facta, as 
found by the primary body that h .... the ttstl1110ny and .... the wi ......... shall 
be final For pwpooea of justice and For appellate tHiew. • • • It is, of <OW'Oe, 
possible that erroneous findings may sometimes be made by the Commission, but 
In all 8Uch cases correctionl!J are feasible, on ~roper showing, by the Commission 
iuelf. M .......... , enur is predicable of any tnbunal, and the probabilities of erl'Ol' 
upon questiOlll of fact are DOt d;mjn;·hed by the remotenas or the final tribunal 
&om the Forum in which thooe qutStions ..., originally fitigated." 
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urged upon Congress the wisdom of the change which was 
finally brought about by the Hepburn Amendment of 1906. 
The fifteenth section of the Interstate Commerce Act. as 
amended, had the effect of making the Commission's con
clusions of fact reviewable only within narrow limits.' The 
nature of this change was described by the Supreme Court 
in a leading case as follows: 

"Originally the duty of the courts IX> dell:nnine whether an 
onIer should or should not be mforeed carried with it the obliga
tion IX> consid ... both the facts aad thela... But it had mme CD 
pass (after 19(6) that in ronsidering the subject of orders of the 
Commission, for the purpose of eaforcing or .... training their en
forcement, the courts wen: confined by statutory operation to 
determining whether there had been vioIatiOllS of the Constitu
tion, a want of ronformity to statutory authority, or of ascer
taining wbeth ... power had been 80 arbitrarily, eRttised as vir
tually 10 transceml the authority ronferred altbougll it may Dot 
be techni<:aIIy doing so,''' 

This experience of the Interstate Commerce Commission 
undoubtedly weighed heavily with Congress in outlining the 
procedure of the Federal Trade Commission. It had been 

. clearly demonstrated that unless the findings of an adminis
trative body were made conclusive its hearings would amount 
to nothing more than preliminary inquiries to determine 
whether prosecution in the courts should be instituted. The 
Commission could be sorely embarrassed by the suppression 
of important defensive evidence, and the regulative process 
simply prolonged by the period required for a hearing. 

§5. THE PURPOSE OF ADMIHlSTllATIVE PROCEDURE 

This explanation of the procedural provisions of the 
Federal Trade Commission Act. giving the Commission 
power to conduct formal primary hearings, making its find-

t See: 34 Stat. 5M, Co 5891, Sett. 15. In 1. C. C • .. U,"- P«ijic R. R. c.~ 
222 U. S. 541 (1912), the Supreme Court ..............t the rule which .blI obtaiDa. 
"In cIetEnnining ...... ..u..d '1_ of law and fact, the <lDIIrt....a.... illlOlf ... 
the ultimate questioa .. II) whether the Commiasjoq acted within irs power. .. 4 • 

I .. eoocluoioo, of ........ is .. bject ... n:';"', bu, ... ben oupponcd by ~ is 
~ .. final; ... , o/y, ito decision involving .. it docs.., """'" and _ .... 
publi< in_ am be oupponcd b,. a _ ocintil/a of proof,-bot the ........ will 
DOt examine the ...... fiutbcr th ...... dewminc wbciher there _ .. botaotial 
~ ... ..-in the cnIer.- Pp. 547-548. 

0PrwlfrB ~ c.. L U. S~ 225 U. S. 282, 297-3 (1912). 
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ings offact not presumptive but conclusive, but withholding 
any power of enforcement of its orders without judicial 
review of the applicability of the law to the facts found, 
shows that the character deliberately given the Commission 
was neither that of a court, on the one hand, nor of a grand 
jury, on the other. The purpose, founded on abundant ex" . 
perience, was to secure for the administrative regulation of 
competitive methods the advantages of summary procedure, 
a Hexible and elastic adjustment of the law to the manifold 
changes and varietieS of business practice, the consideration 
of trade usages and commercial policies in the light of the 
broad experience of a body of trained experts, and the unifi
cation of government regulative policy through centering 
responsibility for enforcement of the law in a single body~ 
these advantages were to be secured, if possible, without 
sacrificing that fundamental principle of American political 
life that there must be a "government of laws and not of 
men." In particular, the penalties of the law were to be 
inflicted on no one without opportunity being afforded for a 
judicial determination of the legitimacy or illegitimacy of 
any given line of conduct. At the same time, experience 
had shown that in undertaking any such course of regulation 
as that aiming at fairness in trade competition there are a 
great number of cases bound to come up which clearly con
travene definite and traditional standards of integrity and 
fair-dealing. The appeal of such cases to the courts by 
respondents is recognized on all sides to be futile. Nothing 
more is needed for the suppression of such practices than 
effective publicity and a warning notice from some respon
sible authority. Summary procedure by a Commission, 
quasi-judicial in character, may serve to prevent the further 
crowding of court dockets attendant upon the creation of 
new offenses while the safeguards of legal justice are in no 
way. impaired. It was upon this theory that the Federal 
Trade Commission was instituted, and it is error to look 
upon the Commission as a special court responsible for the 
interpretation of certain statutory law. 

If, in practice, these advantages of commission regulation 
have not been completely realized, it is worth considering, 
nevertheless, what has been accomplished. Taking the 
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ten-year record in its entirety, the Commission had taken 
under advisement 8,632 requests for action to prevent unfair 
competition. Of these, 3,591 had been filed as applications 
for complaint, thereby becoming the subject of official in
vestigation, while 4,727 had been definitely rejected sum
marily, as for lack of federal jurisdiction or similar cause. 
Out of the total of 3,591 formal applications the Commission 
had dismissed 2,058 after investigation,· and issued com
plaints in 1,197 cases. There had been 933 complaints finally 
disposed of, 635 of which had resulted in orders to cease and 
desist. The most striking characteristic of this mass of 
cases is, perhaps, the comparative obscurity of the great 
majority of the respondents. One may glance ov~r scores of 
tides without finding the name of a single corporation na.
tionally known. Complaints have occasionally issued against 
large corporate consolidations, but by far the most of the 
orders have been directed to firms of moderate size and 
abbreviated lineage. Often partnerships or individual traders 
are the respondents. This ·circumstance, coupled with the 
fact that only 8.6 per cent of the orders had been appealed 
to the courts, tends strongly to confirm the view that there 
is a place in our government economy for an administrative 
tribunal with summary procedure to warn transient business 
concerns against the use of fraudulent and predatory tactics. 

Another feature of the ten-year record of the Federal 
Trade Commission tends to indicate, however, that this 
function is not being performed with that dispatch which is 
imperative for effectiveness. The number of complaints 
pending at the beginning of each fiscal year tended steadily 
to mount up to 1923, and has remained since then at a com
paratively high . level, around 250 each year. This would 
seem to indicate a pronounced incapacity, upon the basis 
of the av,ailable personnel and equipment, to handle the 
volume of work which the Commission is called upon to 
perform.' More significant still is the slowness of its pro-

I In this connection" it should be noted that the investigational work of the 
Economic Division. which. ccmaumes a conalderable part of the a~"t.:\!iticnt at 
well as of die attention of the Commissi~ has also tended to lag . ita pr0-
gram. For the fiscal year ended June 30, 1924-, the expenditures on account of the 
Economic Division were nearly half those made in connection. with legal procedure. 
Annuol Report, 1924, P. 6. 
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cedure. which, in a measure. reflects this same circumstance, 
of course. An examination of the records of the 123 cases' 
finally disposed of during the fiscal year ending lune 30, 
1924, reveals an average pendency of22 months and 6 days.' 
This period is exclusive of the time taken for preliminary 
investigation, of which there is no available record; but 
there are indications that it varies from a few weeks to 
several months. In the total of 123 cases disposed of, more
over, there was one dismissal in which the elapsed time from 
complaint to final disposition was exactly six years, and a 
group of seventeen orders to cease and desist issued four 
years, three months, and seven days after the filing of the 
complaint. None of these. apparently. was held up by any 
consideration of issues pending adjudication in the courts. 
Certainly from the point of view of expedition. Federal 
Trade Commission procedure leaves much to be desired. 

§6. SUGGESTIONS FOil l.!MJ.TING SCOPE OF COMMISSION'S 

ADMINISTItATIVE RESPONSIBILITY 

The accumulating mass of unfinished work and the vexa
tious delay in the disposition of complaints cannot all be 
ascribed to the handicap of an inadequate force. In some 
directions the Commission appears to have exerted its powers 
where it was charged with no responsibility and in other 
directions it seems possible to limit its responsibilities with
out any sacrifice of the objects for which the Commission was 
established. This aspect of the shortcomings of the existing 
system of administrative regulation leads to some suggestions 

1 nu. computation excludes five cases in which orders to cease and deaist pre
viously issued were rescinded. The Commission counted these as ordinary di!r 
missals, but it is clear that these cases are not comparable, for the purpose in hand. 
... the final diopooition of oripal P""'""";ngs. 

• The eases resulting in orders to cease and desist, 92 in IlUmber~ were pending an 
average period of 20 months and 18 days; while th""" reaulting in dismissaIJ we", 
pending an a..,.. period of 26 months and 23 days. 

It appears from a comparison of these figure with the ligures obtained by Mr. 
G. C. Headcrsoo. showing the elapsed time of 419 ca.ses, decided prior to June 30, 
1921, th.t there h .. been no tendcru:y toWlU'd an acce ...... tion of Federal Trodc 
ComInissioa proced~ In~ the indications ~ quite the reverse. Of the 
cues examined by Mra Henderson the 360 resulting in orders to cease and desist 
had aD. average pendency of 7 mon~ and 11 days. The remaining 119 cases) which 
resulted in dismisoala, were pending .. an,. period of 20 months and 18 days. 
Soc G. C. Hcndcnon, "The Fcdcral Trodc Comiuission," • ciI~ p. 89. 
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oflegislative reform. It has already been advanced that the 
Federal Trade Commission is not the proper agency (or 
prosecuting conspiracies in restraint of trade. Such com
binations are unlawful under the Sherman Act and subject to 
its penal provisions. Congress did not intend to place the 
responsibility for the enforcement of the Sherman Act upon 
the Federal Trade Commission, and it obviously does not 
belong there. But, as has been observed, the Commission 
has assumed jurisdiction in numerous conspiracy cases under 
Section 5 of its foundation act, and has been upheld in this 
action by the courts. It seems necessary, therefore, in order 
to bring about a more logical and efficacious distribution of 
functions, and thereby contribute to the expedition of Federal 
Trade Commission procedure in its proper sphere, to provide 
by law that whenever the Commission secures evidence 
pointing to a violation of the Sherman Act it shall transmit 
the same to the Department of Justice, with such recom
mendations as it may deem suitable. There is nothing to 
prevent the Commission from doing that now, of course. 
But it should be made mandatory in order to emphasize that 
the responsibilities of the Federal Trade Commission and the 
Departrnentof Justice are neither coordinate nor overlapping. 

In the second place, it should be possible to limit the 
responsibility of the Federal Trade Commission by a con
solidation of the anti-trust sections of the Clayton Act with 
the Federal Trade Commission Act. This would tend to 
relieve the Commission of its present unmanageable burden 
in several ways. It would simplify greatly the task of inter
preting substantive rules oflaw, which as they now stand con
tain a confusing jumble of technical and inconsequential, if 
not meaningless, phrases and passages. It has already been 
noted that in recent years the Commission has found ample 
authority \lnder Section 5 of its organic act to reach offenses 
covered by the second and third sections of the Clayton Act. 
There is nothing to be lost and something to be gained, there
fore, by the omission of these sections altogether in the 
process of legislative consolidation. It has also been sug
gested that both Section 7 and Section 8 of the ClaytOn Act, 
as it now reads, are either quite inefficacious or, upon another 
possible construction, pregnant with most pernicious conse-
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quences. In the process of consolidating the anti-trust pro
visions of this statute with the Federal Trade Commission 
Act, these defects could be eliminated. But most important 
of all the considerations bearing upon the advisability of such 
a statutory consolidation is the extension of the private 
remedies afforded by Section 4 of the Clayton Act to persons· 
injured by methods of competition found unfair under the 
fifth section of the Federal Trade Commission Act. Such a 
measure would tend to relieve the Commission of the respon
sibility of instituting proceedings in a great many cases, in 
which, at present, the complaining party has no adequate 
interest in bringing a private suit for damages, even if he has 
a right of action. It would automatically reduce the number 
of applications for complaints without in any way impairing· 
the effectiveness of the law. Indeed, the dread of a severe 
penalty (triple damages) for engaging in an unfair method of 
competition should prove to have a salutary influence in 
deterring deliberate malfeasors. And as it is necessary under 
both Section 7 of the Sherman Act and Section 4 of the Clay
ton Act, as judicially construed, for the plaintiff to prove 
special damages, there should be little danger of vexatious 
litigation or unmerited recoveries.l 

§7. DIl\CRETIONARY POWERS OF FEDERAL TRADE 

CoMMISSION 

But even if the handicaps represented by insufficient re
sources, by a too ambitious extension of the field of regula
tion, and by the inexpert draftsmanship exhibited in· the 
Clayton Act, were all removed, it is doubtful, judging from 
experience, whether Federal Trade Commission procedure 
would demonstrate then that swiftness and flexibility which 
are supposed to be the prime attributes of the administrative 
method. The Commission was endowed by its organic act 
with wide discretionary pow~. If this discretion were ex
ercised with a suitable combination of courage and modera
tion, of wisdom and prodence,it would undoubtedly enable 
the Commission to avoid much of the criticism which has 
been levelled at its slow technical procedure and rigid legalis-

1 See K .. z/t o. elm_g. 8 N"""",,stmt R;,. c.., 200 U. S. 156 (1922). 
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tic interpretation of the statutory prohibitions. The words of 
the statute are: "Whenever the commission shall have reason 
to believe that any . • . corporation has been or is 
using any unfair method of competition in Commerce, and 
if it shall appear 10 the commission that a proceeding "y il 
in respect thereof _uld !Je 10 the interest of lhe puplie, it shall 
issue and serve upon such • • • corporation a com
plaint. . • ."1 It is evident, thus, that the presence of a 
public interest is a condition precedent, quite independent of 
the condition that there shall be reasonable grounds for be
lieving that the party accused has violated the law. In other 
words, the Commission is plainly empowered to refuse to 
act even when there is evidence that might, after hearing, 
support an order to cease and desist. But this is peculiarly 
a characteristic of an administrative body. A court is not 
endowed with a discretion to entertain or decline to enter
tain a bill or a complaint simply because in the view of the 
court the proceedings mayor may not tend to promote the 
general welfare. If there is a cause of action stated, or if an 
information alleges a violation of law, a court must, from its 
.very nature, stand ready to hear the case, no matter how 
trivial it may regard the rights or interests involved, or how 
excusable it may regard the conduct complained of. It is 
plain from the statutory provision quoted that what Justice 
Brandeis has called the "prophylactic action" of the Com
mission was uppermost in the minds of its creators. It was 
not designed to conduct a Sherman campaign in Georgia. It 
was designed as a "reconstruction mission." 

Nevertheless, the Commission has not in practice adhered 
to such a policy consistently. It appears frequently to have 
ignored the broad discretion given it to avoid instituting 
proceedings not in the public interest. For example, when a 
small storekeeper in the city of Washington adopted the 
name "Shade Shop" in simulation of another retailer's busi
ness; the Commission set its organization in motion to re
strain him, later appealing to the courts for enforcement of 
its order.' Recently, however, announcement has been made 

• 39 Stat. 717, Section S. Italics DOt in original. 
• 41frM Kim,." 5 F. T. C. 24 (1922). It is oot implied that......" case of uu

lanOl! of. compeutor',name or product in which the com~ party may have & 

privat!: right of action in the courts is devoid of the ftqwsice publie intereSt. The 
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of important changes of policy which seem to manifest a 
clearer recognition of the significance of the discretion 
granted in the "public interest" clause. In March, 1925, the 
Commission made a public declaration to the effect that, 
«Hereafter it shall be the policy of the Commission not to 
entertain proceedings of alleged unfair practices where the 
alleged violation of law is a purely private controversy re
dressable in the courts, except where said practices substan
tially tend to suppress competition as affecting the public." 

The carrying out of this policy should mean a more precise 
definition of what constitutes an adequate public interest to 
justify the issuance of complaints. Prior to the adoption of 
this rule, as the statement itself implies and as a dissenting 
minority in the Commission has pointed out and contested, it 
seems to have been regarded as sufficient, in the preliminary 
examination of an application for a complaint, to establish 
reasonable grounds for a belief that an unfair method of com
petition had been practised. The record of the Coinmission 
amply justifies the announcement of a closer scrutiny in the 
future of the situation upon which a complaint is sought to 
be predicated, in advance of its issuance, to determine the 
existence of a genuine public interest in proceedings at the 
public expense. If there is no actual or. potential menace to 
free enterprise Of competitive markets there is no warrant, 
under the law, for federal interference. One test, for in
stance, which might be applied under this principle would 
relate to the scope of the business operations of the proposed 
respondent, and the prevalence in the trade of the given 
practice. Isolated instances of unfair competition practised 
by relatively insignificant concerns scarcely merit the ex
penditures necessitated by Federal Trade Commission action, 
particularly where competing private interests, recognized 
by law, rather than public interests, are mainly affected.' 
wide distribution in interstate: markets of package products resembling in appear
an~ the containers of the products of a competinR manufacturer preacnts quite a 
dUferent case. Cf. But Qi{ Qt., 5 F. T. C. 92 (1922) • 

• Ao, for example, in the proceedings agai .. t the 1.. B. Silver Co., involving the 
_t design.tine of • bn:cd of hogs •. See opinion in L. B. Silnr Co. p. F<tkr.J 
T,..Je Commission, 289 Fed. 985 (1923). As one of the circuit judges expreaaed m. 
view of the issues m this caseJ «It interests not thewhoJe public, but only those on 
farms; not all farmel'l, but only those who are stock.raisers, not all atock-raisers, 
but only swine breede~ and not all swine breeders but only those with pndile<:tiona 
for the Cheater type,' 
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A further modification of policy, announced at the same 
time as that just mentioned, demonstrates even more clearly 
the tardy recognition by the Commission of the significance 
of its option to decline to proceed in any case if it deems the 
interest of the public is not involved. Discussing its power to 
settle applications for complaints by stipulations with ac
cused parties, the Commission states: "If it were not for the 
public interest clause it might appear that the statute would 
be mandatory. It remains to determine what effect the pub
lic interest clause has. In the interest of economy and dis
patch of business, as well as the desirability of accomplishing 
the ends of the Commission with as little harm to respondents 
as possible, all cases should be so settled where_they can be 
ext:~1 where the public interest demands.otherwise. But 
when the very business itself of the proposed respondent is 
fraudulent, it may well be considered by the Commission that 
the protection of the public demands that the regular pro
cedure by complaint and order shall prevail. Indeed, there 
are some cases where that is -the only course which would be 
of any value at all; as for instance the so-called Blue Sky 
cases and all such where the business itself is inherently 
fraudulent or where a business of a legitimate nature is con
ducted in such a fraudulent manner that the Commission is 
warranted.in the belief that no agreement made with the 
proposed respondent will be kept by him. The rule shall be 
that all cases shall be setded by stipulation except when the 
public interest demands otherwise for the reasons set forth 
above. . . .u 

This announcement was coupled with another providing 
for informal hearings before the issuance of complaints. In 
practice, these changes of policy and procedure mean that a 
business concern against whom charges of unfair competition 
have been made may confer with the Commission and, by 
pledging itself to discontinue the objectionable method, avoid 
the defense of public proceedings which might impair its 
repu ta tion and good_will.' This is providing the alleged 
offense is not of a fraudulent character. It would be fruitless 

1 It should be noted that thia modification of policy is, also, a reversion 10 a 
previous puli<:y. The Commission by rcsoIution of February 7,1923, put into effect 
a similar p:o«dure. which remained in force until October ot that year. 
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Co attempt a forecast of the conc;rete results of these changes, 
which obviously must depend entirely on the mode in which 
the Commission now undertakes to exercise its discretion 
under the public interest clause. But the fundamental sig
nificance of this final recognition by the Commission that it 
possesses a vital discretion in the issuance of complaints, 
other than in regard to the determination of reasonable indi
cations of a violation of the law, may well be stressed. These 
announced changes in policy and procedure clearly tend to
ward the development of greater elasticity and dispatch in 
the administrative function of the Commission.' The impor
tance of this transformation should not be lost sight of in any 
consideration of the alleged incongruity of an esSentially 
administrative body acting in a judicial capacity. 

§S. PUBLICITY RULES AND THE ADMINISTRATIVE CHARACTEll 

OF THE COMMISSION 

Still another circumstance which has led to criticisms of 
Federal Trade Commission procedure, some just and some 
unjust, relates to the publicity methods adopted by the Com
mission. When a complaint is issued the fact is announced 
through the daily press in a broadcasted statement setting 
forth the charges preferred and identifying the respondent. 
Since June, 1923, these "press releases" have invariably car
ried the explanation that, while the Commission has reason 
to believe that an unfair method of competition has been 
used, .. the question whether or not such method has been 
used is not passed upon by the Commission finally until after 
respondents have had thirty days in which to answer and the 
issue has been tried out.'" The impression conveyed by 
these public announcements is that the Commission has sat 
as a grand jury and determined that there was sufficient evi
dence in the case to warrant the institution of judicial pro
ceedings. But in fact, of c,?urse, the Commission neither 

I See article by Gilbert H. Montague, "Trade Board Will Play A New RDle in 
Buaincss, n Ne. Y M'k Tu.us, June 14, 192£. 

I Prior to June, 1923) no uniform practice prevailed .. but usuaDy some IUch state
ment appeared in the annouru:em.ent as that, uThe reepondenta are given thirty 
days in which to answer) after whkh the COmmission will set a day for further 
erial of the cue. IS 
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does, nor ought to, proceed in issuing complaints after the 
manner of a grand jury bringing criminal indictments. If it 
did and were itself to constitute the trial court the indict
ment, in the form of a complaint, might well be equivalent to 
a verdict of guilty, in the form of an order to cease and desist. 
The Commission acts under a law that is corrective and not 
penal. Quite properly, therefore, the issuance ofa complaint 
is made a mjl,tter of primary responsibility of .the Board of 
Review, a part of the Legal Division, charged with the 
prosecuting function. This suhordinate agency, composed of 
five lawyers, acts, of course, in conformity with genera.llines 
of policy formulated by the Commission, and its recom
mendations are acted upon finally by the Commissioners 
according to their own judgment. But the determination of 
the adequacy of the evidence to support a. complaint in a 
particular case rests mainly with this branch of the Legal 
Division. The commissioners do not, in the ordinary course, 
receive any information concerning the pendency of a case, 
let alone concerning its parties or subject matter, until it is 
presented to one of their number, under the rotation scheme, 
in the form of a specific recommendation of the Board of 
Review.l Though no statistical record is kept, it is unoffi
cially estimated that above ninety percent of the recommen
dations of the Board of Review· have been accepted by the 
Commission. It is stated, Ploreover, that of the few recom
mendations not endorse4 the majority have been recom
mendations that a complaint be not issued. While the action 
of the commissioners in filing or declining to file a complaint 
is not a mere formality, therefore, it is evident that they 
can in the nature of things have little first hand intimate 
acquaintance with the concrete grounds for taking action in 
particular cases. The preliminary procedure leading to the 
Issuance of complaints seems designed to enable the com
missioners themselves, so far as possible, to reserve judgment 
upon each case until an actual hearing has been held. 

t See Annual Report, 1923, p. 4. There is an exception to this. general ru~ in the 
case of .. recommendation by the investigating attomey against the issuance of • 
complaint. In IUch case the file goes to a commissioner directly, instead ot to the 
Board of Review. See Annual Report, 1924, po 22. Formerly it appears to have 
been the practice to submit even. applications for complaint, as they were received, 
to indi.iciuol members of the Commission. See Annual Repor'. 1916. po 1. 
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In these circumstances, the py.blic announcement in the 
press of the issuance of complaints appears to be ill-advised. 
It subjects a respondent to unfavorable publicity which may 
and often does prove after hearing to be unmerited. But 
looking at the procedure solely from the point of view of the 
Commission as an administrative agency it is equally un
fortunate. It emphasizes, one may even say over-emph~ 
sizes, the judicial character of the Commission. The pr0-
ceedings take on the aspect essentially of a trial of a culprit 
instead of an investigation to determine whether a modifi
cation of the business practice in question would be in the 
public interest. There is a deep and vital difference between 
these two conceptions of administrative function. In fact, 
strictly considered the conception of the Federal Trade. 
Commission as a trial tribunal negatives the whole notion 
of the Commission as an administrative organization. 

It is the great misfortune of the Commission that it has 
encouraged the public and the business community to regard 
it as a court by its policy of treating complaints as substantial 
documents of such moment as to justify their wide-spread 
circulation. For the correlative of this policy is conduct of 
hearings as criminal trials directed to the determination of 
the culpability of the particular respondents. And the order 
of the Commission becoines a sentence; Now in some in
stances the respondents may be criminals. Frequently, 
however, they are only unwitting transgressors of the ad
mittedly indefinite standards of fair competition, or they 
may even be unjustly accused of offenses not committed. 
But, however the event may prove, in that respect, it. is 
quite beside the point in any consideration of Federal Trade 
Commission procedure. For the basic and controlling fact 
remains that the Commission does not act under a penal law. 
If there is punishment to be meted out, it is not for the Com
mission to be the assessor. It cannot be too often reiterated 
that the process of commissio~ regulation is "prophylactic" 
and not punitive. If misdemeanors under the statutes grow 
out of trade competition, as. they sometimes do, they lie 
wholly outside and beyond the jurisdiction of the Federal 
Trade Commission. There are other agencies of government 
responsible for the execution of penal laws as applied to 
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trade and industry. They have a quite different function 
from the Commission, and each should approach its duties 
in a distinctive manner. 

Such being the case, it follows that the complaints filed 
by the Commission are essentially only the formal device 
for instituting, "in accordance with the provisions of the 
statute, an inquiry into the fairness under all the circum
stances of a given course of business conduct. The complaint 
has no such status either in fact or in theory as warrants its 
being sent broadcast to the newspapers at government ex
pense, heralding that the Commission believes the respon
dent to be violating the law. It is, of course, a matter of 
public record. But it is one thing to hold the docket of the 
Commission open to public inspection, and another and quite 
different thing to announce through" an organized publicity 
service every proceeding initiated by the Commission. It 
is the order, which follows the hearing in which a presenta
tion of aU sides of the question at issue may be made, that 
the Commission is justified in taking active steps to have 
published. Lacking any sanctions for the enforcement of 
·its orders and engaged in what is essentially the work of 
business sanitation the assistance of an informed public 
opinion in fostering observance of the law cannot be mini
mized. 

This matter of publicity, t:hough it may seem insignificant 
in itself, really brings to p-n issue two radically opposite con
ceptions of the purpose and character of the Commission. 
This has been demonstrated in the recent controversy within 
the Commission itself over the amendment of its rules of 
procedure. In April, 1925, the Commission announced the 
adoption, by a majority consisting of three members, of a 
new policy to the effect that, "In the settlement of any 
matter by stipulation before complaint is issued, no state
ment in reference thereto shall be made by the Commission 
for publication. After a complaint is issued, no statement in 
regard to the case shall be made by the Commission for 
publication until after the final determination of the case." 
The manifest purpose of this rule is to facilitate the develop
ment of greater toleration of and cooperation with the Com
mission by"business men. A minority of the commissioners 
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vigorously dissent from this new orientation of policy; "It 
is true," they declare, "that it is the duty of the Commission 
to put a stop to unfair methods of competition. That object 
can only be obtained by • pitiless publicity' concerning those 
who are willfully guilty of such methods." But it might be 
inquired if the attainment of that object also necessitates 
the employment of "pitiless publicity" against those who 
are neither willful nor inadvertent violators of the law, as 
occurred unavoidably under the former publicity policy of 
the Commission. -

It would be imprudent to attempt, however, a detailed 
assessment of the new rules of procedure in their entirety 
or an exposition of their definite content and meaning. What 
may be safdy ventured, nevertheless, is that, in the funda- . 
mental issue now joined in the debate within the Commission, 
the statesmanlike point of view is that of the majority. When 
the issue is resolved into the simple question of whether the 
Commission shall be administered in the spirit of a crusade 
against the unfaithful in business or in the spirit of a public 
confessor and missionary encouraging penitents and seeking 
converts from the ranks of commercial sinners, there can be 
little doubt which method will in the long run prove most 
effective and best serve the common interest. Yet such is 
in substance the issue lying at the bottom of the current 
controversy. 1£ the majority of the Commission prevail, 
no matter how ill-considered and poorly devised may be the 
specific measures they have adopted or may presently adopt 
for putting into effect their conception of sound administra
tive policy, it will surdy make the Commission in the long 
run a more constructive force in the upbuilding of American 
industry. For the strength and vigor of the industrial and 
commercial system by which modern wealth is produced and 
distributed springs from spontaneous enterprise and free 
competition. Coercive regulation is an anomaly in such a 
system, and only within minimum limits can it be main
tained without undermining the whole organization by 
attacking the primary motives upon which reliance is placed. 
Only a system of administrative regulation which permits 
and encourages business voluntarily to purge itself of abuses 
and unfair practices inimical to its own sustained prosperity 

16 
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can in the end accomplish its fundamental purpose. Relent
less persecution and pitiless publicity should be reserved for 
proven malefactors. Investigation, conference, negotiation, 
and warning should be the most characteristic methods of 
Federal Trade Commission procedure. 

§9. THE TRADE PRACTICE SUBMI'ITAL 

The prospect of a further and more pronounced develop
ment of cooperation between the Commission and business 
in the eliinination of unfair practices suggests reflection upon 
what has been hitherto accomplished in this direction. 
While the distinctive rale of the Commission thus far has 
been that of a vigorous prosecutor, it has upon occasion ex
periinented with other methods of sec\lring respect for and 
concrete definition of the laws it is charged to enforce. Most 
conspicuous has been the work of the Commission in foster
ing voluntary joint efforts to rid particular lines of trade of 
wide-spread abuses and irregularities and to secure the form
ulation of recognized commercial standards. This is the 

. ~aI1ed trade practice submittal.' Sometimes unfair and 
pernicious practices come to permeate an entire industry 
through the inability of individual producers acting singly 
to resist the outside pressure for the adoption of selling tac
tics, known and recognized by most producers to be a handi
cap upon the trade. TQ deal with such situations effectively 
and equitably the ComInission devised in 1919 a special 
procedure for which there is no specific statutory authority, 
but which may probably be sanctioned under the general 
direction of the Commission to prevent unfair methods of 
competition. It should be noted, however, that this pra
cedure has been employed not only on the initiative of the 
Commission but also at the request of the industries affected,' 
thus evincing even more plainly the desire of the Commission 
to encourage the voluntary elevation of business standards. 

I A~.tdy twenty trade practice submittals have been held. in the put liz: 
years. The industries covered include Book and Writing Paper, ~amery, Rebuilt 
T~ter# Celluloid. Package Macamn~ Gold-iIkd Watt.b Case. Sh!:et Music, 
Band IDluument, and Silver Plated Hollow-Ware. 

• See Annual Report, 1920, p. 43. The trade practiee ..,bmi"a1 of Subtaiption 
Book Publiohcra .... held at the reqUett of the Subtaiption Book Publiohcra 
.A ...... tiun. See Preas R.I...., July 31, 1924. 
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The trade practice submittal consists of an informal con
ference between representatives of the several concerns in an 
industry, arranged by the Commission and held in the pres
ence of one or more members of the Commission. Ques
tionable practices pertaining to the industry are discussed 
and the collective opinion of the trade regarding such prac- . 
tices is formulated. The agreement or resolution, reduced 
to writing, is signed by as many of the participants as concur. 
No legal obligation is created by these resolutions .on the 
part of any of the concerns represented, subscribing or non
subscribing. Least of all is the Federal Trade Commission 
which is not formally a party to the deliberations bound by 
any action taken. At the same time, the Commission has 
indicated its intention to give considerable weight ill any 
subsequent proceedin~ involving the subject matter of 
these submittals to the considered opinions of the trade. In 
the official announcemen t of one of the e.arliest conferences 
held the statement was made: "It was understood that the 
judgment of the industry, as expressed, should be for the 
guidance of the Commission and should be regarded as, 
prima facie, law merchant for this industry.'" In reporting 
the more recent trade practice submittals the Commission 
has shown more caution about cotnmittillg itself to the views 
formulated by the conferees. Several submittals have been 
criticized in detail' and others flatly rejected.· Nevertheless, 
when the outcome of the deliberations has been acceptable 
to the Commission it has, in several instances, supported 
the voluntary action of the majority members of the indus
try by instituting formal proceedings against those refusing 
to conform to the standard practice.' 

'"Trade Practice Submittals," Federal Trade Commission, Washington, 1923, .,.2. 
I See, for example, reports of the silver- plated hollow-ware industry submittal 

(January 19, 1922) and the goId.mounted knife manufacturers' submittal. (May 
2, 1922) "Trade Practice Submittals,U op. &it., pp. 40-44; and 44-51, respectively. 

• The Commission announced its disapproval of the use of the tenns •• Engraved 
Effect" and "Embossed Effect» to describe producta of the printing industrY 
imitating genuine engraved or embossed. work. This trade practice Su.bmittal was 
held on October 28, 1924. Public announcement waa made tIuouah a press rek ... 
of January 18, 1925. 

'The com.'p'laint against the MounllUn GrtnJI CreQ1ll.WY • • • .. Co., 6 F. T. C. 
426 (1923), ill ........ Commission !!l'OCed"", in ouch...... Paragraph 5 or the 
Findings in that proceedinga states: Butter manufacturers com~tins m the 8tatea . 
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The effort, so far as possible, to eliminate improper meth
ods by conference and mutual agreement rather than by the 
coercive measures of complaint and order has many ad
vantages. It affords an opportunity to enlist the interest and 
vigilance of the great body of law-Observing business con
cerns in securing a more scrupulous regard for the nghts of 
others in trade competition. It facilitates the prompt 
adoption of new standards of fair dealing to fit the require
ments of changing technical processes. It provides a mechan
ism for the abolition of minor abuses which might otherwise 
engage a disproportionate share of the Federal Trade Com
mission's attention. The chief value' of the trade practice 
submittal, however, lies in the contribution of the special 
knowledge of men active in industrial.and commercial affairs 
in different lines of trade to the formulation of specific rules 
applicable to particular business spheres, embodying the gen
eral principles and standards worked out by the Federal 
Trade Commission and the courts. The latter are nec
essarily and properly guideil by legal traditions and prece
dents. But it is highly desirable that the Federal Trade 

, Commission through close and frequent contact with those 
familiar with practical conditions should be influenced by the 
teachings of common experience. The extension of trade 
practice submittals is one way In which this cooperation may 
be fostered. 
of Arkan .... Oklahoma and TenS ....... bl.d at the invi"tion of the Federal Trade 
Commisoion at DaII.., Texas, on April 2, 1920 and there in open m •• ting, presided 
over by & duly authorized representative of the Commission, did by means of 
reao1uDon define and denounce said method of competitiOll whiCh in the experience 
of the industry had proven to reault in fraud on the public. • . • August 1, 
1~ wu named in the same resolutiOJlRl the day upon which the practtceOl" method 
10 denounced was to entirely cease and which on said day did praetically cease; 
among the purpoaes understood by respondent to be intended to be aa:omplDhed 
by the institution and adoption of such 'Trade Practice Submittal· was the obvi .... 
tion of a multiplicity of formal proceedinga due to the voluntary and simultsueons 
action of dle Industry in eli.minatintJ the method or practice 80 defined and de
nouueed. Said Trade Practice Submittal ia stipulated to be and ia part of the facti 
herein. Reapondent continued the practice charged in the complaint • • • • 
af .... aid August 1, 1920, and until January, 1922." The Commisaion concluded 
that the practice oJ' the respondent 1ft dressing and packing butter in odd-weight 
\lmca :resembling butter e&rtons of the atandard sizes, •• under the conditions and 
Cil'tUlll8taDCe8 described in the foregoing findinast was an unfair method of c:om
petition. 
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§lO. THE CONTRIBUTION OF VOLUNTAIlY COOPERATION AND 

AUTONOMOUS CONTIlOL TO IMPIlOVEMENT OF BUSINESS 

STANDAIlDS 

Other indications of cooperation from business are found in 
the increasing number of applications for complaints received 
from trade associations and similar organizations interested 
in ridding business of objectionable practices. While the 
identity of applicants for complaints is never revealed. yet 
sufficient is known of the activity in this respect of organiza
tions like the Unfair Competition Bureau of the National 
Varnish Manufacturers' Association and the Paint Manu
facturers' Association to warrant the conclusion that so far as 
methods of competition inherently vicious and unfair are 
concerned there is an increasing tendency for organized busi
ness to cooperate with the Federal Trade Commission.l One 
of the commissioners has stated that ninety percent of the 
complaints originate in applications from business men and 
business organizations, but this figure includes a large pro
portion of competitors having a direct and substantial per
sonal interest in the cessation of the practices complained of. 

Still more significant of the growing interest and activity of 
business leaders in ridding the commercial world of unfair 
practices is the organization of .cooperative agencies for in
vestigating and prosecuting false advertising and the myriad 
forms of commercial fraud. The National Association of 
Credit Men has long conducted an active campaign against 
fraudulent business enterprises, which is a protection not only 
to credit grantors but also to competitors and everyone .with 
whom they transact business.' Recently this association has 
announced its intention to carry on this work even more 
intensivdy and vigorously than in the past, and has appro
priated a large fund for that purpose.· 

The truth in advertising movement initiated by the 

1 See Report of the Unfair Competition Bureau to the National Varnish Manu_ 
facturers" Association and the Paint Manufacturers· Association of the United 
Sta.... Philadelphia, October. 1924. 

I See "Commerce and The Credit Crook," National Auociation of Crrdit Men, 
New York, 1924, and the files of the nc..ditMonthly," publishedngularly by the 
Association since 1898 • 

• New York T ...... , J- 11.1925. A million dollar fundis reported to have been 
raised and placed at the dispoaal of the associati .... 
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Associated Advertising Clubs of the World and affiliated 
Better Business Bureaus bespeaks a wide and growing sense 
of responsibility among business men for the elimination of 
deceptive methods of merchandizing. Since the organization 
of the National Vigilance Committee by the Associated Clubs 
in 1911 to coordinate the activities of the local bureaus, this 
work has been expanded and solidified into a nation-wide 
campaign for the protection of honest business against the 
insidious competition which depends on deceit and mis
representation. Certain types of commercial crooks have 
hardly less to fear now from these voluntary organizations 
than from the Federal Trade Commission. They are unrc
sttained by the division of state and national jurisdiction, and 
where publicity is not an adequate weapon they can bring to 
bear the pressure of state authority under statutes against 
misrepresentation and fraud of which they have been largely 
insttumental in securing the passage. Representing adver
tisers, publishers, bankers, manufacturers, and merchants, 
the truth in advertising movement expresses the confidence 
of an important cross-section of the business community in 
·the efficacy of autonomous control for the prevention of 
unfair methods of competition. Among publishers separately 
there has been a noteworthy advance in recent years in the 
development of standards of dependability for acceptable 
advertising. Several magazines oflarge circulation definitely 
guarantee the truth of their advertising, and maintain testing 
laboratories with trained technical staffs for verifying the 
statements and claims of advertisers. The Periodical Pub
lishers' Association of America has formulated certain Prin
ciples of Censorship, "which within the limits of human 
vigilance govern our acceptance of advertising accounts and 
copy. '" These principles have to do, among other things, 
with thej:ruthfulness and educational value of the advertis
ing, the reliability of the advertiser, and the attitude ex
pressed towards competitors, condemning disparagement. 

The transformation going on in the commercial world from 
cut-throat warfare, with its subordination of ethical to profit 
considerations, towards a more chiyalrous competition may 
have been aided by the administrative regulation of business 

I BuIlotiD of Periodical Publishcn' A ..... of America. New York City. 
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practices. But that it is fundamentally a spontaneous con
version is indicated by the significant development latterly of 
these voluntary organizations which would purge trade com
petition of corrupt and unfair methods. This is not to 
depreciate the accomplishments of government regulation as 
represented in the record of the Federal Trade Commission. 
In a negative way they have undoubtedly been considerable, . 
and the gesture of compulsion will still continue for a long 
while to be an indispensable feature of any effective program 
for maintaining fair competition and open markets. But it is 
to emphasize that the real basis for hope of the preservation 
of the competitive system of business enterprise lies in its 
own power of self-regulation. No authoritative control of 
unfair business practices, however wisely conceived or effi
ciently administered, can ever take the place of a vigilant and 
virulent insistence upon fair play and straightforward busi
ness methods by those who participate in the game. Only 
through the further development of the autonomous control 
of the conditions of free and fair competition can the objects 
for which the Federal Trade Commission was established be 
finally achieved. 
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APPENDIX A 

SUMMARY RECORD OF FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 
PROCEEDINGS BY FISCAL YEARS ENDING 

JUNE 30, 1915-1924 

This statistical summary must be examined with the following 
limitations in mind: . 

(1) Any classification of unfair methods of competition is neces
sarily arbitrary. For example, the heading" Misrepresentation as 
to character of product" might be sub.divided into such groups as 
false advertising, misbranding, false packaging, etc. It is believed, 
however, that the present classification is sufficiently comprehen- . 
sive for the purpose of analyzing the character' and direction of 
Federal Trade Commission activity, which was the object of its 
compilation. 

(2) The distribution of cases under the various headings must 
also frequently be arbitrary. The distinction between misrepresen
tation of price and misrepresentation of character of product. for' 
example, is sometimes difficult to make. Moreover, in many in
stances several diverse business methods have been the basis of the 
complaints and orders. In all such cases the classification was 
determined by the relative emphasis apparently given to the re
spective charges in the complaint or order. 

(3) Complaints and orders are classified separately, it will be 
observed. As a result of the fact that in many instances the 
major charge in the complaint was either disproved, abandoned or 
relegated to a minor place in the findings of fact, the number of 
orders issued against a given practice bears relatively slight rela
tion to the number of complaints. This also explains some curious 
anomalies in the table, e. g., the appearance of an order issuing in 
1919 against false claim to use or endorsement. although no previ
ous complaint against this particular practice is indicated. 

(4) The yearly totals of orders and dismissals do not in every 
instance correspond with those given in the Trade Commission's 
Annual Report. 1924, p. 62. The only explanation which suggests 
itself is that while the date of each order in this compilation is that 
of the original order the commission has reclassified cases in which 
an order was subsequently suspended, modified or reversed. Any 
attempt to indicate such changes in this table would serve no useful 
purpose. 

239 
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SUMMAIlY RECOIlD OF FEDEIlAL TIlADE COMMISSION PIl0CEED-
INGS, 1915-1924, BY FISCAL YEAIlS ENDING JUNE 30 

d d d d 
ii d d d 

j .~ os j J .~ • .. .. .. .. 
0 0 • • 0 • • a ~ ~ ~ ~ w 

c B ~ 11 ~ 11 

1 
.~ s .. 11 

1 
11 1 •• .S . ~ i •• ·i .S -! .,. !i 

~ I 
.,. !i a S '!l = • '!l .. = • d • • • 0 w .. 0 0 Q ~ .. w .. 

1916 1911 

Misrepresentation as to~ 
Character of product ....•.. 
UIiC or cndonement ... ..... 

3 2 1 

Trade status ..• .•.....•.. 
PI""" of origin ••••••••.•.• 
Price •••••..•.•.•.•.•••.. 
Corporate securities •.••••.. ':. 

Total, misrepresentation. J Z 1 

Tradc-mark simulation, etc. .. . 
Bogus in.~ents •.••••.•. 
Commerci bribery . ........ 

1 Subsidies to salesmen •. .... 
Lottery sales methods ........ 
Dispuagemcnt .••••.....•.. 1 

H==' Not 0 • classified •••• 1 
~age .•.•.......••... 
Wnting for catalogues .•••.. 

1 Enticement of employca ... , . 
Inducing breach of contract 
Bidding up .up~ ..••••.. 
~ litigation •..•.. r":": ~ 

Total, haruaing tactics .. 1 1 

Reaale price maintenance .. ... .. 
Price ~arantee •••••......•. 
Selling below coot •••.•.••••• 
Refusal to deal ...••..•.•.•.. 

CaytOn Act violation: 
3 1 Tying contracts . •......... 1 

Exclusive dealing .•........ 
2 Price di.scril:nination .. .•... 

Control of competitors ••... 
Interlocking dim:torates •... 

Total, Clayton Act •.•.. 1 5 1 .. 
~ ~ 

Conspiracy~ 
to maintain trade channels .. 1 
to fix prices •....••..•..... 
to coerce iOr other objects . . .. 

~ 
Total,~ •...••• 1 

Misc:ellaneoue .... 0 •• • •••••• 

Totala ..•••.••.••...• 5 9 3 I 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF FEDERAL TRADE CoMMISSION PROCEEDINGS, 

1915-1924, BY FISCAL YEARS ENDING JUNE 30-(COnlinuetl) 

tj tj 
d d 

tj d d d 
~ i ." •• ~ ." • 0. 0. • 0. 0. • • • • • • • = " i:l ~ ~ = Q i:l ~ -.~ S j ~ 

1 ~ 1! :;. S ~ 1! ~ 

~ 
~ .,. • .; e • .! .~ ! ; E • E • • • A t ~ .s 1! is • • .s 1! • • .:I 0 - .. ~ .. 0 - .. ~ 

1918 1919 

MiSieptescntaUon as to: 
Charac .... of product .••••. ; 10 4 · . .. .. · . · . 11 S 3 · . · . · . · . 
Use or endonemcDt. ~ .• ~ ... .. .. · . · . .. .. · . 1 .. .. · . · . · . 
Trade status ..... ........ .. .. .. .. . . .. .. 1 1 · . .. .. · . · . 
Pia"" of origin •••••.•••••. · . · . · . · . .. · . 1 .. .. .. .. · . 
Price •••••••.••. : ••••.•••. 1 .. · . .. .. .. 1 2 .. 1 · . · '. · . 
Corpora", aecun ............ · . .. .. .. · . · . .. 2 .. 

}~ 
.. ,..:..: . . 

Total, misrep ..... ntation. I. S .. .. .. .. 16 9 · . 
Trade-markaimuJation, ett.. .•. f-1 l-

I .. .. · . .. .. 8 2 · . · . . . .. · . 
Bogus ind:iindents ......... 1 5<1 

.. · . .. . . .. 1 1 · . .. · . ., 
Commerci bribery •....•••. 39 2 .. .. .. .. 4~ 34 1 " .. .. . . 

Subsidies to salesmen ..•... 12:1 
2 · . .. .. · . · . .. .. . . · . 

Lottory saIea methods ...••... 15 1 · . .. .. .. · .~ 3 4 · . .. . . · . 
Disparagement ••••..•.••••. 7 1 .. .. .. . . .. 1 1 · . .. .. . . 
H~. 

Not 0 . c:lasoified •••. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. · . .. ., 
Espionage ••••.••.•••••••. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 1 · . · . . . .. · . 
Writing for cataloguea ...... .. 1 .. · . .. · . . . 2 2 · . .. . . ., 
Enticement of employees ... 1 1 · 

· ; .. · . · . .. .. .. · . .. .. · . ., 
Indutiog brooch of """tract .. .. .. .. .. '" · . 2 .. .. .. . . ., 
Bidding up supplies •..••... .. .. · . .. .. 1 · . · . .. · . 
Tbrootening Iitlgation ••••.. 2 .. .. · . · . .. S 2 1 · . .. . . · . 

Total, haraaaing tacties •• 14 4 · . .. .. · . .. 9 8 1 · . .. . . · . 
Reule price main~ance .••.• IS 1 1 .. .. · . . . 3! \) 1· .. · . · . ., 
Price guarantee ...• ......... '4 .. .. .. .. .. · . 1 .. .. .. · . ., 
Selling below """t ••.•....•.. .. .. · . .. . . .. .. 1 1 .. 1 .. ., 
Refusal to deal •.•••••.•••••. · . .. .. · . · . .. · . 1 1 .. .. .. . . · . 
Cayton Act violation: 

Tying contracts ........... . ~ 
.. 1 .. .. .. .. 4 1 .. · . 1 .. · . 

EXchisive dealing ....... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 1 · . .. · . .. · . 
Price discrimination ~ •.•... ~ .. 2 .. .. .. .. 2 . . .. .. " .. · . 
Control of competitors .•... l .. .. .. .. · . . . 1 . . · . .. .. · . ., 
Interloeltiog cfu.ctora"" .•.. 

~ 
.. .. .. .. .. .. · . .. · . .. .. · . ., 

Total) Clayton Act ..... .. 3 .. .. · . 9 Z .. .. 1 · . .. 
Con>piraey. 

I-

to maintain trade channels .. 1 · . , .... .. .. .. 3 1 . . .. · . ., 
to fix prices. . .............. 3 .. · . .. .. . . .. 1 1 .. .. .. . . 
to coerce for other objects .. .. . . · . · . · . .. · . .. .. · . .. · . ., 

Total, conspiracy . ...... , 4 .. .. " · . .. , Z I .. .. · . ., 

Miscellaneous .... ....... " .. 2 .. · . · . .. ,.:..:. · . 1 1 .. .. .. .. ., 

7.i5 -Totals •..•........... /54 7Z 7 .. .. 74 13 1 Z .. ., 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF FEDERAL TRADE CoMMISSION PROCEEDINGS, 

1915-1924 BY FISCAL YEARS ENDING JUNE 30-(Continued) , 
d d d d 

d d d d .~ 
.. os .; .~ ·S " .. .. .. d • • .. g • a " • a • • 

t 
a w w ~ a w w 

S .. 
1 1 1 1 .~ s j 1 1 1 1 j .1 1i " E E t E • ~ : 

d .• • d 'E is • t 
0 w " w " 0 w " w .. 

1920 · Inl 

Misrepresentation as to~ 
31 27 9 1 Character of product ..... .. 83 31 1 .. · . .. .. .. . . · . 

Use or endorsement . ....... S 1 1 .. · . .. .. 8 6 .. .. .. .. ., 
Trade status .. ........... 2 . . .. · . .. .. 3 .. .. .. ., 
Place of origin . ........... 5 1 .. .. .. .. 2 3 1 .. · - .. ., 
Price •.•••...••. : ......•.. 11 2 1 .. " .. .. 18 6 2 .. .. .. ., 
Corporate seam"" ........ S 1 .. · . .. .. · . 8 · . 2 .. .. .. .. 

Total, misrepresentation. 1m 36 3 .. .. .. - .. llil 45 14 .. 1 .. ., 

Trade-.mark eimulation, etc. . .. 12 7 2 · . .. .. .. 11 ~ 2 .. .. . . ., 
Bogol iDd:rb:dents . ........ · . .. · . 1 .. · . .. . . 
Commerci bribery ..... .... 42 33 S · . 1 .. .. 63 46 1 .. · . .. ., 

Subsidies to saI ...... n ...... 8 4 . . · . .. .. .. 1 1 .. .. · . .. ., 
Lottery sales methodo ........ 1 .. · . .. .. · . .. 1 .. · . .. ., 
Disparagement .. ..•........ S .. 1 · . .. .. .. 1 3 1 .. · . .. . , 
Harasai~ tactics: 

. Not 0 erwi .. classified •••. . , .. 1 · . .. .. · . .. . . .. .. .. · . 
Espionage ••••...•••••..•• 3 .. .. · . .. .. · . .. 1 .. .. .. .. · . 
Writing far cataloguea ...... . , .. · . .. ., .. 1 " .. . . .. .. · . 
Entkcmc:nt of employees . .. 2 .. J · . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. · . .. ., 
Inducing breach of contract . , .. 3 .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. · . .. ., 
Bidding up aup'plies ...••..• . , .. 1 .. . . .. .. 1 . . .. .. , . 
Threatening litIgation •..•.• 2 1 2 .. .. .. .. 2 2 2 .. .. .. .. 

Total,.harasoing tactic." 7 1 8 .. .. . . .. 4 , Z .. .. .. .. 
Resale price maintenance .. ... 16 1 9 .. 1 .. .. 1 1 .. .. .. .. .. 
Price guarantee ... .......... 10 .. 1 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Selling below coat ........... 2 .. 3 " .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Refusal to deal ....... , , .... " 1 .. .. · . .. .. .. .. 1 .. .. .. .. .. 
C1.t,:ton Act violation: 

ying contracts . ....... , .. 41 26 1 .. .. .. 1 10 10 8 .. 8 .. .. 
Exclusive d.ali~ ... , ...... 29 1 6 .. .. .. .. 3 .. 8 .. 2 .. .. 
Price discriminatIOn . ...... 2 1 1 .. .. .. .. 2 1 .. .. .. .. 
Control of cwnpetitorS-. .... 13 .. 1 .. .. .. .. • 1 .. .. .. .. .. 
Interlocking directarates .... 

~ 
.. 
7 

.. .. .. .. .. · . .. .. .. 
I":":' 

.. -
Total, Clayton Act •.. ,. Z8 .. .. .. 1 15 II 17 .. 10 

~ 1-
Conspiracy: 

1 2 1 to maintain trade channels . . 4 1 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
to fix prices . .. , ..... , ..... 1 .. .. .. .. .. 1 1 .. .. .. .. .. 
to coerce for other objeett . . 2 .. 1 .. .. .. .. I · . .. .. .. .. · . 

Total l conspiracy . ...... 7 1 J .. .. .. " 3 J .. 1 .. . . .. 
Miscellaneoua . .............. .. .. 2 .. .. " .. .. .. .. .. · . .. .. 

Totals ............... ,1OIi 111 44 .. Z .. 1 
1
m 119 37 1 11 .. .. 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF FEDERAL TRADE CoMMISSION PROCEEDINGS, 

1915-1924, BY FISCAL YEARS ENDING JUNE 30---(Continueti) 

d d d d 
d d d el ·1 ~ 

.. .S .~ .~ • .. .. .. .. " • • • 
" t:i • " t:i c::; • ~ j 

w - " 
J 

w w 
.! 2 11 ~ 11 1 .~ 2 11 1 ] 11 

'i E a • ... • '! " E .. 
+~ • e d ~ t t E 11 • t E 

~ • • d = w .. .. .. 0 .. " m .. 
.922 .m 

Misreprue.tltation as 10: 
Character of prodact ..•.... 21 12 5 1 .. 1 .. 28 45 6 ! .. · . ., 
Use or endorsement ... ..... 6 3 2 · . · . · . .. 3 1 3 .. .. · . ., 
Trade status •••• • _ •.•••.. 1 1 .. · . · . · . · . IS 3 " · . .. · . · . 
PI_ oJ origin ••••••••••.. 6 2 1 .. · . .. · . 3 2 .. .. .. .. ., 
Price •••••••. '.':' .•••••.. Ii 27 8 .. .. · . .. 4 S · . .. · . · . 
Corporate sec:un_ ........ 13 1 5 .. .. · . .. 12 9 4 · . .. · . · . 

Total, misrepmlCntllticm. 16.i 46 Zl 1 .. 1 .. 65 65 13 Z .. · . · . 
Trade-mark simulation, etc. ... 7 15 2 · . .. · . .. 11 2 2 1 .. · . · . 
Bogus iDde.\'bri1cn ........... 

'1~ 
2 · . .. .. . . .. · . .. .. · . 

Comme:ci bribery ••.•••••. 21 15 .. 2 · . .. 2 1 9 .. .. · . ., 
Subaidies to aalcsmen •••••. · . 6 · . 1 · . .. .. 1 1 .. .. · . ., 

Lottery oaIos methods •.•.•... 1 .. .. .. · . · . .. .. 1 .. .. .. · . ., 
Disparagement •.••••.•••••• 4 .. .. .. · . .. .. 1 2 1 . . .. '" . ., 

H~""';co, 
Not 0 enrise classified •••• . , .. 1 .. .. .. .. .. . . · . .. · . ., 
Espionage ••••.••.••.••••. . ' .. 1 · . .. .. .. .. .. 1 .. · . .. ., 
Writing for catalogues ..•... 2 .. .. .. .. · . .. .. .. · . · . · . · . ., 
Enticement of employees . .. . ' .. .. .. .. .. . . . . · . .. · . .. 
Inducing breach of contract . . 1 .. .. .. · . · . 2 1 .. .. .. · . · . 
Bidding up sup)'n.. ...•••.. . , · . 1 .. .. .. . . 2 .. . . .. · . ., 
Threatening litlgaticm ••••.. 2 · . .. .. .. .. · . 2 .. 1 · . . . · . · . 

Total, harusing tsctics .. , 1 3 .. .. .. .. 6 1 Z · . .. .. · . 
~ - 1-

Resale price' maintenance .... , 1 1 · . .. 1 .. 37 1 41 1 .. · . · . 
Price guarantee .. ........... .. .. · . .. . . 1 . . 2 · . .. .. · . 
Selling below COlt ••••••••• •• 1 .. 1 .. .. · . .. 1 " 1 · . .. · . · . 
Refuaal to deal •.•••••••••••. . , .. .. · . 1 · . · . .. .. .. .. · . · . · . 
Clayton Act violation: 

Tying contracts ........•.. ., .. 2 · . 1 · . · . .. .. 7 .. 3 . . 4 
Exclusive dealing •• '" •••.. 1 .. 16 .. · . · . .. 2 .. 4 . . · . 1 
Price discrimination ... .... 2 3 .. .. · . . . 1 · . .. 1 · . ., 
Control oJ competitors ..•.. 2 1 1 1 .. .. .. S 3 3 · . .. .. · . 
interlocking directorates .•.. 

..=-: 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. · . · . 

Total, Clay_ Act ••... , 4 19 1 1 .. .. 8 3 14 .. 4 · . 5 

Conspiracy: 

! to maintain trade channels .. 2 2 2 .. · . .. 1 1 .. · . ., 
to fix prices ... ............ 2 .. .. .. ., .. 1 1 .. .. · . · . 
to coerce for other objects .. 2 1 3 .. .. .. .. J .. · . · . .. .. 

I-=-=-
Total, coaspiracy ••.••.. I-; 3 5 Z · . .. .. 11 .. J 1 .. . . · . 

MisceUaneoua ... ~ .....•..... ., .. .. . . · . .. .. 1 . . .. .. .. .. · . 
To.ala •...•......••.. III 91 75 4 5 Z .. 44 78 8? 5 " .. S 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION PItOCEEDINGS. 

1915-1924 BY FISCAL YEARS ENDING JUNE 30-(ContinueJ) , 
a a s ........ 

j .~ .~ 
a d 
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Misn!pretel1tation as to: 
Character of product ••..•.. 43 39 4 1 .. .. .. 235 165 29 4 1 1 .. 
Usc or endorsement •.•.••.. 6 5 .. .. .. .. 28 11 6 .. .. .. .. 
Trade status . ............ 11 1 2 .. .. .. .. 36 IS 2 .. .. .. .. 
PI""" of origin •••••••••••• 3 5 .. .. .. .. .. 20 13 2 .. .. .. 
Price .... # ••••••••••••••• 3 4 .. .. .. .. 57 ir 11 1 .. .. .. 
Corporate securities .• ..•.•. 1 4 2 .. .. .. .. 41 13 .. .. .. .. 

Total, misrepresentatio.n. 7i 64 8 1 
~ 

.. .. '417 Z7. 63 5 1 1 .. 
1( 

-
~1311 Trado-mark simulation, etc. . .. 1 2 .. .. .. .. 10 1 .. . . .. 

Bogua ind~nts .....• , .. ·S .. .. .. .. .. 2 .. .. .. 
Commen:i bribery ......... 1 .. .. .. .. .. 228 175 33 .. 3 .. .. 

Su.bsidies to salesmen . ..... '4 
.. .. .. .. 15 1 1 .. 1 .. .. 

Lottery sales methods ........ 1 4 .. .. .. 29 21 9 .. .. .. 
Disparagement ... ........... 1 1 .. .. 1 .. .. 24 8 4 .. 1 .. .. 
Harassint1 tactics: 

Not 0 erwise classi6cd . ... .. 1 .. .. .. .. .. 3 1 2 . . .. .. .. 
Espion.~ ................ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4 2 2 .. .. .. .. 
Writing (01' catalogues ...•.. 

"1 
.. .. . , .. .. .. 5 3 

"1 
.. .. .. .. 

Enticement of employees . .. .. .. .. .. .. 5 1 .. .. .. .. 
Inducing breach of contract .. 1 .. .. .. .. .. 8 5 3 .. .. .. . . 
Bidding up aup,Pu.. •.•.•••. . 'I .. .. .. .. .. 5 1 2 .. .. .. 
Tlu.atening litIgation ...... 1 .. .. .. .. .. 18 8 6 .. .. ;.:. .:.:... 

T otaI. harasaing tactics . . ~ 3 ..:.:. .. .. .. .. 48 Zl 16 .. .. .. .. 
Resale price maintenance •.... 22 4 8 .. .. .. .. 132 18 61 1 1 1 .. 
Price guarantee ... .......... .. .. 1 .. .. .. .. 12 4 .. .. .. 
Selling below COlt ••••......• .. . . .. . . .. .. 8 1 6 .. 1 .. 
Refusal to deal .............. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 2 l .. .. 1 .. 1 

Ci.!p;tcD Act violation: 

!1 ying contracts . .......... .. .. .. 59 38 .. 13 .. 5 
Exclu.ive dealing . ......... 2 1 1 .. 1 .. .. 45 

~ 
o • 3 .. 1 

Price discrimination . ..•... 4 2 2 .. 2 .. .. 16 6 3 .. .. 
Control of competitors ..... 1 ,. .. .. .. .. .. 21 S 5 1 .. .. .. 
Interlocking directOl'a ....... 2 .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 .. .. .. .. 

I':':' r:-
T';tal, Clayton Act .•••. I.-! 3 9 .. 3 .. .. 149 5, 71 1 19 

1- - I- -
Conopiracy: 

~l ~ to maintain trade ch.nneIa . . 9 I .. .. .. .. .. 9 4 .. .. .. 
to fix prices ....•.•........ 11 4 .. .. .. .. 10 ~ .. .. .. .. 
to coerce {Ol' other objects .. 2 3 2 .. .. .. .. 12 , .. .. .. .. -

Total, ronapiracy •.•• , •. iz.1 8 Z .. .. .. .. 57 Il.i Ie 4 .. .. .. 
MUcellaneo ................. 1 .. 2 .. .. .. .. 5 1 j .. .. .. .. -

Totl!is .... , ........ " 1IS4 92 J6 1 4 .. 1 1,1Y1 12 211 2 7 
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DOCUMENTS. ETC., ISSUED BY THE FEDERAL 
TRADE COMMISSION 

ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS 
Fundamentals of a Cost 'System for Manufactuters, Washington, D.C., 

1916, 31pp. 
A System of Accounts for Retail Merchants, Washington, D.C., 1916, 

19pp. Reprinted 1920. -
BIUBEJ.Y 

Special Report on Commercial Bribery, 65th Congreslt, 2nd Session, 
House Doc.. No. 1107, Washington, D.C., 1918, 3pp. 

Commercial Bribery, Special Report Dealing with the Subject of Com
mercial Bribery, 66th Congress, 2nd Session, Senate Doc. No. 258, 
Washington, D.C., 1920, 7pp. 

CALCIUM ARSENATE 

Report on the Calcium Arsenate Industry, Washington, D.C., 1923, 
21pp. 

COAL 
Anthracite and Bituminous Coal, Report and Recommendations on the 

Anthracite and Bituminous Coal Situation and the Relation of Rail 
and Water Transportation to the Present FuOl Problem, 65th Con
gress, 1st Session, Senate Doc.. No. SO, Washington, D.C., 1917, 42Opp. 

Bituminous Coal-Quarterly Reports, Revised costs, Suspended June, 
1920, Washington, D.C., 1920. . 

Cost Reports, Coal, 7 vol., Washington, D.C., 1919--1921. 
No. 1. Pennsylvania-Bituminous, 1919. 
No. 2. Pennsylvania-Anthracite, 1919. 
No. 3. Illinois-Bituminous, 1919. 
No. 4. Alabama, Tennessee and Kentucky-Bituminous, 1920. 
No. 5. Ohio, Indiana and Michigan-Bituminous, 1920. 
No.6. Maryland, West Vu-ginia and Vu-ginia-Bituminous, 1920. 
No.7. Trans-Mississippi States-Bituminous, 1921. 

Preliminary Report on Investment and Profit in Soft-Coal Mining, 
Washington, D.C., 1922, 222pp. . 

Premium Prices of Anthracite, Washington, D.C., 1925. 
COPPEll 

Cost Reports, Copper, Washington; D.C., 1919, 26pp. 
C01TOX 

Report On Combed Cotton Yams, Washington, D.C., 1921, 94pp. 
Preliminary Rep.orton the Cotton Trade, Washington, D.C., 1923,28pp. 
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The Cotton Trade, 68th Congress, 1st Session, Senate Doc. No. 100, 
2 Parts, Washington, D.C., 1924. . 

Cotton Merchandising Practices, 68th Congress, 2nd Session, Senate 
Doc. No. 194, Washington, D.C., 1925, 38pp. 

Empire Cotton Growing Corporation, Development, Method and 
Activities of Empire Cotton Corporation, a British F'nm, Washington, 
D.C., 1925, 30pp. 

DEClSJOJrS 

Federal Trade Commission Decisions, Findings and Orders of the 
Federal Trade Commission, 6 vol., Washington, D.C., 1920-1925. 

FARM WPLEMENTS 

Report on the Causes of High Prices of Farm Implements, Washington, 
D.C., 1920, 713pp. 

FEEDS 

Report on Coinmercial Feeds, Washington, D.C., 1921, 206pp. 
Summary of Report on Commercial Feeds, Washington, D.C., 1921, 

15pp. 
FEltTlLIZER INDUSTRY 

Report on the Fertilizer Industry, Washington, D.C., 1916, 269pp. 
Report on the Fertilizer Industry, Washington, D.C., 1923, 87pp. 

FLAGS 

Prices of American Flags, 65th Congress, 1st Session, Senate Doc. No. 
82, Washington, D.C., 1917, tlpp. 

FOOD 
Report on Bakery Business in the United States. Report of the Bakery 

Section of Food Administration, Published by the United States 
Food Administration, Washington, D.C., 1917, 23pp. 

Report on Beet Sugar Industry in the United States, Washington, D.C., 
1917, 164pp. 

Food Investigation, Report on Canned Foods. General Report and 
Canned Vegetables and Fruits, Washington, D.C., 1918, l03pp. 

Food Investigation, Report on Flour Milling and Jobbing, Washington, 
D.C., 1918, 27pp. 

Food Investigation, Summary of the Report on the Meat Packing In. 
dustry, Washington, D.C., 1918, 51pp. 

Food Investigstion, Report on the Meat Packing Industry, 6 parts, 
Washington, D.C., 191&-1920. . 

Part 1 and Summary. Extent and Growth of Power of the Five 
Packers in Meat and other Industries, 1919. 

Part 2. Evidence of Combination among Packers, 1918. 
Part 3. Methods of the Five Psckers in Contralling the Meat 

Packing Industry, 1919. 
Part 4. The Five Larger Packers in Produce and Grocery Foods, 

1920. 
Part 5. Prolits of the Packers, 1920. 
Part 6. Cost of Growing Beef. Cost of Fattening Cattle. ~t 

of Marketing Livestock, 1920. 
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Maximum Profit Limitation on Mellt Packing Industry. Report of 
the Results of .. Special Investigation of the Reasonableness of the 
Maximum Profit Limitations Fixed on the Meat Packing Industry 
by the Food Administration, 66th Congress, 1st Session, Senate Doc. 
No. 110, Washington, D.C., 1919, 179pp. 

Food Investigation, Report on Canned Foods. Canned Salmon, Wash
ington, D.C., 1919, SSpp. 

Report on Sugar Supply and Prices, November, 1920, Washington, D.C., 
1920, 20Spp. 

Report on Southern Livestock Prices, 66th Congress, 2nd Session, Senate 
Doc. No. 209, Washington, D.C., 1920. 

Food Investigation, Report on Private Car Lines, Washington, D.C., 
1920, 271pp. 

Report on Commercial Wheat Flour Milling, Washington; D.~., 1920, 
118pp. . 

Food Investigation, Report on Wholesale Marketing of Food, Wa,shing. 
ton, D.C., 1920, 268pp. . 

Report on the Grain Trade, 6 vol., Washington, D.C., 1920-1925. 
Vol. I. Ceuntry Grain Marketing, 1920. 
Vol. II. Terminal Grain Markets and Exc:hmges, 1920. 
Vol. III. Terminal Grain Marketing, 1922. 
Vol. IV. Middlemen's Profits and Margins, 1924. 
Vol. V. Future Trading Operations in Grain, 1920. 
Vol. VI. Prices of Cash Grain and Grain Futures, 1925. 

Report on Wheat Prices for the 1920 Crops, Washington, D.C., 1921, 
91pp. 

Summary of Report on Milk and Milk Products, 1914,-1918, Washing: 
ton, D.C., 1921, 19pp. 

ReportOD Milk and MilkProd""ts,1914,-1918, Washington, D.C., 1921, 
234pp. . 

Food Investigation, Report on Canned Foods, 1918: Corn, Peas, ~tring 
Beans, Tomatoes and Salmon, Washington, D.C., 1922, 86pp. 

Report on Methods and Operations of Grain Exporters, 2 vol" Washing-
ton, D.C., 1922-1923.· . 

Vol. I. Interrelations and Profits, 1922. 
Vol. II. Speculation, Competition, and Prices, 1923. 

Report Cel1Ceming the Present Status of the Censent Decree in the 
Case of the United States VB. Swift and Cempany, et aI., entered ia 
the Supreme Court of the District of Celumbia, February 27, 1920, 
68 Congress, 2nd Session, Senate Doc. No. 219, Washington, D.C., 
1925. 

FO.EIGN TUDE 
Schedule on Foreign Trade Conditions; Inquiries for Publicists, Econo

mists, Lawyers, Engineers, etc., Washington, D.C., 1915. 
Report on Ccoperation in American Export Trade, Part I, Snmmary 

and Report. Part II, Exhibits, Washington, D.C., 1916. 
Report on Trade and T &riffs in Brazil, Uruguay, Argen tin., Cbile, 

Bolivia, and Peru, Washington, D.C., 1916, 246pp. 
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RepOrt on Cooperation in Foreign Countries, Washington, D.C., 1925, 
202pp. 

Foreign Trade Series, Discussion of Practices and Procedure under 
Export Trade Act, Washington, D.C., 1919, 13pp. 

Hou ... FU1lNISHlHos 
Report on House Furnishings Industries, 3 voL, Washington, D.C., 

1923-1925. 
Vol. I. House Furniture. 
Vol. II. Household Stoves. 
Vol. III. Kitchen Furnishings and Domestic Appliances. 

LEATH"" INDUSTIUBS 
Report on Leather and Shoe Industries, Washington, D.C., 1919, l08pp. 
Summary of Report on Shoe and Leather Costs and Prices, Washington, 

D.C., 1921, ISpp. 

LI1HSE .. 

Report on Lumber Manufacturers' Trane AssOciations, Washington, 
D.C., 1922, 15Opp. 

Report on War Tune Costs and Pronts of Southern Pine Lumber Com
panies, Washington, D.C., 1922, 94pp. 

Report on Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Associa
tion, Washington, D.C., 1923, 52pp. 

Report on Western Red Cedar Association, Lifetime Post Association, 
Western Red Cedarmen's Information Bureau, Washington, D.C., 
1923,22pp. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Annual Reports for the Fiscal Years Ending June 30, 1915-1924 in
clusive, Washington, D.C., 1915-1924. 

Rules of Practice hefore the Commission. Adopted June 17,1915, Wash
ington, D.C., 1915, 8pp. Revised edition with amendments to No
vember 19,1920, Washington, D.C., 1920, 8pp. Revised edition with 
amendments to May 20, 1921, Washington, D.C., 1921, llpp. Re
vised edition with amendments to September 29, 1922, Washington, 
D.C., 1922, llpp. Revised edition with amendments to March 12, 
1923, Washington, D.C., 1923, llpp. 

Conference Rulings Bulletin, Washington, D.C., 1916. Republished 
in Federal Trade Commission Decisions, Vol. I, pp. 540-561. 

Helpful Activities to Strengthen Ametic:an Busine ... Washington, D.C., 
1916,4pp. 

Places in the United States having in 1910,2,500 Inhabitants or More, 
Washington, D.C., 1919, 10pp. 

Acts from which the CommiSSIon Derives its Powers with Annotations. 
Decisions of the Courts on Petitions to Review and Rules uf Practice 
before the Commission, Washington, D.C., 1920, 12Opp. 

Trade Practice Submittals, 1919-1923, Multigraphed. 
Report on the Uses of the Upper Columbia River, Washington, D.C., 

1924. Revised edition, 1925. 
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PAPS .. 
. Book..Paper Industry. Fmal Report of the Findings of Fact, together 

with Conclusions and Recommendations with Reference to the Book
paper Industry, Washington, D.C., 1917, 125pp. 

Report on the Newsprint Paper Industry, Washington, D.C., 1917, 
162pp. 

Wall Paper Review, Monthly, Multigraphed, Discontinued May, 1921, 
Washington, D.C., 1919-1921. 

Statistical Summary of the Paper and Pulp Industry, Monthly, Multi
graphed, Discontinued 1923, Washington, D.C., 1919-1923. 

Newsprint Review, Monthly, Multigraphed, Discontinued December, 
1923, Washington, D.C., 1919-1923. 

PATENTS 

Extracts from the Trading with the Enemy Act and Executive ~ 
of October 12, 1917, and Instructions, Rules and Forms Concerning 
Patents, Trade Marks, Prints, Labels, Designs and Copyrights, 
Washington, D.C., 1918, 22pp. 

PETaOLEUll 
Iovestigation of the Price of Gasoline, A Preliminary Report Relative 

to an Investigation of Gasoline Price, Washington, D.C., 1916, 15pp. 
Report on Pipe-Line Transportation of Petroleum, Washington, D.C., 

1916, 467pp. 
ReportOD the Price ofGaao!ine in 1915, Washington, D.C., 1917, 224pp. 
Advance in the Price of Petroleum Products, 66th Congress, 2nd Session, 

House Doc. No. SOl, Washington, D.C., 1920, 57pp. 
Report on the Pacific Coast Petroleum Industry, 2 vol., Washington, 

D.C., 1921-1922. . 
VoL I. Production, Ownership, and Profits, 1921. 
Vol. IL Prices and Competitive Conditions, 1922. 

Report on the Petroleum Industry of Wyoming, Washington, D.C., 
1921,54pp. 

Report on the Petroleum Trade in Wyoming and Montana, W .. hing. 
ton, D.C., 1922, 4pp. . 

Report on Foreign Ownership in the Petroleum Industry, Washington, 
D.C., 1923, 152pp. 

PROFITEEltINO 

Profiteering, Report Containing all Facts, FJgW"eS, Data or Information 
now in Possession of the Federal Trade Commissinn Relative to 
Profiteering, 65th Congress, 2nd Session, Senate Doc. 248, Washing. 
ton, D.C .. 1918, 2Opp. 

RADIO lImo.,.,.y 
Report on the Radio Industry, Washington, D.c., 1924, 347pp. 

RAo lNnoSTIlY 
Report on the Woolen Rag Trade, Washington, D.C., 1920, 9Opp. 
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s-rnL INDu.,."y 
Applications, Answers and Statements Concerning the so-called Pitts

burgh Basing Point for Steel, Washington, D.C., 1919, 191pp. Supple
ment, 1919, 14pp. 

Reporton War Time Profits and Costs of the Steel Industry, Washing
ton, D.C., 1925, 138pp. 

TAXATION 
Taxation and Tax-Exempt Income, Report on Taxation and Tax_ 

Exempt Income in Partial Response to Senate Resolution No. 451, 
67th Congress, 4th Session, 68th Congress, 1st Session, Senate Doc. 
No. 148, Washington, D.C., 1924, 144pp. 

TOBACCO 

Report on the Tobacco Industry, Washington, D.C., 1921, 162pp. 
Prices of Tobacco Products. Information Relative to Prices, Profits 

and Competitive Conditions in the Tobacco Industry, Washington, 
D.C., 1922, 109pp. Also issued as 67th Congress, 2nd Session, Senate 
Doc. No. 121. ' .' 
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For references to specific industries which have been the subject of action by 

the Federal Trade Commission, ... , "Prod"" .. , subjects of Uofair Trade." . 

A 
Administrative regulation: pro

posals for,. 4Sin; sentiment in 
favor of, 41-48; elasticity in law 
necessary for effective, 211; prob
kms ru p~~ ~d~, 2U; 
experience ru Int~tate Com
m=e Commission, 215-16; pur
pose ru, 211 

Adulteration. (See Misbranding.) 
Advertising: purpose, 19-20; rela

tion,81-84i to resale price ~ain
tenance, VOluntary COO~tIon to 
prevent deceit in, 233-234. (See 
also Deceptive advertising, Truth 
in advertising movement.) 

Agency contracts: resale price 
maintenance through, 91; d.stin.. 
gnished from exclusive dealer 
arrangemen.ts, 186 

Anti-trust legislation of 1914: p0-
litical background,45-48; charac
ter{,48-50; main provisions. 48fn, 
49 n, SO; standard set up, 51-52. 
(See also Clayton Ac.. Federal 
Trade Commission Act,) 

Anti-trust policy: . evolution of. 7; 
relation to industrial consolida
tion, 6-1; relation to trade co
o~ation, 7-8; relation to busi
ness practices, 8-10 

B 
Basing point price system: use in ce
mentandlumberindus~99fn; 
effect ru, 99-102; ~fauness at, 
102; use In steel industry, 103; Dr-. 
derofFederai Trade Commission 
against, 103-104; effect ru aban
donment in steel industry, 104 . 

Better Busin ... Bureau., 234 
Bidding up prices: similarity to 
~ng. below cost, 63-64; cases 
lnvolvmg. M 

Big Business: small number of 
complaints against, 154; rela
tion of size to unfairness, 116-177 

Blue Sky securities, 224.· (See also 
Fraudulent stock promotion.) 

Board ru Review, 226 
Bogns independents: us~ by trusts, 

26,27-28;inadequacyrucommon 
law with respect to, 37-38; basis 
of condemnation, 173; nOt unfair 
because of concealment of owner
ship, 113-174; definition difficult, 
174; orders of Federal Trade 
Commission against, 114-115; 
criticism ru Federal Trade Com_ 
mission's ord= against, 116; ..... 
lation of monopoly to ~fairness 
of,176-177 

Boycotts. (See Conspiracies in 
restraint of trade.) 

Branding: character of practice, 
20; reI~tion to resale price main_ 
tenance, 81,82; relation to exclu_ 
sive dealer arrangements, 179. 
(See also Misbrandin,.) 

Bnl>ery. (See Commerclal bribety.) 
Business Standards: improvement 

by voluntary cooperation, 233-
235 . 

C 
Chain stores: !!""wtb 0; 16, 16[n, 

18; price dlscriminatlOns given 
to, 72, 14 

Clayton Act: purpose, 9; provi
slOns,48, 49, 50rn; specific prohi
bition\ of pnce discrimination,66; 
provisIons againstexdusive dealer 
arrangements, 180; provision. 
against trying contracts, 190, 196, 
197; provisions ~inst intercor
porate stock-holding and inter
locking directorates, 201-203; 
suggested consolidation ru pro
visions, 220--221 

275 
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Coercion. (See Conspiracies in 
restraint of trade, Intimidation.) 

Commercial arbitration, 7fn 
Commercial bribery: origin, 144; 

breach of faith as basis Of c0n
demnation, 144; furtiveness es
sential,I45; Federal Trade Com
mission's attitude toward, 145; 
judicial curbing of Federal Trade 
Commission·s c~aign against, 
145; cases involvmg, 145-147; 
prevalence in certain industries, 
146; subsidizing of salesmen as a 
form of, 147 

Commercial revolution, 15-17,117, 
179 

Common law; protection all'orded 
by, 4; applicability to changing 
conditions, 51 scope of, ~30; 
limitations Ofl 37,41. (See alsn 
"Passing 05, I Misappropriation 
of trade secrets, Defamation, 
Inducing breach of contract, 
Molestation.) 

Communication: (See Transporta
tion.) 

Competition: relation to public 
policy, 2,4; demand for enforce
ment of, 46; degree of severity, 
155; for employees, 167 

Competitive practices: compre
hensive character, 12; not con
lined to relations between com
petitors,12,13;eBectofprevailing 
system of commercial organi%&
tlons upon 13, 21; regulation 
under the Sherman Act, 42-45; 
demand for exact standard for 
regulation, 45; higher standards 
governing, 53-54; classifioation 
of 55-51 

Competitive system. (See Com
peti~) . . • 

ComplalDtsf"lml1tatlon of orders to 
charges in, 191; application. for, 
218,223; .l"'blicity siven to, 225. 
227-228; Issuing of, 226; status 
of,228 

Concealed ownership. (See Bogus 
independents.) 

Conference rulings, 150 
Conspiracies in restraint of trade: 

character, 197-198; condemn ... 

tion under Sherman Act, 198; 
jurisdiction of Federal Trade 
Commission over, 198-199; to 
manipulate prices, 199-200; to 
maintainregularchannelsoftrade, 
200; to secure price guarantee, 
108, 200 

Consumer: interest in competition, 
46; deceiving of, 113, 115, 119 

CuttlDg off competitor's supplies. 
(See Bidding up prices.) 

D 
Damages: sul!8""ted extension of 

right of actlon for, 221 
Deceptive advertising: determina

tion of falsity, 118-119; puffing 
statements, 119; second hand 
goods represented as new, 120; 
cases involving, 118-123; value 
misrepresented by, 121-123; ju
dicial review of cases involving, 

• 122-123; degree of deception in 
price exaggeration, 123-124; with 
respect to trade status, 128; vol .. 
untary cooperation to pl'event, 
233-234 

Deceptive packaging. (See False 
pac~g.) 

Defamation: common law doctrine 
against, 33-34. (See also Dispar
agement.) 

Department stores: growth, 16, 18; 
margin of profit, 88ln 

Discrimination based on trade 
status: basis of, 1~71; attack 
upon, 71; origin of, 72; discrim
ination between wholesalers and 
retailers, 72, 73; discrimination 
between retailers, 74· attempted 
prohibition of, 73, 74-15; reversal 
of Federal Trade Commission's 
orders against, 73, 75-76; justifi
cation of policy of non-interference 
with, 11~0 

Dismissals: need of giving reasons 
for, 188,210£0; number of, 218 

Disparagement: false statements 
regarding a com~titor·s reputa
tion, 157; complaints involving, 
157; types condemned, 157, 158; 
truthfuln... of statements, 158-
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159· judicial limitation of Federal 
Trade Commission's policy, 161. 
(See also Defamation.) .. 

Distributive methods: traditional, 
13-14; changes in, 15-17. (See 
also Advertising, Resale price 
maintenance, Exclusive dealer 
ammgements.) 

E 
Enticement of emr.loyees: Motive 

as indi<!atinlSun airness,167, 168; 
casesinvolvmg,168J 169. (Seealso 
Inducing breach of contract.) 

Espionage: inadequacy of common 
lawwithrespeetto,39-40; testof 
unfairness, 163; employment of 
detectives condemned, 164 

Exclusive contracts: with con,. 
sumers, 186. (See also Exclusive 
dealing arrangements.) 

Exclusivedealingarrangements: use. 
by trusts, 25, 26, 27; not within 
scope of common law, 38; dis
~ished from exclusive repre
sentation, 177-178, 185; relation 
toanti-trustlaws, 178; purposeof, 
178-179; effect of branding upon, 
119' prohibition in Clayton Act, 
180; Unfairness, 180-181; in~
pretation of Cayton Act prohibI
tion,181; proceedings by Federal 
Trade Commission, 182-185; size 
as a factor in determining legality, 
182-183; preva~ing man,et. prac
tice as a factor In determmmg le
gality,I83-184; agency contracts 
distioguished from, 186-181; Fed
eral Trade Commission's lack of 
settled policy reg~, 181. • 

Exclusive representation: dIStin
guished from exclusive dealer 
arrangements, 117-178, 185 

F 
False advertising. (See Deceptive 

advertising.) 
False claim to endotsement or use: 

not illegal at ,,!,mmon law, 1~4; 
complaints agamst, 125; unf .... -

ness of, 124; by government 
agencies, 125; by voluntary as
sociations, 126; througb intima
tion, 127; orders ~~ by fed
eral Trade Comnl1ss.OD agamst, 
125-127; judicial support of 
Commission's orders agamst, 125 

False packaging: c .... involving, 
136-131; degree of deceit, 137:-
138; of butter, 137; of macaroru, 
138 

Federal Trade Commission: consti
tutionallimitations of authority, 
62, 147, 209fn; as regulator of 
f>""!la!O'Y trust ~n, ~; 
JunsdlCtlon over conSpiracIes m 
restraint of trade, 198-199; juris
diction over Clayton Act vi0la
tions, 201; functions contrasted 
with those of Interstate Com
merce Commission, 210; author
ity exceeded, 210; failure to enun
ciate essential principles, 211; 
combination of executive and ju
dicial functions, 212-215' conclu
siveness of lindings of lact, 214; 
lack of power to enforce orders, 
214; record of,211-219; limita
tion of responsibility, 21!}-221; 
discretionary powers, 221-225; 
modification of policy, 223, 225, 
228,229; publicity of proceedinp, 
225-230; use of Trade Pracnce 
submittal, 230,231 

Federal Trade Commission Act: 
provisions, 49-50; application to 
tying contracts, 190, 191; proce
dural provisions, 216-217 . 

F'Jghting brands: use by trusts, 25, 
n,~; inadequacyofcomm= 
law with respect to, 38, 40 

F'mdings of fact: conclusiveness of 
Federal Trade Commission's, 214 

Foreign trade: jurisdiction of Fed
eral Trade Commission over un
fair competition in, 147; dump. 
ing,61fn • 

Fraudulent stock promotlOll: state 
legislation against, 141; juris
diction of Federal Trade Com
mission over, 141; complaints 
aga!ns~ 142; ineffect:i~ess of 
Federal Trade Comnll""= pro-
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cedure,142, 143; need of specific 
legislation, 143; proposed legis
lation agamst, 143fn 

G 
Gnvernment regulation of trade: 

complexity, 1; interference with 
business; 132; necessity, 4; de
mand for exact standards in, 45; 
fear of rigid, 47; scope of, 203-
209. (See 3.Iso Administrative 
regulatIOn.) 

Guarantee against price decline. 
(See Price guarantee.) 

H 
Harassing tactics: suppression by 

Federal Trade CommIssion, 161-
162; unfairness of, 162; large 
number of coml:'laints against, 
dismissed, 162.. (See also Espion
age, Inducing breach of c0n
tract, Enticement of employees, 
Threatening litigation, Writing 
for catalogues.) 

Havana: meaning as applied to 
cigars, 135; deceptive use con
demned, 135 fn 

HoIdin\! . c;oml'!"'ies. (~Stock 
&CqWSltlOn m competing com
pam ... ) 

I 
Imitation of competitor's product, 

149,151 
Inductng breach of contract: com

mon law doctrine against, 52-53, 
164; bad faith necessary to 
create public interest, 165; policy 
of Federal Trade Comnussion, 
165-166; damage not necessary 
under administrative regulation, 
166-167; advantage of adminis
trative protection against, 167 

Intercorporate stockholding. (See 
Stock acquisition in competing 
companies.) 

Interlocking directorates: prohibi
tion in Clayton Act, 201; juris
diction of Federal Trade C0m
mission over, 201; complainlll 

against, 201; economic c0nse.
quences of prohibition, 201-202 

Interstate Commerce: jurisdiction 
of Federal Trade Commisaion 
over,62,147,209 

Interstate Commerce Act, 5, 42 
Interstate Commerce Commission: 

experience of, 215-216 
Intimidation: use by trusts, 25, 27. 

(See also Molestation, Threaten
ing litigation.) 

J 
Jobbers: attempts to enforce price 

guarantee, 108, 200 
Judicial revIew of Federal Trade 

Commission's orders: wisdom of, 
211; record, 212 fn 

L 
Leases: oil tankeases, 192-193; 

coffee urn cases, 194; Unitetl 
Shoe Machinery Company, 195-
196 

Legal standards: as a guide for 
administrative regulation, 156 

Local price cutting: use by trusts, 
26, 21 fn, 28; inadequacy of com
mon law with respect to" 40; 
complaints against, 66; basis of 
condemnation" 68; disuse of 68-
10; relatinn to use of bogus inde-
pendents, 173 . 

Localization of industry, 132 
Lotteries: basis of condemnation, 

138-139; complaints against, 
139; attitude of Federal Trade 
Commisaion toward, 13~14O; 
use in sale of clothing, 140 

M 
Mail order houses: growth of, 16, 

18; dependence on catalogues, 112 
Malicious interference: 155. (See 

also Molestation.) 
Malicious liri!lation. (See Threat

ening litigatlon.) 
Mechanical devices: increase of, 

178; eIose relation between, 188, 
196. (See also Commercial 
Revolutinn.) 
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Misappropriation of trade secrets: 
common Jaw doctrine against, 
32-33. (See also Espionage.) 

Misbranding: inadequacy of com
mon law with respect to, 38; 
complaints against, 112; activity 
of Silk Association of America 
against, 112; products mis
branded, 112, 114; Wmsted 
Hosiery case, 113-114; injury to 
competitors, 113-114; scope of 
Federal Trade u.mmission's 
authority with respect to, 114· 
questionable rulings of Feder;! 
Trade Commission, 115; deceit 
an essential element, 115; sub
stitutes not precluded by attack 
upon, 116 

Misrepresentation: value, 121-124; 
quality 11&-120; endorsement, 
124-127; trade status, 121, 130; 
~n, 132-136; in sale of se-

• cunties, 1~142 
Molestation: common law doctrine 

agajnst, 136-137 

N 
National Association of Credit 

Men: campaign against fraud, 
233 

National Vigilance c..mmittee, 234 

o 
Obstruction of competitors. (See 

Harassing tactics.) 
Open shop policy: conspiring to 

enforce, 200 
Origin, misrepresentation of: un

fairness, 132; types, 133-135; 
deception an essential. element, 
135 

P 
tcPassing off": common law d0c.

trine again.~ 31; recent deci
sions extending doctrine with 
respectto,151. (SeealsoSimula
tion of trade name or trademark.) 

Patent infringement: intricacy of 
controversies regarding, 16\1. (See 
also Threatening Iitisanon.) 

Pirating. (See Simulation of trade 
name or trademark.) 

Pittsburgh Plus: description of, 
103; condemnation by Federal 
Trade Commission, 103; eJl'e<:ts 
of abandonment, 104. (See also 
Basiog point price system.) 

Premiums: condemnation of use in 
sale of coffee, 139 

Press releases: by Federal Trade 
Commission, 225 . 

Price cutting; effect of. 84, 85, 89. 
(S .. also Selling below cost, local 
price cutting.) 

PrJce discrimination: sJ?Ocific pro
hibition, 65; applicatlon of Sec
tion 5 of Federal Trade Commis
sion Act to, 66; unfairness of, 67. 
(See also Local price cutting, 
Discrimination based on trade 
statns.) 

Price guarantee: form, 105; reasons 
for increased use, 105; com
plaints againstJ 106; economic 
effect of, 107; attempts of job
bers to enforce, 108 

Price Maintenance. (See Resale 
price maintenance.) 

Pnce manipulation, Federal Trade 
Commission cases involving, 199-
200 • 

Price policies: under the competi
tive system, 57-58; government 
price fixing, 5&-59. (See also 
Selling below cost, Local price 
cutting, Price discrimination Re
sale price maintenance, Price 
guarantee, Discrimination" based 
on trade statns, Basing point sys
terns.) 

Private right of action: existence as 
bar toadministrative interference, 
14&-149; for unfair competition 
suggested,221. (See also Com-
mOD law.) . 

Procedure: slowness of Federal 
Trade Commission, 219; prob
lems under administrative regu_ 
lation, 212; modification of Fed
eral Trade Commission, 222-225, 
22&-229. (See also Complaints, 
Dismissals, Findings of Fact.) 

Products, subjeets of unfair trade: 
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agricultural supplies, 65, 118",125, 
176,191; automobile accessories, 
119, 120; building materials, 118, 
121,145,172; celluloid, 112, 115; 
cigars and tobacco, 134; clothing, 
shoes, etc., 91 fn, 135 En, 140; 
c:orporate securities, 121 fn, 142;, 
dyes, 146; furniture, 128; grocer_ 
ies, 60, 62, 14, 112, 137; hardware 
and sporting goods, 123, 121; 
hosiery, 112, 113, 131; jewelry, 
precious metals, etc. 133, 135; 
machinery, 146, 151 fu, 169, 184, 
192; magazines, books. etc-, 
125, 151 fn, 187; metors, 103, 
206; motion pictures, 120 In, 
158; musical instruments and 
supplies, 183; notions, 63, 132 fn, 
182; office equipment, 120 In, 
195; paint, varnish, etc., 112, 
114, 121, 127, 146; pa~, 151; 
silk,112; soap, toilet articles and 
drugs, 73. 106, 115, 118, 126; 
specialties, 122, 115, 184; wool
ens, 112, 131£n 

Public interest; discretionary pow
ers of Federal Trade Commission 
in determining, 221-222 

Public policy; basis for analysis of, 
1; relation of competitive sro
tern to, 2; effect of changlDg 
conditions upon, 4; relation to 
business standards, 208 

Publicity: given to complaints, 
225, 227-228; modification of 
Federal Trade Commissinn's pol
icy with respect to, 228--229 

Q 
Qualitr misrepresentation, 118--120 
Quanttty: diacounts for, 14; mis

'ep1esentation of, 136-138 

R 
Railroad discriminations: obtained 

by trusts 25, 26, 28; failure of 
comm<m law to prevent, 31; 
legislation against, 42 

Refusal to deal, 80fn 
Resale price maintenance: basis of 

legal condemnation,80-81; rela
tion of advertising to,81-84;effect 

of price cutting, 84-85, 89; effect 
on prices, 86; dFect on dealer 
competition, 81,91fn; advantages 
of, 88; importance to manufac
turers of established channels of 
trade, 85, 90; cont1ict of interests, 
90; agency contracts as a method 
of, 91; !eRal statu. of, 92--96; 
attitude of Federal Trade Com
mission toward, 961 complaints 
against, 91; espedlency of ad
ministrative regulation of~ 98 

Rules of procedure: changes in, 
228-229. (See also Federal Trade 
Commission, Board of Review, 
Publicity.) 

S 
Sales promotion: regulation of, 109-

111; Federal Trade Commission's 
policy with respect to, 111. (See 
also Advertising, Commercial bri
bery, False claims to endors~ 
ment, False packaging, Lotteries, 
Misbnmdingl Misrepresentation, 
Premiums, Simulation.) 

Secret subsl(liaries. (See Bogus 
independents.) 

Selling below cost: cases involving, 
60-01; attitude of Federal Trade 
Commission toward,. 60-61; 
doubtful legality of prohibition of, 
63; inespediency of regulating, 63 

Sheffield: use of term, 133; Federal 
Trade Commissions interpreta
tion, 133; defined by manufac
tnrero, 134 

Sherman Act: enactment. 5; pro
ceedings under, 25; unfair com
petition under~42-4S; conspiracies 
mresttaintoftradeunder,198-199 

Silk Association of America: cam
paign against misbranding, 112 

Simulation of trade name or trad~ 
mark: private remedy for, 148-
150; public interest m SUppl'6-
sion of, 149; unintentional, 149; 
Federal Trade Commission's 
policy with respect to, 150; cases 
mvolving, ISO-lSI; bad faith an 
essential element in unfairness of, 
48. (See also "Passing off.") 
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Small business: fear of trust ag
gression,48; protection of, 149 

Stipulations: settlement of appli
cations for complaint by, 224 

Stock acquisition in competing 
companies; prohibition in Cay
tonAct, 201, 202-204; suppression 
of competitIon as evidenceofill ... 
gality, 203; complaints against, 
205; policy of Federal Trsde 
Comnussion with respect to, 204-
206; judicial review of Commis
sion's orders against," 206-207 

S_age. (See Warehousing.) 
Subsidizing salesmen, 147-148 
Substitutes: use not precluded by 

attack on misbranding, 116-117 

T 
Tampa: use of term as applied to 

cigars, 134; deceptive use con
demned,I34 

Threatening litigation: intricacy 
of problem with respect to patent 
controversies, 169; Heuser case, 
169-110; when no patent rights 
exist, 170; vague and indefinite 
threats, 17~171; bad faith an es
sential element in unfairness,!71 

Trade-marks. (See Branding, Mis
branding, Simulation of trade 
name or trade.mark.) 

Trade Practice Submittal: cellulnid 
industry, 117; silver plated ware 
industry, 134; macaroni industry, 
138; cbaracterof,23~23ILweight 
given to resoIutions by l' ederal 
Trade Commission, 231; as a 
means of fostering co.operation 
with Federal Trade Commission, 
232 

Trade relations; disappearance of 
personal fac_ in, 18-19 

Trsde status, misrepresentation of: 
by direct statement, 128; by 
name, 128-130; condemned by 
Federal Trade Commission, 128-
130; unfairness of, 12~130; in
jury of parties deceived by'r 130; 
Judicial.uppnrt of Federal rade 
Commission', orders against, 
13~131 

Transportstion: relation· to com-

mereial revolution, 17-21, costs, 
relation to price detemunation, 
~100. (See also Railroad dis
criminations.) 

Treating, 144 
Trust movement: relation to com

petitive methods, 23-24 
• Trusts: small number of complaint's 

against, 154; unfair methods em
ployed by, 24-28 . 

Truth in advertising movement, 233 
Tying contracts: not within scope 

of common law, 38; character 
of, 189; interference with com
petition, 1~190; provisions of 
Clayton Act with respect to, 190, 
196; application of Fed~ 
Trsde Commission Act to'r190; 
condemnation by Federal rade 
Commission,I9~195; Gratzcase, 
19~191; oil tankcases, 192-193; 
colfee urn cases 194; extension of 
pstent control through, 195; 
economic justification of, 195-196 

U 
Unfair competition: by industrial 

combines, 23-28; demand fot sE':
cilic definition of, 45; prohIbi
tion of, 49; standard of unfair
n~51-52;publiccondemnatton 
of,54 

Unfair Competition Bureau, in 
psint and varnish industry, 233 

"Unfair Methods of CompetitIoo": 
judicial interpretation of phrase, 
55fn. 

United States Steel Corporation. 
(See Basing point price system.) 

V 
Voluntary cooperation: improve. 

ment of busmess standards by, 
233-235 

W 
Warehousing, 17 
Writing for catalogues and esti

mates: unfairness of, 172; con
demned by Federal Trade Com
mission, 172-173 

Z 
Zoning. (See Basing point price 

system.) 


